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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 
THE POLITICAL THEOLOGY OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 
 
Mark R. Royce, Ph.D. 
 
George Mason University, 2016 
 
Dissertation Director: Dr. Mariely Lopez-Santana 
 
 

This dissertation undertakes the first comprehensive examination of the degree to which 

national traditions of political theology may inform patterns of West European 

integration. Scholarly literature has generally reduced postwar integration to economic or 

technocratic incentives, but the present analysis subjects seventeen West European 

countries to Boolean techniques of qualitative comparative analysis in order to establish 

both their prevailing traditions of political theology and degrees of European integration. 

The findings indicate that the Roman Catholic countries are more, but the Protestant 

countries less integrated with Europe as a whole; and the argument is entertained that the 

hierarchy and cosmopolitanism of the Roman Catholic faith is more conducive to 

European integration than the deeper emphasis on national identity and sovereignty 

inculcated by the various divisions of Protestant Christianity. These influences are 

accounted for through a causal narrative by which the theological confrontations of the 

sixteenth century were settled through the constitutional revolutions of the seventeenth, 



 

 

which in turn influenced comparative political decisions of the twentieth concerning 

European integration. 

 
 
 
 



 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the most intense, and perhaps the most bizarre diplomatic row in European 

Union (EU) history occurred over a seemingly innocuous issue: the potential allusion to 

the Christian heritage of Europe in the preamble of the proposed European constitution in 

2004. Different European countries passionately championed particular positions in a 

confused showdown of religion versus secularism, and of Catholicism versus 

Protestantism. Foret and Riva (2010: 797) write that some nations were fearful of a 

“‘Vatican Europe’, of which the religious past is too exclusively understood in the 

context of Catholicism.” This dissertation shall ask whether the various politicized 

theological traditions manifest during the acrimonious preamble debate constitute a 

significant and enduring influence upon contemporary European integration.    

I. The Research Question and Scholarly Context 

All human cultures communicate through myths and legends, and all European 

countries display monuments and memorials to their comparative traditions of political 

theology, defined as the authoritative application of sacred ideas to public policies and 

discourses. But do such ideational traditions appreciably affect patterns of postwar West 

European integration? The historiography of the EU, inaugurated by the 1957 Treaties of 

Rome, has long been sequestered from that of modern Europe as a whole (Gehler 2006; 

Gilbert 2010), and as a result there are few sophisticated assessments of the EU within 
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deeper historical or theoretical contexts. Acknowledging, furthermore, impassioned 

appeals for postwar Europe as a whole to put aside its collective forgetfulness (Judt 1992) 

and to confront important questions of political and social values (Siedentop 2001; Della 

Sala 2010), this dissertation considers the following question: Do comparative traditions 

of political theology have any appreciable effect upon patterns of postwar European 

integration? 

This inquiry represents a largely original approach to European studies for several 

reasons. In the first place, there has been a gradual “conversion” within political science 

roughly since the end of the Cold War toward an unprecedented appreciation for the 

power and importance of religious and theological ideas after several decades of 

positivist neglect (Wald and Wilcox 2006).1 Similarly, the discipline of sociology, the 

source of most advanced conceptual thinking concerning religion, has essentially 

abandoned its inaugural secularization thesis in favor of more subtle formulations as to 

the operation of theological ideas within advanced industrial societies, including the 

hypothesis that many West Europeans are “believing without belonging” (Davie 2000), 

or that their true spirituality remains fettered within comatose state churches (Finke 1990; 

Stark and Iannaccone 1994). Within these larger contexts, the study of European 

                                                             
1 Those authors cite the Iranian Revolution of 1979, the formation of the American 
Christian Right during the 1980s, and the triumph of theological tribalism in India or the 
former Yugoslavia as evidence for “the growing power of religion in political conflicts 
around the globe” (527), power that many social scientists have been slow to appreciate. 
This question is treated more fully in the following chapter.  
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integration specifically has long been dominated by materialist as opposed to by 

ideational concerns. The late Alan S. Milward considered the definitive principle of the 

twentieth century to be the ultimatum of ordinary people for economic security (Gilbert 

2013), and this conclusion inspired his famous thesis that a supranational economic 

community became necessary to “rescue” the nation-state (Milward 1992). The otherwise 

masterful volume of Andrew Moravcsik shares the material emphasis of Milward 

concerning the EU, and completely denies to norms and values any significance in its 

construction (Moravcsik 1998). Procedural concerns tend to dominate the works of Ernst 

Haas ([1958] 2004) and of his neofunctionalist heirs (Stone Sweet, Sandholtz, and 

Fligstein 2001) while the “neo-medieval” analogies, however inherently interesting, 

remain principally concerned with institutional geometry and with forms of authority and 

administration (Engelbrekt 2002; Friedrichs 2001; Zielonka 2006), rather than with 

identifying actual medieval values, theological or otherwise, present or absent in 

contemporary Europe.  

II. The Objects and Arguments of the Study 

Literatures from various directions are thus as a whole positioned for such an 

inquiry, and the first task is to provide satisfactory explanations of its primary subjects. 

The concept of political theology connotes ideas at least in their origin theological, but 

which have by degrees been transformed into new conceptual idiom. Carl Schmitt’s 

definitive Political Theology ([1922] 2005) asserts that Western liberalism, for all its 
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claims to philosophical objectivity, itself communicates particular theological traditions; 

and prominent examples include Max Weber’s Protestant work ethic ([1905] 2002), or 

the subsidiarity principle extrapolated from Roman Catholic canon law (Mcilroy 2003) 

and then applied to contemporary European governance (MacCormick 1997). Such 

ideational inheritances may in their contemporary raiments remain operable long after the 

original theological impulses have disappeared, and from a theologico-political 

perspective the public policies and discourses of the West remain very much in dialogue 

with the norms of the Christendom narrative (Perkins 2004; Weigel 2005), even if this 

relationship is not always evident or admitted amid the tedium and conformity of daily 

existence. Norris and Inglehart ([2004] 2011: 17) state, “The distinctive worldviews that 

were originally linked with religious traditions have shaped the cultures of each nation in 

an enduring fashion: today, these distinctive values are transmitted to the citizens even if 

they never set foot in a church, temple, or mosque.” Although contemporary Europe is 

witnessing the advent of unprecedented theological diversity (Modood 2012; Spohn 

2009)—including a “post-Christian” relocation of the sacred into the lives of individuals 

(Houtman and Aupers 2007)—the most important traditions of political theology in the 

West may be said to be Roman Catholicism, representing the Church that dominated the 

late Classical and medieval eras, and the Lutheran, Calvinist, and Anglican forms of 

Protestantism, which helped give birth to new Westphalian regimes, and to which have 

been ascribed the origins of liberal democracy (Berger 2004; Woodberry and Shah 2004).  
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To these primary or majority traditions one must add the Hebraist or Jewish influence 

(Arnold [1869] 1961; Maimonides [1190] 1995; Stone 2008) and Islam, tragically 

constructed as a Western Christian foe in innumerable ways for centuries.2       

European integration, in the second instance, refers to the postwar amalgamation 

of national sovereignty among Europe’s democratic nation-states.  This process was 

initiated with the European Coal and Steel Community of 1951 between Italy, West 

Germany, France, Holland, Belgium, and Luxembourg, and inaugurated with the 1957 

Treaties of Rome also consisting of those nations. Unlike the Cold War logic of 

collective security that inspired NATO, or the human rights regime of the Council of 

Europe in Strasbourg, the definitive principle of the Community is supranational 

authority requiring member states to partially submit to European government, 

headquartered in Brussels, above and beyond any one of them. The operation of 

supranational authority, a phenomenon truly unique in world history, serves as the 

primary component of both theoretical and normative debates concerning integration 

(Rosamond 2000), salient among them the fate of national authority (Hoffmann 1966), 

the criteria of democratic and constitutional legitimacy (Habermas and Rehg 2001), and 

the often agonizing choice between functional unity and political liberalism (Garton Ash 

1998); and national submission to the supranational authority of Brussels—consisting 

                                                             
2 Arthur Schopenhauer ([1819] 1995), furthermore, famously looked to the East, 
especially to India, for inspiration; and while the most recognized he was by no means 
alone (Johnson [1759] 1956; Montesquieu [1758] 2004).  
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primarily of the Commission, the Council of Ministers, the Parliament, and the Court of 

Justice—is the principle meaning, in this study and in general, of postwar European 

integration.  

In the language of positivist social science, political theology and European 

integration represent respectively the independent and dependent variables of this 

analysis; and the purpose of the dissertation is to introduce an appreciable influence upon 

integration thus far neglected in scholarly literature. The European Union has been 

examined from the perspectives of both constructivism (Christiansen, Jørgensen, and 

Wiener 2001) and critical theory (Loriaux 2008); and normative debates persist in the 

social sciences as to whether or not it is appropriate to attribute causation to cognitive 

structures (Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2006), among them traditions of political theology. 

This dissertation does not attempt to resolve such enduring theoretical contestation, but 

rather to propose and to explore with historical data a conceptually definite, theoretically 

informed, and inherently reasonable idea, that comparative traditions of political theology 

may inform European integration. Wolffe (2011: 244) observes, “Limited consideration 

has been given to the hypothesis that intra-Christian divisions are a significant factor in 

shaping attitudes to the European Union.” I propose to respond to Wolffe’s call by 

considering that very possibility, and adduce the following two research hypotheses. 

First, I hypothesize that European countries of a Roman Catholic political 

theology shall display greater European integration, meaning primarily the further 
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surrender of otherwise national policymaking to Brussels. Biblically founded by St. Peter 

the Apostle (Mat. 16:18-19), but institutionally and ideologically founded by Pope Leo I 

(Ullmann 1960), the Roman Catholic Church over the course of its fifteen hundred year 

existence has served as an important force for the unification and cohesion of Europe, 

providing the primary source of authority during the Dark Ages (Collins [1991] 1999), 

overseeing the Crusades of the high Middle Ages (Riley-Smith [1987] 2005), theorizing 

the doctrine of rule by divine right, and pioneering the theory and practice of multilevel 

governance (Mcilroy 2003). Its common Latin language united the entire West, as does 

its international Holy Communion irrespective of race, class, gender, or nationality. The 

Council of Trent (1545-64), convened in response to the Reformation, introduced 

furthermore unprecedented procedural rigor at the parish level, establishing firmer 

documentation and protocol for births, weddings, deaths, burials, and residency that the 

present EU has inherited (Bossy 1970). There is also literature attesting to the 

considerable importance—against the claims of structural realism—of the Roman Church 

and of the Vatican state particularly within international relations (Chong and Troy 2011; 

Vallier 1971), in addition to normative appeals for the Church to position itself against 

the abuses of the Westphalian international order (Mansueto 2005). Reminiscing upon his 

life, the Roman Catholic, Christian Democratic Prime Minister of Belgium Wilfried 

Martens, who labored tirelessly for the unification of Europe, professes, “We lived our 
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lives against the backdrop of this great synthesis, the Catholic faith. Religious belief, that 

great certitude, formed the nucleus of everything” (2008: 6).  

Second, I hypothesize a positive relationship between Protestant political theology 

and abstention from European integration. The horrific Wars of Religion unleashed by 

Luther’s reforms eventually resulted in Protestant confessional states in Northern 

Germany, Scandinavia, the British Isles, and to a lesser degree Switzerland which for 

generations thereafter regarded Roman Catholicism as one of the greatest threats to their 

existence. From his international headquarters in Geneva, John Calvin was not merely 

sending out missionaries, but rather presiding over an insurgency against the Catholic 

French government, and mutual experiences of emigration and persecution forged a 

powerful feeling of solidarity amongst his many followers (Grell 2009). Anti-

Catholicism, furthermore, served as a potent and constituent norm in English liberalism 

from its beginnings in the seventeenth century (Fatovic 2005), imperial Britain having 

generally denied Roman Catholics the right to sit in Parliament, much less to sit upon the 

throne. The Leviathan ([1651] 1991) of Thomas Hobbes condemns Roman Catholicism 

as a vast, cynical, sorcerous “Kingdome of Darknesse” dedicated to the usurpation of 

private conscience and public freedom; and therefore when the high Anglican priest John 

Henry Newman, who had been vacillating for years, at last succumbed to his instincts and 

converted to Roman Catholicism in 1845, he was widely suspected of treason ([1864] 

1994). “The UK is a Protestant monarchy,” writes Bob Morris (2010: 218), and pivotal to 
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English liberalism is the preservation of national, Protestant sovereignty, which 

supranational integration threatens. The Lutherans of the Nordic nations, for their part, 

have generally evinced a quieter Protestantism than the English, but Iceland, Norway, 

Denmark, Sweden, and Finland were all in their origin Protestant confessional states, and 

their respective legal and constitutional orders appreciably reflect this inheritance (Kühle 

2011). With regard to historically Calvinist Holland, there is some evidence of 

Protestantism inducing Euro-skepticism among certain political parties (Vollaard 2006), 

while highly evangelical, sectarian Protestants as a whole have long imputed to the EU a 

potent eschatological significance, as the revitalized Roman Empire that shall portend the 

Christian apocalyptic sequence (Herman 2000).3    

III. Research Design: Units & Parameters, Qualitative Comparison, & Objectives 

In this study, the unit of analysis shall be the European nation-state, for two 

primary reasons. First, individual countries, as member states, formally comprise the EU; 

and it is analytically appropriate to engage the question using the same Westphalian 

divisions on which the Community has been primarily built. But second, and as the 

following chapter will demonstrate, European political theology has been satisfactorily 

considered at the individual, group, and supranational levels; but comparison at the 

national level across Europe has yet to be attempted.  

                                                             
3 In the United States, a similar constituency helped preempt membership in the League 
of Nations for many of the same reasons (Routsila 2003). Much of this evidence, 
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The parameters of this analysis, furthermore, shall be the seventeen truly 

independent and fully sovereign nation-states of Western Europe. This census or universe 

of cases is Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, 

Holland, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and 

Switzerland, with Vatican City eliminated on account of its self-evident theological 

persuasion, and the various micro-states on account of their tininess. The comprehensive 

exclusion of the countries of Eastern Europe, however, from this investigation rests upon 

several important propositions. In the first instance, serious questions remain as to 

whether or not the Eastern Orthodox division of Christianity, supreme among many of 

those nations, has fully reconciled itself to representative government (Berger 2004; 

Perica 2006; Prodromou 2004; Ramet 2006), again a prerequisite for European 

integration. During the initial framing of this research, Russian President Vladimir Putin 

seized the Crimean Peninsula and took further steps to reconstruct the old tsarist empire; 

and supranational European integration headquartered in Brussels cannot reasonably be 

expected to proceed amid such a violent “clash of civilizations” (Huntington 1993, 

1996).4 Second, the former Soviet satellites, by reason of their political oppression, 

contributed nothing to the formative years of European integration, and could only join 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
furthermore, may remind social scientists of institutional or path dependent causation, a 
matter considered in the following chapter.   
4 This principle of Russian Orthodoxy at least associative of autocratic government 
remains a persistent theme in studies of both Russian intellectual history in general 
(McDaniel 1996) and of Putinist neo-tsarism in particular (Laruelle 2009).  
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the EU upon the collapse of the Iron Curtain. The post-Communist dynamic of Poland, 

Hungary, the Czech Republic, the Baltic states, and to an even more serious degree the 

nations further east, which encourages a westward flee away from Russia, is thus in 

manifold ways quite different5 from the assurance of national security that Italy, 

Switzerland, France, or Denmark enjoy, to the end that Brussels is often conjectured to 

treat Eastern nations more as imperial subjects than as clients of a regime at their service 

and for their benefit (Behr 2007; Engelbrekt 2002). And just as the West Europeans were 

negotiating their precious Maastricht Treaty, in the early 1990s, the former Yugoslavia 

was descending into war and genocide.6 Are Moldova or Armenia, furthermore, to be 

included? Such places lie beyond the scope of European power, and therefore of this 

analysis; and all the cases thus precede the definitive fifth EU enlargement round of 2004 

that took in the former Soviet satellites, and that for Zielonka (2006: 2) “dramatically and 

irreversibly transformed the nature of the union.” Supranational integration and the single 

market program became an option exclusively for the free and democratic Western 

European countries following World War II; and the aim of this study is to attempt to 

further understand variations in their choice. Why did a country like West Germany lead, 

a country like Great Britain reluctantly follow, and a country like Norway largely refuse? 

                                                             
5 Tismaneanu (2002: 95) is rather more explicit, writing that the post-Communist nations 
evince a “politics of rancorous marginality, ‘cultural despair’ and convulsive impotence 
that the nascent democratic (dis)order can barely contain.” 
6 Garton Ash (1998: 61) observes concerning the West European response to the wars, 
“We fiddled in Maastricht while Sarajevo burned.”  
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To attempt to frame an answer to this question, the study shall employ a 

qualitative comparative analysis relying upon techniques of Boolean annotation. 

Victorian mathematician George Boole pioneered the use of mathematical language to 

communicate subjective judgments (1847, 1854); and Charles Ragin recommends the 

Boolean comparative method as a means of reconciling the enduring dispute between 

qualitative and quantitative research. “Boolean-based comparative analysis techniques,” 

he writes, “make it possible to maintain an interest in both social science theory and 

specific empirical instances” (1987: 161). Boolean analysis is an attributive method in 

that traits of the various cases are coded dichotomously as either present “1” or absent 

“0” and the results recorded in equations, which are in turn simplified in order to arrive at 

the essential ingredients of given outcomes across the dependent variable, in this case 

European integration. The complete results can also be presented in truth tables, and this 

study shall furnish one each for European political theology and integration.7 

This investigation has three objectives, or three necessary steps to produce an 

enduring contribution to our knowledge of the social order of Europe. First, it is 

necessary to meaningfully describe the state of both political theology and integration in 

each European country under observation. As shall be shown in the next chapter, and 

with reference to political theology specifically, scholars working in the sociology of 

religion have already employed much statistical measurement; and for this reason in 

                                                             
7 Foran (2005) for instance employs Boolean annotation in order to dissect the 
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addition to the national unit of analysis I have decided instead upon the Boolean 

qualitative method. Second, the dissertation will look for meaningful patterns in these 

data, endeavoring primarily to test the hypotheses that Roman Catholic countries are 

more integrated with Europe, but Protestant ones less so. Finally, the results must be set 

within larger researches into European integration and politics, religious sociology, and 

other related fields. Although the provision of conclusive answers to the important 

debates within such areas of research is rather beyond the scope of this or of any single 

study, it should however be possible to state decisively whether “theology mattered” 

throughout the processes of European integration during the twentieth century.  

IV. Dissertation Outline 

The study will proceed as follows. The following chapter will place the research 

question, variables, and hypotheses within a satisfactory literary context, exploring the 

research literatures that have given rise to the inquiry and to its anticipated answers. The 

third and fourth chapters, the methodological heart of the work, shall explain, conduct, 

and report the Boolean-based investigations of political theology and European 

integration, respectively, to which each West European nation shall be subject, with 

sufficient discussion and explanation of the overall theoretical and empirical findings. 

Four more detailed case chapters shall then illustrate the range of outcomes for European 

integration, with the results of the entire analysis and the potential significance of its 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
requirements for a successful Third World revolution. 
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causal narrative for other European and international concerns considered in the 

conclusion. The modern world is defined in part by intense debates as to whether ideas or 

material forces may claim to be the prime movers of human history; and while this 

humble research does not aspire to a definitive answer to this transcendent question, it 

might be advantageous to recall, “In the beginning was the Word” (John 1:1).  
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GOD AND MAN IN EUROPE 

 

 A task as theoretically intense as assessing contemporary European integration in 

part through ancient theological traditions must begin with some review and synthesis of 

pivotal European intellectual currents of the last two to three centuries. The theorists of 

the Western Enlightenment, to begin with, generally shared an aversion of clerical power 

and of Christian orthodoxy, and in so doing helped strengthen and expand the 

foundations of secular government. Thomas Jefferson for instance amused himself by 

removing supernatural content from the Christian gospels ([1820] 2011), while English 

historian Edward Gibbon argued that the Roman Empire declined and fell partially on 

account of the fanaticism and otherworldliness of Christian teaching ([1776-1788] 

1993).1 Less extreme but no less important treatments include T.R. Malthus’ 

reconsideration of the Christian Hell2 as a result of his celebrated studies of human 

                                                             
1 Jefferson was usually reticent with regard to his personal theological beliefs, but 
scholarly treatments of the subject include those of Braden (2006) and Onuf (2007). 
Gibbon’s eventful spiritual journey, meanwhile, is best conveyed through his own 
Memoirs ([1796] 1969). Enlightenment anti-Christianity was generally strongest in 
France however, reaching perhaps its most acute in the atheist Diderot ([1796a, 1796b] 
1996).   
2 The Christian notion of an unseen abode of eternal punishment is based primarily upon 
the following passages of Scripture: Mat. 3:10; 5:22; 8:12; 13:30, 41-42, 50; 22:13; 
25:30, 41-46; Mark 3:29; Luke 3:17; 13:28; 16:23-26; John 5:28-29; Eph. 4:9; II Pet. 2:4; 
Jude 6; Rev. 12:9, and 20:14. Their general conception of a subterranean realm of fire 
and darkness probably derives from Zoroastrianism (Stausberg 2009), whilst the literary 
influence of the depictions of Dante ([1307-1321] 2001) and Milton ([1667] 1979) 
remain enormous.   
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demography ([1798] 2008), or Adam Smith’s process oriented Theory of Moral 

Sentiments ([1759] 2004). Yet it is more with the nineteenth century that social 

philosophers and historians transition beyond anti-clerical polemics, and approach what 

would now be called the scientific study of religion. German scholarship was especially 

decisive. The Life of Jesus, Critically Examined ([Das Leben Jesu, kritisch bearbeitet, 

1835] 2010) by David Strauss revolutionized knowledge of the historical Jesus by calling 

into question his supernatural powers, while Ludwig Feuerbach’s The Essence of 

Christianity ([Das Wesen des Christentums, 1841] 2004) implied that the Christian God 

is but a brilliant reflection of human personality and feeling.3 Both works were translated 

into English by George Eliot, whose highly erudite novels, furthermore, posed to British 

readers the existential challenge, amongst others, of a post-Christian political theology.4 

The psychology of religion, meanwhile, begins with William James ([1902] 2004), who 

in a brilliant analysis demonstrates many of the processes by which religious affections 

appear to operate in the individual human mind, although Josiah Royce would take this to 

task in his much more corporate “Religion of Loyalty” ([c. 1900] 1982). The most 

extreme version of this deconstruction, however, are the famous works of Friedrich 

Nietzsche, whom to speak with extreme generalization affirmed that Western intellectual 

                                                             
3 Nietzsche ([1872] 1995) advances a similar idea concerning how the ancient Greeks 
socially or anthropomorphically constructed their Olympian deities.   
4 See especially Middlemarch (1871). These trends run parallel to the immense and 
enduring discredit of the creation accounts of Genesis heralded by the researches of 
Charles Darwin ([1859] 1985).  
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history—Persian, Greek, and Judeo-Christian—represents the idolatrous worship of a 

good God,5 and that only a joyful, majestic atheism can properly retrieve the human 

destiny; and it appears dramatically appropriate that the modern scholarly literature 

concerning political theology in Europe should begin with the philosopher who sought to 

demolish it. This chapter examines the research traditions informing the overall question 

of whether or not national traditions of political theology correspond to degrees of 

European integration. The sociology of religion, the renewed recognition in political 

science of the importance of religion, the secularism of European integration studies, and 

finally research into political theology as a whole present the four related but distinct 

areas of analysis in this regard. 

 I. The Sociology of Religion     

 Sociology is the study of human societies, and most sophisticated theoretical 

assessments of the influence of theological ideas upon the social world derive from that 

discipline.6 The second Boolean test of the following chapter (B: Super-majority 

Population) employs the sociological method, and the influence of the ideas of religious 

sociology, as shall be demonstrated, is so decisive in numerous fields that a project of this 

                                                             
5 For him, this meta-idolatry began with Zarathustra, the first prophet of good against 
evil, and hence the first immoralist. See Nietzsche ([1883] 2012).   
6 I exclude from this analysis literature of a primarily polemical or apologetic nature, 
debating the existence and the justice of God. Among the atheist manifestos widely read 
and discussed at present are those of Dawkins (2008) and Hitchens (2007), with theistic 
responses those of Collins (2006) and Keller (2008). Such polemics usually make 
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kind must afford them satisfactory consideration. Synonymous almost with this field as a 

whole is what is generally known as “the secularization thesis,” an assortment of 

propositions pertaining to the impending decline of religion in the world, but especially to 

the erosion of Christianity in the West. “The secularization thesis,” write Stark and 

Iannaccone, “is as old as sociology. Indeed, it served as a major principle on which the 

field was founded” (1994: 249). Crucial to understanding the secularization thesis is 

recognizing the partial confusion between its scientific and normative dimensions: the 

same nineteenth and twentieth century social theorists who predicted the decline of 

religion tended to also desire it, even if they did not join Auguste Comte (1974), a 

totalitarian positivist, in prophesying its complete disappearance. Crucial also is the 

awareness that “the” secularization thesis is a dreadful misnomer, for as Gorski (2000) 

cogently explains in his review of the concept, there have always been manifold theories 

of secularization aside from Comtean disappearance, including the privatization of 

religious practice in Luckmann (1963), the transformation of ecclesiastical ideas into 

public theology in Parsons (1977a, 1977b), and the decline thesis of Weber, who affirms 

that the Church, even amid the dawn of the rational age, may be long at liberty to 

welcome and console those who, in his usual vigor of expression, “cannot bear the fate of 

the times” (1946: 155).  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
selective application of literatures from the social and natural sciences, but are even so 
largely foreign to the matter at hand.   
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 Yet what most if not all of these different secularization theories have in common 

is the functional differentiation of comparative social organs, in which the Church must 

retreat from the many forms of authority and control it once exercised and focus largely 

upon articulating its theology and administering its sacraments. This process connotes 

institutional secularization, involving the disappearance of theocratic rule; and it is most 

associated with Émile Durkheim. In The Elementary Forms of Religious Life ([Les 

Formes élémentaires de la vie religieuse, 1912] 2007), he argued that organized religion 

had long exercised social and administrative roles far beyond proclaiming the sovereignty 

of its deities by providing a social and cognitive apparatus regulating births, marriages, 

burials, education, alms giving, harvests, and hospitals; but that the rise of the modern 

industrial state, with its manifold provision of public goods, must cause organized 

religion to appreciably retreat from many of those areas. Luckmann (1967) and Bruce 

(2002) are among the many theorists who have further articulated this idea, probably the 

least disputable tenet of secularization doctrine. The other major notion common to most 

of these theories (and central to modern self-definition per se) is rationalization, the 

general belief that theology is a vestige of primitive humanity’s attempt to explain the 

universe, reading the heavens and appeasing its guardians. From a modernist literary 

perspective, H.P. Lovecraft advances this claim with great eloquence: “In general, all the 

conditions of savage dawn-life so strongly conduced toward a feeling of the supernatural, 

that we need not wonder at the thoroughness with which man’s very hereditary essence 
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has become saturated with religion and superstition” ([1927] 2008: 1042). It is Max 

Weber however who offers the most sustained treatment of the rational, scientific, and 

bureaucratic materialization of the cosmos. In The Protestant Ethic and the “Spirit” of 

Capitalism ([Die Protestantische Ethik und der ‘Geist’ des Kapitalismus, 1905] 2002) 

and Economy and Society ([Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, 1922] 1978), among other 

works, Weber argues that great advances in the natural and social sciences are liable to 

erode if not to erase adherence to systems of belief based on the authority of scripture or 

the wonder of divine revelation, stating in the former, “The Reformation meant…the 

replacement of an extremely relaxed, practically imperceptible, and scarcely more than 

formal authority by an infinitely burdensome and earnest regimentation of the conduct of 

life, which penetrated every sphere of domestic and public life to the greatest degree 

imaginable” (2). Peter Berger (1967), David Martin (1978), and Brian Wilson (1969) 

were among the numerous sociologists who would further develop Weber’s notion of a 

transcendent, teleological march toward rationality during the mid-twentieth century, 

when “modernization” theories as a whole were highly fashionable within academia; and 

when Europeans today refer to themselves and to their societies as “secular,” they are 

generally invoking the ideas of the theorists discussed above. 
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 A dissident school however took shape during the 1990s: the “supply side” or 

“religious market model” (Finke 1990; Stark 1997; Stark and Iannaccone 1994).7 The 

argument is ultimately rather simple. The United States demonstrates much greater 

religious vitality than West European countries because it has no state church in which 

indolent clergy can repose, drawing salaries without having to compete for adherents in a 

free religious marketplace. Religious affections are comparatively sedate in places like 

England or Sweden, according to this theory, because some official religious 

establishment enjoys a monopoly over them. The cure for theological indifference, 

therefore, is disestablishment, a thesis which, one might with justice observe, appears 

strangely at variance with that of Durkheim discussed above that it was the very 

monopoly of the church over social life that long sustained its popular allegiance.  Be that 

as it may, this theory of religious free enterprise is one of the most important existing 

points of intersection between theology and economics, and informs in particular 

assessments of the different models of political economy in Western Europe and their 

various social implications.    

 What principally remains are secularization theories peculiar to particular authors. 

Four names, however, especially stand out, and will reappear throughout this study. 

                                                             
7 Those theorists in part revisit the disestablishmentarianism of, appropriately enough for 
religious economists, Adam Smith, who writes the following in The Wealth of Nations 
([1776] 1991: 486): “The teachers of new religions have always had a considerable 
advantage in attacking those ancient and established systems of which the clergy, 
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Although José Casanova (1994), to begin with, broadly endorses the secularization 

paradigm, he argues that the 1980s witnessed a global “deprivatization” of religion, in 

which numerous religious actors have dramatically and successfully reentered the public 

realm. He examines political Catholicism in Spain, Poland, Brazil, and the United States, 

in addition to the American evangelical movement under Jerry Falwell, arguing, 

“religious traditions throughout the world are refusing to accept the marginal and 

privatized role which theories of modernity as well as theories of secularization had 

reserved for them” (5). Equally influential is the hypothesis of Grace Davie (2000) that 

many Europeans, whose landscapes are dotted with empty churches, are “believing 

without belonging,” or privately adhering to much of Christian theology whilst no longer 

engaging in corporate worship.8 She furthermore (2005) suggests that Europeans 

genuinely want the vestigial Christian system to remain in place, and are seen to appeal to 

it during times of crisis. Finally, Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart ([2004] 2011), 

marshaling an enormous amount of quantitative survey data, argue that religious fervor is 

inversely related to feelings of “existential security”: the global poor, sick, and 

malnourished, whose daily lives are attended by the danger of annihilation, tend to be 

more religious than the inhabitants of advanced industrial societies, who need not as 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
reposing themselves upon their benefices, had neglected to keep up the fervour of faith 
and devotion in the great body of the people.” 
8 “Fuzzy fidelity” (Storm 2009) and “implicit religion” (Lord 2008) represent similar 
ideas. Hervieu-Léger (2003), however, reverses Davie, arguing that Europeans are 
“belonging without believing” in matters of religion.   
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frequently contemplate their own destruction; and no meaningful analysis of the 

influence of European theological ideas upon its contemporary politics—in this case 

integration—could proceed without reference to the important theories of those four 

religious sociologists. 

 II. The “Conversion” of Political Science        

 The discipline of political science, for its part, appears to have uncritically 

encountered and accepted the secularization thesis of sociology.  Wald and Wilcox 

(2006) searched the flagship American Political Science Review and encountered only 

one article with religious content every three years, and it has been argued more generally 

that political scientists as a whole present a largely secularized, liberal democratic 

professional community without much personal religious involvement (Crick 1967; 

Rothman, Lichter, and Nevitte 2005). Be that as it may, secular presuppositions serve as 

constituent norms in the American, comparative, and international divisions of political 

science; and as was also the case with sociology, this secular intellectual context must be 

initially explained, given that the present theological research is formulated in part as a 

proportional response to it.  

 The behavioral revolution in American politics, turning to that subfield first, 

produced numerous enduring effects, but perhaps foremost among them was the shift 

toward quantitative techniques designed to model and investigate a new mass franchise, 

and likewise the relegation of political philosophy to its own “theory” subfield, where it 
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would become a counter-culture to the positivism that ruled the APSR (Backhouse and 

Fontaine 2010). (Until the mid-twentieth century, reading and debating Western 

philosophers had been the heart of political studies.) The rational choice theory that to a 

large degree succeeded behavioralism, furthermore, was similarly disinclined toward 

theological appreciation, given its notions of decision-making based on the maximization 

of utility. The full development of formal modeling in American politics (Shepsle 1979; 

Shepsle and Weingast 1981) takes such deductive logic even further; and religious 

activities such as prayer or communion are obviously ill-suited for such research tools, 

whatever their other merits may be. Although, as shall be discussed in greater detail 

below, the particular issue of church and state institutional relations has always been 

present in the study of American politics if not political science, it would become the 

definitive cause of a relatively small but devoted group of scholars—whose spiritual 

home is Calvin College in Michigan—to in part apply behavioral techniques to the study 

of American religion, and to generate a renewed appreciation for the subject more 

generally. Presidential history and politics figure prominently (Rozell and Whitney 

2012),9 whether the candidate be “religious broadcaster” Pat Robertson (Green and Guth 

1988; Penning 1994) or representative evangelical George W. Bush (Green, Rozell, and 

Wilcox 2006; Green, Smidt, Guth, and Kellstedt 2005), who espoused a more intense 

religiosity than his Episcopal father and whose evangelical supporters were more likely to 

                                                             
9 Green, Guth, and Hill (1993), however, also provide coverage of Christian Right 
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endorse his military intervention in Baathist Iraq (Smidt 2005), the ancient predecessors 

of which figure very prominently in the Old Testament. The formation, maturity, and 

possible decline of the Religious Right is naturally also an important topic (Wilcox and 

Robinson 2011). The more general thesis of this line of research may be summarized 

however as the Protestant Christian foundation of a uniquely American religious culture 

(Smidt et al. 2003; Wald and Calhoun-Brown 2011) and consequently the comparative 

marginalization of other confessional groups, but in particular Muslims and Mormons 

(Penning 2009).  

 Comparative politics was also somewhat predisposed against religious and 

theological inquiry during its formative period, and the prestigious European comparative 

journals West European Politics and Journal of Common Market Studies still seldom take 

up such questions. Many of the classic comparative texts, such as Barrington Moore’s 

Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy (1966), Theda Skocpol’s States and 

Social Revolutions (1979), Eric R. Wolf’s Europe and the People without History (1982), 

or James C. Scott’s Weapons of the Weak (1985) were written during the Cold War and 

reflect to varying degrees a Marxian historiography to which their authors were 

personally sympathetic, and which regards social class as the definitive consideration in 

war, peace, or revolution. Barrington Moore for instance manages to treat the origins and 

consequences of the Puritan Revolution in England without even discussing its 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
activism during Congressional races of the 1980s.  
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theological dimensions, whilst the vast opus of Wolf appears to suggest that the fate of all 

political communities may be traced to their positions within the international trade 

system. Despite their general indifference to ideational concerns and relative antiquity, 

those books remain the definitive volumes in the comparative field, habitually referenced 

(Goldstone 2006).  

 A theological vacuum also persists—perhaps to an even greater degree—in 

theories of international relations (IR). The most important such formulation, the 

structural realism of the late Kenneth N. Waltz ([1979] 2010), posits international 

outcomes based on the distribution of material capabilities across the states in the 

anarchic international system, with seemingly important attributes such as national 

language, form of government, system of political economy, or political theology all 

considered purely internal unit characteristics, and hence unimportant.10 Waltz would 

argue for instance (2012) that Iran should be permitted to pursue a nuclear deterrent 

despite its Shia militancy, since such internal dimensions do not enter the international 

environment. IR liberals, for their part, seldom appear interested in political theology 

either. Although evidence affirms that representative government and free enterprise, 

which liberals argue improves international relations, may have their origins in Western 

Christian notions of human dignity and inviolability (Jones, Furnham, and Deile 2010; 

Grotius [1627] 2012; Medhurst 2005; Perkins 2004; Thompson 1994; Van Heerikhuizen 
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2008; Willaime 2004), most liberal theorists would probably prefer not to emphasize 

such an irrelevant or potentially divisive point.  This study therefore stands at the uneasy 

and unresolved historical and theoretical intersection of Christian ethics and political 

liberalism.  

 The general disinterest or disdain within political science for religious and 

theological ideas described above has appreciably diminished however during the last 

few decades, given that very direct evidence has testified to the continuing importance of 

such systems of belief and behavior. Such evidence includes the Iranian Revolution of 

1979, the formation of the American Religious Right during the 1980s, and the Islamist 

terrorist attacks on 9/11, in addition to the revival of religious nationalism in the Balkans, 

Russia, India, and other parts of the world. The scholarly community, for its part, has 

witnessed the poetically memorable if theologically questionable “revenge of God” in a 

profusion of titles affirming the global resurgence of religious ideas and actors and the 

consequent refutation of the secularization thesis (Antoun and Hegland 1987; Haynes 

2007; Kepel 1994; Marquand and Nettler 2000; Sahliyeh 1990; Thomas 2005; Toft, 

Philpott, and Shah 2011; Westurland 1996). The Roman Catholic Church and its unique 

papacy have received peculiar attention. Reconciled to the self-determination of the 

liberal state primarily by the reforms of the Second Vatican Council (Bell 2008; 

Casanova 2001; Philpott 2004) and reoriented toward imaginative, dynamic engagement 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
10 Sandal and James (2011) criticize neorealism on precisely these grounds. See also 
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with the international community primarily by John Paul II (Formicola 2005; O’Mahony 

2009), the Catholic Church in the twenty-first century appears to vindicate the analysis of 

Chong and Troy (2011) that it is a multinational actor of great consequence comparable 

to the United Nations; and the ensuing chapters shall return to the role of the Catholic 

Church and of Catholic theology in the origination and preservation of postwar 

integration. The most memorable appearance, one might say intrusion of theology into 

political studies however is Samuel P. Huntington’s theory of civilizational existence and 

collision (1993, 1996). Among its main ideas are that global politics are best understood 

as the intersection of nine great civilizations defined primarily by religious-based culture, 

and that the future conflicts of the world are liable to occur where civilizations 

geographically meet. In particular, writes Huntington (1993: 34), “The crescent-shaped 

Islamic bloc, from the bulge of Africa to central Asia, has bloody borders;” and the 

democratic, capitalist, modern, and historically Christian Western civilization is to be 

brought into increasing conflict with an autocratic, reactionary Islamic civilization in the 

Middle East. Huntington’s reading of world politics became a point of universal 

reference following the terrorist attacks of 9/11, and seemed to refute the radically 

different conclusion of his former pupil Francis Fukuyama (1992) that liberal democracy 

had unalterably triumphed after the Cold War and with it history had forever ended. And 

when Europeans today assess the cultural impact of unprecedented immigration from 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Viaene (2008).   
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Islamic countries in North Africa and the Levant, it is often through Huntington’s 

essentialist, confrontational prism. 

 III. The Materialism of Integration Studies 

 But turning from sociology and political science as a whole toward the scholarly 

analysis of postwar Europe more specifically, one can tell a similar story of the prevalent 

theories, in this case of European integration, appearing largely indifferent to religious or 

theological possibility, a deficiency which provides one of the main reasons for the 

necessity of the present research. To an appreciable degree, this may result from the 

influence of European self-perception. West European elites as a whole—politicians, 

academics, jurists, businesspeople—generally prefer to represent themselves and their 

countries as not only secular but also as socially tolerant, politically peaceful, and in full 

compliance with international rules and norms (Berger, Davie, and Fokas 2008; Moyser 

2005; Slaughter 2004), a collective self-image frequently juxtaposed against the religious 

zeal and military aggression often imputed to the United States (Kagan 2003; Kumm 

2008), or against the elements of anti-modern reaction said by many to animate political 

Islam (Mavelli 2008). Critical theorist Giorgio Agamben ([1995] 1998: 78) writes for 

example of the “‘disgust’ and ‘horror’ by which the cultured European bourgeoisie 

betrays its own unease before the religious fact,” to whom religion is a source of “shivers 

and goose bumps.” Casanova (2006: 66), assessing the historical dimension, sternly 

observes, “The initial project of a European Union was fundamentally a Christian 
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Democratic project, sanctioned by the Vatican, at a time of general religious revival in 

post-World War Two Europe…But this is a forgotten history that secular Europeans, 

proud of having outgrown a religious past from which they feel liberated, would prefer 

not to remember.” Yet even assuming Casanova is correct in his assertion of a pan-

European theological amnesia,11 each author below has independently articulated an 

influential theory or conceptual model of European integration, and therefore deserves to 

have his work attentively considered on its own terms.   

Haas’s Neofunctional Integration 

 The Uniting of Europe ([1958] 2004) by Ernst B. Haas is perhaps best described 

as a theoretically informed12 case study of the European Coal and Steel Community 

(ECSC) of the 1950s within the comparative West European context, and the first 

important scholarly recognition of what has become the European Union. It argues that 

the powerful High Authority of the ECSC in Luxembourg, under the leadership of Jean 

Monnet, was able to impose a free but supervised common market for coal and steel upon 

the original Six, and was able to encourage the integration of further economic sectors by 

taking advantage of a de-nationalized context for institutional innovation and 

                                                             
11 In the same chapter he identifies “the spell which secularism holds over the European 
mind and over the social sciences” (70) as having been heretofore sufficient to conceal  
“the barely submerged yet inexpressible and anxiety-ridden ‘white’ European Christian 
identity” (74). In a related vein, Medrano (2003), probing in detail differences in German, 
Spanish, and British conceptions of the EU, concludes, “Concern for identity, status, and 
cultural change rather than for power and plain economic interest is the key to explaining 
international variation in support for European integration” (6).     
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administrative action. Haas regards economic incentives as paramount in the integration 

process and locates the initial and sustaining influence at the “supranational” level, a 

unique form of authority embodied in the ECSC that is more sovereign than international 

organizations but lacks the political constitution of a true federation. The most important 

instruments of this supranational regime include the High Authority (able to fine 

noncompliant states), the Court of Justice as a “European supreme tribunal for economic 

questions” (311), and the lack of any exit clause from the ECSC treaty itself. This 

supranational regime, very much according to Monnet’s intentions, serves in turn as an 

opportunity for commercial sectors adjacent to coal and steel to seek out the advantages 

of the common market, a process Haas famously terms “spill-over.” “Once an industry is 

forcibly ‘integrated’,” he writes, “it adjusts to the situation, sees advantages in the new 

system and works hard for the extension of the principle in those areas considered 

beneficial to it, thereby putting pressure on unintegrated sectors to be included as well” 

(198). The work concludes with an implicit sense that this operative logic is liable to 

continue indefinitely and unopposed. 

 The neofunctional theory of European integration lies at the heart of integration 

studies as a whole13 (see Rosamond 2000: chs. 3-4), with Haas himself subsequently 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
12 Haas perpetuates but humanizes some of the functionalist concepts of Mitrany (1966).  
13 Among its more prominent contemporary applications are those of Sandholtz and 
Stone Sweet (1998) and Stone Sweet, Sandholtz, and Fligstein (2001). Probably the least 
contestable example, however, is the great extension of power and prerogative over time 
of the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg (Alter 2009).    
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declaring its “obsolescence” (1975) before once more returning to it in an extensive 

introduction to the 2004 edition of The Uniting of Europe. The Presidency of Charles De 

Gaulle and his bold reassertions of French national sovereignty appeared to challenge the 

neofunctional paradigm, whilst scholars criticized Haas for his neglect of historical 

context (Hoffmann 1964), high politics (Hoffmann 1966), and transnational contexts 

(Hansen 1969), employing some ideas later developed in the intergovernmental school 

discussed below. For the purposes of this dissertation, however, it is interesting to note 

that Haas from the first did indeed acknowledge the palpable if secondary importance of 

political theology for the postwar unification of Europe, primarily in the form of Catholic 

social teachings in which “human associations are pictured as a natural hierarchy, rising 

from the family unit to the universality of mankind. Hence, the nation as the major 

claimant for loyalty is considered a usurper, to be overcome by supranational federation 

of the like-minded” ([1958] 2004: 115). These ideas receive peculiar attention, according 

to Haas, in the ideology of the various Christian Democratic parties, who offer consistent 

support for the Community. But if Haas is correct and the social Catholicism of the core 

of Europe inclines toward supranational authority, does the Protestant political theology 

of Britain or Scandinavia appreciably not do so? The present study comprehensively 

takes up that question.      

Milward’s Rescue of the Nation-State 
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 In contrast to both the neofunctionalism of Haas and the federalist teleology of 

Walter Lipgens (1982), the late British economic historian Alan S. Milward brought the 

state back in to the study of European integration. He first argued (1984) that the 

Schuman Plan of 1950 leading to the ECSC was the result of intergovernmental 

bargaining among the Six to reach an economic settlement capable of controlling 

Germany, and some years later (1992) that European integration itself was a means of 

preserving national authority by enabling the provision of a level of public welfare which 

the member states could not have achieved in isolation. Milward eventually arrived at 

what he termed “national strategies” for European integration, summarizing his views as 

the following (2002: x):  

  I see the European Communities not primarily as the outcome of an  

  emotional and political programme to replace the long domination of  

  separate national states over the European continent by some form of  

  federal, supranational governance, but as a set of stochastic, high-level,  

  political bargains between some of those states whose primary purpose  

  was to enhance the position of the nation-state itself.   

This conclusion is implicit in the cabinet minutes, ministry memoranda, and other forms 

of internal state evidence Milward generally provides: the reader seldom encounters 

domestic campaigns and elections, transnational policy networks, or non-state actors in 

the Community story; and it would seem improbable at an intuitive level that postwar 
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European developments can be understood purely through the lens of national 

bureaucracies. Yet the remarks of the officials he so often quotes are sometimes 

interesting from a theologico-political point of view. In his volume (2002) on Britain’s 

early relationship to the Community, for example, British officials are regularly citing the 

preservation of national sovereignty as a reason to abstain from European integration. To 

cite one instance, Milward quotes Sir William Strang, the Permanent Under-Secretary at 

the Foreign Office under Bevin: “To contemplate, even in principle, an agreement to pool 

the British coal and steel industries with those of other Western European countries, and 

make their operations subject to the decisions of an independent European authority 

which are binding on HMG, would imply a readiness to accept a surrender of sovereignty 

in a matter of vital national interest” (67-68). Theoretically unanswered questions might 

include where this hallowed notion of sovereignty comes from, and if material gain is the 

master of postwar Europe why Britain or any other nation should allow such abstract 

normative concepts to consistently stand in the way.         

Moravcsik’s Liberal Intergovernmental Bargains 

 Also in the intergovernmental tradition, though more informed by social science 

theory, Andrew Moravcsik’s The Choice for Europe (1998) provides a meticulously 

detailed and voluminously cited one-volume history of the EU through the Maastricht 

Treaty. An important liberal theorist of international relations (1997), Moravcsik’s 

general vision of integration history is of the powerful member states pursuing their 
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national economic interests during the grand bargains that produced the various treaties. 

With regard to the multilateral negotiations that led to the Treaties of Rome, the Common 

Agricultural Policy, the European Monetary System, the Single European Act, and the 

Maastricht Treaty, heads of state or of government attempted to satisfy the domestic 

preferences of their constituents for commercial advantage (the “liberal” dimension) in a 

domain of international bargaining in which supranational actors proved largely 

redundant (the “intergovernmental” dimension), but were rather on hand merely to 

demonstrate the credibility of national commitments. “My central claim,” writes 

Moravcsik, “is that the broad lines of European integration since 1955 reflect three 

factors: patterns of commercial advantage, the relative bargaining power of important 

governments, and the incentives to enhance the credibility of interstate commitments. 

Most fundamental of these was commercial interest” (3).  

 This reading of integration history ultimately rests upon two foundations: the 

supremacy of commercial interest and the irrelevance of the Commission, the Parliament, 

and of the other supranational institutions. Turning to the first, Moravcsik strongly 

implies that the EU has never had any reason for existence apart from making money for 

the member states. “Hence, for example, the primary European goal of France, I argue, 

has been preferential access for French agricultural commodities to the German market” 

(63). One cannot help but think that the primary objective of France with regard to 

Germany was to prevent its militarist resurgence, yet such security considerations receive 
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no recognition at all in his analysis. But second, Moravcsik has greater difficulty 

demonstrating the irrelevance of supranational actors than he does the salience of 

economics in negotiations. He argues that the entire Brussels establishment, with its 

dozens of organs and thousands of employees, exists “mainly to enhance the credibility 

of commitments…on which governments might later be tempted to cheat” (157). Yet one 

naturally wonders why exactly individual European governments should take such pains 

to create and then to abide by fraudulent enforcement mechanisms. One might also with 

justice submit that Moravcsik, in focusing his history exclusively upon the grand bargains 

that preceded major European policy alterations, selectively considers the very periods in 

which national interests would be most salient, as opposed to the day-to-day influence on 

policy exerted by the Commission, the Council of Ministers, the Central Bank, and the 

other Community institutions.  

 Finally, The Choice for Europe, even amid its fixation upon the quest for 

commercial advantage, cannot help but afford fleeting glimpses of some deeper reality 

potentially at work. “Opposition came from countries, such as Britain, France, and 

Denmark, with a tradition of skepticism about European federalism” (376). “Britain’s 

traditional defense of parliamentary sovereignty and suspicion of federal institutions” 

(425). “Giscard added: ‘Perhaps when we discussed monetary problems, the spirit of 

Charlemagne brooded over us’” (301). Such selections, however brief and irregular, 

seem to hint at some unrecognized ideational inheritance operative beneath the surface of 
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Moravcsik’s intergovernmental, economic grand bargains;14 and this dissertation, with its 

concentration upon theologically informed integration, intends to qualify such prevailing 

materialist thinking.     

Majone’s Regulatory State 

 The 1990s also witnessed, however, a partial reorientation of EU studies from 

integration toward governance (Hix 1998; Jørgensen 1997; Marks et al. 1996), loosely 

defined as the exercise of public authority without the full or explicit consent of the 

political process; and the work of Majone (1991, 1993, 1994) is one of the most 

important exemplars of this turn. Revisiting several developments in postwar economic 

policy long known to integration students, he affirms the following: 

  The development of competition policy in Europe in the 1950s, the growth 

  of EC regulation in the 1960s and 1970s, the deregulation movement of  

  the 1980s, [and] the likely impact of ‘Europe 1992’ on American banking  

  regulation—should not be seen in isolation, but as different stages of a  

  single process: the rise of the regulatory state in Europe (1991: 81).   

The maturing regulatory state he discerns in the Community results in part from the 

deregulation and privatization of such industries as telecommunications, power, and 

utilities; and the newfound location of regulatory authority at both the national and 

European level serves as a response to the complexity of administrative challenges amid 

                                                             
14 See also the critique of Moravcsik in Saeter (1998).  
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a globalized world. Of particular importance, notes Majone (1994), is the very minor 

expense of establishing even comprehensive regulation: a team of bureaucrats in an office 

in Brussels can now dictate terms to an entire industry, and are hence largely immune to 

the “power of the purse” associated with national parliaments. Although Majone’s use of 

the term state, with its Westphalian connotations, to describe Europe’s regulatory 

framework may have perhaps been ill-chosen, he helps demonstrate in his model the 

facility with which supranational power can accumulate; and chapter four, in particular, 

will draw some interesting comparisons between the “governance” approach to political 

economy identified in this literature and the theistic Christian Democratic philosophy 

prevalent in Germany, Italy, and several other European nations.      

Zielonka’s Neo-medieval Empire 

 Finally, Jan Zielonka’s Europe as Empire (2006) offers the most comprehensive 

neo-medieval formulation applied to the European Union. Zielonka predicts dramatic 

structural changes in the EU as a result of its 2004 enlargement to Poland, Hungary, the 

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, and the Baltic states, but argues that integration 

formulae remain rooted in Westphalian state concepts that shall prove unable to grasp the 

new geopolitical realities. With regard to the Union as a whole, “its multilevel 

governance system of concentric circles, fuzzy borders, and soft forms of external power 

projection resemble the system we knew in the Middle Ages” (1). Zielonka furthermore 

recommends this paradigm: “I have no hesitation in concluding that Europe should 
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embrace a neo-medieval EU…to stabilize the external environment, manage the presence 

of overlapping structures of power, and facilitate the flow of goods, services, and people 

throughout the EU’s borders” (166).   

 At least two critiques of Zielonka’s theory are worthy of mention. In the first 

place, he does not satisfactorily demonstrate any empirically valid connections to the 

Middle Ages, as bold as that may sound. The reader is never told what medieval empires 

were actually governed in the manner he describes. Therefore who are the potential 

candidates? If one dates the medieval period from the fall of the West Roman Empire 

(476) to that of its Eastern portion in Constantinople (1453), only four empires were 

present in Europe: the Islamic, the Carolingian, the Byzantine, and the German, of which 

the last most closely resembles Zielonka’s formulation. The classical Islamic empire 

whose forces invaded France during the eighth century relied upon external power 

projection that was anything but “soft,” while the Carolingian empire of Charlemagne, 

whose grandfather had defeated those Arabs in battle, could hardly boast of a regime of 

multilevel governance. Collins ([1991] 1999: 298) remarks, “What the earlier 

Merovingians had, but their Carolingian successors seem entirely to have lacked, were 

instruments of local urban self-government.” The Frankish empire in any event 

completely collapsed after a few decades. The Byzantine Empire, for its part, cannot 

easily be described in Zielonka’s terms, given that its external borders around 

contemporary Greece and Turkey were usually discreet and garrisoned, and its internal 
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fusion of church and state made unyielding by reason of an immutable political theology. 

“Naturally my parents,” writes Princess Komnene of her infant brother ([1153] 2003: 

159), “wanted to promote the little one to the rank of emperor and leave to him the 

empire of the Romans as a heritage; in the Great Church of God, therefore, he was 

honored by the rite of holy baptism and crowned.” The Germanic Holy Roman Empire of 

the medieval period, however, is rather more promising. Decentralized and amorphous 

(Althusius [1603] 1995; Pufendorf [1667] 2007), the intermittent struggle of the various 

German territories—which even today can speak very different dialects—against both 

papal and imperial domination constituted an important step on the path to the creation of 

the Westphalian state system15 (Bueno de Mesquita 2000; Chisholm 2008; Spruyt 1994) 

and contemporary institutional connections between the federal structure of German 

government and the Community regimes have been observed (Scharpf 1988). Zielonka 

thus appears to be in reality arguing for a “neo-Ottonian” or “neo-Holy Roman” enlarged 

EU, with all the implications of such a German dominated Europe. But second, his neo-

medieval formulation as presented is purely geometric, completely removed from the 

feudal ideology of church, crown, and lord in which it was embedded. Can a neo-

medieval Europe at the same time be democratic, capitalist, secular, and progressive? 

Such larger questions involve larger literatures that go unacknowledged in Europe as 

Empire.  

                                                             
15 Even if IR theorists especially often overstate the case. See Krasner (1995-96). 
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 To thus conclude the entire subject, the primary theoretical conceptualizations of 

European integration that remain widely read and acknowledged—those of Ernst Haas, 

Alan S. Milward, Andrew Moravcsik, Giandomenico Majone, and Jan Zielonka—appear 

to implicitly subscribe to the secularization thesis of sociology by concentrating upon 

material incentives, to the general exclusion of ideas and norms. This defect should to 

some degree be rectified, whatever the merits of the present study, because the social 

sciences as a whole have reached agreement that both concrete and abstract forces unite 

to drive human history (Lichbach and Zuckerman 2009; Poggi 1990); and it could 

therefore prove a serious mistake for EU studies to persist in neglecting ideas, norms, and 

values in the origins and consequences of integration (Grötsch and Schnabel 2012; 

Leustean 2009), at least to the extent that it often has. The purpose of this dissertation is 

not to argue that the theories considered above are all without merit, but merely that none 

of them are without fault; and the final task of this chapter therefore is to undertake a 

satisfactory introduction of the subtle theological influence that, it is proposed, also 

contributes to patterns of postwar European integration.  

 IV. The Contents, Manifestations, and Analyses of Political Theology  

 Comparable to the more familiar term political economy, political theology also 

involves mutual interaction and contextualization, and somewhat different definitions are 

present in scholarly literature (De Vries and Sullivan 2006). This final section shall first 

provide a satisfactory articulation of the concept. It shall then identify four different but 
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related ideas in order to help establish some informed comparison, describe existing 

research connecting political theology to European integration, and finally probe the 

difficult but essential question of causation, in this case of how precisely ancient 

theological ideas could be exerting an appreciable influence over contemporary European 

politics. Such discussions will then enable the original research of the third and fourth 

chapters to proceed without incurring the risk of any serious theoretical omission.   

 Political theology derives from Western philosophy and was traditionally 

conceived as applying exclusively to the nations of historic Christendom, though since 

9/11 the concept has acquired unprecedented comparative currency (Clague 2011). 

Spinoza first made use of it in his Theologico-Political Treatise ([Tractatus Theologico-

Politicus, 1670] 2009) attacking the confusion of political and theological authority in the 

Judeo-Christian tradition based upon Scriptural ignorance, and perhaps fearing for his life 

as a result. Spinoza’s work complements and reinforces that of Hobbes ([1651] 1991) 

who at great length and with tragic solemnity describes how the constitutional order 

should preside over the religious, theoretically defending the high Reformation precept of 

cuius regio, eius religio in which the Germanic prince or princess approved, established, 

and enforced the religion of his or her domain. This dissertation, in defining political 

theology, takes its primary inspiration however from German jurist and philosopher Carl 

Schmitt ([1922] 2005, [1927] 2006, [1932] 1996), who offers its most direct, important, 

and enduring conceptualizations. His thought has occasioned vast discussions within 
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political theory if not religious studies, and his initial support of Chancellor Hitler has 

compromised his reputation; but in asserting that political power should proceed from the 

person of the sovereign in imitation of the irresistible will of God, Schmitt posits an 

important critique of Western rationalism and liberal democracy. For Schmitt, the sacred 

and the secular cannot be detached and compartmentalized in the usual manner, for while 

the tradition of Western liberalism may fancy itself objective, it in fact represents a 

particular “political theology,” in which an omnipotent God becomes an omnipotent 

lawgiver, and in which the legal state of exception is banished along with the religious 

miracle. “All significant concepts of the modern theory of the state,” writes Schmitt 

([1922] 2005: 36), “are secularized theological concepts not only because of their 

historical development, in which they were transferred from theology to the theory of the 

state…but also because of their systematic structure.” This theological contextualization 

of modernity led Schmitt the following year to recommend the Roman Catholic Church, 

whose magisterium could reconcile the “radical dualism” ([1923] 1996: 11) of 

charisma/bureaucracy, spirit/matter, and faith/reason that in his view had perverted 

Western civilization. His work thus presents the conceptual foundations for political 

theology as applied here and frequently in the social sciences as a whole: the general 

belief that theological doctrines formulated during the more religious eras of Western 

history seldom simply disappear as a result of secularization, but rather shape institutions 

and establish predispositions toward certain forms of belief and behavior, a structural 
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inheritance operative to some extent even among the willfully irreligious. The most 

influential political theology in postwar Europe as a whole has been Christian 

Democracy, the Continental movement of parties and groups that helped reconcile 

Roman Catholicism and representative government (Chenaux 1990; Johansson 2002a, 

2002b; Kaiser 2007; Kalyvas 1996). Robert Schuman, Alcide de Gasperi, and Konrad 

Adenauer, to reference the most prominent examples, were all lifelong Roman Catholics 

and Christian Democrats (Weiler 2011). Pivotal to Christian Democratic thought is the 

notion of Christian personalism (Maritain [1940] 2011), the central idea of which is that 

public policies should serve living, breathing human beings, as opposed to the abstract 

conceptions of justice and fairness that define the tradition of Anglo-American law 

(Pollock and Maitland [1895] 2010), and that of classical liberalism more generally.    

 The identification of several related terms often encountered in scholarly 

literature, and which shall reappear in the following chapters, may help to further clarify 

the connotations of political theology.16 Civil religion is generally understood to signify 

ceremonies and rituals that help unify a nation through the expression of collective 

consciousness. The idea figures prominently in Rousseau’s Social Contract ([Le contrat 

social, 1762] 1834: bk. 4, ch. 8), and Robert Bellah (1967) established it in reference to 

the American case, writing “The God of the civil religion…though he is somewhat deist 

in cast…is actively interested and involved in history, with a special concern for 

                                                             
16 See also Gentile (2005) and Stackhouse (2004).  
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America” (7). His worship is especially on display, Bellah argues, in the idolization of 

Presidents Washington and Lincoln, and in Memorial Day celebrations.17 The term public 

theology also has roots in the American experience of theologians such as Jonathan 

Edwards teaching and writing in part toward the public, and at the same time of public 

officials such as Woodrow Wilson exhibiting theological persuasion; and Marty (1974) 

designates Reverend Reinhold Niebuhr as America’s most important public theologian. 

At the outset a troubled pastor in Detroit with working class sympathies, Niebuhr shifted 

by degrees to become perhaps the foremost exponent of Christian realism ([1932] 1960, 

1945, 1948, 1952), and remains frequently cited within international relations scholarship 

in particular. Political religion, however, is drawn from the European nightmares of the 

twentieth century as considered by Eric Voegelin ([1938] 2000), who argues that fascism, 

Communism, and Nazism rely upon symbols, creeds, legends, and myths so pervasive 

that they succeed the positions of traditional Christianity in the nations beneath their 

sway. Voegelin’s initial idea has become enormously influential in the study of all-

encompassing nemesis regimes, with the journal Totalitarian Movements and Political 

Religions largely dedicated to the implications of his thought. Church and state relations, 

finally, comprise a very salient manifestation of political theology, but are not equivalent 

to it. Many if not most scholars who specifically research religious and political 

connections at the legal and institutional levels come out strongly against the 

                                                             
17 Smidt (1980), furthermore, finds that American school children are in general civil 
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secularization thesis, observing the uniqueness of American religious neutrality (Eberle 

2011; Monsma and Soper 2009; Tocqueville [1835-40] 1992), the preservation of official 

or of national churches in Europe (Madeley and Enyedi 2003; Riedel 2008; Robbers 

2005), and the profound confusion of clerical and political authority found in much of the 

rest of the world (Fox 2007; Nieuwenhuis 2012). By generally conceiving of political 

theology in the Western tradition as the evolutionary descent of ideas pertaining to the 

kingdom of God to the commonwealths of men and women, it is original but fair to 

perceive the concept as not merely the equal of civil religion, public theology, political 

religion, church and state relations, and similar notions, but rather as a larger vessel that 

contains and comprehends them all.18   

 That being the case, to what degree can one encounter existing scholarly literature 

connecting traditions of European political theology with patterns of postwar integration, 

such a connection being the centerpiece of the whole work? There is some existing 

research on this topic, and it may be divisible into the levels of the individual, of the 

group, and of the European continent as a whole. At the individual level, Nelsen and 

Guth (2001, 2003) employ Eurobarometer public opinion data to illustrate that European 

Roman Catholics are generally more supportive of unity and integration than are 

Protestants, though they have more recently (2011) qualified that this variation is only 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
religious, and that this disposition actually increases as they grow up.   
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salient among the more original Community states such as France or Great Britain: it 

does not apply so much to Eastern Europe. They initiate important quantitative research 

that this work attempts to qualitatively confirm and explain.   

 At the group level, there has been a growing awareness since the 1990s of the 

influence of the transnational Christian Democratic movement and ideology mentioned 

previously on European integration, an influence that Moravcsik for instance fails to even 

mention. The heartland of Christian Democracy is Germany, where the Christian 

Democratic Union (of Catholics and Protestants) replaced the defeated Roman Catholic 

Centre Party after World War II19 and became a model for a European Union (Cary 

1996), promoting the dream of a social market economy (soziale Marktwirtschaft) 

beneath a de-militarized supranational administration that furthermore appeared within 

reach after the fall of the Berlin Wall, when reunited Germans began to construct their 

newfound position within a supranational Europe (Banchoff 1999). Yet Christian 

Democracy—now represented in part by the European People’s Party, the largest bloc in 

the Parliament20—had always been a multinational movement for liberal democracy, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
18 This “promotion” of political theology may be unprecedented, but it is also defensible. 
For a conventional treatment of some of the terms described above, see Stackhouse 
(2004).  
19 Along with its sister party the Christian Social Union, the hegemonic political force in 
homogenously Roman Catholic Bavaria. See Ford (2007).  
20 Along with the Socialists. Quantitative analysis has established that a Left vs. Right, as 
opposed to a national orientation has always defined voting behavior in the Parliament 
(Hix, Noury, and Roland 2006), which the large 2004 enlargement to the former Soviet 
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social market economy, demilitarization, environmentalism, and equality before the law 

rooted in Roman Catholic social teachings, with Kaiser (2007: 303) going so far as to 

conclude, “In this sense, the origins of the European Union were predominantly Christian 

Democratic, secured by the political parties through their intra-party and domestic 

political manœuvring, their transnational cooperation and their governmental 

coordination.” Although pride of authorship may prompt him to somewhat exaggerate, 

the comparatively recent research into the ideas and objectives of postwar Christian 

Democracy furnishes a robust critique of the material-reductionist theories of European 

integration discussed above; and the influence of the Christian Democratic philosophy 

shall serve as one of the main findings of this dissertation.21  

 Finally, there is increasing commentary on the salience of political theology at the 

European level. The most important such work is Religion in an Expanding Europe 

(2006), edited by Timothy A. Byrnes and Peter J. Katzenstein.22 Its overall thesis is that 

the ancient, alien, and transnational systems of Orthodox Christianity and Islam located 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
satellites did not alter (Hix and Noury 2009). “Niche” European parties, however, may 
somewhat follow a different operative logic (Jensen and Spoon 2010).   
21 Christian Democracy remains a primarily Western phenomenon, however. Bale and 
Szczerbiak (2008) for example consider in detail why it has never taken root in seemingly 
favorable Poland.  
22 Although one other worthy of mention is Coupland’s Britannia, Europa and 
Christendom (2006) examining the connections between the Christian ecumenical and 
European federal movements during and after the Second World War.  
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on the peripheries of Europe are liable to complicate further integration.23 “It would 

appear,” writes Ramet (165), “that at least some highly placed Orthodox clergymen want 

nothing to do with individual rights and duties…with the notion of human equality, or 

even, perhaps, with the rule of law.” “Europe and Islam are in conflict,” proclaims Tibi 

(204), “because European secularism and traditional Islam are based on different world 

views.” The pioneering work of Byrnes, of Katzenstein, and of their contributors on the 

theological politics of the outer reaches of Europe to some degree reinforces the decision 

to focus exclusively on the West, though not all subscribe to their foreboding 

assessments. Research from the perspectives of public law and administration is generally 

more favorable toward the EU’s growing engagement with religion (Leustean and 

Madeley 2010; McCrea 2010), with an emphasis on the two main instruments regulating 

that engagement. First, Article 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights, 

interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights of the Council of Europe in 

Strasbourg, establishes the individual European right to religious profession, assembly, 

and worship within the context of the preservation of the social order.24 The implications 

                                                             
23 Interestingly, they do not take up the question of Protestantism in northern Europe in 
this regard, which helps furnish opportunity for the present analysis.  
24 “1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; this right 
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in 
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in 
worship, teaching, practice, or observance. 
2. Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations 
as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of 
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of this article are often highly memorable.25 In Britain for instance a Hindu man was able 

to appeal to it in order to fulfill his wish to depart this life on a funeral pyre within 

enclosed walls, an irregular request within that historically Christian country (Cumper 

and Lewis 2010). But second, a single clause annexed to the Amsterdam Treaty (1998) 

and then incorporated again into that of Lisbon (2007) states, “the Union respects and 

does not prejudice the status under national law of churches and religious associations or 

communities in the Member States.”26 This brief but meaningful statement has attracted 

less scholarly attention than Article 9 of the Convention, but it would appear to signify 

neutrality and recusal with regard to the variety of church and state institutional 

relationships present in Europe. Denmark might therefore establish Lutheranism, or 

France proclaim secularism, but the EU as a whole shall confess no particular political 

theology. What is obviously lacking from these research literatures at the levels of 

individual public opinion, of group affiliation, or of European policy is a national 

comparative dimension, which this dissertation shall attempt in the following chapter to 

supply. 

 V. The Causal Conundrum: How Theology Begets Politics  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for protection of the 
rights and freedoms of others.” 
25 The Ecclesiastical Law Journal has repeatedly considered them. See Bratza (2012), 
Cohen (2010), and Leigh (2010).   
26 “Declaration on the status of churches and non-confessional organizations” [1997] OJ 
C340/133. 
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 The final task is to take up the difficult question and critique that is almost 

invariably produced against ideational explanations: how exactly do a set of ancient or 

inherited beliefs, of whatever variety, inform contemporary choices in the public or 

official realm? To some degree, the question may be unfair in its transcendence. A 

skeptic like David Hume ([1737] 2005) or an immaterialist like George Berkeley ([1710, 

1713] 1988) would each in their own ways interrogate the integrity of causal 

explanations, even though political science especially prioritizes them with its model, one 

might say dogma of independent causing dependent variables, a source of enormous 

tension and debate within the study of qualitative methods (Baglione 2007; Brady and 

Collier 2004; George and Bennett 2005; Gerring 2007; Goertz 2006; Johnson, Reynolds, 

and Mycoff 2008; King, Keohane, and Verba 1994; Ragin 2008). While perhaps 

eschewing the term causation, it is suggested however that powerful theological ideas of 

the Europe of the sixteenth century became embodied to some degree in the revolutionary 

constitutional regimes of the seventeenth, which in turn served as an ideational 

inspiration for European political decisions during the twentieth, including those 

pertaining to integration. Thus for example Roman Catholics until the twentieth century 

engaged in corporate worship in a common language, and therefore their descendants 

may be more disposed to engage in commerce in a common currency. Conversely, 

Protestants were long taught to dread the overarching authority of the Holy See in Rome, 

a prejudice that may now extend to that of the European Commission in Brussels. Such 
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notions may appear imaginative to some, but they are in reasonable accordance with 

structural formulations of history found under different names throughout the social 

sciences. The earliest example, and quite radical for its time, may be the tiered 

formulation of history pioneered by Fernand Braudel ([1963] 1993: xxxviii-xl), which is 

“based on the different varieties of time which it describes: rapid for events, slower for 

periods, slower still, even sluggish, for civilizations.” Thus for Braudel a process like the 

English Reformation, having developed over several centuries, would constitute a very 

deep historical reality, the Tudor period within it less so, and the defeat of the Spanish 

Armada in 1588 a particular event, however dramatic. Charles Tilly some years later 

(1984) revisited Braudel’s conception of layered structure and process with his own 

division of world-historical, world-systemic, macrohistorical, and microhistorical levels; 

and various literatures drawn from such a tradition of political sociology could prove 

useful in explaining political theology.  

 One might appeal in particular to the family of literature concerning “new 

institutionalism.” The Marxist-Leninist ideology of the Soviet Union deified the 

possibilities of scientific modernity, and at least partially to preserve a feeling of 

competitiveness, the United States demonstrated an uncritical faith in scientific methods 

during the mid-twentieth century. The RAND Corporation in unison with the Defense 

Department stood at the epicenter of social science research characterized by extreme 

rationalism, in which game theoretic and quantitative models envisioned human creatures 
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as purely deliberative intelligences removed from all social context (Almond and Verba 

1963; Deutsch 1961; Schelling 1960; Wohlstetter 1959), an unrealistic and inhumane 

theoretical position which the institutionalist literatures beginning in the 1970s (Bates 

1981; Popkin 1979) in broad terms sought to qualify and counteract. James Mahoney of 

Northwestern University is one of the greatest active methodologists of the institutionalist 

camp, and his conception of path dependence (2000) occurs “when a contingent historical 

event triggers a subsequent sequence that follows a relatively deterministic pattern” 

(535).27 Thus Henry VIII’s divorce, for example, initiates an English nationalization of 

the priesthood that in turn evolves into an anti-Catholic constitutional orientation. 

Mahoney furthermore suggests methods of both sequence elaboration (2009) and process 

tracing (2012) to help verify causal narratives, the latter of which “draw on information 

concerning mechanism as a basis for causal inference” (583). One of the main ideas of 

the path dependence discussions—themselves belonging to the institutionalist 

literatures—is that the political order may not answer to the same laws of “efficiency” 

and “rationality” that prevail in the economic, but rather demonstrates the influence of 

random events, institutional inertia, and self-reinforcing processes. Pierson (2000: 258) 

writes of the “flexibility, fluidity, and atomization of economic markets. In contrast, 

political ‘markets’ are generally far from flexible and fluid. In politics, the consequences 

of my actions are highly dependent upon the actions of others.” Such opposition to the 

                                                             
27 His deterministic patterns, more specifically, derive from either self-reinforcing or 
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necessary rationality of political outcomes belongs to the larger historical, rational 

choice, and sociological institutionalisms (Hall and Taylor 1996; North 1990; Mahoney 

and Thelen 2010; Steinmo, Thelen, and Longstreth 1992), with Pierson’s (1996) 

historical institutionalist analysis of European integration still highly influential.  A 

comprehensive discussion of the potential application of these institutionalist theoretical 

models to the influence of theology upon politics in Europe would require its own chapter 

and does not lie within the main purpose of this study; but it shall suffice to say that a 

theological perspective of the social world has much more in common with the 

institutionalists than with the rationalists, and that the theological to constitutional to 

political causal narrative to be unfolded in the following chapters utilizes path dependent 

and institutionalist ideas. In traditional Christian, and perhaps even more so in Jewish 

theology, (wo)man is conceived as an entire physical, mental, and spiritual organism 

descended from a specific past and bound for a tangible future, not as an abstract 

intelligence bereft of all community and context. Reverend Niebuhr, introduced 

previously, in his own way enters this theoretical debate. “Bourgeois democracy, as we 

now have it, was established primarily to give the individual freedom from the traditional 

cultural, social and political restraints of the feudal-medieval world” ([1944] 2015: 379). 

However, he continues, “the highest reaches of individual consciousness and awareness 

are rooted in social experience and find their ultimate meaning in relation to the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
reactive sequences. 
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community” (383). The overall purpose of this dissertation, in short, is not to argue that 

the traditional economic or technocratic explanations for European integration are 

incorrect, but merely to suggest that political theology may also hold explanatory value. 

“There is a well-established prejudice in Whitehall against a European Customs Union,” 

wrote Deputy-Secretary Edmund Hall-Patch to British Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin in 

1947. “It goes back a long way and is rooted in the old days of free trade.”28 Such a 

remark would support the conventional economic explanations. Yet eight years later Sir 

Edward Bridges, the Permanent Secretary of the Treasury, pontificated, “I remain firmly 

convinced that Britain’s interest certainly does not lie in…the kind of mysticism which 

appeals to European catholic federalists.”29 The objective of this study is thus to 

introduce comparative traditions of political theology as a potential influence, among 

others, upon the processes of European integration.     

 VI. Conclusion                           

    To summarize the entire chapter, this dissertation begins at the confluence of a 

perhaps unusually large variety of research literatures. The discipline of sociology, to 

begin with, is author of most sophisticated theoretical thinking about religion in the 

world, though Western Europe has long served as its special province. Sociologists had 

for many years proudly considered religion a declining and falling force, and while most 

would probably still predict some version of secularization for the future, their theories 

                                                             
28 FO 371/62552, E. Hall-Patch to E. Bevin, 7 August 1947.  
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have grown less universal and unqualified. This dissertation is not primarily a 

sociological work, but the collective influence of sociological theories of secularization is 

so enormous that they needed to be identified and explained. Political scientists, for their 

part, tended to traditionally subscribe to the secularization thesis of sociology, only to 

dramatically reverse themselves during the last couple of decades as a response to 

theological world events. European integration studies, meanwhile, is usually conceived 

as a comparative politics subfield; and the foremost integration theorists tend to 

complement the secularization thesis with their emphasis upon material incentives for the 

surrender of national law and policy to Brussels, and this study is directly responding to 

such material-reductionist thinking. Political theology, finally, is a concept more than a 

research tradition, but it derives primarily from the philosophy of Carl Schmitt, has been 

researched at the European individual, group, and supranational levels, and can be 

validated though the advanced methodological techniques of political sociology. What 

can unite these sociological, political, and theoretical literatures concerned with Western 

Europe, however, is a qualitative comparative analysis of both the tradition of political 

theology and the extent of European integration of its individual countries, potentially 

establishing theological influences on Community integration that existing scholarship 

has largely failed to fully discern and appreciate. The following chapter shall therefore 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
29 T 232/433, E. Bridges to R. Butler, 20 September 1955.  
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establish the prevailing political theology for the seventeen nation-states of Western 

Europe.        
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A THEOLOGICO-POLITICAL ANALYSIS 

 

 “One seldom,” writes Schmitt ([1932] 1996: 20), “finds a clear definition of the 

political.” The same might perhaps be said of the theological, presenting the challenge to 

the following chapter of determining the “political theology” of each nation under 

observation, which shall then be compared to their respective degrees of European 

integration in chapter four. Despite frequent claims to impartial objectivity, it has been 

established that the works of both natural and social scientists are always to some degree 

informed by both personal subjectivity (Polanyi and Prosch 1975; Watson 1980) and 

social context, especially within academia (Kuhn [1962] 2012). With regard to the 

material at hand, studies in the sociology of religion are usually qualitative in nature, with 

the scientific study of religion, as the name implies, more based upon the interpretation of 

the results of religious survey data, with those of Pew and World Values1 habitually 

referenced. Nielbo, Braxton, and Upal (2012) argue that the field should progress even 

further toward the computerized formal modeling of religion, while Bush (2007) would 

interrogate the methods by which such data are selected and the resulting numbers 

produced. Yet analytical philosophy, concerned with the communication of relationships, 

is nevertheless subject to immutable laws (Russell [1919] 2005; Wittgenstein 1922); and 

                                                             
1 Studies by the former, based in Washington, D.C., figure prominently in American 
public commentary, while the latter began as a component of the European Values 
Survey in 1981 but has since become the most important source for global opinion data.  
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therefore the Boolean techniques of qualitative comparison2 employed in this chapter 

shall hopefully satisfy practitioners of diverse methodological traditions.  

 The previous chapter discussed the absence, the necessity, and the opportunity of 

qualitative comparative inquiry concerning political theology at the national level. But 

how shall this investigation be attempted? As has been shown, most existing research 

aggregates data from individuals, but the task at hand is to treat European nations as the 

appropriate units of analysis. Everyone “knows” that Spain for instance is an historically 

Roman Catholic country, and everyone “speaks of” Denmark as Protestant; but existing 

literature has yet to establish the prevailing political theology across countries as units in 

the European or international system. This dissertation, the first to systematically attempt 

as much, proposes four key indicators to decide upon the theological tradition supreme in 

European countries: (A) cuius regio, eius religio;3 (B) super-majority population; (C) 

official recognition; (D) and constitutional recognition.  

 (A) Cuius regio, eius religio 

 The “Thirty Years War” in Europe may frequently serve as an historiographical 

substitution for processes too violent and too confusing to fully disentangle (Sutherland 

1992), and the “Peace of Westphalia” that resolved it a kind of creation legend for the 

                                                             
2 Immergut and Anderson (2008: 361) recommend Booleanism, with less than exact 
precision, as a procedure by which “to combine quantitative and qualitative methods.”  
3 Latin for “whose region, his religion.”  This foreign phrase shall be explained in short 
order.  
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discipline of political science (Krasner 1995-1996)4; but all the same there can be little 

doubt that the European peace agreed at Westphalia in 1648 was indeed of decisive 

importance for the subsequent civil and ecclesiastical ordering of Europe. Addressed 

primarily to the German nobility at the intersection of competing Austrian, French, 

Swedish, and German imperial claims, the treaties5 essentially pledge immediate 

satisfaction and perpetual non-interference to many violated principalities (Bendix 1978: 

378-380); and one of their main eventual results (if but implicit at the time) became the 

principle of cuius regio, eius religio, Latin for “whose region, his religion.” As opposed 

to the medieval system of authority interweaving feudal obligation with the hierarchical 

Church, a territorial dimension would now become much more decisive,6 with individual 

princes or princesses at liberty to decide upon the confession of their territories and at 

least formally guaranteed the right to exist. Munck (2005: 23) writes that Westphalia 

“confirmed that the [Holy Roman] Empire as a whole would not undergo consolidation 

of the kind experienced by other European states; instead, the legal basis was created for 

unchallenged princely or territorial absolutism.” In other words, Westphalia marks the 

                                                             
4 Teschke (2003) advances some of the same ideas from a Marxian perspective.  
5 Broadly speaking one for the Catholics at Münster and another for the Protestants at 
Osnabrück, respectively.  
6 The comparative historical analysis of Spruyt (1994) remains influential concerning this 
process. “The medieval system…was quite different than that of the contemporary state 
system. Jurisdiction was neither discrete—jurisdictions overlapped—nor exclusive—
different authorities might claim final jurisdiction on the same matter” (13). His 
overemphasis on trade however fails to consider the potent theological ideas that 
informed the Westphalian revolution.    
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beginning of a meaningful categorization of European nations as units within an 

international system. This political transformation also corresponded with a theological 

one of equal significance for the present study. “I consider the strongest and most 

consequential of all intellectual shifts of European history,” writes Schmitt ([1932] 1996: 

89), “to be the one in the seventeenth century from the traditional Christian theology to 

‘natural’ science…Following the hopeless theological disputes and struggles of the 

sixteenth century, Europeans sought a neutral domain in which there would be no conflict 

and they could reach common agreement.” The newfound “neutral domain” was 

therefore both territorial and ideational.   

 The political theology of a European nation can therefore begin to be explained 

by appeal to its outcome from the terrible Wars of Religion, and a country will be coded 

as having satisfied cuius regio, eius religio provided that ruler and ruled demonstrably 

shared the same confession following the Westphalian settlement within the borders of 

the present nation, regardless of whether this homogeneity was achieved by consent or 

coercion.7 For example, religiously divided Germany—the main theatre of the Thirty 

Years War—would fail this test, while homogenously Catholic Spain—land of Phillip II 

and of the Inquisition—would certainly pass it. There are bound to be comparative 

variations.  Britain for instance did not achieve uninterrupted Protestant rule until 1689, 

                                                             
7 The census excludes Andorra, Liechtenstein, Monaco, and San Marino on account of 
their minuteness, and Vatican City on account of its theocracy. But for an analysis of 
those nations within integration as a whole, see Dózsa (2008).     
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while some cases like Finland did not exist or were not independent in the seventeenth 

century. But with proper attention to chronology and source material, such challenges 

should prove manageable. No single source, finally, can provide this comprehensive data, 

but I shall rely in particular upon the conclusions of the Palgrave History of Europe and 

Cambridge Concise Histories series, both of which are modern, accessible, and highly 

regarded.  

 (B) Super-majority Population              

 Despite the objective of considering European countries as discrete units, it 

remains valuable to consider to what degree the population formally adheres to a 

particular theology. If nine out of ten Norwegians were found to be officially Lutheran, 

for example, such a result would appreciably help advance a case for considering Norway 

a Lutheran country. A super-majority shall be here defined as at least three nationals out 

of four, and the form of measurement official affiliation.   

 Quality religious data can be difficult to come by (Grim and Finke 2006), but the 

best source for such international comparisons is probably the database of the Association 

of Religion Data Archives (ARDA). As explained by Finke, Bader, and Polson in their 

favorable review (2007), the ARDA collects and organizes data in a visually interesting 

manner from some of the most important sources in the sociology of religion, including 

the World Christian Database, the World Values Survey, and the U.S. Department of 

State’s International Religious Freedom Reports; and it utilizes 2010 national adherent 
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data from the first of those resources. Unfortunately, it does not disaggregate “Christian,” 

which is less than helpful in identifying divisions within historic Christendom. The Swiss 

population of 2010 for example is given as 82.4% Christian, which tells one nothing 

about any internal Christian diversity. I have decided therefore to use 2000 data from the 

World Christian Encyclopedia (2001), which was later absorbed into the World Christian 

Database. Although the encyclopedia did begin with the normative objective of furthering 

Christian evangelism, it is voluminously detailed, authoritative within the field, and in the 

opinion of Hsu et al. (2008) methodologically sound. It furthermore disaggregates 

Christian adherents into different groups, a necessary division in this case, and its relative 

age helps control for the considerable demographic alterations of Europe during the last 

ten to fifteen years, isolating the citizens who actually made the decisive European policy 

choices after the Second World War. I shall consult the World Christian Encyclopedia 

and report the largest theological group present in each nation, with the 2010 data from 

the ARDA provided in a footnote to help indicate how the comparative demographics are 

trending.    

 (C) Official Recognition  

 A European nation will be said to recognize a certain theology if any of its 

important laws, regimes, or institutions establish or acclaim it at a sub-constitutional 

level. This test is designed in response to both empirical and scholarly considerations. At 

the empirical level, European countries may not all be internally ordered the same way, 
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and on occasion theological authority may be delegated to local political units. The most 

recognized example is probably Germany, in which since Westphalia the Länder 

(regions) are at liberty within the federal system to establish their own confessional 

regimes and even to impose taxation to support them (Kaelber 1999); and other mostly 

Germanic European countries are distinguished by their autonomous provinces (Forsyth 

1981). I therefore propose to examine and to code8 the political theology of the 

constitutions of the constituent regions, provinces, or states of the seventeen nations in 

the census, if applicable, and to arrive at them from the Oxford Constitutions of the 

World database, the only source providing all the constitutions of every political unit 

across the globe, not merely national but also state and local. These observations shall be 

made in conjunction with the powers assigned to the regions by the national constitutions 

to be discussed next, as not all European nations have sovereign provinces, and not at all 

national provinces are theologically sovereign. But if both are the case then this study 

shall make thorough examination, and shall be essentially the first to do so.  

 But in addition to the regional dimension, there are also questions of primary and 

university education, the provision of healthcare and other human services, the 

solemnization of weddings and funerals, and other sectors of social life in which some 

theological dimension may be present in an official if not constitutional capacity 

(Sandberg 2008). Arribas (2009) considers for example the Christian architectural 

                                                             
8 This coding shall follow the same principles discussed more fully under Constitutional 
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preservation of the Spanish state, Gianfreda (2011) the evolving blasphemy laws of Italy, 

or Gustaffson (2003) the jurisdiction over burials by the formally disestablished Church 

of Sweden. Obviously, neither this nor any such analysis can make comprehensive 

inquiry into all the laws and customs of every nation of Western Europe, but can 

acknowledge and further investigate the more salient points raised by existing scholarly 

literature. More broadly, advances in scholarly understanding of the diversity and 

hierarchy of political units within the international system have qualified the traditional 

realist formulation of states as unitary, interchangeable actors (Sharman 2013); and this 

study therefore—while maintaining the national focus—to a certain extent opens up the 

cases and examines some of their interior parts.  Lastly, an unambiguous constitutional 

recognition (D), to be discussed next, will also satisfy this test, even in the absence of any 

other positive evidence; for the constitutional, by definition, takes precedence over the 

historical, sociological, and official.      

 (D) Constitutional Recognition  

 No aspect of a nation is more important than its constitution, the supreme law of 

the land. Aristotle ([c. 350 B.C.E.] 1992) inaugurated political science with his 

comparative analysis of the constitutions of his era, and constitutional analysis as a means 

to establishing comparative political knowledge prevailed prior to the behavioral 

revolution of the twentieth century (Bagehot 1894; Blackstone [1765-1769] 2014; Bodin 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Recognition (D).  
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[1576] 2013; Calhoun [1850] 1992; Hamilton, Madison, and Jay [1787] 1973; Pufendorf 

[1719] 2013; Tocqueville [1835-1840] 1992).  Americans in particular have always 

regarded constitutional law as one of the most important reflections of their collective 

life. This dissertation shall therefore engage this most essential of national characteristics, 

and shall do so in the following manner.  

 A constitution will be said to recognize a tradition of political theology if it in any 

discernible way establishes or endorses it, implicitly or explicitly. Thus a constitutional 

establishment of a certain faith tradition within a state would most certainly qualify, but 

so would a mere rhetorical endorsement. A theological qualification—in a constitutional 

monarchy—to occupy the throne is another possibility, as would be a theologically 

substantive oath of office. I shall not however code for provisions concerning religious 

non-discrimination, as they have become a liberal as opposed to a theological value, nor 

shall I generally observe such things as Sunday closures or Christmas holidays, for the 

analysis must rest on theological recognitions rather more self-conscious and deliberate. 

Needless to say, every form of Christianity and any other tradition of faith shall be treated 

with full equality, though it is clear that most of the cases—with the particular exception 

of Spain, ruled by the Moors for seven centuries—lie culturally and geographically 

within historic Christendom. But before concluding this section, it might be useful to 

address one potentially forceful criticism: that a constitutional analysis of this kind could 

fail to provide an accurate description of belief and practice among the examined nations.      
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 In a unique study, Fox and Flores (2009) find that national governments 

everywhere consistently ignore their own constitutional provisions pertaining to religious 

freedom, to religious neutrality, and to religious non-discrimination. Fox in particular has 

probably done more than any other author to interrogate comparative church and state 

institutional relationships (2006, 2011a, 2011b), and in light of this evidence one might 

question the wisdom of adducing the political theology of European constitutions as 

evidence. After all, they may be decades or even centuries old and may contain vestigial 

clauses that few among the present populations “know about” or “care about.” Such 

discrepancies between constitutional language and lived experience may indeed be 

present. However, the extent to which European governments or peoples may be in 

contempt of their own constitutions is, quite simply, not the subject of this dissertation. 

The methodological point may be extended to the other tests as well.  If one citizen 

should lie about having been baptized, then that is his own affair. If another should know 

nothing about the history of her nation during the Reformation, the Enlightenment, or any 

other historical period, then that is her loss. The very purpose of considering Western 

European countries as the units of analysis is to control for the wide varieties of life and 

doctrine9 found among any population, thereby establishing a representative if not 

                                                             
9 George and Bennett (2005: 130) concede, “The reflexivity of social subjects does 
constrain social science theorizing in a variety of ways. Strategic interaction, self-
fulfilling and self-denying prophecies, moral hazard, selection effects, and a range of 
other phenomena make the development of predictive theories far more difficult in the 
social sciences than in the physical sciences.”  
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exhaustive depiction of the truth. At a less abstract level, finally, a consideration of the 

content of European national constitutions within the context of a supranational union 

will serve to somewhat advance what Roberts (2011) refers to as “comparative 

international law,” a growing interaction between both forms deserving of further 

conceptual development. 

* * * 

  

  

 The comparative results shall be reported in the outline above, and are 

alphabetized below beginning with Austria. The reader shall find the name of the 

country-level unit followed by either a “0” or a “1,” indicating respectively the absence 

or presence of a prevailing political theology.10 If “1” is the outcome, then the theological 

tradition is specified to the extent possible based on the combined evidence of the four 

                                                             
10 Boole (1847: 82) explains, “In virtue of the principle, that a Proposition is either true or 
false, every elective symbol employed in the expression of hypotheticals admits only of 
the values of 0 and 1, which are the only quantitative forms of an elective symbol.”  
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qualitative tests, with an upper-case letter designating the satisfaction of that respective 

test, but a lower-case letter its failure. Boolean analysis, once again, is qualitative in that 

no points are awarded or combined, but it is rigorous in that it communicates through the 

language of formal logic the grounds on which a subjective judgment—in this case the 

outcome for each country unit—is based. “Quantitative interpretation,” states Boole, “is 

not to be construed into a universal condition of Analysis.” Instead, “every logical 

proposition,” he continues, “will be found to be capable of exact and rigorous 

expression” (1847: 4, 6). The complete results for the political theology of all seventeen 

cases appear as Appendix 1, while Appendix 2 presents the findings visually. I shall 

hence proceed to the comparative results. 

AUSTRIA—0 (ABcd) 
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 The Republic of Austria (Republik Österreich) is a federal regime of eight and a 

half million situated in central Europe, and achieves popular distinction with its great 

scenic beauty and tradition of fine arts. There is, however, little to no existing research on 

the political theology of contemporary Austria. Its Baroque Catholicism—shared with 

neighboring Italy and Bavaria—overflows in sensory stimulation, unveiling wonders for 

the eye and ear in the development of a teeming spiritual universe (Greeley 2000); and 

those who enter the Roman Church in Austria receive profound immersion in 

ecclesiastical art, liturgy, hymnody, and ritual. But this research is evidently among the 

first to submit democratic Austria to comparative theological inquiry.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Austrian national history is inseparable from the 

dynastic history of its royal Hapsburgs, who presided over central Europe from the late 

Middle Ages until World War I.11 They were devout Roman Catholics, although they 

generally perpetrated less confessional violence and cruelty than the Spanish half of the 

family. In 1452 Frederick V of Styria (also Frederick III of Germany) was crowned 

emperor in Rome, and he famously relied upon the acronym AEIOU—every vowel—in 

order to encapsulate his ideology of “Austria is to rule the whole world.”12 His son 

Maximilian in turn continued his policies of Christian universalism.  

                                                             
11 This discussion relies in particular upon Beller’s (2006) Concise History of Austria, 
one of very few of its kind.  
12 Alles erdreich ist Österreich unterthan. 
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 The comparatively benign Catholic imperialism of the Austrian Hapsburgs would 

however become sorely tested upon the spread of Protestant ideas throughout their 

domains, including what it now Austria. Ferdinand I, as Duke of Austria and later Holy 

Roman Emperor, repelled a Turkish invasion in 1529 in addition to addressing the 

Lutheran question. His complex maneuvers of at once repression, accommodation, and 

cooptation of the rapidly spreading Protestant movement in Austria have earned 

Ferdinand the peculiar credit of posterity (Chisholm 2008), although a permanent 

solution remained elusive upon his death in 1564. His son Maximilian II, meanwhile, 

extended toleration to Protestantism among the nobles of Lower Austria.  

 The Thirty Years War would however destroy Protestant faith and worship in 

Austria. Rudolf II, though more interested in the arts than in theology, had granted 

toleration to Protestants in Bohemia through his 1609 Letter of Majesty (Majestätsbrief), 

but this clemency proved insufficient and three imperial envoys were defenestrated in 

Prague in 1618, igniting general European war. In response to the confessional 

conflagration, the Hapsburgs proscribed the Protestant faith in all their domains save 

again Lower Austria, and the successful repression served to reinstate Catholic 

conformity. Beller (2006: 64) writes, “The destruction of estates power and Protestantism 

in the Bohemian and Austrian lands was confirmed…Large numbers, estimated at almost 

200,000 from Bohemia and 100,000 from Austrian hereditary lands, emigrated rather 

than convert. Most remaining Protestant nobles eventually converted to Catholicism, 
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and…the Hapsburg lands became a model of Baroque Catholic uniformity.” The 

subsequent Baroque style of art and architecture—essentially a colorful, energetic 

Classicism—in German Europe was designed to communicate the death of the Protestant 

heresy and the restoration of the true Catholic faith. Notwithstanding the “Enlightened” 

despotism of Maria Theresa, Joseph II, and other Baroque or Restoration Austrian rulers, 

official theological intolerance endured, with forced evacuations of Protestants persisting 

into the eighteenth and settlement restrictions on Jews into the nineteenth centuries. The 

latter was especially ironic given the extent to which Jewish finance supplied by the 

Rothschild and other families supported the regime. In the words of Beller (2006: 83), “A 

ruling trinity of dynasty, aristocracy, and church…was what ‘Austria’ really meant.” As 

the twentieth century opened, to conclude this section, imperial Vienna became the 

international seat of distinguished Judaism, with Arnold Schoenberg, Sigmund Freud, 

Karl Popper, Ludwig von Mises, Hans Kelsen, and many other Jewish artists and 

intellectuals calling the city home. The Jewish salience in “Red Vienna” was much 

suspected and resented by the rest of the Austrian population, which until the 1938 

Anschluss with Nazi Germany largely regarded Vienna’s illustrious Jews as not 

bodenständig or belonging to the land, and which afterward energetically aided the 

Austrian Hitler’s persecution of the Hebrews which lay at the center of his annihilationist 

racial war.       
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 Super-majority population (B): According to the World Christian Encyclopedia 

(WCE hereafter), 75.5% of Austrians were officially Roman Catholic in the year 2000,13 

just barely satisfying the test. According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church (1995), 

there are three essential forms of participation in the Roman apostolic faith: baptism 

(preferably at birth), confirmation (preferably during childhood), and communion 

(preferably every Sunday). The Encyclopedia statistics, here as elsewhere, are based on 

the first.  

 Official recognition (c): Austria is composed of nine Länder that are represented 

in its upper house and that together constitute the federal republic. These Länder have 

their own constitutions, but those documents contain little to no theological content. 

There is evidently no tradition in Austria of directly favoring Roman Catholicism or any 

other confession in Land law, much to the surprise perhaps of generally held views. Five 

of the nine state constitutions say nothing at all about religion or theology, while such 

references as there are in the other four are minimal. The Constitution of Lower Austria 

([1979] 2004) declares St. Leopold patron of the province and celebrates him on the 

fifteenth of November (Article 7, section 6), while the governor of Upper Austria ([1930] 

2009) concludes his oath of office with “So help me God” (45.1).14 The preamble of the 

Tyrolean constitution ([1988] 2008), meanwhile, speaks of “loyalty to God and the 

                                                             
13 ARDA 2010: 77.5% “Christian.”  
14 So wahr mir Gott helfe.  
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historical heritage.”15 The strongest of all theological references belongs to Vorarlberg 

([1999] 2008: 1.1): “The importance of the legally recognized churches and religious 

communities for the preservation and consolidation of the religious and moral 

foundations of human life is recognized.”16 The constitutions of the Austrian Länder 

therefore exhibit as a whole little to no tendency toward theological affirmation.   

 Constitutional recognition (d): The national Constitution of 1920 (as amended, 

2012) is similarly, absolutely silent. Much more bureaucratic and regulatory than political 

or philosophical, the Austrian Constitution is primarily devoted to tedious explanations of 

how the federation should operate, with little mention of the rights or obligations of the 

Austrian people; and no theological preference is at all expressed. This result is consistent 

with the informed verdict of Jakab (2009) that whereas German law remains deeply 

embedded in sociological context, Austrian law appears extremely formal and 

impersonal.  

 In conclusion, monarchist Austria was a devout Roman Catholic state that 

imposed its theology upon society (A), and while the Austrian populace of today remains 

                                                             
15 Treue zu Gott und zum geschichtlichen Erbe. 
16 Die Bedeutung der gesetzlich anerkannten Kirchen und Religionsgesellschaften für die 
Bewahrung und Festigung der religiösen und sittlichen Grundlagen des menschlichen 
Lebens wird anerkannt. 
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officially Catholic (B), the regime itself is not in any meaningful sense (c, d).17 Austria is 

therefore coded “0” for no result.   

BELGIUM—0 (ABcd)   

   

 

  

 The Kingdom of Belgium (Koninkrijk België/Royaume de Belgique) is one of the 

Low Countries of Western Europe. Consisting of about ten million inhabitants, the 

enduring challenges of its national life stem from the seemingly irreconcilable differences 

between its Dutch and Francophone population. The former are remnants of the Kingdom 

of the Netherlands against whom Belgium successfully revolted in 1830, while the 

latter—who largely instigated the uprising—achieved subsequent supremacy in the new 

                                                             
17 I should however at least acknowledge that the Austrian Concordat of 1933—which 
privileged the Catholic Church in education, marriage, and other matters—does at least 
officially remain on the books. But as this treaty was the work of the pitiful Dolfuss 
dictatorship, and as it is nowhere referenced in Austrian constitutional law, I have 
decided to disqualify it.    
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regime.18 Arend Lijphart’s (1999) commendation of Belgian government 

notwithstanding, the interminable quarrel between these two ethno-linguistic groups—

whose members will often refuse to recognize each other in public—has resulted in 

enduring political and moral paralysis (Adams 2014). But turning to the theologico-

political dimension specifically, the only Belgium-particular research I have uncovered is 

that of Duriez, Luyten, Snauwaert, and Hutsebaut (2002), who find in general terms that 

theological politics remain salient in Flanders. There is therefore ample scope for further 

analysis.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Belgians may be deeply stratified by language and 

ethnicity, but do not appear to have ever been by confession. Both the French and Dutch 

segments of the population share the Roman Catholic faith, although the former have 

long read Durkheim and the sociologists with a certain satisfaction. In 1830 Belgian 

patriots rebelled against William I of the Netherlands and declared their independence, 

producing a national constitution and king the following year. The revolution, however, 

was primarily the work of the French Belgians, who established a regime to the 

disadvantage of the “common” Dutch or Flemish population. It is unfortunate, to briefly 

hazard a value judgment, that common confession has been unable to facilitate greater 

social rapprochement and reconciliation.  

                                                             
18 Thus for example the fictional “French” detective Hercule Poirot (Christie [1920] 
2009) would more properly be referred to as a Walloon Belgian.  
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 Super-majority population (B): Belgium in 2000 was 80.9% Roman Catholic 

according to the WCE.19 The ritual of infant baptism has therefore been maintained there 

throughout the postwar period.   

 Official recognition (c): The Belgian Constitution ([1994] 2012) establishes a 

rather convoluted federal regime consisting of overlapping Communities (Flemish, 

French, and German), Regions (Flemish, Walloon, and Brussels), and linguistic regions 

(Dutch, French, Brussels, and German) (2-4). None of these internal polities, however, 

have their own constitutions; nor is there any literature at all to suggest an official status 

in Belgium for Roman Catholicism or for any other creed.  

 Constitutional recognition (d): The national constitution contains a single, 

indistinct provision pertaining to political theology: “The salaries and pensions of 

ministers of religion are paid for by the State; the amounts required are charged annually 

to the budget” (181.1). This language would seem extremely difficult to satisfactorily 

code.  On the one hand, no creed is specified, but on the other, the prospect of pastors or 

priests serving as public employees is extremely significant in an institutional sense. In 

the Belgian historical context, this article would appear to imply the support of Christian 

ministry by the public purse, but in the absence of more explicit language must be 

considered a non-result. 

                                                             
19 ARDA 2010: 71.5% “Christian.”  
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 In short, the Belgian historical connection to Roman Catholicism (A, B) is 

pronounced, while the national constitution (d) contains one vague but highly leveraged 

reference to the implication of the public subsidization of Christianity, and perhaps of 

other creeds as well. I therefore classify Belgium, as a unit within the international 

system, as a theological non-result.             

DENMARK—1, Protestant Lutheran (ABCD) 

 

 

  

 The Kingdom of Denmark (Kongeriget Danmark) is a constitutional monarchy of 

five and a half million situated between the North and the Baltic Seas, and bordering 

Germany to its south. Such recent literature as there is concerning its contemporary 

political theology tends to emphasize continuity and homogeneity rather than change and 

diversification. Nielsen and Kühle (2011) for instance find that formal church and state 

institutional relations there have changed little in the last few years, while Andersen, 
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Gundelach, and Lücha (2013) argue against any Danish manifestation of the 

individualist, spiritual revolution in Europe identified by Heelas and Woodhead (2005). 

The findings below tend to reinforce this general impression of theological consistency in 

contemporary Denmark.      

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Denmark was founded by Gorm the Old in the year 

900, and beginning in 1380 it ruled Norway. The central challenge of early Danish 

history as it emerges from an admittedly rather sparse literature in English would seem to 

be the political battle between king and nobles, rather than the theologico-political 

struggle between church and state. Mackenney (1993) explains that the Danish monarch 

though formally elected was in reality hereditary, and was bound to consult the 

aristocracy assembled in the riksråd. He also states that the Danes declared for 

Lutheranism in 1536 “without lengthy consultations” (274).  

 Christian IV imprudently intervened in the subsequent Thirty Years War, and the 

military humiliation of Denmark excluded it from consideration in the final Westphalian 

settlement. His death that same year (1648) led however to the definitive Danish Royal 

Law of 1665, which enacted a political theology of Lutheran absolutism by which 

Denmark would be governed until the Constitution of 1849. In the translation of Ekman 

(1957: 105), it states the following: “The first thing, therefore, which we, before all else 

in this Royal Law, will earnestly have commanded is that our descendants…absolute 

hereditary kings of Denmark and Norway, honor, serve, and worship the only just and 
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true God in that manner…presented, pure and undefiled, in the Augsburg Confession of 

the year 1530.” As I discuss in sufficient detail in my treatment of the Swedish 

constitution—which establishes it explicitly—the Augsburg Confession (Confessio 

Augustana) of 1530 was a public letter to Holy Roman Emperor Charles V defending the 

Lutheran faith; and the above passage from the most important ancient Danish law 

demonstrates great official commitment to it.    

 Super-majority population (B): The World Christian Encyclopedia gives the mid-

2000 population as 87.7% “Protestant;”20 and in consideration of the successful tests “A,” 

and “CD,” it would appear reasonably safe to conclude that the vast majority of that 

number is Lutheran. Danes habitually speak of their infant baptism in the Lutheran 

Church.    

 Official and constitutional recognition (C, D): These two tests are together 

satisfied on account of the unambiguous establishment of Lutheranism in the Danish 

Constitution of 1953, which has never at all been amended. It reads, in official English 

translation, “The Evangelical-Lutheran Church of Denmark (Folkekirken) is the 

established Church of Denmark and, as such, is supported by the State” (4). The 

document furthermore stipulates, “The King must belong to the Evangelical-Lutheran 

Church” (6).  

                                                             
20 ARDA 2010: 83.7% “Christian.”  
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 In sum, the Danish monarchy has been Lutheran since its Reformation (A), while 

the super-majority of the Danish people in an official sense most likely were at the turn of 

the century (B). The current constitution, meanwhile, explicitly recognizes and 

establishes the Lutheran creed (C, D). I therefore classify Denmark as “Protestant 

Lutheran.” 

FINLAND—1, Protestant Lutheran (ABCd) 

 

 

  

 The Republic of Finland (Suomen Tasavalta) is a parliamentary democracy of 

five million situated between Sweden and Russia in the uppermost north of Europe. 

Ruled by Sweden until the Napoleonic Wars, and by Russia until the First World War, 

Finland is a pivotal but less recognized threshold between West and East. As is generally 

the case with the smaller nations, existing literature in English-language books or 

journals is minimal; but the essential struggle of research into the political theology of 
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Finland, as a whole, is to accurately define the status of its super-majority Evangelical 

Lutheran Church. Whilst not constitutionally recognized in the same manner as those of 

Denmark, Iceland, or Norway, but equally ancient and central to Finnish welfare 

provision (Pessi and Grönlund 2011), the tradition of the Finnish Lutheran Church “is so 

long-standing and influential that the current situation is difficult to understand” 

(Kääriäinen 2011: 156). Hopefully this analysis will render it less difficult.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): The origin of Finland is as a Swedish frontier 

society,21 and as a less developed and sophisticated province—it is even today half 

timberland—of that burgeoning monarchy shared in its medieval Christian and then 

Lutheran confessions, among other characteristics. The Archbishop of Uppsala 

coordinated the evangelization of Finland during the high Middle Ages, and over the next 

several centuries Finland built up its own Catholic Church, headquartered at Turku. 

Perennial challenges included the sacralization much less the civilization of the deep 

interior, and the residue of pagan practices that persisted until the modern era. It should 

be emphasized however that even in those distant centuries a small Orthodox minority—

Finland bordered ancient Novgorod—was to be found among the “Finnish” population.  

 Finland developed its Protestant establishment as a result of participation in 

Swedish confessional and hegemonic politics, since Finland was part of Sweden until 

1808. The 1686 Church Law helped expand and strengthen confirmation classes 

                                                             
21 This discussion relies upon David Kirby’s (2008) Concise History of Finland.  
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nationwide, improving literacy. The Sami reindeer herders of the northernmost regions 

were evangelized. And the University of Turku became by degrees “a training ground for 

the Lutheran clergy and civil servants who ran the affairs of the Kingdom of Sweden” 

(Kirby 2008: 59). What generally failed to succeed, however, were the attempts of the 

Lutheran Church to convert the small but persistent Russian Orthodox minority. Kirby 

(2008: 41) writes, “The Lutheran Church had more mixed fortunes in its attempts to win 

over the Orthodox population of the new territories of Käkisalmi and Ingria…after the 

final peace with Muscovy was signed in 1617…Government policy toward these 

congregations wavered between the permissive and intolerant.” 

 This situation does not appear to have altered even when Finland was absorbed 

into the Russian Empire. Tsar Alexander I granted Finland wide autonomy and respected 

its Lutheran establishment, although he did move the capitol city from Turku to Helsinki, 

an alteration that made it geographically closer to Russia. The 1869 Church Act, 

furthermore, perpetuated Lutheranism as the sole official religion; and the former Grand 

Duchy of Sweden and then Russia became independent in 1917. Although, as has been 

noted, the woods and lakes of Finland have always sheltered some Eastern Orthodox 

belief, that confession historically was never recognized under public law, and it would 

appear that only very small numbers have ever belonged to it.      
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   Super-majority population (B): Finns in the year 2000 were 89.6% “Protestant” 

according to the WCE,22 and there is no evidence at all to suggest any significant non-

Lutheran Protestant component of that percentage.  

 Official recognition (C), constitutional recognition (d): I conclude that the super-

majority Lutheran Church of Finland is to be coded as officially but not constitutionally 

recognized. The only theological statement of any kind in the Finnish Constitution of 

1999 (as amended, 2011) is the following: “Provisions on the organization and 

administration of the Evangelic Lutheran Church are laid down in the Church Act” (76).23 

No other creed is mentioned in any capacity, implying that none other is of public 

concern. Kääriäinen (2011), writing of his native land, does indeed explain that an 

autonomous Finnish Orthodox Church of sixty thousand communicants also enjoys legal 

recognition in Finland, protected by blasphemy law and entitled to levy taxes in the same 

way as the Lutherans. It is the Lutheran Church calendar, nevertheless, that remains 

binding on the nation and the state, and it is in Lutheran Church cemeteries that virtually 

all Finns take their final rest. 

 The establishment of the political theology of Finland thus requires especially 

precise judgment. Finland matured as a province of Lutheran Sweden (A), the super-

majority of Finns are Lutherans (B), and the huge Lutheran Church of Finland clearly 

enjoys official though not constitutional recognition (C, d). Given the prevailing 

                                                             
22 ARDA 2010: 80.8% “Christian.”  
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assumption but not affirmation of Lutheran political theology in Finland, I therefore 

choose to classify that nation-state, though with careful attention, as “Protestant 

Lutheran.”    

FRANCE—0 (aBcD) 

 

 

  

 The Fifth French Republic (République Française) is a nation-state of sixty-five 

million whose both material and ideological power has exerted an enormous influence 

upon the history of Europe. Establishing its political theology is however a task of 

immense difficulty on account of Catholic monarchist, classical liberal, revolutionary 

secular, and increasingly Islamic traditions all present simultaneously, a normative 

contestation on an epic scale that has long inspired a distinguished historiography (Acton 

[1895-1899] 1988; Brinton [1938] 1952; Burke [1790] 2010; De Staël [1818] 2008; 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
23 English translation from the Ministry of Justice.  
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Mackintosh [1791] 2006; Von Gentz [1800] 2010). In recent years, however, French 

ideational debates have been shaped above all by a 2004 law banning the wearing of the 

Islamic headscarf (hijab) in public schools, and by a 2010 law banning the full-body 

Islamic veil (burqa) in all public places (Hunter-Henin 2012).  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (a): France exemplified divine right Catholicism during 

the Middle Ages, but became violently divided during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries between a Roman Catholic majority and a small but salient Calvinist 

(Huguenot) population; and the intermittent conflicts were of such intensity that for many 

years the result was, according to Mackenney (1993: 283), “anarchy, the absence of 

statehood.”24 Reformed theorists had developed notions of spirited resistance to unjust 

authority at variance with the Hobbesian deference characteristic of more liturgical, 

hierarchic Protestantism (Béza [1574] 2012; Hotman [1573] 2010), and the result was the 

conversion of early modern France into a theologico-political battlefield. The Treaty of 

Cateau-Cambréis with Spain of 1559 called for the restoration of Catholic orthodoxy, and 

to this end the French monarchy stared in the face the houses of Navarre (Protestant), the 

Guise (Catholic), and a vacillating Montmorency, with each faction drawing upon foreign 

support and Catherine de Medici unsuccessfully attempting arbitration. In 1571 French 

Protestants essentially declared their independence by offering feudal honor to Henry of 

Navarre in an elaborate ceremony at Lyon, and in the epic Massacre of St. Bartholomew 
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the following year, Catholic mobs in Paris and elsewhere slaughtered thousands of 

Protestants. King Henry III (r. 1574-1589) proved unequal to the disturbances, and was 

murdered by a Catholic zealot. Henry IV, however, is credited with the restoration of a 

watchful peace. After converting to Catholicism in order to assume the throne, his 1591 

directives from Mantes declared the Roman faith the official confession of the French 

state, though his subsequent Edict of Nantes of 1598 declared official tolerance of the 

Reformed faith.  

 Henry was unfortunately murdered by a Jesuit in 1610, and conflicts revived 

between a Catholic monarchy and a Reformed insurgency. The climax of these religious 

wars was the siege and fall of La Rochelle (1627-1629) and the resulting Peace of Alais. 

Its terms, the stern work of Cardinal Richelieu in the name of Louis XIII, were at once 

the official guarantee of Protestant thought, but the complete pacification of the defeated 

Huguenot faction. “The Crown never again,” writes Munck (2005: 44), “faced the 

combined threat of religious and magnate insurrection.” Louis XIV, for his part, sought to 

eliminate the French Reformed religion at last and in 1685 famously revoked the Edict of 

Nantes as a grand finale to his campaign of persecution, earning the rebuke of Pufendorf 

([1687] 2002) and prompting massive Protestant emigration to other parts of Europe. 

France therefore successfully defeated confessional revolution during the seventeenth 

century, only to succumb to social revolution during the eighteenth.           

                                                                                                                                                                                     
24 This discussion relies in particular upon the Palgrave histories of Mackenney (1993) 
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 Super-majority population (B): The French population was 82.3% Roman 

Catholic in 2000 according to the WCE.25 That number may to some appear surpizingly 

high, but it should be recalled that it may signify no more than infant baptism.   

 Official recognition (c): France is a unitary state (une République indivisible) and 

as such does not comprehend constitutionally autonomous regions. Laws enacted in 

Paris, in contrast, have at least in theory direct and immediate effect throughout the 

nation. The same Article 1 of the constitution ([1958] 2008) proclaims the Republic 

laïque or “secular.” Formally, that may be said to suffice; although Safran (2004) notes 

that contemporary France demonstrates all kinds of violations of la!cité if one looks more 

carefully. Among his numerous examples is the cross atop the Pantheon, President 

Chirac’s invocation of the “Christian heritage” of France upon the fifteen-hundredth 

anniversary of the baptism of Clovis, and public funding for a mosque, for an Arab 

World Institute (Institut du Monde Arabe) and for a Jewish Museum in Paris (433, 445). 

McCrea (2010: 44) furthermore notes that the Alsace region, not incorporated at the time 

of the enactment of the pivotal 1905 law separating religion and the state, still has on the 

books special agreements with the Vatican. One could no doubt long continue in this 

vein, demonstrating discrepancies between the la!cité of the French Constitution and the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
and Munck (2005).  
25 ARDA 2010: 65.9% “Christian.” Its second highest group for France, however, is 
“Agnostic,” at 18.9%, a number which assuredly includes many infant baptized. In my 
opinion, statistics for confirmed Christians might possibly provide a more robust 
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various forms of theological recognition manifest in French public policies: but in this as 

in all cases, the explicit wording of the highest law must be considered to prevail.  

 Constitutional recognition (D): The French Constitution does however, despite its 

laïque status, contain a monotheist reference. Incorporated in the current version is the 

1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, the preamble of which reads, 

“The National Assembly recognizes and declares, in the presence and under the auspices 

of the Supreme Being, the following rights of man and of the citizen.”26  

 In conclusion, the Catholic French monarchy was free from the scourge of 

Protestantism only for the final three generations of its life prior to the Revolution (a). 

The French population in the year 2000 was super-majority or at least strong majority 

Catholic (B), although official policy avoids theologico-political commitments (c). God 

does make a single appearance in the French Constitution, however (D). The results for 

France, by the tests considered, are therefore inconclusive, and that nation is thus 

considered a non-result.    

GERMANY—1, Christian (abCD) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
indicator of both theological commitment and congregational life, but the literature has 
yet to widely employ such an instrument.   
26 L’Assemblée Nationale reconnaît et déclare, en présence et sous les auspices de l’Être 
Suprême, les droits suivants de l’Homme et du Citoyen. 
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 At eighty-two million inhabitants, the Federal Republic of Germany 

(Bundesrepublik Deutschland) is the largest nation-state in Western Europe. It is also 

among the most theologically complex, and the German case is treated in detail in 

chapter five. I shall however afford it preliminary analysis in this place.  

 Germans and Germany have received sustained attention by religious historians 

and sociologists, yet existing research on the political theology of Germany is concerned 

with numerous different issues and is therefore difficult to generalize. There is however 

the growing German encounter with Islam (Becker and El-Menouar 2012), the subject of 

A Most Wanted Man (2014), Phillip Seymour Hoffman’s final film.27 Carl Schmitt’s 

influence, furthermore, has become increasingly recognized (Emden 2008). And if 

ancient tales concerning Witches’ Sabbaths and Walpurgis-Night are to be believed, 

Germany has also long been host to the occult, a distinction recognized in recent research 

                                                             
27 In turn based on the novel of Le Carré (2008).  
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(Francis, Ziebertz, Robbins, and Reindl 2014; Hero 2008). Yet two general themes are 

most essential. First, scholarly reflection has been devoted to the ambivalent or 

adversarial relationship between German Catholicism and German nationalism (Faulkner 

2010; Menke 2005). Instructed by Rome, persecuted by Prussia, and coopted by Hitler, 

the patriotism of German Catholics was always somewhat suspect during the imperial 

and Nazi eras, with Bavaria perennially asserting its sovereignty as a means to protecting 

its Baroque Catholic settlement (Caldwell 1996; Ford 2007). Likewise, various literatures 

have also attributed political militarism in Germany in part to theological Protestantism 

(Conway 1992; Williamson 2006), a connection especially plausible when the truculent 

Hohenzollern dynasty is considered. Mitchell (1995), in an especially interesting study, 

explains how Catholic CDU politicians after World War II—Chancellor Adenauer had 

been Lord Mayor of Cologne—quietly imputed Nazism to Prussian Protestantism, 

thereby partially exonerating themselves. But second, considerable research addresses the 

misfortunes of the Lutheran Church of the former Communist German Democratic 

Republic (GDR), where the arrangement of benign captivity and moral ambiguity known 

as “the Church in Socialism” (Kirche im Sozialismus) seems to have profoundly 

discredited it among the new democratic generation (Burgess 1995; Kellogg 2001; 

Ozawa-de Silva 2005; Walinski-Kiehl 2004), with Froese and Pfaff (2005) finding that 

contemporary East Germany has just perhaps become the most atheist society on earth. 
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The last surviving embers of the German Reformation would thus appear all but utterly 

spent.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (a): The established Sonderweg or “special path” thesis 

of German history (Wehler 1985) did not emphasize the German division between 

Roman Catholics and Protestant Lutherans, but rather included them both in a more 

general formulation of industrial without political revolution in modern Germany. 

Williamson (2006) notes however that more recent scholarship has assigned greater 

explanatory value to the confessional disunity. The Reformation began with Martin 

Luther personally, but in the Augsburg Confession (Confessio Augustana) of 1530 nine 

German princes28 formally declared to Emperor Charles V in a public missive their 

adherence to the new system of religious and theological ideas. The ensuing series of 

theological conflicts that culminated in the terrible Thirty Years War converted Germany 

into a battlefield of ferocious and confusing military contestation, although the national 

interests of the Catholic Hapsburgs, the Catholic French, and the Lutheran Swedes 

predominated, with the last benefitting most from the wars. Once the carnage had ceased 

and a truce was declared in 1648, it became generally evident to most European powers 

that permanent accommodation and entente must be made with regard to the new 

political theologies. For Germany, the most direct result was schism between southern 

                                                             
28 They were John, the Duke of Saxony, George, the Margrave of Brandenburg, Ernest, 
the Duke of Luneburg, Philip, the Landgrave of Hesse, John Frederik, the Duke of 
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and western Catholic regions and northern and eastern Lutheran ones, with a resulting 

longitudinal variation in which confession presided over the whole. The Catholic 

Hapsburgs produced the Holy Roman Emperors, yet Napoleon eventually destroyed that 

regime. The German Empire, however, was ruled by Lutheran Prussians; and it was Otto 

von Bismarck, a Lutheran, who initiated the famous Kulturkampf assault upon the 

organizations of political Catholicism within his realm. The relationship between 

National Socialism and Christian confession—Catholic or Protestant—is for its part 

exceedingly complex; and I shall engage the subject more directly in the subsequent 

eighth chapter on Germany. More important for our purposes is the disadvantage or even 

disenfranchisement of German Protestants in the aftermath of World War II, and the 

relative impunity with which the Roman Catholic postwar leaders of Germany were able 

to implement their Christian Democratic program. “After World War II,” observes 

Williamson (2006: 156), “West German Protestants awoke to find themselves living in a 

state in which they were no longer a majority and in which politics was dominated by 

Catholic statesmen like Konrad Adenauer.” Two competing political theologies therefore 

lie at the heart of modern German history.        

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Saxony, Francis, the Duke of Luneburg, Wolfgang, the Prince of Anhalt, and the Senates 
of Nuremberg and Reutlingen. The language was however drafted by Philip Melanchton.   
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 Super-majority population (b): The WCE gives the year 2000 German population 

at 37% Protestant and 34.9% Roman Catholic,29 quantifying the deep confessional 

division discussed above.  

 Official recognition (C): The sixteen Länder of Germany together comprise the 

Federal Republic. They each have their own written constitutions, and I consulted these 

documents and coded them using the same principles employed for the national ones, 

producing a comparative analysis of the political theology of the German Länder which 

is not I think to be found anywhere else. The results are summarized in the frequency 

table and map below. 

 

 

                                                             
29 ARDA 2010: 70.1% “Christian.”  
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 Three (or four) categories are discernable. The constitutions of Berlin, Hamburg, 

Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, and Schleswig-Holstein contain no theological content; 

and their shared geographic location in the north of the Republic (they appear in white in 

Figure 3.1) is both inherently interesting and appears to vindicate the literatures 

recounted above testifying to the comparative unbelief of Germany’s eastern regions. The 

“Monotheist” states, to introduce the first proper category, are Lower Saxony, Saxony-

Anhalt, and Thuringia; and are generally so called because they appeal to “God” or 

invoke “religious values” without any theological specification. Thus for example the 

preamble to the Constitution of Lower Saxony ([1993] 2006) reads, “Conscious of their 
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responsibility before God and mankind, the people of Lower Saxony have given 

themselves through their State Parliament this Constitution.”30 The implicitly Christian 

Länder, next, are Brandenburg, Hesse, and Saxony. This category is established by a very 

careful appeal to the precise wording of the documents, and usually depends upon prosaic 

statements concerning the role of “the churches” in the corporate life of the province. 

Thus Brandenburg ([1992] 2004): “The State recognizes the public task of the Churches 

and the religious communities” (36.3).31 In the same vein, Hesse ([1946] 2002): “The 

theological educational institutions of the churches are recognized” (60).32 Likewise 

Saxony ([1992] 2006): “The chairs in theological faculties and the chairs for religious 

education are filled in consultation with the Church” (111.2).33 In cases like these, the 

term Christian (christlich), for whatever reason, is not employed; and yet the discussions 

certainly seem to indicate Christian values and institutions. The Christian Länder, finally, 

are Baden-Württemberg, Bavaria, Bremen, North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-

Palatinate, and the Saarland; and are coded as such because their constitutions 

unambiguously affirm the Christian religion and only the Christian religion. The 

Constitution of Baden-Württemberg ([1953] 2000) for instance states, “Men and women 

                                                             
30 Im Bewußtsein seiner Verantwortung vor Gott und den Menschen hat sich das Volk von 
Niedersachsen durch seinen Landtag diese Verfassung gegeben. 
31 Das Land anerkennt den Öffentlichkeitsauftrag der Kirchen und 
Religionsgemeinschaften. 
32 Die kirchlichen theologischen Bildungsanstalten werden anerkannt. 
33 Die Lehrstühle an theologischen Fakultäten und die Lehrstühle für Religionspädagogik 
werden im Benehmen mit der Kirche besetzt. 
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are called to develop their abilities…in the fulfillment of Christian moral law for the 

benefit of themselves and others. The State has the task of helping men and women to 

achieve this” (1.1-2).34 Most of the other explicitly Christian references, however, are 

found within the context of education. The Bavarian Constitution ([1946] 2003) is 

representative: “Public elementary schools are common schools for all children of school 

age. Children shall be taught and brought up in them according to the principles of the 

Christian religion” (135).35 Likewise one reads the following in that of Bremen ([1947] 

2010): “The public schools providing an all-round education are non-denominational 

schools with non-denominational instruction in biblical history as a general Christian 

basis” (32.1).36 The Saarland ([1947] 2008) declares: “Youth is to be brought up with 

reverence for God, in the spirit of Christian love” (30).37 The constitutions of numerous 

German Länder are in this manner absolutely suffused with references pertaining to the 

promotion of a Christian, as opposed to of a liberal education. 

 Constitutional recognition (D): The German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) of 1949 (as 

amended, 2012) amounts in my view to a Christian document because it discretely 

                                                             
34 Der Mensch ist berufen, in der ihn umgebenden Gemeinschaft seine Gaben in Freiheit 
und in der Erfüllung des christlichen Sittengesetzes zu seinem und der anderen Wohl zu 
entfalten. Der Staat hat die Aufgabe, den Menschen hierbei zu dienen. 
35 Die öffentlichen Volksschulen sind gemeinsame Schulen für alle volksschulpflichtigen 
Kinder. 2 In ihnen werden die Schüler nach den Grundsätzen der christlichen 
Bekenntnisse unterrichtet und erzogen. 
36 Die allgemeinbildenden öffentlichen Schulen sind Gemeinschaftsschulen mit 
bekenntnismäßig nicht gebundenem Unterricht in Biblischer Geschichte auf allgemein 
christlicher Grundlage. 
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recognizes and perpetuates the comparative political theology of the Länder described 

above. It incorporates Articles 137-39 of the Weimar Constitution, which on the one hand 

declare that there shall be no state church in Germany, but on the other recognize the 

theological preferences of the Länder and allow them individually to retain their Land 

churches and to impose ecclesiastical taxes, effectively locating German political 

theology at this regional level. (Switzerland, discussed below, has a very similar system). 

The Basic Law also contains two additional theological statements. The preamble reads, 

“Conscious of their responsibility before God and man…the German people, in the 

exercise of their constituent power, have adopted this Basic Law.”38 Furthermore, 

“Religious instruction shall form part of the regular curriculum in state schools…given in 

accordance with the tenets of the religious community concerned” (7.3).39 This provision, 

in the federal context, certainly seems to be referring once more to the system of 

Christian Democratic education found among many of the Länder.  

 In short, Germany has exhibited a deep confessional divide since the Reformation 

(a), and today neither Catholics nor Protestants numerically predominate (b). The 

political theology of the Länder, however, is demonstrably Christian (C) and only that, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
37 Die Jugend ist in der Ehrfurcht vor Gott, im Geiste der christlichen Nächstenliebe. 
38 Im Bewußtsein seiner Verantwortung vor Gott und den Menschen…hat das Deutsche 
Volk…kraft seiner verfassungsgebenden Gewalt dieses Grundgesetz der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland beschlossen. 
39 Der Religionsunterricht ist in den öffentlichen Schulen mit Ausnahme der 
bekenntnisfreien Schulen ordentliches Lehrfach. Unbeschadet des staatlichen 
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and the federal constitution recognizes and perpetuates this system (D). Germany is 

therefore, as a single unit within the European system, to be classified as “Christian.”  

GREAT BRITAIN—1, Protestant (AbCD)  

 

 

  

 The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, as the name suggests, 

presents immense challenges of conceptual distinction, and chapter six is devoted 

exclusively to Britain. The findings for this nation, or rather observation of strenuous 

complexity shall however be summarized in this place. The Queen of England serves as 

head of state of this political organism in addition to Canada and other Commonwealth 

countries, an organism which internally is comprised of Northern Ireland and “Britain,” 

in turn a composite of an autonomous Scotland, of a distinct but non-autonomous Wales, 

and of a strangely indefinite but supreme England in which all the important centers of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Aufsichtsrechtes wird der Religionsunterricht in Übereinstimmung mit den Grundsätzen 
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power are located, and which once presided over a vast global empire. Kumar (2003) 

affirms that it is the English more specifically who object to European integration, with 

their Celtic dependents in Wales and Scotland rather more enthusiastic; but in any case 

one finds that in addition to these conceptual difficulties—which would seem to deride 

any notion of “the state” in this context—Britain is also the only Western nation without 

a written constitution, collectively relying instead upon statutory legislation, case law, 

and social customs principally derived from a liberal aristocracy. 

 Yet Britain, whether a nation, a state, or neither of those two, has long been a 

favorite among religious sociologists, perhaps in part because the English Constitution is 

always in motion. The English in their imperial ascent much debated the proper 

relationship between church and state or more precisely between civil and ecclesiastical 

authority (Coleridge 1829; Gladstone 1839; Hooker [1593-1597] 1989; Locke [1689] 

1990; Newman [1864] 1994), but the formal establishment of the Anglican Church 

(1706-) has never appreciably altered; and amongst contemporary scholars addressing the 

again formal and official laws and regimes of Britain there would appear to be little to no 

disagreement as to its constitutive Protestantism (Mclean and Peterson 2011). Carr (2002) 

and Nazir-Ali (2013) help explain the Anglican political theology of the complex 

coronation service, Oliva (2007) the anti-blasphemy laws long on the books, and 

Steinberg (2013) the unique status of the University of Cambridge as a “peculiar” outside 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
der Religionsgemeinschaften erteilt. 
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normal diocesan jurisdiction. All this is in addition to more general appraisals of the 

English Church as a vestige of Protestant monarchy, with its allotted seats in the House of 

Lords and other ancient privileges (Bob Morris 2010, 2011).   

 The scholarly debates—if not this dissertation—instead center on what Protestant 

establishment means for the British people amid a changing world. Much research 

affirms the triumph of secularism in Britain, usually based in part on quantitative 

analyses testifying to the loss of profession in Christian (much less Anglican) theology 

and to non-participation in worship and ritual (Bruce 1995, 2011, 2013; Crockett and 

Voas 2006; Currie, Gilbert, and Horsley 1977; Gill, Hadaway, and Marler 1998; Inglis 

1964; Rivers 2012; Wickham 1957), of which the clergy themselves will so often 

complain.40 There are however more nuanced views: Jeremy Morris (2003) would 

caution that non-participation is not necessarily to be equated with non-identification, 

Davie (1994) that Englishmen may believe in their ancestral religion without every 

Sunday belonging to it, and Grimley (2009) that the Church of England has sometimes 

been at the forefront of dismantling retrograde Christian legislation, in that case when it 

championed the decriminalization of homosexuality in the 1950s. This secularization 

literature, as is true generally, is opposed by other research emphasizing theological 

vitality (Cox 1982; Williams 1998) and, more recently, diversity in contemporary Britain. 

Avis (2003) is keen to affirm that official religious statistics may by no means provide a 

                                                             
40 With regard to Scotland specifically, Voas (2006) affirms religious decline.  
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complete theological picture, while Weller (2004) and Tiliopoulos and McVittie (2010) 

discuss growing identity politics in Britain in which religion plays a salient role. Matters 

came to a head in February, 2008, when the then Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan 

Williams—the head of the Church of England—suggested in a speech at the Royal 

Courts of Justice that autonomous religious communities in Britain, including Muslims, 

should have some freedom to establish communal jurisprudence, including sharia 

(Williams 2008), a position that stirred immense public controversy (Depoortere 2012). 

Perhaps the most outstanding recent judgment as to the sociology of British religion, 

however, belongs to Callum Brown, whose The Death of Christian Britain (2000) argues 

that the 1960s heralded its world-historical theological transformation. Prior to that 

decade, Britain was Christian largely on account of feminine moral and theological 

allegiance, but afterward the roles of women changed and with that change the decisive 

Christianizing influence. The sociology of religion in Great Britain, therefore, remains a 

much discussed and debated field. 

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Proceeding to the Boolean tests, there is little to no 

disagreement among serious historians that the British government originates from a 

tradition of nationalist, Protestant monarchy. Beginning with the Act of Supremacy 

(1534) of Henry VIII, the English monarch became head of the English Church;41 and 

from that time until 1688, various internal and external forces would attempt to restore 
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Britain to Roman Catholicism, but were always eventually defeated. Mary I (r. 1553-

1558) violently persecuted Protestants during her brief reign, but her work was undone by 

her much more definitive successor Elizabeth I (r. 1558-1603), whose Protestant 

nationalism serves as a foundation of English culture. Excommunicated by the Pope in 

1570, and attacked by Spain in 1588, the English people grew to adore the Virgin Queen 

who presided over an immense growth in the power and importance of their nation. The 

next most serious threat to English Protestantism occurred when James II (r. 1685-1688) 

attempted once again to restore Catholicism to Britain, and begat a son who might carry 

out his policy. This prospect proved unacceptable to Parliament—a sufficient 

representation of public opinion for the seventeenth century—which invited William of 

Orange and his wife Mary to accede to the English throne; and since the Glorious 

Revolution all the Kings and Queens of England (Anne, the Hanoverians, and the 

Windsors) have belonged to the Protestant Anglican faith. Elizabeth II acceded in 1952, 

and was crowned in 1953.  

 Super-majority population (b): The United Kingdom of Great Britain (England, 

Wales, and Scotland) and Northern Ireland was 44.7% Anglican and 8.6% other 

Protestant in the year 2000 according to the WCE.42 These numbers might appear less 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
41 Henry also dissolved Britain’s monasteries—a perennial target of Reformation 
polemics—and confiscated their resources, bringing the tyrant considerable wealth.  
42 ARDA 2010: 72.6% “Christian.”  
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than overwhelming for an historically Protestant monarchy, but the interrogation of such 

data must be reserved for the religious sociologists.  

 Official and constitutional recognition (C, D): The 1700 Act of Settlement 

mandates an Anglican King or Queen of England, while the 1706 Union with Scotland 

Act recognizes the formal establishment of Presbyterianism there. In England, this 

constitutional establishment of Anglicanism is most obvious in the House of Lords, 

which has permanent seats for the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, the Bishops of 

London, Durham, and Winchester, and twenty-one other bishops, who are not at all 

limited in what they may say or how they may vote. In Wales, meanwhile, the Anglican 

Church was disestablished in 1920, although it in effect retains many if not most of its 

former functions (Taylor 2003). And according to Armstrong (2009), Northern Ireland, 

finally, retains a Christian but non-confessional establishment by statute in primary and 

secondary education, maintaining a curriculum that attempts to balance the enduring 

confessional schism between the Catholics and the Protestants of that overwhelmingly 

Christian province, even as it largely neglects other worldviews.   

 In conclusion, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland—as a 

single juridical unit—is to be considered “Protestant” because of its Anglican and 

Presbyterian establishments in England and Scotland, respectively. This theological 

partiality developed over the course of several generations (A), and has both statutory (C) 

and constitutional (D) dimensions.   
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HOLLAND—0 (Abcd)   

 

 

  

 The Kingdom of the Netherlands (Koninkrijk der Nederlanden) is formally 

composed of the countries (Landen) of Aruba, Curaçao, Sint Maarten, and the 

Netherlands, although the latter much predominates. “Holland,” in turn, was the 

hegemonic member of the old Dutch Union of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

dominates the Netherlands today in its northern and southern halves, is often used as a 

shorthand for the whole kingdom, and suggests a unity conducive to the purposes of this 

analysis; and therefore I have decided to make use of the term.  

 There is little existing research concerning the political theology of modern 

Holland, at least in English language journals.43 One of the few works I have found is that 

of Vollaard (2006), himself a Dutchman, who attributes Euro-skepticism among certain 
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Dutch political parties to their Protestant confessional culture. The first sentence of his 

article reads, “It is striking that reticence towards European integration occurs often in 

countries of (partly) Protestant origin, such as Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, and the 

United Kingdom” (276), a prompt which demonstrates an intuition very similar to that of 

this study. 

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Proceeding therefore to the investigations, Holland 

was originally constituted as a Protestant state, if a rather constitutionally peculiar one. 

“The constitutional structure of the federal union formed by the seven Dutch provinces 

that broke away from Spanish rule,” writes Forsyth (1981: 30), “has been comparatively 

neglected.” I will therefore base my analysis on his excellent summary. The United 

Provinces of the Netherlands preserved a confederal form of government from 1579 till 

1795. It originated from the Union of Utrecht, a defensive alliance dominated by Holland 

against the hated absolutist-Catholic, Spanish imperial overlord. Dutch independence was 

confirmed by the Treaty of Münster (Westphalia) in 1648, and in 1651 the Great 

Assembly (Grote Vergadering) officially established the Reformed or Calvinist version 

of Protestantism as the political theology of the Dutch Union, with monarcho-charismatic 

leadership supplied by the House of Orange, whose prince assumed the title Stadholder, 

roughly translating to “official caretaker.” This arrangement endured and prospered until 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
43 Although for Lijphart (1968), the distinction between Roman Catholics and Calvinists 
was an important pillar in Dutch society between 1917 and 1967.  
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the Napoleonic Wars, after which the Kingdom of the Netherlands assumed a more 

unitary structure under the Orange dynasty. 

 Super-majority population (b): Contemporary Holland however presents a very 

different story, as Roman Catholicism, according to the WCE, amounted to the largest 

theological group in the year 2000 at 34.5% of the population, with Protestants 26.9%.44 

These results render Holland one of the most theologically stratified countries in Western 

Europe.   

 Official and constitutional recognition (c, d): There does not appear to be any 

official much less constitutional recognition of Protestantism in Holland anymore. Its 

provinces have their own flags but do not have their own constitutions, and the national 

Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands (1983, as amended 2002) contains no 

theological statements of any description. In short, Holland began its independent 

existence as a Reformed Protestant confederal state (A), but it is no longer (b, c, d).  

ICELAND—1, Protestant Lutheran (ABCD)  

                                                             
44 ARDA 2010: 63.3% “Christian.”  
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 The Republic of Iceland (L!dveldid Ísland) is a parliamentary democracy of three 

hundred thousand in the north-west corner of Europe, and is a member of NATO but not 

the EU. The most important if not the sole existing treatment of its political theology is 

that of Petursson (2011), who explores various dimensions of its Lutheran state church 

and civil religion.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Iceland had been ruled by Denmark since the 

Middle Ages and therefore shared in its Lutheran reformation. It achieved independence 

in 1944. 

 Super-majority population (B): The WCE states Iceland as 89.1% Protestant in the 

year 2000,45 and there is no evidence of any kind to include a significant amount of non-

Lutherans in that percentage.  

                                                             
45 ARDA 2010: 94.7% “Christian.”  
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 Official and constitutional recognition (C, D): The simple Icelandic Constitution 

of 1944 (as amended, 1999) unambiguously recognizes and establishes the Protestant 

Lutheran religion, stating in English translation, “The Evangelical Lutheran Church shall 

be the State Church in Iceland and, as such, shall be supported and protected by the 

State” (62). Thus every test is satisfied for Iceland, which is therefore coded as 

“Protestant Lutheran.” 

IRELAND—1, Christian (ABCD)  

 

 

  

 The Republic of Ireland (Poblacht Na h’Éireann) consists of four and a half 

million and along with Iceland and Portugal is the westernmost nation-state in Europe, 

whose high politics it has generally sought to avoid. Roman Catholicism would appear to 

be one of the most immediate and enduring associations with the Irish people, but there is 

less existing research to document this connection than one might imagine, modern 
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Ireland having appeared to largely escape the attention of religious sociologists. The most 

important works include those of Kissane (2003), who argues that the Irish Constitution 

has always favored the Roman faith, and of Turpin (2006), who provides a fascinating 

tour through the Catholic nationalist art and architecture of the then newly independent 

Isle.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Prior to independence, the term Irish was deeply 

problematic because it could refer to any person born and raised there, regardless of 

whether or not he or she belonged to the indigenous Catholic theological, Celtic ethnic 

population or to the Protestant Anglo-Saxon imperial establishment resident primarily in 

the northern regions of the physical island. We thus encounter the likes of George 

Berkeley, Oliver Goldsmith, Sheridan Le Fanu, Charles Stewart Parnell, Bram Stoker, 

Jonathan Swift, or Oscar Wilde described throughout their respective literatures as 

“Irish,” yet it would be equally if not more accurate to conceive of them as Englishmen 

who were born, raised, and educated within the British regime in Ireland. The positive 

result for this test thus controls for British colonialism, and refers to the homogenous 

Roman Catholicism of the indigenous Celtic population.  

 The medieval Irish Church was at once mysterious and distinguished. Patriotic 

legend ascribes the initial evangelization of Ireland to St. Patrick around the year 500, yet 

Collins ([1991] 1999), on the basis of linguistic incomprehension and other evidence, 

rather calls this received wisdom into question, writing, “we do not and cannot know 
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exactly when, how and by whom the Irish were converted to Christianity” (241). It is 

reasonably clear however that early medieval Ireland was rather more monastic than 

clerical, with the Irish abbots presiding over considerable estates and in the process 

somewhat perpetuating the Druidical social order of governor-priests. The monks in 

particular were author of exquisite illuminated manuscripts such as the Lindisfarne 

Gospels or the Book of Kells. They rank with the finest masterpieces of Western art, and 

established the foundations of Celtic art.  

 The high medieval English kings—I suspect as an at least partial response to the 

ultimate failure of the Crusades—set out intermittently upon the reduction of their 

surrounding Celtic nations, including Ireland. The most important was Edward I (r. 1272-

1307), who conquered Wales and waged fierce war upon Scotland. In conquering Ireland, 

the English parceled out Irish estates to English and then specifically to Protestant 

landlords, creating a resident foreign oligarchy of a different religious confession. The 

crisis came with the great rebellion of 1641, just prior to the civil war within England. 

The temporary victor in that war, Oliver Cromwell, landed in Ireland and crushed the 

uprising with an almost genocidal ferocity, but, importantly, failed to succeed in breaking 

the allegiance of the beleaguered Irish to their beloved Catholic faith. Munck (2005: 239) 

writes, “During the summer of 1649 Cromwell took 12,000 men to reduce royalist 

strongholds in Ireland: his slaughter of civilians and garrisons at Drogheda and Wexford 

became legendary for its brutality, but raised hardly a murmur of disapproval in England. 
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Complete pacification was achieved in a few years, but little impression was made on 

Catholicism by Protestant pressures.” The Act of Union of 1800 subsequently completed 

the constitutional assimilation, with a Protestant establishment in Northern Ireland 

presiding over the rest of it in part by means of vastly superior bureaucratic and 

organizational capability, in addition to the wealth of urbanization perpetually lacking in 

most of Ireland. The colonial situation dramatically altered upon the Irish revolt during 

World War I, and the conflict in Northern Ireland—essentially the headquarters of the 

former colonial power—would come to define at once Irish domestic and international 

politics during the twentieth century.           

 Super-majority population (B): The WCE states that 84.7% of the Irish people 

were Roman Catholic in the year 2000,46 signifying at the very least the endurance of the 

rite of infant baptism.  

 Official and constitutional recognition (C, D): The only available evidence for the 

official recognition of any theology in Ireland is its 1937 constitution (as amended, 

1998), and yet that evidence is strong. After Irish, English is the second official language 

of Ireland (8.2), and the English language version unmistakably recognizes Western 

Christian theology. The text opens with the following invocation: 

  In the Name of the Most Holy Trinity, from Whom is all authority and to  

  Whom, as our final end, all actions both of men and States must be  

                                                             
46 ARDA 2010: 94.1% “Christian.”  
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  referred, We, the people of Éire, humbly acknowledging all our   

  obligations to our Divine Lord, Jesus Christ, Who sustained our fathers  

  through centuries of trial…do hereby adopt, enact, and give to ourselves  

  this Constitution. 

Preamble texts have begun to receive increasing recognition in comparative jurisprudence 

(Orgad 2010), and it would in my view be abusive and erroneous to simply dismiss these 

remarks as some sort of insincere populist stimulus. However, there are further if less 

explicit provisions. “All powers of government, legislative, executive and judicial, 

derive, under God, from the people” (6.1). “The State acknowledges that the homage of 

public worship is due to Almighty God. It shall hold His Name in reverence, and shall 

respect and honour religion” (44.1). The same “Almighty God” is invoked as witness to 

the oaths of office of the President (12.8), of the members of the Council of State (31.4), 

and of all judges (34.5.1). The document concludes Dochan Glóire Dé, “To the Glory of 

God.”  

 In conclusion, Ireland proper has always been homogenously Catholic, with most 

of the Protestants on the island still belonging to the British monarchy (A). The super-

majority of contemporary Irishmen are Roman Catholic (B), and the Irish Constitution 

(C, D), meanwhile, recognizes Trinitarian Christian if not Roman Catholic theology. I 

therefore classify Ireland, as a single unit within the international system, as “Christian.”   

ITALY—1, Roman Catholic (ABCd)   
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 The Italian Republic (Repubblica Italiana) consists of fifty-eight million 

inhabitants, and was the birthplace of the Roman Empire, the headquarters of the 

medieval Church, and one of the original European Community member states. Italian 

political theology permeates the history of Western Civilization; and therefore the 

analysis must be generally confined to recent social science or theoretical research. One 

of very few existing considerations of the political theology of modern Italy as a whole is 

that of Donovan (2003), who, tracing church and state institutional relations in Italy 

through the vicissitudes of nationalism, fascism, and Christian Democracy, concludes 

that there is no longer any relationship between the Roman Church and the Italian 

government, a verdict with which, based on my own attentive reading of the Italian 

Concordat ([1929] 1984) discussed below, I find I must somewhat disagree. Perhaps one 

important reason why so large and pivotal a nation as Italy has failed to generate more 

extensive research literature is because it tends to become agglomerated into historical 
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studies of the papacy, which are much more highly developed. To summarize a very large 

and diverse field of inquiry, postwar scholarship on the Bishops of Rome relates their 

sporadic evolution from the confessional authoritarianism of Pius IX (1846-1878) to the 

expansive quest for social justice initiated by John Paul II (1978-2005), describing an 

internationalist, liberal democratic reorientation that complements the conclusions of the 

Christian Democratic literatures discussed in the preceding chapter (Baumgartner 2003; 

Chelini-Pont 2009; Kaiser 2007; Schlott 2008; Warner 2000). In the early twentieth 

century, according to general consensus, the Vatican was made captive to militarist 

regimes in Europe—Hohenzollern Germany, fascist Italy, Spain, and Portugal, Nazi 

Germany and Ustashe Croatia—for which it had no affection but which promised to 

protect the Church from the nihilist assaults of the Communists and many if not most of 

whose peoples were Roman Catholic (Coppa 2011; Pollard 2001; Rhodes 1973). The 

most extreme manifestation of this view is John Cornwell’s Hitler’s Pope: The Secret 

History of Pius XII ([1999] 2008), which accuses that pontiff of willful silence and 

omission in the face of Nazism and Holocaust. It killed his canonization and destroyed 

his reputation. In contrast, John Paul II has been widely credited with ushering the 

Roman Church into a new era of constructive engagement with the international 

community (Formicola 2005), policies which Benedict XVI continued (O’Mahoney 

2009). Pope Francis, meanwhile, has won acclaim in the Western media for his meek and 

lowly lifestyle amid global recession, and appears enormously popular within the Roman 
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communion. In any event, scholarly discussions of the political theology of “Italy” have 

tended to become absorbed in the antiquity and spectacle of its resident Holy See. 

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): It is impossible to designate a beginning for Italian 

theologico-political history. The empire of Augustus collapsed in 476, and the Italian 

peninsula then fell under the domination of Ostrogothic, Byzantine, Lombard, and 

Carolingian outsiders before settling into the contention of endogenous dynastic factions 

familiar to readers of Dante and Shakespeare. France and the Holy Roman Empire would 

become salient in Italian politics during the following centuries, until the advent of the 

belated nationalist movement. Yet one may indeed say—without over-simplifying—that 

the vast majority of the Italian people, be they rulers or ruled, remained Roman Catholic 

amid the many centuries of foreign masters and political revolutions. Muslims of Arab or 

Turkish manifestation frequently threatened Italy but never conquered it. The 

Reformation likewise never developed there, and multiculturalism is a much more recent 

phenomenon. Indeed, it would be accurate to say that Catholicism, headquartered in 

Rome since the late imperial era, has served as the great unifying constant in an otherwise 

fissiparous Italian national history.           

 Super-majority population (B): Italy was 97.2% Roman Catholic in the year 2000 

according to the WCE,47 an astounding percentage. 

                                                             
47 ARDA 2010: 80.6% “Christian.” Something must be afoot here, as the difference 
between the two percentages is much greater than that of most of the other cases.  
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 Official recognition (C), constitutional recognition (d): The Italian Constitution of 

1947 (as amended, 2012) contains two theological provisions. One of them reads, 

“Religious confessions other than Catholicism have the right to organize themselves in 

accordance with their own statutes, to the extent that these are not in conflict with the 

Italian legal system” (8).48 This statement in several ways would seem to imply the 

Roman faith as that of the Italian state and nation. The other provision assumes an 

institutional character: “The State and the Catholic Church are independent and sovereign 

each within its own sphere. Their relations are governed by the Lateran Pacts” (7).49  

 One must therefore in turn consult “the Lateran Pacts” themselves, as the 

constitution does not summarize or reiterate their content. I have encountered no 

satisfactory discussions of these documents in existing literature, and therefore the 

following analysis may be the first to appear in many years. In 1929, an important treaty 

was negotiated between Prime Minister Benito Mussolini (in the name of King Victor 

Emanuel) and Cardinal Secretary of State Pietro Gasparri (in the name of Pope Pius XI). 

Its most important provision was Article 1, according to which, in reference to Italy, “The 

Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion is the only religion of the State.”50 Its second 

most important provision, arguably, was Article 25, in which Italy and the Holy See 

                                                             
48 Le confessioni religiose diverse dalla cattolica hanno diritto di organizzarsi secondo i 
propri statuti, in quanto non contrastino con l’ordinamento giuridico italiano. 
49 Lo Stato e la Chiesa cattolica sono, ciascuno nel proprio ordine, indipendenti e 
sovrani. I loro rapporti sono regolati dai Patti Lateranensi. 
50 La religion cattolica, apostolica e romana è la sola religion dello Stato. 
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recognize each other as independent sovereign states. The main idea of the rest of it is to 

establish boundaries of authority and prerogative for the Vatican City. Italian police shall 

therefore patrol St. Peter’s Square but have no right on their own to ascend its steps (3). 

Italy shall likewise guarantee the Holy See a water supply (6), safe diplomatic passage 

(12), and veneration of Cardinals resident on its soil (21), whilst prohibiting all flights 

over Vatican territory (7). Italy also pledges to repress and to punish criticism of the 

papacy (8), and surrenders to the Vatican various important churches otherwise outside 

its territory (13-14). The Holy See for its part pledges neutrality in international affairs 

(24). In sum, the 1929 Concordat created the Vatican state and constitutionally 

established Roman Catholicism in Italy. 

 The respective parties reconvened in 1984, and the result was effectively a new 

document. Its most important provision is Annex 1, which explicitly disestablishes 

Catholicism as the religion of the Italian state. However, the Roman faith remains 

officially recognized and privileged in several ways. Article 9, section 2 is the most 

resounding of these clauses: “The Italian Republic, recognizing the value of the religious 

culture and considering that the principles of the Catholic Church are part of the historical 

heritage of the Italian people, shall continue to assure, within the framework of the scope 

of the schools, the teaching of Catholic religion in the public schools of every order and 
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grade except the Universities.”51 The Italian Republic also “recognizes” (riconosce) the 

peculiar significance of the city of Rome for Catholicism (2.4), exempts members of 

Catholic religious orders from any compulsory military service (4.1), and endows 

Catholic ecclesiastical tribunals with rather complex and conditional prerogative over 

marriage regulations (8).52  

 In short, the endogenous rulers and ruled in Italy have always been Roman 

Catholic (A), while the millennial population was also (B). Roman Catholicism, 

furthermore, is officially (C) if not constitutionally recognized in Italy (d). The Italian 

Republic, considered as a single unit, is therefore best described as Roman Catholic.  

LUXEMBOURG—0 (ABcd)  

 

                                                             
51 La Repubblica italiana, riconoscendo il valore della cultura religiosa e tenendo conto 
che i principi del cattolicesimo fanno parte del patrimonio storico del popolo italiano, 
continuerà ad assicurare, nel quadro delle finalità della scuola, l'insegnamento della 
religione cattolica nelle scuole pubbliche non universitarie di ogni ordine e grado. 
52 It should at least be mentioned, regarding Italian official recognition (C), that the Aosta 
Valley, Fruili-Venezia Giulia, Sardinia, Sicily, and Trentino-South Tyrol are autonomous 
Italian provinces with their own constitutions; however none of those documents offer the 
slightest theological affirmation.   
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 Luxembourg is a Grand Duchy of five hundred thousand situated between France, 

Belgium, and Germany. Overrun during both World Wars, it became a founding member 

of the European Communities and also belongs to NATO. There is no existing research 

on the political theology of Luxembourg, but there is a methodological difficulty that 

must at least be identified: Luxembourg is only marginally democratic. 

 Linz (2000) and Linz and Stepan (1996) have helped pioneer the classification of 

non-democratic regimes; and while the Grand Duchy is hardly numbered among their 

numerous malefactors, the Constitution of Luxembourg ([1868] 2009) explicitly endows 

its hereditary baron with enormous legal power, far superior to that of almost any other 

prince in Europe;53 and this monarchism creates a potential difficulty for a study that 

determined to confine itself to democratic states. I am neither a lawyer nor an 

                                                             
53 The current Grand Duke is Henri, 2000-present. As shall be discussed in chapter six, 
the Norwegian monarch is however also very powerful. HSH Albert II of Monaco, 
furthermore, would be equally supreme within his tiny paradise.     
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acknowledged expert in comparative constitutional interpretation, but some of the 

royalist clauses of the Luxembourg Constitution can hardly fail to astonish. “The person 

of the Grand Duke,” to begin with, “is inviolable” (4):54 evidently not his office or even 

his name, but him. The Grand Duke is head of state under the constitution (33-34), and 

among his powers are those of enacting treaties (33-34), commanding the armed forces 

(37), issuing pardons and commutations if he so chooses (38), coining money (39), and 

conferring titles of nobility and civil and military honors at his discretion (40-41). The 

Grand Duke also appears to select and appoint all state officials of every description,55 

including the Cabinet (77) and all judges (90), who upon their investiture profess the 

following: “I swear fidelity to the Grand Duke, obeisance to the Constitution and to the 

laws of the State” (110.2).56 The Cabinet, meanwhile, is very much described as his 

Cabinet (76), in part because “there is no intervening authority between the Grand Duke 

and the members of the Government” (79).57 The Grand Duke also would appear more 

than a match for the Luxembourg Parliament as a whole, given that the constitution 

speaks of the assembly—which has sixty members—as “having the right” to propose 

legislation “to the Grand Duke.” (47).58 He can naturally also dissolve Parliament (74). 

                                                             
54 La personne du Grand-Duc est inviolable.  
55 The Grand Duke names the civil and military staff/Le Grand-Duc nomme aux emplois 
civils et militaires (35).  
56 Je jure fidélité au Grand-Duc, obeisance à la Constitution et aux lois de l’Etat. 
57 Il n’y a entre les membres du Gouvernement et le Grand-Duc aucune autorité 
intermédiaire. 
58 La Chambre a le droit de proposer au Grand-Duc projets de lois. 
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Luxembourg therefore, to judge by its national constitution, could not possibly be 

described as liberal democratic, but rather as “consultative baronial” or something 

comparably suggestive of its apparent origins as the massive estate and household of a 

single family. Royalist theories of representation, whilst completely disqualified at a 

normative level within the social sciences, nevertheless do exist (Cortés [c. 1840] 1946; 

De Maistre [1819] 1966; Filmer [1680] 1991); and the patrimonial Constitution of 

Luxembourg raises important questions that democratic transition literatures would 

appear to have largely if not completely overlooked. As is always the case with such 

constitutional analyses, actual practice may of course differ considerably. Taylor (2014) 

for instance explains that numerous political traditions—including the means of selection 

of the Federal Chancellor—regulate constitutional practice in neighboring Germany. 

However, empirical complexity, space limitations, and compositional form, as has been 

stated before, require that a comparative analysis comprehending every West European 

country can only engage the letter of the law; and therefore at the very least democratic 

theorists, if not without understandable discomfort, need to reconsider their heretofore 

unqualified and unreflective admission of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg into the 

coveted fold of popularly sovereign governments.   

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): The history of Luxembourg scarcely enters 

scholarly literature at all, and its theological trajectory not at all. I have decided to code 

Luxembourg as historically Roman Catholic, however, because the in-line commentary to 
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Article 22 of the Constitution, essentially the only significant source available, devotes 

several sentences to “the” Protestant clergyman in the Grand Duchy in 1965 and what the 

Council of State decided with regard to him and his church.59 The passage in its context 

is clearly explaining an aberrant development, and Luxembourg geographically lies 

within a historically Catholic region.    

 Super-majority population (B): The Grand Duchy was 94.4% Roman Catholic in 

the year 2000 according to the WCE.60  

 Official and constitutional recognition (c, d): The Constitution of Luxembourg of 

1868 (as amended, 2009), including the involved intervening commentary, offers no 

theological recognition of any kind. One might in context readily imagine some provision 

concerning ducal allegiance to Catholicism, but there is none.  

 Luxembourg in conclusion has probably always been an historically Catholic 

Grand Duchy (A), and its people at least formally were at the turn of the century (B). The 

constitution, however, confesses no political theology (c, d). Luxembourg is therefore 

considered a non-result. 

                                                             
59 Au Grand-Duché de Luxembourg il n’existe qu’une seule communauté protestante 
constituée en église consistoriale dans le sens du décret du 18 germinal an X, à la tête de 
laquelle se trouve un Pasteur élu par le consistoire; d’autre part l’art. 9 des statuts de 
cette communauté, qui ont été approuvés par l’arrêté grand-ducal du 16 avril 1894 
prévoit que des annexes peuvent être organisées sous l’autorité du consistoire; il faut en 
conclure que le pasteur de l’église protestante représente seul sur le territoire du Grand-
Duché la Communauté religieuse en question, à l’exclusion de tout supérieur 
hiérarchique et il apparaît dès lors comme chef de culte au sens de l’article 22 de la 
Constitution.   
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NORWAY—1, Protestant Lutheran (ABCD)  

 

 

  

 The Kingdom of Norway (Kongeriket Norge) is a nation of four and a half million 

famous for its ancient Vikings and still more ancient fjords. Norway does not belong to 

the EU, and its fascinating abstention shall form the subject of the seventh chapter. To 

summarize existing research, however, the overall argument may be that while 

Norwegians have long enjoyed religious freedom, Norway as a regime is by no means 

religiously neutral, given its enduring Lutheran confessional establishment 

(Christoffersen, Modéer, and Andersen 2010; Eidberg 1995; Schmidt 2011). Døving 

(2012), meanwhile, argues that the wearing of the hijab has become the most salient 

theological debate in Norway, while Laursen and Olesen (2000), in direct support of the 

research hypotheses of this study, affirm that the Nordic countries as a whole have 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
60 ARDA 2010: 82.3% “Christian.”  
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historically attempted to avoid participation in Europe’s supranational communities on 

account of their perceived “Catholicism, Christian Democracy, and Capitalism” (66). 

This theologico-political skepticism, however, runs counter to the pontifications of the 

Europhiles who evidently preside over Oslo’s vibrant café culture (Sabo 2004). It merits 

observation that all nine of the authors cited above are Scandinavian, and therefore this 

analysis proceeds at the relative forefront of the transmission of Nordic theological 

knowledge to a more Anglo-American audience. 

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Norway was party to the Danish Royal Law of 1665 

discussed above, committing the “absolute hereditary kings of Denmark and 

Norway…[to] the Augsburg Confession of the year 1530” (Ekman 1957: 105). This law 

was in effect until the Constitution of 1814, which as discussed below perpetuates in part 

through the democratic process the original purely royalist Lutheran establishment.   

 Super-majority population (B): Norway was 94.2% Protestant in the year 2000 

according to the WCE,61 and in light of the history briefly described above and of the 

constitution discussed below that percentage must consist mostly of Lutheran Protestants. 

 Official and constitutional recognition (C, D): Norway is a unitary state, and the 

Norwegian Constitution of 1814 (as amended, 2007) unambiguously establishes the 

Protestant Lutheran faith. The document reads, “The Church of Norway, an Evangelical-

Lutheran Church, will remain the Established Church of Norway and will as such be 

                                                             
61 ARDA 2010: 89.6% “Christian.”  
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supported by the State” (16).62 Its other Lutheran theological provision states, “The King 

shall at all times profess the Evangelical-Lutheran religion” (4).63 In a more general, less 

confessional sense, “Our values will remain our Christian and humanist heritage” (2).64  

 In short, Norway originally shared in the tradition of Danish Lutheran royalism 

(A). The Norwegian people remain super-majority Protestant (B), while the Norwegian 

Constitution clearly establishes the Lutheran confession (C, D). For comparative 

purposes, therefore, Norway should be considered a Lutheran country.    

PORTUGAL—1, Roman Catholic (ABCd) 

 

 

  

                                                             
62 Den norske kyrkja, ei evangelisk-luthersk kyrkje, står ved lag som den norske 
folkekyrkja og blir stødd som det av staten. 
63 Kongen skal alltid vedkjenne seg den evangelisk-lutherske religionen. 
64 Verdigrunnlaget skal framleis vere den kristne og humanistiske arven vår. 
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 The Republic of Portugal (República Portuguesa) consists of nearly eleven 

million and is the westernmost nation on the European continent. It achieved distinction 

during the transoceanic voyages of the Age of Exploration, an orientation reflected in its 

national epic, The Lusiads (De Camões [1572] 2003). There is no existing research on the 

political theology of contemporary Portugal. 

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Portugal may however be historically described as a 

homogenously Roman Catholic nation.65 In 1250, the medieval Christians completed 

their conquest of the Islamic regions of southern Portugal; and in 1497, corresponding to 

developments in Spain, Jewish and Muslim worship was forbidden. Political 

independence from Spain, meanwhile, was achieved in 1640, and to this day Portuguese 

remain quite sensitive about being mistaken for Spaniards. These developments set the 

stage for several centuries of what may be described as a kind of independent Catholic 

absolutism. 

 “Portugal,” writes Birmingham ([1993] 2003: 42), “remained a bastion of 

Catholicism despite its long-running feud with their most Catholic majesties of Spain.” 

Independent Portugal became ruled by the Braganza dynasty, which owing to Portugal’s 

vast empires in India and later in Brazil was often reckoned the wealthiest in Europe. Yet 

in an interesting demonstration of the perpetual negotiation between political theology 

and realist politics, Portugal’s closest and deepest ally during its formative era was 
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Protestant Britain, with whom it shared an Atlantic orientation and general removal from  

Continental entanglements. The Methuen Treaties of 1703 secured preferential access of 

Portuguese wine to the British market, with its fortified port especially important. A 

sweet dessert wine, it traditionally concludes an English dinner party with a toast to the 

health of the Queen (Waugh 1968). The resident Englishmen who presided over this 

lucrative industry, furthermore, had achieved the right to privately worship and dispose of 

their dead as they pleased. They were not at liberty, however, to disseminate their 

classical liberalism. “The theories of constitutional freedom expounded by John Locke,” 

continues Birmingham ([1993] 2003: 103), “were banned in Portugal and its colonies.”  

 This confessional toleration extended to a single foreign, elite minority existed in 

Portugal despite the occasional fulminations of the Inquisition, a powerful institution 

from its establishment in 1536. The Holy Office among other enormities held annual 

show trials by the Lisbon harbor in which even the nobility in their finery would witness 

the burning of several heretics, a ritual famously satirized in Voltaire ([1759] 1979). The 

power of the Inquisition would eventually be curbed however by the modernizing 

absolutist the Marquis of Pombal (r. 1755-1777), the Richelieu or Bismarck of 

monarchist Portugal who coerced, manipulated, and terrorized a European backwater into 

the international system of sovereign states. Pombal did not destroy the Inquisition but 

rather redirected it toward political as opposed to toward theological enemies. He 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
65 This discussion relies upon the history of Birmingham ([1993] 2003), the first of its 
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absolutely crushed the Jesuits however, confiscating their vast estates in Brazil to the 

immense if temporary enrichment of the crown. This general Portuguese orientation of 

intransigent but nationalized Catholicism reached its apotheosis under António Salazar (r. 

1932-1968), the monetarist professor turned fascist dictator who opposed European 

integration despite the political Catholicism of his authoritarian regime (Andresen 2007).               

 Super-majority population (B): According to the WCE, Portugal was 90.8% 

Roman Catholic in the year 2000.66 This theological homogeneity results in large 

measure from the isolated and inquisitorial character of Portuguese national history 

discussed above.   

 Official recognition (C): Prior to becoming President of the European 

Commission, José Manuel Barroso, as Prime Minister, concluded a concordat in 2004 in 

which “The Republic of Portugal declares its duty to allocate space for religious ends” 

(25.1).67 This agreement between the Holy See and democratic Portugal is tantamount to 

an official if not constitutional recognition of Roman Catholicism in that nation. As is so 

often the case, the strongest language is reserved for education policy. “The Republic of 

Portugal…guarantees the conditions necessary to ensure, within the terms of Portuguese 

law, the teaching of religion and Catholic morality in public educational institutions at the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
kind since the democratic transition.  
66 ARDA 2010: 91.1% “Christian.”  
67 A República Portuguesa declara o seu empenho na afectação de espaços a fins 
religiosos.  
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secondary level” (19.1).68 Other important provisions include the immunity of Catholic 

religious from cross-examination (5) or jury duty (6), protection of Church property from 

demolition (24.1), and recognition of Assumption Day, All Saints’ Day, and the Feast of 

the Immaculate Conception (30). This treaty clearly amounts to a favoritism of Roman 

Catholicism in Portugal.     

 Constitutional recognition (d): There does not appear to be any constitutional 

recognition of Roman Catholicism or of any other faith in contemporary Portugal, 

however. The Portuguese National Constitution of 1976 (as amended, 2004) makes no 

theological affirmation. As the Spanish case, discussed below, also demonstrates, there is 

evidently no contradiction between the enactment of a neutral constitution and the 

negotiation of a Vatican concordat.  

 Portugal, as a unit within the international system, is therefore Roman Catholic. 

Portuguese history (A) and Portuguese people (B) are consistently Roman, while the 

2004 concordat establishes an official recognition for the Catholic Church in Portugal 

(C), even if the national constitution does not (d).  

SPAIN—1, Roman Catholic (ABCd) 

                                                             
68 A República Portuguesa…garante as condições necessá- rias para assegurar, nos 
termos do direito português, o ensino da religião e moral católicas nos estabelecimentos 
de ensino público não superior.  
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 The Kingdom of Spain (Reino de España) lies to the south of France and consists 

of forty-six million. It entered the democratic community upon the death of General 

Franco in 1975, and the European Community alongside the breakthrough Single 

European Act of 1986. The specter of centuries of Catholic despotism is implicit in much 

of what is written by and about the Spanish people, but research literature properly 

speaking remains modest, especially for a nation so large. Anderson (2003) examines the 

positive role of the Spanish Catholic Church in the democratic transition, and Arribas 

(2009) the extent to which the state often preserves its art and architecture at public 

expense. Baer and Lopez (2012), however, find that religion in Spain is linked to anti-

Semitism.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Turning to the historical dimension, what little 

resonance Protestant reforms may have enjoyed in Spain was destroyed by its successful 

Counter-Reformation enforcement of Catholic orthodoxy, the most effective in Europe 
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and infamous worldwide. In 1492, Ferdinand and Isabella completed the reconquista of 

Spain by driving the Moors from Granada, and their regime developed sophisticated and 

successful tools to build upon this Christian military victory.69 Their chief lieutenant was 

Archbishop Francisco Cisneros de Ximenes (1436-1517), who imposed mass baptism 

upon the conquered Granadan Moors and became Inquisitor General in 1507. The Holy 

Office in Spain began as an instrument to facilitate the conversion of Jews and Muslims, 

as well as to suppress the seditious Illuminists (alumbrados). Its reformulation as a means 

of destroying Protestantism, however, resulted in its more recognized enormities, among 

them the “Acts of Faith” (autos de fe) in which Spanish Protestants were publicly 

committed to the flames. This Catholic doctrinal zeal would also help produce Ignatius 

Loyola (1491-1556), the founder of the Jesuits, inspire Spanish arms in the naval Battle 

of Lepanto of 1571 against the Turks, and reverberate throughout the conquistador 

explorations and usurpations in the New World; but the Inquisition in particular would 

remain in operation until the Napoleonic Wars, and, in the opinion of Kamen ([1965] 

2014: 105), “burnt out Protestantism in Spain.” More recently General Franco, for his 

part, was a zealous Roman Catholic who patronized the Spanish Church even as he 

oppressed the Spanish people; and shortly after the democratic transition it was 

suggested, reasonably enough, that the legacy of intransigent Catholic authoritarianism 

                                                             
69 This discussion relies upon Mackenney’s (1993) Sixteenth Century Europe: Expansion 
and Conflict.  
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present for so long in Spain would serve to discredit the Church among the free 

generation (McDonough, Barnes, and Lopez-Pina 1984).        

 Super-majority population (B): Spain was 96.1% Roman Catholic in the year 

2000 according to the WCE,70 indicating the ubiquity of the rite of infant baptism.   

 Official recognition (C): Spain is a composite of seventeen autonomous 

communities (Comunidades Autónomas) each of which have their own written 

constitutions known as organic laws (leyes orgánicas);71 and the following is probably 

the first and only theological analysis of those documents. It shall however be rather 

brief, for there is almost no such content in any of them at all, even though they consist of 

verbose and tedious descriptions of how all the mechanisms of the state are to function. 

There are only two theological references total. We read first in Andalusia (2/2007: 21.2), 

“The public authorities of the Community shall take into account the religious beliefs of 

the Catholic creed and the other creeds existing in Andalusian society.”72 Next is the 

following from Valencia (1/2006: 57): “The Royal Monastery of Santa Maria de la 

Valldigna is the spiritual, historical and cultural temple of the ancient Kingdom of 

Valencia and is equally the symbol of the Valencian people…The Generalitat shall 

recover, restore and conserve the monastery and shall protect the surrounding 

                                                             
70 ARDA 2010: 88.3% “Christian.”  
71 They are Andalusia, Aragón, Asturias, Baleares, the Basque country, the Canary 
Islands, Cantabria, Castilla-La Mancha, Castilla-León, Catalonia, Extremadura, Galicia, 
La Rioja, Madrid, Murcia, Navarre, and Valencia. 
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countryside.”73 The constitutions of the regions of Spain are all composed in a highly 

technical, impersonal style, as if instruction manuals for the machine of state; and 

containing no theological content aside from the references above must be coded as a 

collective non-result.  

 However, Spain has a series of four agreements with the Vatican that were 

concluded in 1979, when it became apparent that the new democracy required an altered 

relationship with the ancient Church; and scholarly literature would appear to have 

overlooked these documents. The first of these concerns legal affairs (asuntos jurídicos) 

in which the Spanish state recognizes (reconoce) the apostolic mission of the Catholic 

Church (1.1) and affirms the inviolability (inviolabilidad) of its houses of worship, which 

cannot be demolished as long as they remain consecrated (1.5). The second agreement 

concerns education and cultural affairs (enseñanza y asuntos culturales), and there we 

read that “the education provided in public school shall be respectful of Christian 

values…[and] shall include the teaching of Catholic religion in all educational centers” 

(I-II).74 The third agreement pertains to the armed forces (from which bishops [VI] are 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
72 Los poderes públicos de la Comunidad tendrán en cuenta las creencias religiosas de la 
confesión católica y de las restantes confesiones existentes en la sociedad andaluza. 
73 El Real Monasterio de Santa María de la Valldigna es templo espiritual, histórico y 
cultural del antiguo Reino de Valencia, y es, igualmente, símbolo de la grandeza del 
Pueblo Valenciano reconocido como Nacionalidad Histórica. La Generalitat recuperará, 
restaurará y conservará el monasterio, y protegerá su entorno paisajístico. 
74 La educación que se imparta en los Centros docentes públicos será respetuosa con los 
valores de la ética cristiana…incluirán la enseñanza de la religión católica en todos los 
Centros de educación. 
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exempt), while the fourth—perhaps the most decisive of all—concerns economic affairs 

(asuntos económicos). In this treaty, the Spanish state, after first pledging (compromete) 

to aid the Church in maintaining the funds necessary to support itself (II.1) and 

allocating an annual allowance to the Church for this purpose (II.4), exempts it from 

all property taxes (IV), and with qualification from many others as well. In short, 

these agreements much privilege the Catholic Church in Spain, and for the purposes 

of this study qualify as official recognition.         

 Constitutional recognition (d): The Spanish National Constitution of 1978 (as 

amended, 2011) is however theologically silent. In much the same manner as the 

Constitution of Andalusia quoted above, its sole theological provision states, “The public 

authorities shall take into account the religious beliefs of Spanish society and shall 

consequently maintain appropriate cooperation relations with the Catholic Church and 

other confessions” (16.3).75 This clause is difficult to code. On the one hand, a national 

Catholicism, being mentioned first and by name, would seem implied, but on the other, 

the text does not exactly recognize Catholic theology in any positive way. Had the 

provision appeared without “and other confessions” (y las demás confesiones) and hence 

spoken exclusively of relations with the Catholic Church, then I would have coded the 

Spanish Constitution as Roman Catholic, but in consideration of the formal recognition 

of religious pluralism in this instance, I have decided instead upon no result for the 
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national constitution. I also observe that this ambiguous language appeared one year 

before the concordat examined above.  

 In conclusion, Spain was for centuries a if not the Roman Catholic state in Europe 

(A), and the Spanish people retain their formal allegiance to that faith (B). Although the 

regional laws confess no theology, the 1979 agreements with the Vatican most certainly 

do (C), although the national constitution prefers neither Catholicism nor any other creed 

(d). The Kingdom of Spain, considered as a single unit, is therefore best described as 

Roman Catholic. 

SWEDEN—1, Protestant Lutheran (ABCD) 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
75 Los poderes públicos tendrán en cuenta las creencias religiosas de la sociedad 
española y mantendrán las consiguientes relaciones de cooperación con la Iglesia 
Católica y las demás confesiones. 
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 The Kingdom of Sweden (Konungariket Sverige) became a great European power 

during the seventeenth centuries and today consists of about nine million inhabitants. 

Among the available literatures, Hagevi (2002) finds that dissident Protestants in Sweden 

tend to oppose its EU membership, a useful complement to the hypotheses of the present 

research. Gustaffson (2003), meanwhile, explains at a more general level that although 

the Lutheran Church of Sweden was disestablished in 2000, its attendance had yet to 

appreciably decline and its sovereignty over the burial of the dead remained unaffected.  

 Cuius regio, eius religio (A): Sweden at different stages of its history was 

homogenously pagan, medieval Christian, and then Lutheran Reformed, which it remains 

today.76 The original Norse legendarium consisted of somber but not gruesome tales of 

gods and heroes (Bulfinch 1979; Hamilton 1942), which though they ceased to be 

believed during the Middle Ages would return in triumph during the German nationalist 

movements of the modern era. The first definitive Christian ruler of Sweden was King 

Erik the Holy (r. 1156-60). He established an archbishopric at Uppsala, undertook the 

evangelization of Finland, and being martyred himself was declared Sweden’s patron 

saint. King Gustaf Vasa (r. 1523-1560) in turn oversaw the conversion of Sweden to the 

Protestant faith, dispossessing the resident Catholic Church to the great enrichment of the 

crown. The Bible appeared in Swedish for the first time in 1541, and therefore, “From the 

1560s onwards,” writes Kent (2008: 57), “Sweden joined the ranks of the other by now 
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Lutheran countries of the Nordic region, ensuring them a common religion, which would 

foster…a remarkable religious, cultural, and social unity which has persisted until today.” 

Sweden achieved the zenith of its national power under Gustaf II Adolph (r. 1611-1632), 

who led the nation into the Thirty Years War in part to assist his fellow Protestants, 

though realpolitik ambitions certainly played a role. His successor Queen Kristina—an 

intellectual and savant who recruited Descartes—would for her part continue his policies 

until a personal conversion to Catholicism forced her abdication.  

 This Lutheran royalism of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries would 

disseminate more extensively among the Swedish people during the eighteenth. Nikolaus 

von Zinzendorf helped lead the Pietist movement, while the wondrous writings of 

Emanuel Swedenborg ([1758] 2000) reconsidered the prevailing assumptions of Western 

rationality. Children were universally prepared for confirmation in the Swedish Church, 

an undertaking that helped increase literacy. Religious freedom if not religious neutrality 

would approach by degrees during the nineteenth century, yet the fact remains that 

Swedish Enlightenment and nationalism excluded practitioners of the Roman Catholic 

faith. Kent (2008:135), once again, observes, “In Sweden…conversion to 

Catholicism…remained a serious crime and those who embraced that faith found their 

property confiscated and they themselves forced into exile.” As shall be explained below, 

one very important remnant of the Swedish confessional state endures to this day.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
76 This discussion relies upon Kent’s (2008) Concise History of Sweden, one of very few 
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 Super-majority population (B): Sweden was 94.5% Protestant in the year 2000 

according to the WCE.77  

 Official and constitutional recognition (C, D): Having descended from a strongly 

royalist reformation discussed above, Sweden is a unitary state, and its constitution 

consists of four fundamental laws which exist on terms of full equality despite great 

internal differences of content, complexity, and length: the Instrument of Government 

(Regeringsformen) of 1974, the Freedom of the Press Act (Tryckfrihetsförordningen) of 

1949, the Fundamental Law on Freedom of Expression (Yttrandefrihetsgrundlagen) of 

1991, and the Act of Succession (Successionsordningen) of 1810. The last of these 

requires the royal household to adhere to Lutheranism, thus constitutionally establishing a 

religious test to serve as head of state and in the process recognizing a certain confession. 

Article 4 of the Act of Succession states the following: “The King shall always profess 

the pure evangelical faith, as adopted and explained in the unaltered Constitution of 

Augsburg…[and] princes and princesses of the Royal House shall be brought up in that 

same faith and within the Realm. Any member of the Royal Family not professing this 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
of its kind.  
77 The ARDA places the Swedish population of 2010 at 63.5% Christian and 19.8% 
agnostic. The considerable discrepancy between the 2000 and 2010 percentages in the 
Swedish case can only be a result of the meaning of terms, otherwise one would be 
forced to conclude that thirty percent of the population renounced Christ or Christian 
baptism within an interval of ten years, an absurd suggestion. There can be little doubt 
that many of those 2010 agnostics, furthermore, were baptized as infants.     
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faith shall be excluded from all rights of succession.”78 The “Constitution of Augsburg” 

to which the passage refers, for its part, was a public missive of 1530 from several 

German nobles “presented to the Invincible Emperor, Charles V, Cæsar Augustus.”79 It 

first defends the barons against theological imputations directed against their collective 

religious reforms, and then transitions toward a more general critique of the perversion 

and impropriety of Catholicism. The main idea of this Augsburg Confession (Confessio 

Augustana) would become that of the Lutheran religion: “Our works cannot reconcile us 

to God, nor obtain remission of sins, grace, and justification; but only by faith alone, 

when we believe that we are received into favor for Christ’s sake, who alone is appointed 

our Mediator and Advocate” (I.XX).80 Augsburg also defends the married priesthood 

(II.II), rejects what would today be called transubstantiation in the Eucharist (II.III), and 

begins to articulate the separation of civil from ecclesiastical power (II.VII) that would 

become complete with the American Revolution. Although the Swedish church of this 

Germano-Nordic episcopal or Lutheran religion was formally disestablished in 2000, the 

                                                             
78 Att Konung alltid skall vara av den rena evangeliska läran, sådan som den, uti den 
oförändrade Augsburgiska bekännelsen, samt Uppsala mötes beslut av år 1593, antagen 
och förklarad är, sålunda skola ock prinsar och prinsessor av det kungl. huset uppfödas i 
samma lära och inom riket. Den av kungl. familjen som ej sig till samma lära bekänner, 
vare från all successionsrätt utesluten. 
79 Exhibita Invictissimo Imperatori Carolo V. Cæsari Augusto. 
80 Quod opera nostra non possint reconciliare Deum, aut mereri remissionem peccatorum 
et gratiam et justificationem, sed hanc tantum fide consequimur, credentes, quod propter 
Christum recipiamur in gratiam, qui solus positus est Mediator et Propitiatorium.  
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most important officer of state must nevertheless still belong to it, a constitutionally 

recognized exigency. 

 The Kingdom of Sweden, to conclude, achieved national self-awareness as a 

royalist Lutheran monarchy (A), and the super-majority of the Swedish people in the year 

2000 probably were baptized as Lutherans (B). This Lutheran theology, furthermore, is 

constitutionally recognized in Sweden by reason of its mandatory confession among the 

royal family (C, D). Considered as a unit within the international system, Sweden is 

therefore Protestant Lutheran. 

SWITZERLAND—1, Christian (aBCD)  

 

 

  

 The final nation under review, the Swiss Confederation (Confœderatio Helvetica) 

is an Alpine refuge of seven and a half million, and has long been the calm eye in the 
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storm of European warfare and upheaval.81 It has also largely escaped religious and 

theological literatures, at least of the Anglo-American description. Pacillo (2009) 

examines Cantonal autonomy in political theology—a principle explored in detail 

below—while Morgenthaler, Plüss, and Sterkens (2011) explain that the confederation 

has recognized and begun to respond to its changing theological landscape. 

 Cuius regio, eius religio (a): Switzerland has been characterized by deep 

confessional divides since the Reformation.82 The confederation dates from 1291, when 

the Cantons of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden pledged to guarantee mutual independence 

from the Hapsburgs, and achieved it decisively in 1386 by force of arms. The religious 

reforms however spread rapidly through the Cantons in the early sixteenth century, 

respectively Zürich, Basle, Schaffhausen, and Berne. By 1531, the other Cantons either 

remained Roman Catholic or had become divided in their allegiance. The intrepid John 

Calvin, meanwhile, would begin his world-historical reign over Geneva in 1540, with his 

Institutes of the Christian Religion ([Christianæ Religionis Institio, 1559] 2001) 

becoming one of the most important—and controversial—statements of the Protestant 

faith and message even within his own lifetime.    

 Super-majority population (B): Switzerland is super-majority Christian though 

not super-majority confessional. The WCE gives the 2000 population as 44.1% Roman 

                                                             
81 Chapter five will consider Switzerland specifically.  
82 I rely primarily upon the discussion in Forsyth (1981: 18-23).  
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Catholic and 41.2% Protestant,83 a deep confessional divide explored below. Therefore in 

this one case, let it be observed that the outcome is either satisfied or not, depending on 

whether the Swiss population be tested for merely its Christian religion (B) or for a 

particular confession (b).   

 Official recognition (C): The sub-constitutional recognition of traditions of mostly 

Christian political theology in Switzerland shall receive sustained attention in chapter 

eight. But for now, each of the twenty-six Cantons is at liberty to constitutionally 

establish theological regimes as public law corporations which receive state sanction and 

civil tax registers which they may in turn employ to levy tithes upon their members. The 

Cantonal constitutions—often toward the end—state which theological traditions are 

recognized; and the following is perhaps the only available iteration of the political 

theology of all the Cantons of Switzerland.84  

                                                             
83 ARDA 2010: 82.4% “Christian.”  
84 The political theology of the Swiss Cantons, based on their constitutions and in full, is 
the following: Aargau, Roman Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed; Appenzell Inner-
Rhodes, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Appenzell Outer-Rhodes, Roman Catholic, 
Reformed; Basel-Land, Roman Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed; Basel-Stadt, 
Roman Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed, Jewish; Bern, Roman Catholic, Christian 
Catholic, Reformed, with Jews subsidiary; Fribourg, Roman Catholic, Reformed; 
Geneva, implicit Protestant; Glarus, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Graubünden/Grisons, 
Roman Catholic, Reformed; Jura, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Lucerne, implicit 
Christian; Neuchâtel, Roman Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed; Nidwalden, Roman 
Catholic, with Calvinists subsidiary; Obwalden, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Saint Gall, 
Roman Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed, Jewish; Schaffhausen, Roman Catholic, 
Christian Catholic, Reformed; Schwyz, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Solothurn, Roman 
Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed; Thurgau, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Ticino, 
Roman Catholic, Reformed; Uri, Roman Catholic, Reformed; Valais, Roman Catholic, 
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Reformed; Vaud, Roman Catholic, Reformed, with Jews subsidiary; Zug, none; Zürich, 
Roman Catholic, Christian Catholic, Reformed, with Jews subsidiary.  
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 Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2 both communicate the rich tapestry of Swiss theology. 

Table 3.2 records how many times each respective tradition of political theology is 

constitutionally established within Cantonal law. Thus twenty-three Cantonal 

constitutions establish Roman Catholicism, and twenty-two the Reformed faith derivative 

of the reformation in Zürich. Figure 3.2, meanwhile, depicts the same findings visually, 

which in most cases consists of the simultaneous recognition of the Roman and Reformed 

faiths. Using the Constitution of Aargua ([1980] 2008), the first Canton alphabetically, as 

an example, we read, “The Evangelical-Reformed, the Roman Catholic and the Christian-

Catholic Churches are recognized as State Churches with autonomy under public law and 

their own legal personality” (109.1).85 In the first place, it should be observed, the Swiss 

Cantons are the only polities in Europe of any description which establish multiple 

confessions simultaneously, which is the reason that the number of outcomes in Table 3.2 

far exceeds the number of Cantons. Second, most of the respective passages are so 

similar to that of Aargau in their clearness and simplicity that further exact quotations 

would be completely redundant: error of interpretation indeed seems almost impossible. 

One caveat, however, is that the constitutions of Bern (126), Nidwalden (35), Vaud (171), 

and Zürich (131.1) establish a two-tier system of theological recognition, in which the 

Calvinists in Nidwalden and the Jews in the other three are assigned a subordinate status 

which I have decided not to include in the final tallies. Lucerne, furthermore, is coded as 

                                                             
85 Cantonal constitutions exist in multiple languages, and I have therefore decided to 
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implicitly Christian because, in a deviation from the overall pattern, its constitution 

speaks of the “church communities” (91.1) without specifying them; and Geneva, the 

former headquarters of the European Calvinist revolution, I classify as implicitly 

Protestant because the constitution states explicitly that the church of St. Peter belongs to 

Protestantism and that important public functions—notably the swearing in ceremony of 

the Council of State—shall be conducted there (110, 167). The “Christian Catholic 

Church” introduced for the first time above, finally, is a national splinter group unique to 

Switzerland. Notwithstanding the full recognition of Jews in two Cantons—Basel-Stadt 

and Saint Gall—the main idea is clearly the constitutional establishment of different 

versions of Christianity at the Cantonal level, a system similar or even identical to that of 

Germany.  

 Constitutional recognition (D): The national Swiss Constitution of 1999 (as 

amended, 2012) recognizes and perpetuates this Cantonal sovereignty over political 

theology, reading in endorsed though unofficial English translation, “The regulation of 

the relationship between the church and the state is the responsibility of the Cantons” 

(72.3). The Jewish communities would seem implicitly excluded. Furthermore, the 

preamble states, “In the name of Almighty God!”, an opening invocation often found in 

the Cantonal constitutions as well. Finally, there is the infamous prohibition of the 

construction of minarets in Switzerland (72.3), a provision which, in the context of the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
simply provide the English translation of that of Aargau.   
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growing European encounter with Islam, assuredly communicates rather more than 

architectural preference. 

 In conclusion, the Swiss Confederation has always been marked by profound 

confessional division (a), although this history translated to a millennial population that 

was super-majority Christian (B), as are the Cantons as a whole (C). The national 

constitution, for its part, recognizes this Cantonal sovereignty over Christian theology 

(D). Considered as a single unit within the international system of sovereign states, 

Switzerland is therefore a strongly Christian regime.  

 To summarize the entire procedure, this chapter has afforded perhaps the most 

comprehensive analysis of all the theologico-political orders present in the Europe of 

Western Civilization. It has considered, first, the historical dimensions (A), summarizing 

the confessions toward which the nations under examination are disposed by reason of 

their modern political and social trajectories. Second, it has introduced if not exhausted 

the sociology of religion concerning the national populations of the year 2000, which 

approximate the citizens who made the pivotal European choices for their respective 

countries (B). Finally, the analysis has consulted every constitutional instrument, national 

and sub-national, currently in force in Western Europe86 and has synthesized and 

described their theological contents, in some instances for the first time (C, D). The 

                                                             
86 My number is ninety-four constitutions active in Western Europe: those of eighteen 
nations, twenty-five German and Austrian Länder, five Italian regional plus the 
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comparative results achieved above are communicated in full in the Boolean table of 

Political Theology in Western Europe that is Appendix 1. But to briefly review the most 

important findings, a Protestant Lutheran theology achieves unambiguous constitutional 

recognition in Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, which creates a clear pattern 

among those nations. Protestantism is also established—in both its Anglican and 

Presbyterian forms—by statute in Great Britain, although that nation has no written 

constitution. Ireland and Switzerland, for their part, emerge as Christian although not 

confessional states, while Germany, which has come to bear much of the weight of 

Europe, also shares that outcome. Italy, Portugal, and Spain, finally, are classified as 

Roman Catholic on the basis of their existing concordats, the contents of which have 

gone largely unrecognized in existing literatures.   

 These national theologico-political results, finally, enable the analysis to 

henceforth dispense with ubiquitous yet awkward terms such as “historically Protestant” 

or “culturally Catholic” that are often applied to European countries, given that the 

Boolean outcomes—Christian, Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Protestant Lutheran—

will now suffice for all intents and purposes. Importantly, however, these results are not 

by any means intended to offer a Christian essentialism of European life, or to negate or 

overlook the immense contributions of Jews, Muslims, and other theological groups to its 

civilization, either during the twentieth or any other century. Gil Anidjar, a prominent 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
concordat, Portugal’s Azores and Madiera, seventeen Spanish autonomous communities, 
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anti-colonial theorist on the Left, observes in a recent study (2014: 38), “From the twelfth 

century onward, the path of the Christian community in its effective history is traced as a 

true juridico-political institution that factually and legally…grants itself autonomy and 

secure and militarized borders and appropriates for itself the shared substance it sees 

itself as given and as being made of.” This study assumes or implies no position on 

whether the politicized Christianity explored in this chapter is to be extolled or lamented, 

and it has certainly not been undertaken in the service of any agenda. But scholarly 

integrity invariably requires respecting the data, neutrally examining the available 

evidence and then honestly reporting the conclusions toward which they lead; and 

therefore the next chapter will assess how integrated each of the seventeen nations in this 

census are with the collective European regime, which shall in turn allow for sufficient 

consideration of the research hypotheses connecting Roman Catholicism with 

supranational and federal but Protestantism with confederal and intergovernmental 

European politics.     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
and twenty-six Swiss Cantons.  
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THEOLOGY AND INTEGRATION 

 

 The tasks of this chapter are to assess the choices of each nation concerning 

European integration, and then to compare such findings with their respective political 

theologies. Are the Catholic countries indeed more integrated with Europe, and the 

Protestant ones less so? The extent of European integration for each national observation 

must be determined in order to assess whether the Catholic and Protestant countries—by 

the terms of the preceding chapter—are indeed respectively more or less involved in the 

collective European order. Perhaps the only clear, consistent, meaningful, and elegant 

approach to the classification of integration among the seventeen cases is as federal, 

supranational, intergovernmental, and confederal, based respectively upon their 

memberships in the (A) Economic and Monetary Union, (B) the European Union, (C) the 

European Economic Area EFTA, and the (D) European Free Trade Association regimes. 

 I. The European Integration Continuum 

 (A) Economic and Monetary Union: The Economic and Monetary Union refers to 

the European Union countries which have also agreed to adopt the common currency, and 

in so doing have surrendered their national sovereignty over monetary policy to the 

European Central Bank in Frankfurt. Constituted through the Maastricht Treaty, the 

“eurozone” relies upon convergence criteria in price stability, interest rates, government 

budgetary position, and currency stability; and is therefore best described as a common 
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market with the addition of a unified currency. All the countries of Western Europe 

attempt to cooperate on economic affairs, but there is an institutionally discreet much less 

visually appreciable difference between those which use the euro and those which do not. 

The ability to coin money has throughout history served as a salient demonstration and 

key instrument of sovereign power (Polanyi [1944] 2001; Simmel [1907] 2004); and 

among EU member states Denmark, Great Britain, and Sweden have refused to surrender 

this important national prerogative to the autonomous power of a central European bank. 

 At a theoretical level, Economic and Monetary Union approaches a federal vision 

of European integration, in which individual nation-states are gradually transformed into 

units within a single European government, creating a “United States of Europe” in a 

manner similar to the American union of 1789. Most favored by the Federal Republic of 

Germany—the focus of the following chapter—federal principles appear in the writings 

of Count Coudenhove-Kalergi (1926) and Altiero Spinelli (1972). The constitutionally 

strongest form of European integration, the most federal regime ever proposed was the 

European Defense Community, although the most federal regime ever enacted remains 

the currency union. “Economic and Monetary Union has always been a political project,” 

Hix and Høyland bluntly state in The Political System of the European Union ([1999] 

2011: 271). “EMU is the flagship project of European integration.”   

 (B) European Union: The European Union is at heart a customs union, but with 

the addition of free movement of factors of production, above all goods, services, capital, 
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and people. The idea behind this regime is most succinctly expressed in the 

Commission’s 1985 White Paper “Completing the Internal Market,” which called for a 

“single integrated internal market free of restrictions” to be completed by 1992 on the 

basis of the removal of physical, technical, and fiscal barriers among the Community 

member states. The EU is also, however, a vast constitutional organism based upon 

several generations of treaties which have progressively expanded the scope, variety, 

intensity, and force of the central powers headquartered in Brussels. A country wishing to 

join the EU must assent to the thirty-five chapters (each devoted to a certain issue area, in 

effect) of its Community acquis, best described as a colossal social-democratic series of 

constitutional instruments. Much like the Swiss or German regional constitutions 

described in the preceding chapter, the reader encounters articles—themselves but 

summaries of the total—pertaining to education (26), the environment (27), and public 

health (12, 19); although the acquis also perpetuates the kind of public law brutalism 

characteristic of Spain or Austria (5-8), with an again similar emphasis on the oversight 

and development of European regions (22). Applicant assent on these and other subjects 

must of course continue as a member state within the common organs of the EU 

described throughout this dissertation, and the current EU member states within its 

census are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, 

Holland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden.1 

                                                             
1 The complete list of EU member states are Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 
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 The EU, on the whole, is a supranational collection of regimes. On a daily basis, 

its Parliament, its Commission, and its Court respectively enact, enforce, and interpret 

European law much beyond the power of member states, but without reconstituting them 

as mere administrative units within an overall constitutional structure. “The dialogue 

between national and Community institutions, which is inseparable from the decision-

making process,” writes Jean Monnet (1978: 423), the main trans-national advocate of 

supranational integration after World War II, “is the very essence of the Community’s 

life.”  

 (C) European Economic Area EFTA: The European Economic Area (EEA) 

consists of all EU member states as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway, which 

are through this regime enabled to participate in the single market program. “The aim of 

this agreement of association,” opens the 1993 charter (1.1), “is to promote a continuous 

and balanced strengthening of trade and economic relations between the Contracting 

Parties…with a view to creating a homogenous European Economic Area.” The EEA 

Agreement sets forth the free movement of goods, persons, services, and capital among 

the contracting parties, and establishes an assortment of consultative and enforcement 

bodies occupied by representatives of both EU and EFTA countries to consider 

legislation that nevertheless originates from the European Commission (99.1). Iceland, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, 
Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden.  
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Liechtenstein, and Norway are represented in the EEA Council, Joint (Parliamentary) and 

Consultative Committees, but they do not have access to the European Parliament or 

Council of Ministers. 

 The EEA is fundamentally an intergovernmental organization, consisting of a free 

trade area embedded within a customs union. Granted, of the four empirical categories 

presented here, the EEA is the most conceptually challenging. Although clearly a free 

trade regime, its multilateral agreement also calls for free labor movement (28.1) and 

unrestricted settlement (31.1), in addition to the establishment of its own court (108.2) 

capable of penalizing member states for non-compliance, instruments theorists normally 

associate with supranational politics. Yet by the same token, the framework allows EU 

legislation to be effectively destroyed through voluntary inaction in the Joint Committee 

(102.4-6), and defense industries are entirely excluded from the EEA (123). The seventh 

chapter concerned with Norway will explore more such institutional ambiguities, but for 

now, these features, combined with the general model of national bargaining, best 

classify the EEA as an intergovernmental organization. Christian Frommelt of the 

Liechtenstein Institute writes, “The EEA is by its nature an intergovernmental 

organization…The intergovernmental element of the EEA limits the leeway of the EEA 

EFTA Member States to delegate decision-making authority to supranational institutions 

or to accept specific, institutional requirements of EU secondary legislation” (EFTA 

Bulletin 2012: 20-21).    
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 (D) European Free Trade Association: Lastly, the Convention Establishing the 

European Free Trade Association (EFTA [1960, as amended, 2010]), guarantees its 

member states free movement of goods, services, and “progressively” (2.c) people, 

overseen by a Council of national representatives whose decisions must generally be 

unanimous (1.5). The treaty creates no independent bureaucracy, imposes no collective or 

collectivist obligations, allows national parties to conclude their own agreements with the 

EU (29.5), and to withdraw upon the provision of twelve months’ notice (57.1). Its 

signatories are Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland, which by reason of this 

treaty have removed all tariff and quota barriers to trade between themselves, but retain 

independent trade policies with the outside world.  

 The EFTA Convention exemplifies confederal integration, the weakest and most 

limited form. In a confederal model, countries are linked together through simple, static, 

and voluntary treaties that do not infringe upon national sovereignty, and from which 

signatories may voluntarily withdraw. Chapter eight will unfold a unique theoretical 

contextualization of confederal integration with regard to Switzerland, but in the case of 

EFTA, it was originally developed as a response under British leadership to the Treaties 

of Rome of 1957, the overall objective being economic without political integration. 

Forsyth (1981: 161) writes, “Economic confederation begins to crystallize into a distinct 

form alongside security cooperation when relatively small states begin to feel their 
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independence and statehood threatened as much by the commercial and industrial power 

of larger states as by their military strength.”   

 Fusing these four instances of theory and empiricism, the continuum of European 

integration may be depicted visually in Figure 4.1 below. 

 

 

 

As was the case in the preceding chapter, the unit of analysis is the individual European 

nation-state. Political theology was established by country, and European integration, 

utilizing this framework, shall also be established by country, or else there can be no 

meaningful comparison between the independent and dependent variables. Based upon 

their respective memberships in these four regimes considered above,2 the extent of 

European integration may be established for each of the seventeen national observations.   

                                                             
2 This analysis thoughtfully excludes the only other two possibilities: the Council of 
Europe and the Schengen agreements. Every country under observation belongs to the 
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 The results of the coding are presented below and reproduced in Appendices three and 

four.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
former intergovernmental congress, and given that a constant cannot help explain 
variation this information is therefore irrelevant. With regard to Schengen—from which 
only Great Britain and Ireland abstain—one might with justice read little significance into 
a set of protocols among sovereign governments pertaining to the conduct and procedures 
of security officials at their respective borders. Brussels has more recently sought to 
coopt and self-aggrandize this system, but the legal foundations are intergovernmental. 
Among the minimal existing research, see Zaiotti (2007).  
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Switzerland emerges as the sole confederally integrated European state. The European 

countries which are but intergovernmentally integrated are Iceland and Norway. The 

supranationally integrated countries are Denmark, Great Britain, and Sweden. The 

federally integrated countries, finally, are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, 

Holland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, and Spain. 

 II. The Results of the Qualitative Comparisons  

 When political theology and integrative status, to conclude the research inquiry, 

are attentively compared, the results seem intriguing, and are cross-tabulated in Table 4.1 
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below. Of the six non-federal nation-states in Western Europe, all of them 

constitutionally establish some version of the Reformed or Protestant faith. Supranational 

Denmark and Sweden are Lutheran, and supranational Britain is Protestant Anglican and 

Presbyterian. Intergovernmental Iceland and Norway are also Lutheran, and confederal 

Switzerland—though coded merely as “Christian”—establishes as has been shown the 

Reformed or Calvinist creed in twenty-two or twenty-three of its twenty-six Cantons.  

 

 

 

Meanwhile, only one Protestant nation is fully integrated with Europe: Finland; and it 

may be recalled that its Protestantism, unlike that of the other six, is not constitutionally 

established. I therefore with reasonable assurance adduce a salient principle of European 

politics: Protestant political theology is found in every Western nation ambivalent toward 

Europe as a whole, and almost nowhere else. These results appear to confirm the second 
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research hypothesis that the Protestant countries would be less integrated with Europe as 

a whole. 

 The first hypothesis, meanwhile, is also verified. Italy, Portugal, and Spain 

registered as Roman Catholic countries, and they are indeed federally integrated. One at 

the same time observes, however, that the five non-theological European nations—

Austria, Belgium, France, Holland, and Luxembourg—also belong to the federal union, a 

similarity along the dependent variable that raises intriguing implications addressed at the 

end of the chapter. 

 Having vindicated both the first hypothesis that countries of a Roman Catholic 

political theology shall display greater European integration and the second hypothesis 

that Protestant political theology shall correspond with an abstention from integration, the 

next task, by far the most difficult, is to explain why. Explanation, the lucid, 

parsimonious, and highly leveraged account of diverse outcomes is the heart of the social 

sciences, an invariably difficult and contentious mission that distinguishes our craft from 

the anecdotes of journalism or from the orderly narratives of history. In this case, why 

specifically does Roman Catholic political theology appear to complement Europeanism, 

and how is it that the Protestant countries are Euro-skeptic? The task is to describe the 

process or processes by which theological values have influenced European politics, and 

success in this endeavor is essential to elevate the study from findings concerned with 

mere association to a potential treatise of causal exposition.  
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 III. The Causal Narratives  

 The overall explanation for the fulfillment of both research hypotheses is modeled 

in Figure 4.2 below. The fundamental contention is that theological values were 

transmitted  

 

 

 

to the decision-makers of European politics through their intervening constitutional 

orders. Theology, to begin, was the primary concern of Europeans during the sixteenth 

century. From Inquisition in Spain to Reformation in Geneva, from schism in London to 

continuity in Vienna, theological conflict transformed all of Europe into a battlefield of 

which persons, groups, and nations could most plausibly claim to have God on their side, 

and the resulting Reconquista, English Civil War, and Thirty Years War, among other 

violent theological conflicts, would claim countless lives and wreak inestimable 

destruction. The primary collective response to the hopeless theological quarrels and to 
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the corresponding direct application of theological imperative to public policy (i.e., “X is 

infidel, therefore X must die”) was the development during the seventeenth century of a 

constitutional revolution that would place theology under legal control. As has been 

shown, European constitutional laws usually establish either Roman Catholic or 

Reformed theology, a pattern which reaches from the sixteenth to the beginning of the 

eighteenth centuries, but which was concentrated in the latter half of the seventeenth, 

when the works of juridical theorists such as Thomas Hobbes, Samuel Pufendorf, Hugo 

Grotius, or John Locke subjected religion to various legal controls, and in so doing 

outlined the foundations of the modern constitutional state. Schmitt ([1932] 1996: 89-90) 

observes, “Theology, the former central domain, was abandoned because it was 

controversial…Europeans thus moved in the direction of neutralization and 

minimalization, whereby they accepted the law which “kept them in line” for the 

following centuries.” The European constitutional orders created mostly during the 

seventeenth century have served as the primary means by which theological values have 

been transmitted to the respective Catholic and Protestant populations; and during the 

latter half of the twentieth century, politicians and political movements would frame their 

European policies in light of their comparative constitutional foundations. Therefore the 

theological conflicts of the sixteenth century mediated through the constitutional 

developments of the seventeenth have, it is argued, influenced political decisions 
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concerning European integration during the twentieth; and the following two causal 

narratives will trace the general significance of this process. 

1. The Thomist, Trentine, Christian Democratic Tradition (Italy, Portugal, Spain; along 

with France under Robert Schuman and Germany under Konrad Adenauer)3 

 As shown in Table 4.1, all countries classified as Roman Catholic have followed a 

federal pattern of integration, and this section shall offer a general explanation for the 

confirmation of the first research hypothesis that Roman Catholicism should correspond 

with supranational government. As demonstrated in chapter two, there are numerous 

potential readings and interpretations of the political significance in Europe of the Roman 

Catholic Church. Following the conceptual model provided above, however, this 

discussion will assert that Thomist medieval theology achieved constitutional recognition 

during the Counter-Reformation, creating ecclesiastical laws upon which the political 

programs of the Christian Democrats would in part be constructed. The development of 

modern Italy, Portugal, and Spain was dominated by this process, and although 

competing normative traditions are more pronounced in both France and Germany, those 

countries, as shall be described, came under Christian Democratic rule during the 

formative years of postwar Europe.  

 a. The Thomist (theological) tradition 

                                                             
3 France, Italy, and West Germany were original Community member states, while 
Portugal and Spain joined in 1986.  
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 Turning to the theological dimension first, the Summa Theologica ([1265-74] 

1920) of the Dominican friar St. Thomas Aquinas (1224-74) is the supreme iteration of 

Roman Catholic doctrine, a reconciliation of Aristotelian philosophy with Christian 

theology that was centuries in the making. Consisting of five main parts, Aquinas 

proceeds interrogatively, posing and then answering objections to orthodox Christian 

teaching, with voluminous references throughout. As a result, the work is not a self-

contained, finished product, but rather assumes an evolutionary quality that was more 

suitable, respectively, for the development of the constitutional laws of the Counter-

Reformation during the sixteenth, and of the Christian Democratic programs of the 

twentieth century.  

 Central to Catholic theology, to begin with, is the notion of universal cosmic 

order. All creation derives from the first mover which is the Lord: he created the universe 

and enfolds all creatures in his surpassing love. “Every being in any way existing is from 

God,” opens St. Thomas. “For whatever is found in anything by participation, must be 

caused in it by that to which it belongs essentially, as iron becomes ignited by fire” 

(I.44.1). Any monotheist must agree with the letter of such analysis, but Aquinas imparts 

a sense of awe and wonder at the movements of the heavens, the convulsions of the sea 

and air, and the habits of plants and animals so often lost in bureaucratic modernity. God 

created species in their multitudes and persons in their variety in order to demonstrate the 

range of his personality and artistic vision. “This distinction and multitude of things has 
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come from the intention of the first agent, who is God,” Aquinas continues. “For He 

brought things into being in order that His goodness might be communicated to creatures, 

and be represented by them” (I.47.1). Yet in the same series of discussions, Aquinas 

introduces an important caveat that would inform Catholic critiques of industrialization, 

free enterprise, the nation-state, and other regimes by which man through hubris would 

presume to set himself up as god: the right of creation belongs to the Deity alone. “Now 

among all effects the most universal is being itself…[but] to produce being absolutely, 

not as this or that being, belongs to creation. Hence it is manifest that creation is the 

proper act of God alone” (I.45.5). St. Thomas therefore opens his Summa by describing a 

cosmic order wherein all creatures are eternally united in the oneness of God. 

 Nevertheless, there is an explicit hierarchy in Thomist theology, whereby the 

Father, who rules over all, shares his dominion with the Son and the Spirit. The various 

orders of angels rank next within the universe, ministering sprits who exist “in exceeding 

great number, far beyond all material multitude” (I.50.3), and who help communicate the 

will of God to the human species, all of whose laws, regimes, and institutions must 

explicitly take the divine government of the cosmos for their source. Aquinas writes, 

“The law denotes a kind of plan directing acts toward an end…Since then the eternal law 

is the plan of government in the Chief Governor, all the plans of government in the 

inferior governors must be derived from the eternal law” (II.I.93.3). For Aquinas and his 

Church, the highest laws for the divine governance of the human kingdom pertain to the 
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administration of the seven sacraments of baptism, confirmation, Holy Eucharist, 

penance, extreme unction, holy orders, and matrimony. Passage through these rites or 

participation in these states have defined the lives of European Catholics for centuries, 

and their administration serves as the foundation of ecclesiastical law. 

 Two of these sacraments—confirmation and matrimony—are worthy of peculiar 

attention given their more direct subsequent interactions with the civil power. Such 

formal education as there was for most medieval people was provided through the 

confirmation process, wherein the candidate had to correctly answer a series of questions 

pertaining to the outlines of the faith. The idea for St. Thomas was to signify “a certain 

spiritual growth bringing man to perfect spiritual age” (III.72.5), but the results for the 

future were the attainment of the rudiments of Catholic primary and secondary education. 

With regard to matrimony, Aquinas reckons marriage a sacrament on the basis of its 

“sanctifying remedy against sin,” (III.II.42.1), detailing circumstances both in which it 

should not be contracted, and in which it may be annulled if contracted. The former 

include complications pertaining to enslavement, to membership in holy orders, to 

consanguinity, to disparity of worship, and to other circumstances in which neither or 

both parties are free to pledge their conjugal oaths, while in the latter case, an 

unconsummated marriage is rendered invalid by a counter-acting solemn vow, and a 

consummated one by adultery. Matrimony is the penultimate subject (resurrection being 

the final) considered in the Summa, and therefore even this most pure and perfect 
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example of theological analysis transitions directly into the legal or constitutional 

domain. 

 b. The Trentine (constitutional) tradition  

 At the Council of Trent (1545-63) convened in response to the Reformation, the 

Summa was laid on the altar alongside the Scriptures. Turning next to the constitutional 

dimension, the canons and decrees of the ecumenical council at Trent established 

Thomist theology within the incipient laws of the Catholic countries. Within the rich 

theoretical milieu of the Counter-Reformation (Bellarmine 2012; Suárez 2014; Vitoria 

1991), this conference would agree upon the foundations of Roman Catholic belief and 

practice until the twentieth century. 

 The Trentine deliberations,4 first, communicate the Thomist notion of universal 

divine government, the perceived disorders of which served as the main reason for its 

convocation. Paul III opens the series of assemblies thus: “Nor indeed, had we ever any 

other sentiment or wish, but that an ecumenical and general council should be convened 

on the very first opportunity. For we hoped that both peace might thereby be restored to 

the Christian people, and to the Christian religion in its integrity” (8). The a priori 

supposition is thus of a single, undivided Christianity, and the aspiration of the council to 

                                                             
4 I have consulted the unabridged English translation of J. Waterworth (1848), and 
references are to the page numbers of that volume. The Trentine documents are a diffuse 
assembly of canons, decrees, bulls, and other declarations that together comprise a vast 
outline of theological affirmation and ecclesiastical law; and to enhance simplicity I have 
decided to omit the innumerable internal titles and subheadings.  
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“bring back to its pristine state, religion which was miserably divided into diverse 

opinions in many parts of the world, and especially in Germany” (126). Thomist 

hierarchy is also codified within Trentine law: “If any one saith, that, in the Catholic 

Church there is not a hierarchy by divine ordination instituted, consisting of bishops, 

priests, and ministers; let him be anathema” (174). By reason of, in ascending order, 

priests, bishops, cardinals, and the pontiff, the individual Catholic believer, of whatever 

kingdom, language, or race, is connected with the divine government of the cosmic order. 

 The same principle applies to the administration of the seven sacraments, a main 

preoccupation of the Trentine canons and decrees just as they were for the Summa. 

Catholic education derivative of the sacrament of confirmation, in the first place, grows 

in importance at Trent, given the prevailing belief that ignorance or misconception of the 

fundamentals of the faith must lay behind the erupting ecclesiastical schisms. “The holy 

Synod ordains,” Trent declares, “that all cathedral, metropolitan, and other churches 

greater than these, shall be bound, each according to its means and the extent of the 

diocese, to maintain, to educate religiously, and to train in ecclesiastical discipline, a 

certain number of youths of their city and diocese” (188). The decree then delves into 

greater detail concerning the specific subjects to be taught, including music, grammar, 

theology, the liberal arts, and of course the Scriptures, taking care at the same time to 

ensure that the new teachers adhere to doctrinal conformity. “Moreover, all those to 

whom the charge, visitation, and reformation of universities and of (places of) general 
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studies, shall diligently take care that…the masters, doctors, and others, in the said 

universities, interpret and teach those things which are of the Catholic faith” (256). 

Within such lines may be discerned the rudiments of the worldwide system of Catholic 

education, which though the source of much legend and recipient of much polemic has 

received little scholarly analysis (O’Donoghue and Harford 2011). Standardizing 

Catholic marriage was also a major concern at Trent, the extent to which the documents 

belabor the point indicative of chronic and comprehensive abuse. The “grievous sin” of 

maintaining concubines is denounced, and the class of vagrants who take multiple wives 

in a lifetime of wandering identified and discussed (202). Recalling Aquinas on the same 

subject (III.II.51.1), Trent also states explicitly that the Roman Church will never 

recognize a forced marriage (202), and by the same token “exhorts” (198) couples to not 

cohabit prior to marriage. Overall, the legal recognition of Thomist theology achieved at 

Trent prevailed throughout the Church, directly shaped the lives of individual Catholics, 

and was recognized as law in all the kingdoms that remained within the Roman fold, 

creating an incipient constitutional order for much of Europe. 

 c. The Christian Democratic (political) tradition  

 The ensuing three centuries would herald industrialization, imperialism, fascism, 

Marxist-Leninism, two exceedingly destructive wars, and other revolutions in West 

European life that cannot be considered here. The essential point is that the politics of 

postwar Christian Democracy, turning to the final stage of the overall narrative, that 
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much contributed to the development of the EU attempted to hearken back to the 

Counter-Reformed and even Thomist world, prior not merely to the schismatic divisions 

of Christendom, but also to the suicidal aggression of nation-states and the pitiless 

depredations of the world economy. This discussion will consider the Christian 

Democratic politics of Germany under Konrad Adenauer, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and 

France under Robert Schuman5 and demonstrate how this theologico-political inheritance 

disposed those nations toward supranational integration. But first, it would be useful to 

delve into some discussion of what contemporary Christian Democratic theorists 

professed, considering the normative foundations of their policies in a way that even the 

definitive volume of Kaiser (2007), the purest reading of European union as Christian 

Democracy, does not attempt to do. 

 The late Wilfried Martens of Belgium, President of the Flemish Christian 

Democrats and later Prime Minister, writes in his memoir (2008: 1), “Philosophers like 

Jacques Maritain, Emmanuel Mounier and Paul Ricœr gave the West a new intellectual 

climate. They established the foundations of Europe as we know it.” Although such a 

bold assertion may seem excessive, Christian Democratic theorists during the mid-

twentieth century worked out new forms of politics on the basis of Trentine ecclesiastical 

law, and of the Thomist theology at its core. Jacques Maritain (1882-1973) for example, 

                                                             
5 To recall, Italy, Portugal, and Spain are Catholic countries by the terms of the third 
chapter. Germany is “Christian,” and while France registered as a non-result, its inclusion 
here will be satisfactorily explained below.   
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the first name mentioned above, was author of dozens of books, served as a professor of 

philosophy in France and America, and became French ambassador to the Vatican under 

Prime Minister Schuman. His ideas concerning de-nationalization, de-militarization, the 

social market economy, and sacramental life at once built upon the Trentine constitution 

and informed the policies of his Christian Democratic political colleagues. In 1938, as the 

Europe he loved hastened toward disintegration, Maritain delivered nine lectures in the 

United States that perhaps constitute the first sustained exposition of Christian 

Democratic philosophy to an English-speaking audience, and which fellow Thomist 

Mortimer J. Adler helped him publish as Scholasticism and Politics ([1940] 2011). For 

Maritain, the foundational precept of legitimate government and sound social policy is 

conformity to the will of God. “One of the worst vices of the modern world,” he argues, 

“is its dualism, the disassociation between the things of God and the things of the world. 

The latter, the things of the social, economic, and political life, have been abandoned to 

their own carnal law, removed from the exigencies of the Gospel” (22). This indictment 

includes the “demonic para-theism” (15) of the Nazis and the “entirely temporal and 

despotic communion” (20) of the Communists; but Maritain also takes aim at the very 

United States giving him shelter when he declares, “The tragedy of bourgeois 

individualism appears but too clearly in the crisis of morality of our Western civilization 

and in the disastrous spasms of liberal and capitalist economy” (80). Maritain thus 
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reiterates the Roman Catholic suspicion if not condemnation of free enterprise first noted 

in Weber ([1905] 2002).  

 Maritain’s general answer to the serious crises of his epoch is to introduce what 

he styles “humanism of the person and democracy of the person” ([1940] 2011: 56), a 

sacramental worldview that involves deeper appreciation for the man or woman in his or 

her ecological and social environment. In “The Thomist Idea of Freedom,” he argues, 

“Progressive escape from servitude among men depends…[on] a progressive 

spiritualization of humanity caused by the forces of the soul and of liberty, and the gospel 

leaven at work in human history” (140). This spiritual formation must be achieved to a 

large degree through the regime of Christian education inaugurated at Trent, but which 

amid the totalitarianisms of the twentieth century has become a more urgent necessity 

than ever. “A general Christian education for the nation, a general development of 

Christian habits and Christian instincts is, in fact, a condition for the political success of 

democracy” (113, emphasis added). Thus for Maritain, representative government can 

only flourish within a Christian worldview.  

 One might for comparison also adduce the thought of German neo-Thomist Josef 

Pieper (1904-1997). In “The Philosophical Act” ([Wass heist Philosophieren, 1947] 

1952), Pieper reiterates the Thomist unity and divine radiance of all creation, as well as 

the childlike wonder men and women should exhibit toward the crashing sea, stirring 

wind, or twinkling stars. “To perceive all that is unusual and exceptional, all that is 
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wonderful, in the midst of the ordinary things of everyday life, is the beginning of 

philosophy” (102), argues Pieper. The philosophical enterprise has its inherent 

limitations, however, given that “comprehensive knowledge, can only be possessed by 

God, the absolute Spirit. Only God can conceive the world as from a single point: as from 

himself as its one first cause” (115). This Thomist metaphysics informs Pieper’s polemic 

against the all-encompassing claims of work in “Leisure: The Basis of Culture “ ([Musse 

und Kult, 1947] 1952). For Pieper, the claims of work have reached totalitarian in the 

Marxist, and unacceptable limits in the capitalist systems, robbing us of the leisure 

necessary for cultural development. His general solution to the dehumanization of the 

world of work does not consist in the passage of laws or expansion of benefits, but rather 

in a return to a Trentine, sacramental lifestyle. “Feast days and holy-days are the inner 

source of leisure” (30), he argues, and therefore through deliberate participation in the 

weekly celebration of the Holy Eucharist “a capital wealth is created which the world of 

work can never consume…and that the fluctuations of world trade never can disturb” 

(47). Pieper, building on the Counter-Reformation, is also deeply concerned with the 

state of Christian education, insisting that the liberal arts must transcend the analysis of 

mere technical problems and deliberately comprehend the most difficult normative 

debates. “Education concerns the whole man, man capax universi, capable of grasping 

the totality of things” (20). 
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 The discourses of neo-Thomist theorists such as Maritain or Pieper help 

contextualize the programs and platforms of contemporary Christian Democratic political 

movements, whose leadership shared their Catholic faith and concern for their common 

European civilization. Turning first to Spain and Portugal, those countries unfortunately 

languished under fascist rule during the formative decades of European integration, not 

achieving democratic constitutions until 1978 and 1976, respectively.6 But the concordats 

that Spain negotiated immediately (1979) and Portugal eventually (2004) belong to the 

overall Christian Democratic agenda. “The Spanish state recognizes the right of the 

Catholic Church to carry out its apostolic mission,” opens the Spanish version (I.1).7 

“The Holy See and the Portuguese Republic declare the commitment of the state and the 

Catholic Church to cooperate in promoting the dignity of mankind, justice, and peace,” 

reads the Portuguese (1).8 The contents of these treaties are very similar, in essence 

recognizing the Trentine constitution of the Church and guaranteeing its ability to 

conduct public worship and administer the seven sacraments free from civil interference. 

“The Portuguese Republic shall make provision as far as is possible that Catholics, within 

                                                             
6 While not essential to the aims of this study, it at least merits observation that while 
Franco, Salazar, and also Mussolini are usually described as fascists, they and their 
regimes can just as plausibly be interpreted as authoritarian descendants of the Counter-
Reformation. Franco and Salazar in many respects took up the mantle of Fernand and 
Isabella.  
7 El Estado espa!ol reconoce a la Iglesia Católica el derecho de ejercer su misión 
apostólica.   
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the terms of Portuguese law, can perform their religious obligations on festive days” 

(3.3), the Portuguese Concordat continues.9 The peculiar emphasis on Catholic 

education—which, as noted above, was of serious concern to Maritain and Pieper—was 

mentioned in the preceding chapter. Provisions pertaining to Sabbath rest, to the 

observance of feast days, to the legal immunity of Catholic religious, and to other special 

concerns appear throughout; and the Spanish and Portuguese Concordats—both of which 

deliberately supplanted fascist predecessors10—demonstrate the willingness of Spanish 

and Portuguese politicians to preserve an institutional space for the Catholic Church by 

the powers invested in their democratic constitutions, a synthesis that lies at the heart of 

European Christian Democracy.  

 These two comparatively marginalized, disadvantaged, but homogenously Roman 

Catholic nations were thus perhaps eager to join the European Community in 1986 given 

in part the apparent success of the mature Christian Democratic project for integration 

that had begun in postwar Italy, France, and West Germany, where the historical 

evidence connecting Christian politics with pan-European outcome is suggestive. The 

appreciable influence of Christian Democratic politics upon the formation of a 

supranational European policy may be effectively displayed by providing sustained 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
8 A Santa Sé e a República Portuguesa declaram o empenho do Estado e da Igreja 
Católica na cooperação para a promoção da dignidade da pessoa humana, justiça e da 
paz.  
9 A República Portuguesa providenciará no sentido de possibilitar aos católicos, nos 
termos da lei portuguesa, o cumprimento dos deveres religiosos nos dias festivos.  
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examinations of the careers of Alcide de Gasperi, Robert Schuman, and Konrad 

Adenauer, the respective heads of government of those three nations after World War II 

who ratified new constitutions, chartered new parties, agreed new diplomatic alliances, 

and united Europe in regimes informed by the devout Catholic faith that each of them 

shared. 

 The vast majority of scholarship concerning Italian Prime Minister Alcide de 

Gasperi (1945-53, b. 1881) remains in Italian, with his personal papers long the preserve 

of his family.11 However, the biographical monograph of Canavero (2010), a joint 

commission of the European People’s Party and the De Gasperi foundation, brings into 

relief for English readers the extraordinary career of the man who negotiated the 

armistice with the Allies, founded the Christian Democratic Party, approved the national 

constitution, defeated the Communists at the polls in 1948, and oversaw Italian entry into 

the Council of Europe, NATO, and the European Coal and Steel Community. One might 

examine in sequence De Gasperi’s abiding theological convictions, the political 

Catholicism of the Christian Democratic Party he created, and finally his vision of 

European integration informed by Christian ecumenism. 

 De Gasperi was, in the first instance, a devout Roman Catholic his entire life. 

Born and raised in Trent, the location of the great ecumenical council discussed above, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
10 Respectively, the Spanish Concordat of 1953, and the Portuguese of 1940.  
11 The private papers of Italian prime ministers need not proceed directly to a state 
archive. For reviews of the Italian treatments, see Venneri (2008) and White (2010).  
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the first major concern of his career as a member of both the Hapsburg (1911-18) and 

later the Italian (1921-26) parliaments was to preserve the Catholic culture and identity of 

this distinctive northern Italian region. In a 1921 address to his local compatriots he 

critiqued the spread of secular nationalism by arguing that the members of the audience 

should consider themselves “first Catholics and then Italians, and Italians only from the 

point at which Catholicism ends…We kneel only before a supreme independent being, 

unchanged by time and by human ideas, and in whose service we manage our families, 

our fatherland, and our nation” (37). Asked on a similar occasion to clarify the Christian 

dimension of what he was increasingly describing as his “Christian democratic” program, 

De Gasperi publicly replied, “The religion of Jesus Christ is the basis for every law, 

guides the movement as a whole and is the foundation of all civil, economic, and political 

well-being” (ibid.).  

 The somewhat crude theological politics that De Gasperi exhibited amid his early 

campaigns, however, appears to have matured into the more saintly personal faith 

displayed amid Mussolini’s persecutions. Christian authors have occasionally produced 

their most memorable works when incarcerated (Boethius [524] 1973; Bonhoeffer [1970] 

1997; Bunyan [1666] 2008), and whilst under house arrest12 in Rome—which left him 

unemployed, destitute, and anxious for his family—De Gasperi wrote to his old friend 

                                                             
12 From 1924, De Gasperi participated in the Aventine secession, in which the opposition 
parties boycotted parliamentary service in protest of the rising fascist intimidation and 
violence.  
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Bishop Endrici of Trento, “Nothing is lost as long as I can say that I belong to this 

Church and the Communion of Saints.” Continuing with a relation of his ascent to the 

dome of St. Peter’s Basilica, “Up there I gathered together all my efforts, all the exertions 

of a life which…I believed to be a mission and threw up their spiritual substance like 

smoke from an offering to the glory of God” (80). His desperate position would soon 

improve, however, for through the intercession of Pius XI he was allowed political 

shelter, a living wage, and self-respect as a cataloger in the Vatican library; and De 

Gasperi in a letter to Father Delugan rendered thanks to God for his deliverance. “How 

can I not recognize His infinite goodness? He wanted me to be humbled to atone for my 

vainglorious past, but then, when I recognized my inadequacy and impotence, he held out 

his hand and raised me up” (82). He remained in the Vatican library until the end of the 

war, by which time he had become the overall secretary.  

 On occasion, furthermore, such spiritual meditations somewhat extend into 

political or social theory. Maria Romana recalls for instance the following confidence of 

her father from his Vatican years: “There is nothing in which human virtue approaches 

the divine more closely than in the founding of new states or cities or the preservation of 

existing ones…Governing a state creates an intimate link with God, our Father, and 

creates an immediate responsibility towards the people: but towards the people as bearers 

of the divine will by which we are ruled” (23). These remarks appear important in light of 

De Gasperi’s approaching leadership of a both democratic and European Italy. He was 
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also acutely aware of the potential cost of Christian discipleship amid the totalitarian 

forces around him, writing in 1934, “Christian politicians who want to abide by their 

conscience and adhere to moral law must be prepared for success or for immolation” 

(85).  

 But second, De Gasperi’s personal commitment to Roman Catholicism would 

serve as a main idea of the Christian Democratic (Democrazia Cristiana) party he 

chartered in 1943. “There is no other alternative for Catholics in modern life,” he had 

written in 1936. “Either they have their own social programme which directly, through 

their own organizations, or indirectly, through others, influences the working classes and 

turns them to Catholicism, or they run the risk of being overtaken, here by the right or 

there by the left, thereby compromising the fate of their own principles” (86). 

Contemporary Christian Democratic philosophers such as Pieper or Maritain were 

advancing similar arguments, and De Gasperi’s party colleagues regarded and depicted 

themselves as the legitimate heirs to a Roman Catholic, Latin Western culture under 

world-historical attack from the foreign and atheist Communists, a salvific narrative most 

explicit in the alarmist discourses leading up to the decisive elections of 18 April 1948, 

which both the papacy and the CIA helped De Gasperi win. During the campaign, 

Interior Minister Mario Scelba, for example, had this to say about the Marxist political 

opponents of his Christian Democratic party: “Communism is an ideology that is alien to 

Italy; that it is an enemy of western Latin and Christian civilization; that it is opposed to 
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the best interests of our nation; it is the responsibility of the Italians to say this, that is, the 

Italians who have not lost their sense of patriotism” (Acanfora 2007: 313). Though 

victorious at the polls that spring, De Gasperi never appears to have forgotten or modified 

the Christian ethics and Catholic sacralization of the party that would preside over the 

Italian political system until 1994. The consistency of his Christian Democratic political 

theology is evident in the last public address of his life, delivered to the party conference 

in Naples in 1954, seated and in a cold sweat: “There is no doubt that our support in 

matters connected with the Church is full and sincere. This is also true of the moral and 

social guidelines set out in the papal documents which have daily nurtured and formed 

our vocation for public life…However, for our work in the social and political arena, we 

need to create and nurture…a political organization which has a manifesto, its own 

methods, independent responsibility and is democratically financed and run” (Canavero 

157). He passed away a few weeks later, having received the last rites and with his last 

breath pronounced the name of Jesus (158).  

 Finally, De Gasperi’s political Catholicism—in which the nations of historic 

Christendom should be reconciled through the Catholic Church and its promises—

instilled him with a peculiar commitment to European integration, although Community 

concerns only occupied him during the very final years of his life. He oversaw Italian 

entry into both the Council of Europe and the European Coal and Steel Community in 

addition to supporting the European Defense Community; and he explicitly connected his 
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Christian worldview to his European outlook at the European Parliamentary Conference 

in Paris in April, 1954:  

  Together with Toynbee I affirm that Christianity is at the root of our  

  European civilization, but I do not intend by that to judge our history by  

  any exclusively religious criterion. I want to talk about the common  

  European heritage, that single morality that exalts the human person and  

  his responsibility with the leaven of the evangelical brotherhood, that  

  culture of law inherited from the classical world, that culture of beauty  

  refined through the centuries and that desire for truth and justice   

  sharpened by a thousand years of experience (156).  

This statement is highly representative of Christian Democratic philosophy, whereby 

Catholic theological belief is centered if not confined to the realm of private conscience 

within a pluralist democracy, but in which Christian ethics nevertheless informs party 

programs and public policies.  The fascist concordat of 1929 was eventually renegotiated 

for Christian Democratic Italy in 1984 to reflect such ideas; and therefore through the 

transformational politics of postwar Christian Democracy in Italy under Alcide De 

Gasperi, one might observe how Roman Catholicism helped furnish a normative 

contribution to European integration. 

 Strictly speaking, the theoretical explanation of the first research hypothesis 

connecting Roman Catholicism with supranational government might terminate with 
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Italy, Portugal, and Spain, since they alone registered as Catholic countries by the 

qualitative comparison of the preceding chapter. However, as the purpose of this 

discussion is to explain that connection, one might widen the focus in ways serviceable to 

that end; and although France and Germany emerged from the Boolean tests as respective 

non-theological and Christian, as opposed to as Roman Catholic countries, both nations 

after the war came under the leadership of Roman Catholic, Christian Democratic 

politicians who shared De Gasperi’s agenda, and it is therefore useful if not necessary to 

also consider France under Robert Schuman and Germany under Konrad Adenauer. 

 Robert Schuman (1886-1963) pronounced the declaration that bears his name on 

9 May 1950 in the Salon de l’Horloge of the French Foreign Ministry to a captivated 

European press. His radical institutional innovation was to propose “to combine the 

French and German production of coal and steel beneath a common High Authority, in an 

organization open to the participation of other European countries” (Schuman 1963: 

202).13 Jean Monnet, the cognac businessman turned transnational activist who conceived 

the plan, looked on eagerly, and the Schuman Declaration was the first formal step 

toward the European Coal and Steel Community of 1951 and the Treaties of Rome of 

1957. What has been forgotten with the passage of time is that Schuman intended a new 

                                                             
13 Le government français propose de placer l’ensemble de la production franco-
allemande de charbon et d’acier sous une Haute Autorité commune, dans une 
organization ouverte à la participation des autres pay d’Europe.  
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supranational Europe to embody Christian moral law, a connection made explicit in Pour 

l’Europe, the political manifesto and monograph published the year of his death.  

 By turns French Finance, Foreign, and Prime Minister during the shuffling 

governments of 1945 to 1953, President of the European Movement soon thereafter, and 

finally President of the Parliamentary Assembly in Strasbourg which bestowed upon him 

the title of “Father of Europe,” Schuman was a native of Luxembourg, fluent in French 

and German, and all his life identified with the borderlands between those two frequent 

adversaries, collecting hundreds of books at his cottage in Scy-Chazelles, near Metz. His 

mother raised him in the devout Catholic faith from which he never deviated throughout 

his celibate, humble life; and this Christian worldview is inscribed in his own hand.  

“Democracy owes its existence to Christianity,” writes Schuman in his third 

chapter, “Europe: Establishing a Viable General Democracy in the Christian Sense of the 

Word” (L’Europe, c’est la mise en œvre d’une démocratie généralisée dans le sens 

chrétien du mot). “It is born the day that man is called to realize in his mortal life the 

dignity of the person, individual liberty, and the respect for human rights by the practice 

of universal love and respect. Never until the Christ had such ideas been formulated” (56-

57).14 Schuman’s Christianity—he describes Jacques Maritain as “our grand Christian 

                                                             
14 La démocratie doit son existence au christianisme. Elle est née le jour où l’homme a 
été appelé à réaliser dans sa vie temporelle la dignité de la personne humaine, dans la 
liberté individuelle, dans le respect des droits de chacun et par la pratique de l’amour 
fraternal à l’égard de tous. Jamais avant le Christ pareilles idées n’avaient été 
formulées.  
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philosopher” (notre grand philosophe chrétien, 57)—by his own admission inspired his 

views on several major contemporary concerns, including anti-Communism, social 

market policies, firm commitment to democratic representation, and the both moral and 

strategic need to actively include Germany in the European future. With regard to that 

particular problem, Schuman asks, “Can Germany accept being a peaceful partner or 

continue to be a more or less latent menace?” (90).15 He then answers his own question 

by extolling the leadership of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer discussed below, a devout 

Catholic colleague who “signifies an organic renewal of German politics” (95).16 

Compared to De Gasperi and Adenauer, Schuman was a less visible movement Christian 

Democrat and not a forceful or interested party leader; but at the conclusion of his 

chapter concerning European Christianity, he states, in a passage worth quoting at length, 

that both the Coal and Steel Community and the Treaties of Rome were intended to 

embody the Christian Democratic program: 

 The implementation of this comprehensive program for a general   

  democracy in the Christian sense of the word finds its fulfillment in the  

  construction of Europe. As we speak, the European Coal and Steel   

  Community, Euratom, and the Single Market—with the free movement of  

                                                             
15 Le veritable problème allemand est là: l’Allemagne acceptera-t-elle d’être un 
partenaire pacifique ou continuera-t-elle à être une menace plus ou moins latente? 
16 Signifie un renouvellement organique de la politique allemande.  
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  goods, capital, and people—are institutions that deeply and enduringly  

  alter the relationship among the associated states (77-78).17 

For Schuman himself, therefore, the Schuman Plan and its further constitutional 

descendants represented a partial fulfillment of the ideal of Christian, if not necessarily of 

Roman Catholic unity.                       

 Turning at last to Christian Democratic Germany, the eighth chapter will 

demonstrate the process by which the spread of Lutheran theology during the sixteenth 

century resulted in a permanent confessional disunity within the German Empire between 

Catholics and Protestants, a schism that Pufendorf’s theory of constitutional law was 

designed to address in the seventeenth century, and which the Christian Democratic 

Union of the twentieth took as its main point of departure for the uniting of Germany and 

of Europe. In this place, however, it shall be sufficient to state that Lutheran Prussia, the 

militarism of which many German Catholics blamed for Nazism, was completely 

disenfranchised after the war, given that Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, 

Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia fell behind the Iron Curtain by reason of their 

reorganization in Communist East Germany. Those Länder were deprived of democratic 

constitutions until the early 1990s, and as a result West Germany demographically and 

                                                             
17 La mise en œvre de ce vaste programme d’une démocratie généralisée dans le sens 
chrétien du mot trouve son épanouissement dans la contruction de l’Europe. Déjà la 
Communauté du Charbon et de l’Acier, l’Euratom et le Marché Commun, avec la libre 
circulation des produits, des capitaux et des hommes, sont des institutions que modifient 
profondément et définitivement les relations entre les Etats associés. 
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politically passed into the hands of the Catholics. Excluding Berlin, all the Länder aside 

from the five above ratified their present democratic constitutions from 1946 to 1953, and 

these laws, as has been shown in the preceding chapter, are often explicitly Christian. 

This decisive interval of constitutional origination corresponded with the mighty ascent 

of Konrad Adenauer (1876-1967), the devout Roman Catholic who created the present 

German political order. 

 Adenauer founded the Christian Democratic Union (Christlich-Demokratische 

Union) after the war to replace the defeated Catholic Center party, with “Christian” 

designating the theology, “democratic” the choice of constitutional form, and “union” the 

willingness to include Protestants. This political party would serve as the vessel by which 

Adenauer, West German Chancellor from 1949 to 1963, conceptualized a united Europe 

informed by Christian teaching, a worldview (Weltanschauung) set forth in full, for 

example, in an extended address at the University of Cologne on 14 March 1946.18 

Adenauer had served as Lord Mayor of that deeply Catholic Rhineland city19 before the 

war, and amid its ashes, hunger, and despair he argued that Christianity must serve as the 

basis for the revival of Germany and the uniting of Europe. “We style ourselves 

‘Christian Democrats’,” he states, “because we are deeply convinced that only democracy 

derivative of the Christian world-view, of Christian natural law, of the principles of 

Christian ethics, can achieve the great educational mission of the resurgence of the 

                                                             
18 Konrad Adenauer Stiftung website. “1946-03-24 University of Cologne.”   
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German people.”20 Even in 1946, with the Treaties of Rome still a decade away, this 

Christian Democracy assumed an inclusive posture. “We call ourselves ‘union,’” 

Adenauer continues, “because we want everyone on this floor to take charge of this 

political work, regardless of their creed.”21 The future chancellor explains that the Nazi 

disaster resulted largely from an idolatrous worship of the state among the German 

people, and that this Prussian-Hegelian cult must be rejected in favor of a both private 

and public return to the Christian system. This anti-idolatrous posture also informs 

Adenauer’s critique of the capitalist economy, which, while obviously less disastrous 

than Marxist-Leninism, must not be allowed to fundamentally disrupt the lives of the 

Christian citizens of the new Germany. “The economy must serve the people, not people 

the economy. Our fundamental view is that the economy must not be seen as merely the 

unbridled pursuit of profit by individuals…Reasonable economic planning and 

management, and enduring coordination of market forces is essential in these times.”22 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
19 Cologne cathedral claims the relics of the Three Kings.  
20 Wir nennen uns christliche Demokraten, weil wir der tiefen Überzeugung sind, dass 
nur eine Demokratie, die in der christlich-abendländischen Weltanschauung, in dem 
christlichen Naturrecht, in den Grundsätzen der christlichen Ethik wurzelt, die große 
erzieherische Aufgabe am deutschen Volke erfüllen und seinen Wiederaufstieg 
herbeiführen kann. 
21 Wir nennen uns Union, weil wir alle diejenigen, die auf diesem Boden stehen, zu 
politischer Arbeit zusammenführen wollen, gleichgültig welchem Bekenntnis sie 
angehören.  
22 Die Wirtschaft soll dem Menschen dienen, nicht der Mensch der Wirtschaft. Unsere 
grundsätzliche Auffassung verbietet es uns, als Sinn der Wirtschaft nur das ungehemmte 
Gewinnstreben des Einzelnen zu sehen. Die Wirtschaft hat sich dem Gemeinwohl 
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Policies intended to help attain this end include trade unionism, selective nationalization, 

and corporatist relationships between employers and workers. Adenauer invokes the 

assistance of the churches in the social transformation, emphasizes education, and attacks 

Kurt Schumacher of the Social Democratic Party (Sozialdemokratische Partei 

Deutschlands) before concluding his speech by connecting this Christian Democratic 

program to European integration. In accordance with his Christian Weltanschauung, he 

states, “Europe is only possible if a community of European peoples is restored, in which 

each nation provides its indispensable contribution to our culture and economy, and to the 

varieties and manifestations of our thought.”23 To further this end, Adenauer submits the 

example of, “the 1920s, wherein was proposed an organic integration of the French, 

Belgian, and German industries to the end of securing a lasting peace, given that parallel, 

distinct, but coordinated economic interests make for the most healthy and enduring 

foundation for good political relations among peoples.”24 The first concrete step toward 

the “United States of Europe” (Vereinigten Staaten von Europa) for which Adenauer 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
unterzuordnen. Eine vernünftige Planung und Lenkung der Wirtschaft, ein ständiges 
Koordinieren der Kräfte in unserer Zeit ist unerlässlich. 
23 Europa ist nur möglich, wenn eine Gemeinschaft der europäischen Völker 
wiederhergestellt wird, in der jedes Volk seinen unersetzlichen, unvertretbaren Beitrag 
zur europäischen Wirtschaft und Kultur, zum abendländischen Denken, Dichten und 
Gestalten liefert. 
24 Ich bin deshalb in den Zwanziger Jahren für eine organische Verflechtung der 
französischen, der belgischen und der deutschen Wirtschaft zur Sicherung eines 
dauernden Friedens eingetreten, weil parallel laufende, gleichgeschaltete wirtschaftliche 
Interessen das gesundeste und dauerhafteste Fundament für gute politische Beziehungen 
zwischen den Völkern sind und immer bleiben werden. 
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calls would be the Schuman declaration delivered by his French counterpart discussed 

above in May, 1950. Therefore for soon-to-be Chancellor Adenauer, supranational 

European integration was an extension of his Christian Democratic Weltanschauung, a 

connection to be explored more deeply in chapter eight, but which may be satisfactorily 

surveyed here. Carey (1996: 276) concludes, “Adenauer…above all…transformed the 

Christian Weltanschauung from a euphemism for defending sectional Catholic interests 

into a formula for a novel and comprehensive set of policies leading to western European 

integration.”  

 These similar and coordinated efforts of De Gasperi, Schuman, and Adenauer, it 

should be mentioned, received the approval of the Vatican. Pius XII (1939-58) remains a 

controversial figure given his apparent passivity in the face of the Holocaust, but he 

subsequently condemned Communism as a way of life and endorsed West European 

integration in an address to the Second International Congress of European Federalists in 

November, 1948 in Rome. The pontiff begins, “The establishment of a European union 

offers serious difficulties that cannot be denied…However, no time can be lost” 

(Documents 1948: 23).25 Pius continues with a limited survey of the anti-national social 

market vision associated with the Catholic heads of government above, before explicitly 

connecting European integration with the Christian moral tradition. “We believe that no 

one can refuse to affirm that a united Europe,” he argues, “in order to maintain its balance 
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and to negotiate its differences—not to speak of the influence on the security of world 

peace—can fail to rely on an impregnable moral basis. Where is this to be found? History 

responds…the soul of unity is religion, which permeated the whole of society of 

Christian faith” (ibid. 25).26 The postwar uniting of Europe by Catholic parties and 

politicians therefore received the sanction of their pope in Rome.  

 To summarize the entire discussion, Roman Catholicism provided an ideational 

contribution to some of the most important architects of supranational European 

integration through a longitudinal descent from Thomist (theological) to Trentine 

(constitutional) to Christian Democratic (political) development, each in their respective 

centuries. This process is apparent in the three Catholic countries of Italy, Spain, and 

Portugal, but also in postwar France and Germany, which although not Catholic states by 

the terms of the preceding chapter, came to be governed after World War II by decisive 

politicians of the transnational Christian Democratic movement who transformed those 

countries in accordance with its agenda. The first research hypothesis is therefore verified 

and explained. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
25 Que l'établissement d'une union européenne offre de sérieuses difficultés, personne 
n'en disconvient…Cependant, il n'y a pas de temps à perdre.   
26 Personne, croyons-Nous, ne pourra refuser de souscrire à cette affirmation qu'une 
Europe unie, pour se maintenir en équilibre et pour aplanir les différends sur son propre 
continent—sans parler ici de son influence sur la sécurité de la paix universelle—a 
besoin de reposer sur un base morale inébranlable. Où la trouver cette base ? Laissons 
l'histoire répondre…l'âme de cette unité était la religion, qui imprégnait à fond toute la 
société de foi chrétienne. 
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2. The Reformed, Westphalian, Nationalist Tradition (Denmark, Great Britain, Iceland, 

Norway, Sweden)27 

 This section shall likewise offer a general explanation for the apparent truth of the 

second research hypothesis that Protestantism should correspond with resistance to 

supranational integration. Following the conceptual model provided toward the beginning 

of this chapter, this discussion will assert that Reformed theology of the sixteenth century 

achieved constitutional recognition as a result of the Westphalian settlements of the 

seventeenth, creating a territorialization of civil and ecclesiastical authority in part 

responsible for nationalist political choices in European policy during the latter half of 

the twentieth century. Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Great Britain illustrate 

this series of processes. 

 a. The Reformed (theological) tradition  

 The spectrum of Reformed or Protestant theologies that spread rapidly, violently, 

and permanently throughout Europe during the early sixteenth century disseminated 

numerous revolutionary ideas, including a denial of the primacy of the pope,28 a 

categorical rejection of a transubstantiated Holy Communion, an insistence on clerical 

freedom to marry, and an angry abolition of the worship of Mary and of other Catholic 

saints; but for the purposes of this research, the most important general outcome was the 

                                                             
27 Denmark and Great Britain joined the Single Market in 1973, and Sweden the EU in 
1995. Icelandic and Norwegian participation in the European Economic Area dates from 
1994.   
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advent of theological localism. Submission to the sacred defined human existence during 

the period, but the Reformation shattered the Roman monopoly on church government, 

with half of Europe within a few decades appropriating sacred thought through priests 

and pastors they ordained, within churches and church disciplines they controlled, in 

vernacular languages that they spoke and wrote, all by permission or encouragement of 

the local kings and magistrates, a series of processes that inaugurated the beginning of 

national consciousness.  

 These transformations began with Martin Luther’s polemics against the 

corruptions of the papacy of Leo X. Although refraining from attacking him personally, 

Luther argued that the Roman Church was past reform and almost beyond salvation, and 

that sincere Christians like himself had little choice but to break communion with their 

ancient see, however reluctantly. “Now nothing but the ruin of bodies, souls, and goods, 

and all the most pernicious examples of every evil thing, have washed and burst forth 

from Rome throughout the world…such that the Roman Church…has now become a 

theieves’ den above all theives’ dens, a whorehouse above all whorehouses, a leader and 

kingdom of all sin, death, and damnation” (Luther [1520] 2013: 8). This passage provides 

a representative sample of the literary gifts with which Luther would move the masses 

against the Catholic Church, but more important was his consequent embrace of the civil 

power, in which he urged his followers to never shy away from political life or even 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
28 Thus to Protestants, Francis (2013-) is merely the Bishop of Rome.  
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political violence, but rather to support their civil sovereigns even as they discharge their 

ecclesiastical ones and to actively participate in the formation, enforcement, and 

interpretation of the law. “If you see that there is a lack of hangmen, court officials, 

judges, lords, or princes,” he writes in On Secular Authority (Von Weltlicher Oberkeit, 

1523: 15), “and you find that you have the necessary skills, then you should offer your 

services and seek office.”  

 The development of Lutheran theology therefore at once began to take the form of 

a simultaneous disestablishment of Catholicism but confirmation of civil allegiance, and 

an alliance developed between Luther and numerous princes of northern Germany. He 

proclaimed from the pulpit the legitimacy of their rule, while they in turn applied his 

ideas and safeguarded his person. This cooperation between Luther and the nobles 

became complete in response to the anarchic peasant revolution, which he believed 

grossly misapplied his ideas and usurped the moral law. In unusually harsh (even for 

him) language, the instigator of theological reveals how strongly he condemned social 

revolution: “These peasants have brought upon themselves three horrible sins against 

God and man, by which they have abundantly earned death in body and soul” ([1525] 

2013: 117). For Luther, the crimes of these “robbing and murdering hordes of peasants” 

(mordischen und reubischen der Bawren) are breaking their oaths of submission to their 

civil sovereigns, wantonly violating private property, and justifying their offenses with 

the Gospel; the last of which may be the most serious, and for which, “whoever dies 
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fighting on the side of the peasants is one who will eternally burn in hell; for he wields 

the sword against God’s word and obedience and is the devil’s arm” (121). As would 

generally become the case amongst the surviving reform movements, the theological 

leadership called for the removal of the overarching papal domination but also for the 

suppression of purely majoritarian will; and therefore by the time John, Duke of Saxony, 

George, Margrave of Brandenburg, Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, and six other potentates 

of northern Germany stated their theological case to Charles V in the Augsburg 

Confession (1530) discussed in chapter three, the outlines of an enduring throne-and-altar 

alliance between the Lutheran clergy and the Germanic nobility had already begun to 

take shape.  

 Theological localism developed during the same period in England,29 where a 

Protestant Episcopal communion was launched by degrees through the nationalization of 

the Catholic Church under Henry VIII, through the achievement of English-language 

worship under Edward VI, and finally through the full awakening of Protestant 

nationalism under Elizabeth I, who defeated a Spanish invasion intended to destroy the 

new religion in 1588. The outlines of the new Anglican faith, including its nationalist 

dimensions, are provided in Richard Hooker’s Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity 

([1593] 1989), written primarily to justify Queen Elizabeth’s episcopal organization 

                                                             
29 John Knox (1513-72) meanwhile introduced a version of Calvinism in Scotland, where 
it remains the established church (kirk). He was however more an evangelist than 
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against the polemics of the practitioners of “reformed Church discipline,” that is to say 

Calvinism. For Hooker, the claims of the pope to ecclesiastical supremacy (outside his 

own civil dominion) or of the presbyterians to ecclesiastical exception are universally 

invalid because kings and queens are the supreme officers of state and enforcers of its 

laws. “When therefore Christian Kings are said to have spiritual dominion or supreme 

power in Ecclesiastical affairs and causes,” he contends, “the meaning is, that within their 

own precincts and territories they have authority and power to command even in matters 

of Christian Religion, and that there is no higher, nor greater, that can in those causes 

over-command them, when they are placed to reign as Kings” (8.2.1). Hooker’s system of 

royalist ecclesiastical laws has two key officers: bishops and kings. The bishops for their 

part have the tripartite power of pastoral oversight (from their consecration), of diocesan 

jurisdiction (from their election), and of the honors and emoluments derivative of their 

office (from the favor of the king or queen) (8.7.1). The King or Queen of England, 

meanwhile, serves as governor of the Church, a capacity first established with Henry’s 

Act of Supremacy of 1534 that obliges him or her to enforce ecclesiastical law. Hooker 

writes, “The entire community giveth general order by law how all things publicly are to 

be done and the King as the head thereof this highest in overall authority causeth 

according to the same law every particular to be framed and ordered thereby” (8.8.9). The 

Anglican Reformation therefore strengthened the sovereign authority of the Kings and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
political theorist, with the majority of his writings of an occasional nature. See the 
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Queens of England by endowing them with control over religious affairs, a development 

discussed in greater detail in chapter seven.  

 A major dimension of both the Lutheran and Anglican theological revolutions 

was the vernacular appropriation of the Word and sacraments, the process by which 

Protestant worship—without any comparative or longitudinal exceptions—would be 

conducted in the languages of the people. No longer would Catholic priests pronounce an 

enchanted mass facing an altar in a Latin language very few understood. Rather national 

priests would present the bread and wine upon a communion table facing the 

congregation, and would read out the liturgy in the national language. Beginning with 

Luther, all the leaders of theological reform had urged this freedom, which they regarded 

as essential for the development of a personal knowledge of the Bible and hence 

relationship with God. “Hath he [God] not made the English tongue?”, asks William 

Tyndale, who first rendered the New Testament into English and was burned for his 

pains. “Why forbid ye him to speak in the English tongue then, as well as in the Latin?” 

([1528] 2000: 24). The rejuvenated use of vernacular English, German, Swedish, and 

French, in which no one had ever before read the Bible, served as a major catalyst for 

nationalist mobilization, a crucial point for Benedict Anderson—despite his Marxian 

concerns—in his influential account of the development of modern nationalism ([1983] 

2006). Tyndale’s language would eventually find its way into the King James Bible of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
accessible summary of Gray (1939).    
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1611, and other examples include the first Swedish translation in 1541 under Gustaf Vasa 

and a Finnish New Testament in 1548. “As the Protestant Reformation in Sweden proved 

an important catalyst for the development of the Swedish territorial state,” writes Kent 

(2008: 59), “so it encouraged a wider literary use of the Swedish language and the 

development of its literature.” The same logic applies, probably with even greater force, 

to the Anglicans in Britain, without whose initial English-language holy offices it seems 

difficult to imagine the subsequent appearance of the important legal, political, and 

ecclesiastical texts that comprise the English Constitution.  

 b. The Westphalian (constitutional) tradition  

 The localism of reformed theology, second, developed into constitutional localism 

as a result of the decisive Westphalian (1648) and Restoration (1660) settlements, which 

defined the constitutional orders of northern Europe. Political theorists such as John 

Locke, Thomas Hobbes, Hugo Grotius, Samuel Pufendorf, Christian Thomasius, 

Algernon Sidney, James Harrington, and George Lawson were all anxiously concerned, 

during the second half of the seventeenth century, with formulating the constitutional 

though not secular state out of the hopeless theological disputes of the Reformation 

period; and although their solutions varied, the similarity of their theoretical questions 

during a relatively narrow interval of time signifies the social revolution from theological 

to constitutional authority brought about in Europe over the course of the seventeenth 

century. Reformed theology, through the constitutional treaties and settlements that 
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concluded the Wars of Religion, became embodied in constitutional law, and by this 

means both strengthened the sovereignty of local British and Scandinavian rulers and 

inclined their subjects toward a comparatively nationalist politics, wherein European 

participation was a suspicious proposition. 

 Beginning with Scandinavia, the Peace of Westphalia confirmed the existence of 

the Lutheran Kingdom of Denmark, and the Danish Royal Law of 1665 crushed the 

nobility to create an absolutist monarchy with a prostrate lower house. Lord Robert 

Molesworth, English envoy to the Danish court, explains in his contemporary Account of 

Denmark ([1694] 2011: 55) that the Commons as a whole “thought necessary to consider 

speedily of the most effectual Means to suppress the intolerable Pride of the 

Nobility…[Therefore] after many Debates they concluded, That they should immediately 

wait upon the King, and offer him their Votes and Assistance to be absolute Monarch of 

the Realm.” This constitutional revolution was never reversed, and as a result the Danish 

Constitution of 1953 reiterates the abolition of all aristocratic prerogative (8.83) and even 

mandates that it could never be reinstated in any new regime (8.84), creating an alliance 

between monarch and parliament first observed in Molesworth. The Lutheran Church is 

preserved as the Folkekirken (1.4) and the Danish king or queen, representing the people, 

must belong to it (2.6); but assuming this is the case, he or she is assigned several 

prerogatives, including granting pardons and amnesties (3.24), coining money (3.26), and 

being “free from responsibility. His person is sacrosanct” (3.13). The constitution also 
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makes clear at its outset that the form of government is constitutional monarchy (1.2), 

and later specifies that public order is maintained in the monarch’s name (8.80), as 

opposed to in that of the parliament or people. Conversely, the Danish parliament “is 

inviolable. Anyone who infringes its security or freedom and anyone who issues or obeys 

any order with this intention is guilty of high treason” (4.34). The general impression 

throughout the Danish Constitution is of a Lutheran monarchy content with its own 

happiness and indisposed to interact with the outside world, of which perhaps the 

strongest manifestation are the tight restrictions on the ability of foreigners to buy 

property there (5.44). “Foreigners cannot simply buy land and property in Denmark,” it 

reads. “If a foreigner wishes to buy a holiday house in Denmark, he or she must obtain 

permission from the Ministry of Justice. This will only be granted if the person in 

question has particularly strong ties to Denmark.” Derivative of the Lutheran 

Reformation, therefore, Denmark is a unitary, nativist constitutional monarchy; 

qualitative attributes exported to its Norwegian colony as described in chapter six.  

 Similar features appear with respect to Sweden, victor of the Thirty Years War 

and the other original Lutheran kingdom. Of Sweden’s four constitutional laws, the Act 

of Succession (Successionordningen) of 1810 is by far the oldest, and requires the royal 

family to adhere to Lutheranism. Assuming that is the case, the king or queen is then 

protected from all criminal prosecution (Instrument of Government, 1974: 5.8), though he 

or she has no other powers. The Freedom of the Press Act (Tryckfrihetsförordningen) of 
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1949, for its part, requires all magazine owners and editors—in the absence of a special 

dispensation—to be Swedish citizens resident within Sweden (5.1-2), which seems 

intended to insulate the country from foreign opinion just as the Danes as quoted above 

would insulate their nation from foreign ownership. Finally, the Instrument of 

Government (Regeringsformen) of 1974 explains at the outset what shall serve as the 

foundations of the Swedish system: “All public power in Sweden proceeds from the 

people. Swedish democracy is founded on the free formation of opinion and on universal 

and equal suffrage. It is realized through a representative and parliamentary form of 

government and through local self-government.”30 This constitutional localism Sweden 

professes, as has been described, began with the theological localism of its Augsburg 

Confession, professed at the outset of the modern kingdom and still imposed upon its 

head of state.  

 The British Constitution, meanwhile, was formed during the seventeenth century 

primarily to conclude its own violent theological conflicts. Religious war if not 

contestation ended in England with the restoration of Charles II in 1660, and the 

constitutional establishment of Anglicanism dates from this period. The Act of 

                                                             
30 All offentlig makt i Sverige utgår från folket. Den svenska folkstyrelsen bygger på fri 
åsiktsbildning och på allmån och lika rösträtt. Den förverkligas genom ett reprsentativt 
och parlamentariskt statsskick och genom kommunal självstyrelse. 
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Uniformity31 and the Book of Common Prayer, both from 1662, formalize the principle of 

cuius regio, eius religio by conceptualizing England as a single organism with a single 

church beneath a single ruler, a formulation designed in large measure to discourage 

foreign, but especially Roman Catholic interference. The most explicit passage is the 

thirty-seventh of the Thirty-nine Articles of Anglicanism, found at the end of the prayer 

book: “The King’s Majesty hath the chief power in this Realm of England, and other his 

Dominions, unto whom the chief Government of all Estates of this Realm, whether they 

be Ecclesiastical or Civil, in all cases doth appertain, and is not, nor ought to be, subject 

to any foreign jurisdiction…[and] the Bishop of Rome hath no jurisdiction in this Realm 

of England.” Once again, one observes the partial derivation of constitutional law from 

theological formulations.  

 The Glorious Revolution of 1688 reiterates this theological to constitutional 

connection. Parliament ousted the Catholic James II in favor of William of Orange and 

his wife Mary, daughter of James, who agreed to rule jointly as limited monarchs. The 

resulting Coronation Oath Act of that same year requires the candidate monarch to swear 

on the Gospels to uphold the English Church, with the English Archbishops of 

Canterbury or York in witness; while the Act of Settlement 1700 imposes Hanoverian 

Protestant succession. The latter reads, “The Princess Sophia, Electress and Duchess 

                                                             
31 England has no written constitution, but about a dozen statutes, mostly from the 
seventeenth and twentieth centuries, predominate. This empirical challenge is confronted 
in chapter seven.  
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Dowager of Hanover…[are] to inherit after the King and the Princess Anne, in Default of 

Issue of the said Princess and His Majesty, respectively and the Heirs of her Body, being 

Protestants.” This principle by which Protestant theology would help develop the 

sovereign authority of a constitutional monarch is the main idea of the 1706 Union with 

Scotland Act, the highest law of the United Kingdom. As shall be discussed in greater 

detail in chapter seven, it incorporates England and Scotland into a new kingdom called 

“Great Britain” primarily by uniting their respective Anglican and Presbyterian Churches 

under one ruler. “Presbyterian Church Government” is in several respects established in 

Scotland, while “the true Protestant Religion Professed and established by Law in the 

Church of England…should be effectually and unalterably secured;” and the Act does 

this primarily by requiring all future monarchs to profess it and to take an oath to 

preserve it. The Act insists that its provisions are immutable, and implies that any attempt 

by Parliament to alter or abolish these two religious estates, or for either of them to 

trespass upon the liberties of the other, would invalidate the constitution. “All Laws and 

Statutes in either Kingdom so far as they are contrary to or inconsistent with the Terms of 

these Articles,” it boldly declares, “shall from and after the Union cease and become 

void.” At its deepest foundation, therefore, the British Constitution comprises the 

Anglican and Presbyterian Churches governed by a King or Queen of England amid his 

or her Parliament. 

 c. The Nationalist (political) tradition  
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 These comparative constitutional foundations, finally, appear to have contributed 

to Euro-skeptic political decisions during the twentieth century among the Protestant 

countries concerned. Norway and Iceland do not belong to the EU, while Denmark and 

Sweden do not belong to the EMU;32 and while there is in broad terms very little 

substantive qualitative research to explain this Nordic exception, one might note several 

constitutional constraints derivative of their particular Reformations.  

 The first is that the kingdoms of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden began as 

absolutist states, which by definition requires that no higher law be acknowledged and 

respected. Within the constitutional theory of those Protestant monarchies, the king or 

queen is the highest civil and ecclesiastical authority, a formulation that sits uneasily with 

the obligations of European and international law, which are furthermore in practice 

usually agreed in Brussels, The Hague, Washington, D.C., or some other place. Most 

obviously, the Danish (3.13), Norwegian (5), and Swedish (Instrument of Government, 

5.8) constitutions categorically remove their sovereigns from the possibility of any 

criminal prosecution, provisions that reflect their absolutist origins and may imply other 

discrepancies between the Nordic conception of sovereignty and European integration. 

Possibly the most well-documented is the comparative unwillingness of EU members 

Denmark, Finland, and Sweden to participate in the European Court system in 

                                                             
32 To review, Great Britain was coded as “Protestant” because it simultaneously 
establishes the Anglican and Presbyterian systems, and all five Nordic countries emerged 
as “Protestant Lutheran.”  
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Luxembourg, steadfastly refusing to send cases to it in proportions comparable to Austria 

or to other nations of a similar population size. Marlene Wind of the University of 

Copenhagen writes (2010: 1060), “Nordic judges have reservations about a European 

legal system which at times sticks its nose deep into age-old national traditions and—due 

to an active judicial review strategy—forces national legislators to redraft legislation and 

policies in accordance with European law.”33 Wind does not attempt to specify the 

contents of the “age-old national traditions” threatened by supranational legal integration, 

but this research submits the theological-to-constitutional developments surveyed above 

as directly concerned in them. 

 The constitutional unity and indivisibility of the Nordic states, once again 

derivative of their absolutist theological reforms beginning in the sixteenth century, may 

also incline toward intergovernmental European policies because the opportunities 

afforded by the “Europe of the regions” are henceforth unavailable to them. Elsewhere 

among the cases considered, sub-constitutional units such as the Spanish autonomous 

communities or the German Länder often support European integration as a means of 

procuring advantages vis-à-vis their national governments. “Andalusia shall participate in 

the decision-making processes of the institutions of the European Union directly or 

                                                             
33 Apparent aversion to supranational jurisprudence is not of course solely exhibited 
among Protestant countries: the German Constitutional Court has long been at variance 
with the EU tribunal in various ways (Herdegen 1994; Zuleeg 1997). The argument, 
however, is that Protestant political theology has in some instances informed such 
opposition.  
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through representatives of the state” (2/2007: 232).34 “Determined to be a living, 

independent and equal part of the Federal Republic of Germany within the European 

community of nations…the citizens of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania have given 

themselves in a free state this constitution” ([1993] 2007: preamble).35 The Nordic 

countries partially on account of how their state theologies were conceived and 

institutionalized have no such autonomous regions anxious for European participation, 

and their national constitutions certainly do not express such sentiments.  

 Finally, these nations seem to have derived obscurantist preferences from their 

absolutist reformations, and appear constitutionally uninterested in the creative 

possibilities of supranational or federal union. Nordic politics tends to very seldom 

produce charismatic party or movement leaders who grab the attention of the public; and 

therefore, once again, there is very little existing evidence in the way of speeches, 

platforms, or manifestos to explain Nordic Euro-skepticism, even with regard to the 

definitive referenda of 1994, when Sweden and Finland voted for, but Norway against 

                                                             
34 Andalucía participará en los procesos de decisión en las instituciones de la Unión 
Europea directamente o a través de la representación del Estado. 
35 Grundlagen des Lebens zu sichern, entschlossen, ein lebendiges, eigenständiges und 
gleichberechtigtes Glied der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in der europäischen 
Völkergemeinschaft zu sein, im Wissen um die Grenzen menschlichen Tuns, haben sich 
die Bürger Mecklenburg-Vorpommerns auf der Grundlage des Grundgesetzes für die 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland in freier Selbstbestimmung diese Landesverfassung 
gegeben. 
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membership.36 Possibly the most authoritative such primary source—though more 

functional than theoretical—is The Alternative Report: Alternatives to the Current EEA 

Agreement (2012). Published in English under the auspices of Nei til EU, the Norwegian 

anti-European organization, The Alternative Report indicts the European Economic Area 

(EEA) to which Norway is subject and consistently implies a folk nationalism wherein a 

spiritually satisfied people perceive no need to involve themselves in a sprawling, 

opaque, and disingenuous supranational community. Frequent comparison is made with 

the purely bilateral relationship between Switzerland and the EU, and strong arguments 

are advanced that EEA membership, by which Norway and neighboring Iceland are 

subject to EU regulations pertaining to trade and commerce, has resulted in a 

constitutional coup, wherein Norway is subject to the laws of a supranational 

organization that its people twice rejected (1972, 1994) at the ballot box. The monograph 

states, “The EEA Agreement creates democratic problems for Norway. Although we did 

not transfer formal authority to the EU through the agreement, many would argue that the 

real transfer of power is of such a degree that we are in a situation where in principle we 

have become a EU member without voting rights” (116). This disadvantage is of concern 

to the authors—among them the trade and agricultural unions—because they appear to 

wish to be distinguished from the EU at a normative level. “In many contexts,” they 

observe, “both the EU countries and Norway are part of the same international 

                                                             
36 The best existing coverage is that of Bjørklund (1996), who found that “yes” and “no” 
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agreements. The difference is that while Norway speaks with an independent voice, the 

EU countries speak increasingly with a common voice. This is one of the obvious 

differences in being a member of the European Union” (84-85). The limited available 

evidence out of Scandinavia,37 therefore, appears to indicate that its “Euro-skeptic” 

politics derives in part from a monarcho-nativist constitutional tradition, which in turn 

resulted from its peculiar variety of Lutheran reformation.  

 In contrast to the relative obscurity of the Nordic exception, Great Britain’s 

rancorous political relationship with the European Communities ever since the Schuman 

Declaration of 1950 has occasioned volumes of historical, sociological, and political 

science scholarship;38 and chapter seven will attempt to in part attribute British Euro-

skepticism to British Protestantism. This theoretical survey, therefore, shall simply 

attempt a single representative demonstration. Though largely overlooked within 

integration studies, one major British political faction has over the years consistently 

opposed closer European ties precisely for theological reasons: the Unionists. 

 The conflict in Northern Ireland formally concluded by the 1998 Good Friday 

Agreement was generally conceived—not least by the Irish patriots—as an anti-colonial 

struggle against a retreating imperial power, and the process by which the Irish 

Republican Army (IRA) attempted to drive the British authorities from Ulster can 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
correlated respectively with metropolitan and rural areas.  
37 Iceland terminated its accession negotiations and withdrew its application in 2015.  
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plausibly be interpreted as belonging to the global process of decolonization. But the 

violent conflict between Ireland’s resident Roman Catholic and Protestant Anglican and 

Presbyterian populations was something further still, given that it persisted regardless of 

the policies of British or Irish governments. With paramilitary organizations equipped, 

and civilians brutally murdered by both sides—Catholic republican and Protestant 

unionist—Ulster can also be interpreted as the last surviving location in Europe in which 

theology had yet to be brought under constitutional control, and therefore as the final 

battlefield of the Thirty Years War. Its resident Protestant unionist or loyalist majority 

and their Members of Parliament therefore consistently expressed concern that the IRA 

received Vatican support for its atrocities, that Great Britain needed to stand up for its 

Protestant constitution, and that Community integration with Catholic countries must be 

at all costs avoided. During the 1975 referendum campaign concerning whether Britain 

should remain in the Single Market—so controversial that Prime Minister Harold Wilson 

took no position—Neil Oliver, Ulster’s chairman of Get Britain Out, for example, quoted 

to The Times (15 May), “There is a genuine emotional opposition among ‘loyalists’ to 

anything connected with Rome and…a genuine distaste for belonging to a grouping with 

powerful Catholic members like France and Italy.” Such sentiments were consistently 

expressed by leaders of both the Ulster Unionist and Democratic Unionist parties, but 

thundered from the lips of the Rev. Dr. Ian Paisley (1926-2014), the charismatic leader of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
38 With respect exclusively to narrative history, the introductory volumes include those of 
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the latter who, to the applause of thousands of Northern Irish Protestants, denounced 

European integration as a Vatican conspiracy. 

 Founder of the Free Presbyterian Church (1951-), Paisley based his politics on a 

Protestant evangelical interpretation of the Bible, which like that of his forbears in the 

Reformation denounced the doctrinal excesses of Roman Catholicism. This theology for 

Paisley and his brethren translated into anti-European politics because Britain was a 

Protestant country, and nations like Italy, Germany, or Spain governed by Roman 

Catholics were always plotting to compromise Protestant freedom. “It is no coincidence,” 

he wrote in his denomination’s Revivalist newspaper in May, 1982, “that while the 

Church of England was vowing submission afresh to Rome that a Roman Catholic 

country [Argentina] was taking over our sovereign territory in the Falkland Islands. It 

was no coincidence, because every time our nation has gone a-whoring after Rome its 

greatness has decayed. But every time this nation has reaffirmed its Protestant principles 

this nation has prospered.” As has been shown, Protestantism is the primary constituent 

norm of the Union with Scotland Act that created Great Britain, and while Paisley’s 

theological reading of the Falklands conflict might appear absurdly incommensurate with 

the facts, it is commensurate with the worldview of the framers of the British 

Constitution in the year 1700. Paisley was of course equally if not more opposed to the 

Catholic Church he saw operating behind the Catholic nations. When the Queen was due 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Stephen George (1990), Hugo Young (1999), and John Young (1999).  
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to meet with a French Cardinal in 1970, for instance, the newly elected Paisley wrote to 

her, “We would remind Your Majesty humbly of the terms of your own Coronation Oath 

and, in the name of Almighty God, warn you of the disasters that must come to our nation 

through any entanglement or alliance with the Roman Antichrist…‘Babylon the Great, 

Mother of Harlots and abominations of the Earth’ (Revelation 17).”39 This letter in 

particular shouts the theological to constitutional to political causal process that is offered 

in explanation of the results of both research hypotheses. Paisley furthermore founded the 

Protestant Telegraph to help disseminate his anti-Catholic views, which on 7 March 

1970 thundered against Community membership thus: “We refuse to allow a foreign 

priesthood and foreign power to be forced upon us. Like the Covenanters of old, we will 

resist this by peaceful means, even to prison and to death, and God shall defend the 

right.” In addition to serving for forty years in the British Parliament (1970-2010), 

Paisley also represented Ulster in Strasbourg from the first direct election in 1979 until 

2004, during which he never lost a race on his promise to continually upbraid “the Beast” 

within its new capitol. The high point was perhaps his civil disobedience during the papal 

visit of 1988, wherein he was pushed and shoved from the chamber after heckling John 

Paul II;40 and in his final speech he bid farewell to “the sovereign super-state of Europe, 

the new tower of Babel.”41 Paisley passed away in 2014, having been named First 

                                                             
39 The Revivalist, February 1970.  
40 The Times, 12 October 1988.  
41 “My Farewell to Europe,” 18 May 2004. http://www.ianpaisley.org  
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Minister of Northern Ireland, admitted to the Privy Council, and granted a life peerage as 

Lord Bannside; and his brilliant career illustrates how within unionist circles, European 

integration must be rejected on account of its Roman Catholic participants, a connection 

to be developed more comprehensively in the seventh chapter.  

 In conclusion, Protestantism has discouraged European integration through a 

longitudinal descent from Reformed (theological) to Westphalian (constitutional) to 

nationalist (political) development, each in their respective centuries. This process is 

apparent in the five Protestant nations of Denmark, Great Britain, Iceland, Norway, and 

Sweden, none of which have pursued federal integration. The second research hypothesis 

is therefore verified and explained. 

* * * 

 To reiterate the entire investigation, the first research hypothesis positively 

associated Roman Catholicism with greater European integration, and the second 

hypothesis Protestantism with less integration. Italy, Portugal, and Spain are Catholic 

countries federated with the whole of Europe, while the Protestant countries of Denmark, 

Norway, Sweden, Iceland, and Great Britain are not. In order to explain these results, a 

causal narrative has been proposed whereby the comparative theological teachings of the 

sixteenth century became embodied in the constitutional laws of the seventeenth, which 

in turn influenced political decisions during the twentieth; and the following case 
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chapters on Germany, Great Britain, Norway, and Switzerland will trace this three-stage 

process. 

 This chapter should however issue several concluding remarks, beginning with 

the overall viability of the model. In conclusion, the theological to constitutional to 

political trajectories charted with respect to both the Catholic and Protestant countries 

appear suggestive, but not in the final analysis conclusive. We cannot directly and 

concretely trace European Protestant theology to confederal or intergovernmental 

politics, or European Catholic theology to supranational or federal politics. Incontestable 

“last links” between the independent and dependent variables, in short, are absent. 

Partially, this is a question of empirical emphasis. “Proving” the influence of comparative 

theological traditions upon European integration—assuming for a moment that this is 

possible—would I suppose consist in a minute analysis of the multilateral conferences 

that gave rise to the Community treaties, and perhaps also to Milwardian surveys of 

ministerial discussions in national capitols; yet such highly detailed research would quite 

simply call for an entirely separate study. Source material also appears minimal to non-

existent with regard to the European choices of some nations, notably those of the 

Scandinavian and Iberian peninsulas; and therefore the analysis becomes speculative in 

parts. Yet even if the model appears provisional from a social scientific perspective, it 

still has much to say for itself. In the first instance, this research has shattered naïve 

assertions of a “secular” Europe—a useful Götzendämmerung—by demonstrating in full 
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how salient comparative political theologies actually are in European law and 

governance. And in some instances, the model performs exceptionally well, particularly 

in its demonstration and explanation of the Christian Democratic agenda of postwar 

European politicians as extensions of Trentine law and Thomist theology, a framework 

that includes the largely unknown series of concordats between democratic regimes in 

Europe and the Holy See. It is also sufficiently clear that what remains of devout 

Protestantism in Europe appears suspicious of European integration, and the framework 

of this research perhaps helps to explain why. Ultimately, political theology, as a means 

of conceptualizing the social world, appears more useful in promoting conversation than 

in stopping it. Max Weber ([1905] 2002) could not prove the existence of a “Protestant 

ethic,” Émile Durkheim ([1897] 2006) could not irrefutably demonstrate that Christianity 

makes us happy, and Benedetto Croce ([1938] 2000) could not display beyond all doubt 

that the teachings of the Catholic Church sabotaged the development of human freedom. 

Like these masters of their disciplines, my research hypotheses connecting Roman 

Catholicism with greater, but Protestantism with lesser postwar European integration 

cannot, in the final analysis, be proved; but on the basis of much supportive evidence 

may serve to excite conversations and debates concerning the normative foundations of 

European institutions that may be more important, and more urgent, than ever before.  

 One might next, in summarizing the entire demonstration, remark upon particular 

apparent deviations. The Council of Trent, to begin with, that constitutionally established 
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Catholic theology in much of Europe took place during the sixteenth, as opposed to 

during the seventeenth century. This does not, however, have in my view the appearance 

of a serious objection, given not only that the Catholics, in a chronological sense, could 

be expected to act first, but also that the historical processes involved were all highly 

complex, stretching out over five centuries. More important is the one observation within 

the census that defies the model: Finland. 

 Finland emerged as Protestant Lutheran in chapter three but as a federal European 

state in chapter four in defiance of the second hypothesis, thus presenting an apparent 

deviant case deserving of explanation. Much of Finnish “Europhilia,” it is submitted, can 

plausibly be accounted for in a single world: Russia. As the only nation in the census to 

have ever been both ruled (1812-1917) and invaded (1939) by the Russians, Finland has 

long been dominated by the prospect of threats and intimidation from Moscow. The 1948 

Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance between the two hostile 

neighbors imposed Finnish abstention from NATO and from the Western alliance more 

generally; but once the Soviet Union finally collapsed in late 1991, the eduskunta would 

vote in favor of EC membership as soon as the following March. Finnish, Swedish, and 

Norwegian referenda, as mentioned above, were scheduled for 1994; and among those 

popular votes for or against Community membership the Finns were most in favor, at 57 
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percent affirmative from a 74 percent turnout, with Helsinki 73.6 percent in favor.42 Arter 

(1995) accounts for the results of the Finnish referendum as primarily a reflection of the 

national will to cement the nation and tie the economy to the West after the Cold War, a 

conclusion similar to the more general verdict of Kirby (2006: 281): “For so long left 

outside the great debates on European unity, partly because of its peculiar wartime 

trajectory, but also because of the overriding need to make terms with the USSR, Finland 

came late to integration, and with all the wild enthusiasm of the neophyte, the political 

and intellectual elite hailed Europe as the new focus of the nation’s identity.” A strong 

case can therefore be made that Finns have supported European integration with an 

enthusiasm exceeding that of the other Lutheran Nordic nations because they regard 

connections with Brussels as a vibrant form of protection from the East. 

 The next question would most likely concern the remaining six nations—Austria, 

Belgium, Holland, Ireland, Luxembourg, and Switzerland—whose respective political 

theologies and their effects on European integration were not considered in the narratives 

above. The three Benelux countries as well as Austria registered as theologically neutral. 

How has that persuasion influenced their European choices? As Christian countries, what 

have Ireland and Switzerland decided with respect to the EU, and why?  

                                                             
42 Finland was also the first Nordic country to incorporate (1990) the European 
Convention on Human Rights into its national law. Denmark followed suit in 1992, 
Sweden and Norway in 1994, and finally Iceland in 1995 (Hirschl 2011: 459).  
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 Although the following response may somewhat disappoint the interested reader, 

it is essential to allow these questions, however tantalizing, to formally be left 

unanswered. It was never the intention of this dissertation, in the first place, to explain the 

European choices of every nation in the census. Rather, in the first chapter, two research 

hypotheses were proposed: Roman Catholicism would correspond with European 

integration and Protestantism with its absence; and the object of the study was to see if 

either or both of these propositions were true, and if true, to attempt to explain why. The 

presence of Judaism, Islam, secularism, Buddhism, and other theologies found among 

European populations is not denied, just as competing economic, technocratic, strategic, 

or geographic incentives or disincentives to European integration are not either. This 

study does not advance a Catholic or a Protestant determinism, but merely suggests, on 

the basis of the empirical results, that those theological distinctions may carry some 

explanatory power within the overall pattern of integration. The original research 

objectives connecting Roman Catholicism with the presence but Protestantism with the 

absence of European integration, therefore, have been considered, and any further attempt 

at theoretical development at this juncture would be unfounded, unsafe, and unwelcome. 

The conclusion of this study will speak to the theological politics of European and of 

other nations not comprehended in the two hypotheses above, but for now, I turn to the 

German (federal), British (supranational), Norwegian (intergovernmental), and Swiss 
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(confederal) case chapters, which will illustrate in greater detail the theological to 

constitutional to political development of European authority and value. 
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THE CHRISTIAN FEDERALISM OF GERMANY 

 

 Painting the portrait of one’s emperor as a composite of fruits and vegetables does 

not intuitively sound like the homage of a dutiful subject, but Giuseppe Arcimboldo, a 

pioneer of irreverent invention, decided he would take the risk. Vertumnus (1591), which 

hangs in the Skoklosters slott in Sweden, depicts the countenance of Holy Roman 

Emperor Rudolf II (1576-1612) as an assortment of various aliments. His Majesty has a 

pear for a nose, red apples for cheeks, green beans for either eyebrows or eyelids, corn 

(appropriately enough) for a left ear, and a cherry and blueberry, respectively, for his left 

and right eyes. Rudolf, as shall be mentioned in good time, tragically preferred the 

magical world of precious stones, vaulted luminosity, flowing robes, and other sensory 

wonders of the royal apartments to the bewildering complexity of the theological 

divisions tearing his monarchy apart; but for now, the Arcimboldo imperial hodgepodge 

symbolizes the enduring constitution of Germany: numerous discordant pieces uneasily 

assembled into an overarching whole. This initial case chapter shall trace the 

development of Lutheran theology in Germany during the sixteenth century (I), describe 

the extent to which the management of the resulting confessional disunity served as the 

main impetus for the development of the German constitution during the seventeenth (II), 

and finally consider the significance of notions of Christian reconciliation for the politics 
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of postwar Christian Democracy (III), including the support for supranational European 

integration. 

 I. The Spread of Lutheran Theology in the German Empire (1517-55) 

 This first section shall describe the rapid process by which the theological 

teachings of a single Catholic monk—Martin Luther—would permanently divide the 

German people into two confessional allegiances, a Protestant north and a remaining 

Roman Catholic south, including Austria. The origination of this world-historical schism 

is anecdotal, deriving from the details of Luther’s biography. Born in Mansfield to Hans 

Luther, a peasant who acquired considerable wealth in the local copper industry, Martin 

earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Erfurt, the latter in 

1505. An excellent student, Luther, with the full support of his father, set about law 

studies, but whilst en route, a lighting blast led him to cry out for mercy to St. Anne, 

vowing that he would become a monk if she could successfully spare his life. True to his 

vow, he immediately entered the Augustinian monastery at Erfurt. 

 Luther made a scrupulous but restless monk, vexing his brethren with obsessive 

confession of relatively minor moral infractions. Whilst attempting to achieve salvation 

through an impossible exactitude of good works, he began to arrive at a transformative 

conception of the Gospel during the second decade of the sixteenth century. He was 

especially appalled by the selling of indulgences, donations to the Church by which the 

donor, among other specious pretenses, might anticipate a shortened sentence in 
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Purgatory. Transferred to the University of Wittenberg in 1511—and granted the 

doctorate the following year—Luther nailed his famous Ninety-five Theses to the castle 

church door in the hope of initiating academic debate on the practice, only to discover, as 

would so often prove the case, that his composition quickly achieved a much larger and 

less educated audience. Through his lifelong dedication to the reform of Western 

Christianity, Luther authored an extensive if not staggering volume of work which fills 

several dozen volumes,1 and which includes sermons, commentaries, epistles, hymns, and 

formal theological treatises; but three monographs from the pivotal year 1520—one 

theological, one constitutional, and one political—provide the foundations of a movement 

that would quickly and permanently change the world.  

 The Freedom of a Christian ([Von der Freheit eines Christenmenschen] 2013), 

first, provides a pure and succinct expression of the simplicity, rationality, and justice of 

Luther’s theological thinking, an Apostolic piety in his view retrieved from the ornament, 

confusion, and immorality of the Renaissance Church. The true Christian, for Luther, has 

both an internal and an external dimension. The interior man (innerlicher Mensch) should 

keep up Christ within himself confident that the mortal human soul is the bride of Christ, 

and that all people are priests before God. Faith freely received and freely given is central 

to the Gospel message, and thus the Church has erred egregiously with its 

incomprehensible mass, clerical enrichment, sexual misunderstanding, and assertion of 

                                                             
1 The complete Martin Luther in English is that of Pelikan and Lehman (1955-86).  
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salvation through works as opposed to through Christ’s atoning sacrifice. “Thus we see,” 

Luther writes, “that in faith a Christian has enough, and no works are required to make 

him pious…That is Christian freedom: faith alone” (24-25). The external man 

(äußerlicher Mensch), furthermore, is someone who can meaningfully participate in 

church and society knowing that good works such as prayer, singing, fasting, almsgiving, 

and healing flow naturally, indeed irresistibly from a faithful heart. The Catholic Church 

at the time imposed the confession of sin, the recitation of prayers, the giving of tithes 

and of offerings, the worship of saints, the undertaking of pilgrimages, and many other 

forms of devotion and acknowledgments of submission without satisfactorily explaining 

why. Luther not only condemned much of Church practice as extra-Biblical, but, more 

importantly, as deeply disruptive of the loving individual relationship with God necessary 

for proper moral and spiritual development. “Thus it is clear that faith alone, by sheer 

grace and through Christ and His word, makes a person sufficiently pious and saved” 

(34). No person therefore need count off his or her sins and wickedness as Luther 

apprehensively did in the monastery, given that Christ offered himself once for the sins of 

the whole world.  

 The Pagan Servitude of the Church ([Von der Babylonischen gefengknuß der 

Kirchen] 1962), next, argues that the papal institution has corrupted ecclesiastical law and 

authority almost beyond repair. Luther works through the seven sacraments of the Church 
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as defined at the time,2 and describes how each has been perverted beyond recognition by 

the jealously, greed, and ambition of the Bishops of Rome. First and most serious is the 

transformation of the Lord’s Supper—by which Christ, on the night in which he was 

betrayed, commanded his followers to eat and drink in his remembrance—from a 

celebratory meal to a stupefying feat of mysticism, by which ordinary people are 

nefariously designed to prostrate themselves before a doctrine of transubstantiation they 

cannot fathom that is read out in a language they cannot understand. This deliberate 

enchantment of the Lord’s Supper is for Luther and for all Protestant theorists after him 

both deliberately irrational and contradictory to the example of Christ through Scripture, 

who invited his followers to partake of his body and blood, once again, through faith, the 

deliberate application of a clear conscience. “The mass is simply the divine promise or 

testament of Christ confirmed in the sacrament of His body and blood” (282).  

 Luther similarly seeks to retrieve the theology of baptism from its deplorable 

Roman obfuscations. Christians, he argues, have forgotten the theological significance of 

the rite by which they, through corporal immersion, signify their death to sin and rising to 

new life through Christ Jesus. Baptism occurs only once—preferably during infancy—

and for the Church to have so completely substituted pilgrimages, vows, indulgences, 

icons, and other non-Biblical forms of devotion fills Luther with the greatest indignation, 

                                                             
2 Luther explains toward the end that only baptism and the Lord’s Supper should properly 
be considered sacraments, but his authorial intent is less to disestablish the others than to 
expose the papacy.  
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and leads him to his harshest critique of all: “The papacy is identical with the kingdom of 

Babylon and the real Antichrist. For who else is the ‘man of sin’ and the ‘son of 

perdition’ (II Thess. 2:3) than he who, by his doctrines and statutes, increases sin and 

multiplies the loss of souls in Christendom, while himself enthroned in the church as if he 

were God?” (306-07). The sacrament of penance, too, has been debased from earnest 

reflection upon sin to a grotesque theological barter and exchange, while confirmation, 

however innocuous in itself, has no scriptural basis. 

 Christian marriage, fifth, is found in deep disrepair given the Roman Catholic 

idolization of the celibate life and imposition of it upon the priesthood, a standard to 

which very few can faithfully adhere that was never mandated by God. A superlative 

Biblical linguist, Luther explains in this context that a sacrament is a “mysterion, a secret 

thing described by words, but seized by faith in the heart” (328). In marriage, as in the 

other sacraments, Luther insists on retrieving the willful human dimension. With regard 

to ordination, Luther explains that the papacy has elaborated and mystified the Apostolic 

simplicity of the laying on of hands beyond recognition, such that, among other adverse 

effects, the laity are made to feel that Catholic priests are an exalted class who enjoy the 

peculiar favor of God, while extreme unction, finally, is neither Apostolic nor Jamesian, 

humane as it may be to minister to those on their deathbeds. Luther argues that Catholic 

rites and ceremonies may in a spirit of humility be tolerated in given cases, but both 

clergy and laity must understand that they are not necessary to salvation, and are not to be 
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substituted for a personal relationship with Christ through faith. “For it is mean, 

iniquitous, and servile for a Christian man,” he concludes, “with his freedom, to be 

subjected to any regulations except the heavenly and divine” (344).  

 Finally, Luther’s Appeal to the Ruling Class of German Nationality ([An den 

christlichen Adel deutscher Nation] 1962) lays out the political program by which his 

theological vision is to be instituted in sixteenth century Germany, and must be 

considered, on account of the extent and permanence of its effects, one of the most 

important documents in international history. Luther begins by identifying the “three 

walls” (drei Mauren) behind which the papists conceal their indefensible positions and 

policies. First, they erect canon law on pretense of excusing themselves from secular 

authority, when all people and institutions must, under God, submit to the authority of 

their temporal prince. Second, Luther completely denies that only the pope can interpret 

Scripture, and third, that he alone can summon an ecumenical council. Thus his overall 

preliminary argument is that one law, right, and constitution applies with equal force and 

without exception to both laity and clergy, including the pope himself. Luther concludes, 

“It is obvious to all that they [the papists], like us, are subject to the authority of the state, 

that they have no warrant to expound Scripture arbitrarily and without special knowledge. 

They are not empowered to prohibit a council or, according to their pleasure, to 

determine its decisions in advance” (417).  
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 After some comment on the pomp and luxury of the Holy See combined with its 

excessive taxation of Germany on the pretense of resisting the Turks, Luther outlines 

twenty-seven suggestions for improving the theological, constitutional, and political state 

of Europe, although with an emphasis on Germany and Rome. One set of proposals is 

intended to humble the pride, reduce the extravagance, and suspend the prerogatives of 

the “wretched, pagan, and unchristian regime of the pope” (436). These include the 

immediate suspension of all German annates and benefices to Rome (i-ii), the subsequent 

denial of all pontifical reservations (v-vi), the downsizing of the swollen curia (vii), the 

abolition of episcopal oaths of allegiance to the pope (viii), the suspension of papal 

claims to Naples and Sicily (x), and the abolition of the kissing of papal feet (xi). Another 

main idea is the larger reform of the Church itself, which for Luther must proceed in 

unison with the defeat of the papacy. Pilgrimages to Rome (xii) thus ought to be 

suspended, given that they on the basis of false theology consume between fifty and one 

hundred of a pilgrim’s hard-earned guilders “while his wife and child, or his neighbor, 

suffer from distress at home” (444). The decommissioning of chapels and churches in 

sparsely inhabited places (xx) will also improve ecclesiastical economy, while a 

reduction in festival days (xviii) should in proportion furnish fewer opportunities for 

idleness and intoxication. The abolition of the interdict (xvii) and of indulgences, 

dispensations, and fraternities (xxiii), a reduction in the quantity and variety of masses 

(xxii), including for the dead (xvi), and the opening of marriage to godparents and to 
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those of the third and fourth degrees of kinship (xix) will also help emancipate the 

Church from the intolerable papal yoke. Regarding the reform of monasteries and 

convents—a peculiar concern to the former Augustinian—Luther argues that the 

construction of mendicant houses ought to be immediately suspended (xiii, xxi) and that, 

following the example of the Apostles, Christians ought to be free to come and go from 

monasteries as they please. Monks and nuns should also have full authority to forgive 

each other’s sins (xv).  

 Luther’s third general category of proposals, however, is from a political 

perspective the most important. Luther forcefully argues that the German empire, church, 

and nation must recognize its humiliation and imprisonment at the hands of the distant 

papal court and initiate a revolution against this unprecedented thralldom. He first insists 

that all episcopal installations henceforth take place on German soil (iii), and continues 

by arguing that no civil or secular concerns should henceforth be referred to pontifical, 

but rather always to imperial arbitration (iv). This alteration includes the abolition of all 

papal authority over the German emperor, excepting only the traditional right of 

crowning and anointing (ix). Luther in this context emphasizes the fraudulence of the 

“Donation of Constantine”—by which the monarch of Constantinople supposedly 

committed the care of the Western provinces to the Bishop of Rome—and argues that the 

Church should in both theory and practice abandon all claim to temporal power, 

especially over his native Germany. Once the German emperor recovers his lawful 
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authority, Luther appears to suggest, he may then set about enabling clerical marriage 

(xiv), pacifying the Hussites3 in Bohemia (xiv), and reforming the universities (xxv), 

where uncritical allegiance to Aristotelian thought has obscured the study of the 

Scriptures and proclamation of the Gospel. Above all, however, the German people 

should recognize that their empire has no historical or constitutional connection with that 

of Augustus and the Roman emperors, and for this reason requires no participation from 

the Holy See. In a highly significant movement toward the development of German 

national consciousness, Luther concludes, “Let the pope give us the Roman empire and 

all it means, but let our country be free from his intolerable taxes and frauds. Give us 

back our freedom, our power, our honor, our bodies and souls; and let us be an empire as 

an empire ought to be” (479-80). In addressing these stirring words as well as the 

document as a whole specifically to the German nobility, Luther makes a political choice 

regarding which estate is most likely to effectively support his constitutional program for 

a revitalized German empire emancipated from the theological enslavement of the 

pontifical authority of Rome.  

 Regarding the historical process by which Luther’s ideas took hold of much of 

Germany, the first step appeared completely unexpected: the peasant revolution. In an 

intriguing example of pre-Marxian class consciousness, much of the German peasantry 

                                                             
3 Named after John Huss, martyred at Constance in 1415, this pre-Protestant series of 
movements were demanding communion in both kinds, vernacular preaching, and 
diminution of the temporal power of the Church.  
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interpreted Luther’s teaching to signify approval for insurrection against lords and 

confiscation of their property; and concerned that misinterpretation of his ideas was 

inciting social havoc, Luther condemned the peasants in the strongest possible terms. 

“Now is the time of the sword and of wrath, not of mercy…the peasants have evil 

consciences and an unjust cause, and whatever peasants are slain over this are lost in 

body and soul and are eternally the devil’s,” he argues in Against the Robbing and 

Murdering Hordes of Peasants ([Wider die Mordischen und Reubischen Rotten der 

Bawren, 1525] 2013: 121). Even he felt uneasy about such language afterwards, but 

central to Luther’s condemnation at the time was that the riotous peasants had broken 

their oaths of civil submission, were wrongfully plundering castles and monasteries, and 

were invoking the Gospel to justify such mayhem. In a formulation four centuries before 

its time, Luther argues that the Kingdom of Christ does not on its own obviate private 

property and inaugurate Communism. “Baptism does not make one free in body and 

possessions, but in soul; and the gospel does not make possessions common” (119).  

 Once the German nobility, with the assistance of Luther’s polemics, successfully 

repressed the peasant uprising, they proceeded to state their theological case to Emperor 

Charles V at the imperial diet convened at Augsburg in 1530. As discussed in chapter 

three (p. 132), they produced a confession that has become the most important instrument 

of the Lutheran tradition, reflecting very closely the demands Luther had articulated in 

the treatises of 1520. Amid the appeal for sacraments of both bread and wine, clerical 
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marriage, and a general restoration of Biblical theology and Apostolic practice, the 

overall thesis is that a right relationship with God is based upon personal faith. “By faith 

alone is apprehended remission of sins and grace. And because the Holy Spirit is received 

by faith, our hearts are now renewed; and so put on new affections, so that they are able 

to bring forth good works” (II.XX).4 John, Duke of Saxony and Elector, George, 

Margrave of Brandenburg, Ernest, Duke of Luneburg, Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, John 

Frederick, Duke of Saxony, Francis, Duke of Luneberg, Wolfgang, Prince of Anhalt, and 

the Senates of Nuremberg and Reutlingen signed the Augsburg Confession, yet Charles 

refused to recognize the appeal; and the Protestants formed a war pact in Smalkalden (in 

Hesse-Nassau) the following year.5 The resistance league was temporarily defeated in 

1547 after the capture of both Philip and John Frederick, but an alliance with the 

French—promised lands in western Germany—brokered by Maurice of Saxony forced 

Charles to yield in 1552; and in the Diet of Augsburg of 1555, the Protestants 

permanently achieved the acknowledged right to practice their religion within the 

German empire, henceforth dividing the German speaking people into Roman Catholic 

and Protestant Lutheran populations. 

 II. German Constitutional Law as an Answer to Theological Conflict (1648-1933) 

                                                             
4 Tantum fide apprehenditur remissio peccatorum ac gratia. Et quia per fidem accipitur 
Spiritus Sanctus, jam corda renovantur et induunt novos affectus, ut parere bona opera 
possint.   
5 For a more extensive discussion of this political history, see the classic study of Elton 
(1963).  
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 During the following century, Germany headquartered the European 

constitutional revolution intended in large measure to guarantee a functioning society in 

the midst of permanent theological division. At the broadest conceptual level, the state 

emerged in Western Europe during the seventeenth century as a response to the failures 

of the Church, wherein a new order was proposed that would place limitations upon the 

application of theology to public life. If one proceeds to examine the writings of Thomas 

Hobbes, John Locke, Hugo Grotius, Christian Thomasius, and other natural law theorists 

of the period, the common concern for the imposition of limitations on theological 

politics and even belief is absolutely enormous. In essence, such theorists contended that 

thinking Europeans would never come to a consensus on the authority of the Bishop of 

Rome, the nature of the Holy Communion, the proper governance of the Apostolic 

Church, or the various locales of the afterlife and who is destined for each; and therefore 

they must agree to disagree and to tolerate such dissent within their civilization for the 

sake of its peace and continuation. This process has already been described with respect 

to Switzerland and Great Britain, and the discussion shall now turn to where the 

theological suffering and desolation of the Wars of Religion was most acute: Germany. 

 Tragically, the Peace of Augsburg proved temporary; and a wider European 

conflagration unfortunately became necessary in order to impart lasting mutual respect of 

theological differences. Historians continue to debate the true significance of the Thirty 

Years War and the resulting Peace of Westphalia (Bueno de Mesquita 2000; Krasner 
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1995-96), which too often functions as a creation myth with which to start off an 

international relations syllabus. This analysis focuses on the impact of the war on the 

German lands, where it gave rise to a constitutional settlement intended to preserve 

imperial sovereignty amid confessional disunity; and subsequent iterations of German 

constitutional law were likewise much concerned with achieving undivided authority 

amid divided theology.  

 In the year 1618, the Germans of the German lands remained deeply divided in 

their faith. The Princes leaned Roman Catholic, the free cities leaned Lutheran, and the 

imperial Electors were split almost down the middle. The Catholic Church—whose 

votaries passed their days amid its plays, festivals, and other parish observances—

remained hegemonic in the Alps and the Rhineland, while the Lutheran faith had taken 

hold of the northern and eastern regions. As would turn out to also be the case three 

centuries later, an act of anti-Hapsburg terrorism incited wider European war. In this 

case, a Protestant assembly in Bohemia which much resented the policies of their most 

Catholic overlords reported to the governor’s rooms in the Hradschin Palace in Prague, 

and defenestrated the two imperial governors and their secretary. Ferdinand, at the 

instigation of the papal legation in Bohemia, responded with the complete suppression of 

Protestantism in the province, and events rapidly escalated toward war.  

 The military history of the Thirty Years War remains a deeply improbable 

subject. “In some areas,” observes Munck (2005: 2), “wartime destruction was so severe 
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that much historical evidence has itself disappeared.” The outlines of violent conflict, 

however, consisted in Catholic fighting Protestant states and a Catholic emperor fighting 

Protestant states, a series of civil wars in which foreign powers began to intervene. 

Denmark under Christian IV disastrously attempted (1625-29) to do so, and the emperor 

responded with the 1629 Edict of Restitution demanding the return of all secularized 

Church property since 1552, an unnecessarily harsh and unrealistic measure that served 

to prolong hostilities. Decisive, however, was the 1630 Swedish intervention of Gustaf II 

Adolph, a devout Lutheran determined to ride to the defense of his co-religionists. 

Although he was killed two years later in the Battle of Lützen, Swedish military and 

political power continued to be exerted by Axel Oxenstierna—a powerful realpolitik 

minister—in the name of the infant Queen Kristina; and the adventitious Swedes not only 

emerged with the spoil of Rudolph’s vast art collections,6 but, more importantly, with the 

power sufficient to bring the warring parties to the negotiating table. 

 Two multilateral treaties of October, 1648 comprise the so-called Peace of 

Westphalia.7 One was negotiated primarily between the German emperor and the French 

king at Münster, and the other between Sweden and the empire at Osnabrück. The first 

two articles of each affirm that “there shall be a Christian and universal peace” (pax sit 

christiana, universalis) to be achieved through “oblivion and amnesty” (oblivion et 

                                                             
6 This is the reason that Vertumnus resides in Sweden as opposed to in Germany.  
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amnistia) of all that has passed, provided the belligerents take no further hostile actions 

against each other. The majority of the content of each is dedicated to the recovery and 

restitution of particular persons and groups affected by the war. Church property had to 

be restored, claims and vendettas altered or abolished, peculiar dynasties answered, legal 

prerogatives clarified, much if not all in the service or for the benefit of names lost to 

history. Among the most important provisions of the Münster treaty—which, on account 

of the mutual Catholicism of the signatories, is less concerned with religion—the 

imperial Electors are to be restored to their pre-bellum supremacy (6), Basel and the 

Swiss Cantons henceforth are constitutionally exempt from the empire (63), regular Diets 

shall be convened (66), and prisoners mutually released (110), all of which shall serve as 

“perpetual law and established sanction of the empire” (perpetua lex et pragmatica 

Imperii sanctio, 120). It is the Osnabrück treaty, however, that contains the more 

historically significant articles of religion, of which the extensive fifth is the most 

important. It emphatically reinstates the Peace of Augsburg, grants theological 

sovereignty to the free imperial cities, clarifies the position of the Lutheran princes within 

the Diet, and sets forth a formulation whereby if a cleric changes his confession, he 

obviously loses his job, but not his honor or reputation. “Nothing shall be added of new 

to the ancient statutes,” article five reads, “that may wound the conscience, or hurt the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
7 Scholarly translations of the Westphalian treaties with critical commentary are available 
online at http://www.pax-westphalica.de/ipmipo/indexen.html. The project was created 
by Konrad Repgen of the University of Bonn.   
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cause of the Catholics, or of those of the Augsburg Confession, or diminish their rights.”8 

Theological sovereignty shall be local as opposed to imperial, and the respective estates 

of the empire shall be free to select their confession and to have their decision accepted 

by other German and European powers: the wars of religion are concluded. Most 

radically perhaps, Catholic and Lutheran minorities shall be permitted to observe their 

faith unmolested by the authorities, although this right was not accorded to other faiths. 

The treaty reads, “It has moreover been found good, that those of the Confession of 

Augsburg, who are subjects of the Catholics, and the Catholic subjects of the states of the 

Confession of Augsburg…shall in consequence of the said peace be patiently suffered 

and tolerated, without any hindrance or impediment to attend their devotions in their 

houses and in private, with all liberty of conscience.”9 Taken as a whole, these clauses 

represented the most systematic constraints ever imposed on political theology, and by 

establishing shared toleration of religious differences within a constitutional framework, 

the Westphalian settlement achieved a fundamental prerequisite of democratic 

citizenship. 

                                                             
8 Statutis antiquis nihil de novo admisceatur, quod catholicorum vel Augustanae 
confessioni addictorum conscientiam et causam pro cuiusque parte laedere eorumve ius 
imminuere possit. 
9 Placuit porro, ut illi catholicorum subditi Augustanae confessioni addicti ut et catholici 
Augustanae confessionis statuum subditi...patienter tolerentur et conscientia libera domi 
devotioni suae sine inquisitione aut turbatione privatim vacare, in vicinia vero, ubi et 
quoties voluerint.  
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 These peace terms were respected by France, Sweden, the German Princes, the 

German emperor, and the other former theologico-political belligerents, and were 

interpreted by political theorists of the latter seventeenth century as inaugurating new 

principles for a new era of international relations. Among the most important was Samuel 

Pufendorf (1632-94), the supreme expositor of the German constitutional order. Born in 

Saxony, he became professor of international law at the University of Lund in 1670 at the 

invitation of Charles XI, and in 1688 moved to Berlin to serve as court historian and 

councilor. Although less familiar to Americans, Pufendorf’s writings on natural law 

([1660] 2009, [1673] 2002), Protestant theology ([1679] 1691, [1687] 2002, [1695] 

2002), and what is now known as comparative politics ([1682] 2013) were all extremely 

influential in their time; and in The Present State of Germany ([De Statu Imperii 

Germanici, 1667] 2007), a product of the post-Westphalian period, Pufendorf provides 

the most influential conceptualization of the German constitution in existing literature, 

and therefore this analysis now turns to it. 

 Purportedly the work of “Severinus de Monzambano,” an inquisitive tourist 

through Germany, Pufendorf’s point of departure is that the Holy Roman Empire of the 

German lands represents what would now be styled a deviant case, an observation that 

defies existing frameworks and typologies. “The Government, State, or Empire of 

Germany hath something of Irregularity in it, which will not suffer us to bring it under 

any of the simple forms of Government, as they are usually described by the Masters of 
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Politicks” (159). To arrive at his own answer, Pufendorf first delves into German history, 

wherein he concludes that the mighty Charlemagne in fact belonged more to France than 

to Germany, and that the “Roman” appellation is but a medieval contrivance of the 

Church, and neither useful nor necessary to the German people. He then considers the 

tortuous constitutional dimension, which consumes the bulk of his study. Pufendorf 

identifies princes, bishops, and cities as the main estates of the German empire 

(reipublicae),10 and discusses the characteristics of each. The princes, to begin with, are 

less subjects than allies of the emperor, given that their executive power—including the 

use of lethal force—is unquestioned within their territories; and thus they are de facto 

sovereign within their realms. The bishops or ecclesiastical princes are meanwhile 

exceedingly wealthy, and in accordance with the Golden Bull of 1356, join secular lords 

as Kurfürsten, the eight-member11 electoral college that selects the emperor, in addition 

to monopolizing high offices such as Lord Cupbearer or Lord High Chamberlain. In 

Pufendorf’s view, the electoral princes are in effect the oligarchic rulers of Germany. The 

Master of the Teutonic Order, the Archbishopricks of Saltsburg and Basanzon, and the 

free imperial cities such as Augsburg, Cologne, or Lubeck also prominently enter into the 

equation. The imperial throne itself, finally, lies implicitly in Hapsburg hands, on account 

of the immense lands and riches—including the Hungarian crown—of that formidable 

                                                             
10 The Diet itself had three houses, those of electors, princes, and free cities.  
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dynasty. Thus Pufendorf answers his main research question by concluding that the 

German constitutional organism is truly unique, being a wondrously idiosyncratic 

institutional chaos of civil and ecclesiastical powers that defies the neat Aristotelian 

notion of monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy. In the work’s most famous passage, 

which was quoted throughout Europe and very nearly led to his arrest, Pufendorf 

summarizes, “Germany is an Irregular Body, and like some Mis-shapen Monster 

[monstro simile], if, at least, it be measured by the common Rules of Politicks and Civil 

Prudence, and that nothing similar to it, in my opinion, exists anywhere on the whole 

globe” (176).   

 Pufendorf is also much concerned, however, with the Catholic and Lutheran 

divide, and attempts to describe the matter objectively. One of his main conclusions is 

that German wealth, power, and sovereignty has been deeply compromised by having so 

many Catholic priests with such extensive lands and assets for so long look to a Roman 

bishop, as opposed to at a German emperor for their ultimate authority. The palaces,12 

treasures, and extensive estates in the hands of Catholic clergy derived from the unwary 

generosity of secular lords during the Middle Ages, who enriched the Church only to 

receive little return on their investment, and who in so doing diminished the authority of 

the German state. “Seeing the Priests and Monks depend upon another Head, who is no 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
11 The electoral princes of the Holy Roman Empire were the Archbishops of Mentz, 
Trier, and Cologne, the King of Bohemia, the Dukes of Bavaria and Saxony, the 
Marquess of Brandenburg, and the Count Palatine.  
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part of the German Empire...And this, to those that love their Country more than the 

Church of Rome, seems the greatest mischief that can betide any state” (205), writes 

Pufendorf. Reading the Westphalian treaties discussed above, he affirms, by a similar 

logic, that the Protestants ultimately emerge the stronger, given that they won an 

inalienable right to exist and exercise autonomy over their own ecclesiastical affairs. 

Twenty years later, Pufendorf would defend nationalization of religion in Of the Nature 

and Qualification of Religion in Reference to Civil Society, but in this place, he contents 

himself by observing, “The Condition of the Protestant Princes is better here than that of 

the Roman Catholicks, because the latter are subject to the Pope; whereas the former 

govern their Affairs of Religion in their own Right” (134). In short, Pufendorf identifies 

the considerable extent to which confessional disunity intensified the confusion of what 

was already the most bewildering constitutional organism in Europe.  

 Subsequent iterations of the German constitutional order were forced to cope with 

the Westphalian acknowledgement of two confessions amid one people, and to attempt to 

forge undivided sovereignty and power in spite of it. In the eighteenth century, German 

leadership shifted northeast to the Kingdom of Prussia, whose definitive ruler Frederick 

the Great (r. 1740-86) gained great distinction as a king-general, leading his army in a 

series of decisive military victories. Prussian political theology, for its part, was a strange 

fusion of medieval chauvinism, clerical authoritarianism, and an Hegelian cult of the state 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
12 Perhaps the most famous is the Residence of Würzburg.   
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similar in some respects to French republicanism, but somehow more dehumanizing and 

sinister. The high priest of Prussia’s sacralization of the officer corps was Carl von 

Clausewitz, who, distilling the lessons of the national defeat at the hands of Napoleon, 

concluded the following in his landmark War ([Vom Kriege, 1832] 1982: 118-19): “The 

War of a community—of whole Nations, and particularly of civilized Nations—always 

starts from a political condition, and is called forth by a political motive…War is a mere 

continuation of policy by other means.” 

 Prussian militarism therefore provided the ideological foundations for the coerced 

unification of much of the German-speaking peoples beneath Berlin. Although the 

Constitution of the German Empire (Verfassung des Deutchen Reiches) of 1871 

contained no theological content—the rule of the Lutheran aristocracy being implicitly 

understood—the Lutheran Prince Bismarck soon had occasion to reveal his true 

theological colors. Pius IX’s Syllabus of Errors (Syllabus Errorum) of 1864 had 

condemned liberalism, socialism, and secularism, the first Vatican council of 1870 had 

decreed papal infallibility, and that same year imperial German Catholics—now one-third 

of the entire population—chartered a Centre Party in order to oppose the chancellor’s 

policies. The response was Bismarck’s famous Kulturkampf, wherein he attempted 

unsuccessfully to legislate away German political Catholicism. Declaring German 

Catholics Reichsfeinde or enemies of the state, Bismarck banned the Jesuits, threatened to 

deport seditious priests, and in the nationalist May Laws of 1873, compelled new 
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Catholic clerics to attend state universities, to accept state supervision of their 

appointments, and to relinquish the registration of births, weddings, and deaths to the 

state. In response, Catholic newspapers sounded a confessional call to arms, and the 

Centre Party in 1874 increased its share in parliament from sixty-three to ninety-one seats 

(Rapport 2005: 189), and continued to represent Catholic interests throughout the 

imperial and Weimar periods. The Iron Chancellor had evidently roused a sleeping lion, 

and in underestimating the extent to which German Catholics would defy the empire on 

behalf of their faith, he proved unable to alter the reciprocity and mutual respect codified 

in the Westphalian settlement, and was therefore compelled to accommodate and to 

uphold the rights of his Catholic subjects. 

 With this contentious history in mind, the Weimar Constitution (1919) ratified 

after the empire’s defeat and collapse contained seven articles (135-41) designed to 

explicitly address “Religion and Religious Communities” (Religion und 

Religionsgesellschaften). There would, most importantly, be no state church for the entire 

republic, thus freeing Pufendorf’s kaleidoscope of ecclesiastical regimes from the fear of 

overarching domination. Furthermore, no one would be required to publicly profess his or 

her faith, soldiers could not be denied chapel, and the public law status of the religious 

communities would be fully preserved, including the power of taxation over their 

members. The Weimar Constitution elsewhere provided for religious instruction in state 

schools (149). In short, the ill-fated German democracy between the wars, while not 
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confessional itself, was no secular organism either on account of its respect for the 

Westphalian arrangements.  

 The National Socialists came to power in Germany in 1933, and although they 

built up a horrifying totalitarian dictatorship never formally repealed the Weimar 

Constitution. The relationship between Nazism and Christianity is highly complex and 

has been the subject of renewed interest on account of Steigmann-Gall’s The Holy Reich 

(2003). Without over-simplifying an involved history, the Nazi leadership generally 

behaved as if it regarded the Roman Catholic faith as a greater obstacle to its power than 

the Lutheran. The Lutheran churches were all local, and some indissolubly linked to the 

trusted Prussian militarism of the Junker officer class. The Catholic Church, however, 

was far more autonomous, and was supported by a foreign headquarters often in the habit 

of issuing meddling pronouncements. Political Catholicism could therefore serve as a 

potential threat to the regime. Hitler had written in Mein Kampf ([1927] 1999: 112-13), 

“Protestantism as such is a better defender of the interests of Germanism, in so far as this 

is grounded in its genesis and later tradition…Protestantism will always stand up for the 

advancement of all Germanism as such, as long as matters of inner purity or national 

deepening as well as German freedom are involved.”  

 With this distinction in mind, one of Hitler’s first diplomatic acts was the 

negotiation of a concordat between the Holy See and the German Reich (Konkordat 
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zwischen dem Heiligen Stuhl und dem Deutschen Reich, 1933),13 wherein the Nazis set 

about to disarm or coopt an organization that even they could not destroy. The respective 

delegations were Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli in the name of Pius XI and Vice Chancellor 

Franz von Papen for Hitler; and the treaty, in the first instance, recognizes existing 

constitutional foundations in that Catholic organizations are to preserve their public law 

character in Hitler’s Reich. “Catholic parishes, parish and diocesan societies, episcopal 

sees, bishoprics and chapters, religious Orders and Congregations, as well as institutions, 

foundations and property which are under ecclesiastical authority,” states the thirteenth 

article, “shall remain publicly recognized corporations in so far as they have been 

hitherto.”14 This passage, combined with numerous guarantees throughout for Catholic 

education, in essence perpetuates the logic of Münster and Osnabrück, at least to the 

limited degree that the poorly educated Hitler probably understood it. But the Reich 

Concordat goes further, in that it through several unprecedented instruments inclines the 

allegiance of German Catholics toward their new masters. Catholic priests active in 

Germany must be German citizens who studied in Germany at both secondary and 

university level (14.1), religious Superiors based in Germany must also be German 

                                                             
13 http://www.newadvent.org/library/docs_ss33co.htm 
14 Die katholischen Kirchengemeinden, Kirchengemeindeverbände und 
Diözesanverbände, die Bischöflichen Stühle, Bistümer und Kapitel, die Orden und 
religiösen Genossenschaften sowie die unter Verwaltung kirchlicher Organe gestellen 
Anstalten, Stiftungen und Vermögensstücke der katholischen Kirche behalten bzw. 
Erlangen die Rechtsfähigkeit für den staatlichen Bereich nach den allgemeinen 
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citizens (15), and the Church promises to introduce into its liturgy special prayers (Gebst) 

for Hitler’s Reich (30). Most decisive of all, however, is the provision (16) requiring new 

German Catholic bishops, upon taking possession of their dioceses, to swear loyalty to 

the regime in the following ominous terms:  

“Before God and the Holy Gospels I swear and promise as becomes a 

bishop, loyalty to the German Reich…I swear and promise to honor the 

legally constituted Government and to cause the clergy of my diocese to 

honor it. In the performance of my spiritual office and in my solicitude for 

the welfare and the interests of the German Reich, I will endeavor to avoid 

all detrimental acts which might endanger it.15  

Much significance has been attached to the oath of personal allegiance Hitler extracted 

from all German army officers, a precaution that may have saved his life numerous times 

as the tide of war turned against him (Laffin 1965); but this oath of episcopal loyalty, 

although less widely known, may have been almost equally decisive in its own way. By 

requiring the leaders of the most powerful religious group in Europe and the world to 

swear to uphold the Nazi government, the Reich Concordat seriously diminished the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Vorschriften des staatlichen Rechtes, soweit sie solche bisher waren; den anderen können 
die gleichen Rechte nach Maßgabe des für alle geltenden Gesetzes gewährt werden.  
15 Vor Gott und auf die heiligen Evangelien schwöre und verspreche ich, so wie es einem 
Bischof geziemt, dem Deutschen Reich...Ich schwöre und achten und vorn meinem Klerus 
achten zu lassen. In der deutschen Staatswesens werde ich in Ausübung der mir 
übertragenen geistlichen Amtes jeden Schaden zu verhüten trachten, der es bedrohen 
könnte. 
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possibility that the terror of the swastika could ever be checked by the conscience of the 

cross.  

 To thus summarize and conclude this discussion, the theological bloodshed of the 

Thirty Years War occasioned the creation, through its multilateral peace terms, of a 

German constitutional order that sought to preserve unified sovereignty amid permanent 

confessional division, a development best described in Pufendorf. The subsequent 

Hohenzollern, Weimar, and even Nazi regimes in Germany found themselves compelled 

to respect and to perpetuate this arrangement: a Roman Catholic and Protestant Lutheran 

theological divide was unalterable. In the final part, it shall be explained how the politics 

of postwar Christian Democracy conceived of both German and European unification 

partially on the basis of confessional reconciliation. 

 III. The Politics of German Christian Democracy (1949-2007) 

 The overall thesis of this final political discussion is that the unification of 

German Christianity provided an important theoretical foundation for the postwar 

Christian Democratic program, a program that included democratic transition, energetic 

anti-Communism, social market development, compliance with international law, and the 

fusion of national sovereignty among the West European governments. Minute 

specification of policy is absent from the discourses of Christian Democratic Germany, 

which rather concern a more general elaboration of social goals and objectives on the 

basis of inclusive Christian values. The second and fourth chapters of this work 
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satisfactorily surveyed the growing historical literature detailing how, especially in its 

early years, many of the leading actors of supranational European politics shared a 

Christian Democratic agenda. To avoid duplication of effort, this discussion will bring to 

light primary source evidence that has thus far received less scholarly attention, but 

which is particularly relevant to the German case, considering in sequence the postwar 

Weltanschauung of Dr. Konrad Adenauer, the formation of the Christian Democratic 

Party beneath his leadership, and finally the party program as it exists in the new century. 

 Dr. Konrad Adenauer16 was the world-historical founder of the Christian 

Democratic Party (Christlich-Demokratische Partei) and primary author of democratic 

Germany. A devout Rhineland Catholic, Adenauer was born in 1876 just as Lutheran 

Prussia was consolidating its control over most of the German-speaking lands, and the 

aftermath of the confessional confrontation of the Kulturkampf was among his earliest 

political memories. Family life for Adenauer was representative of that of so many of his 

German co-religionists: a childhood passed within the spacious cosmos of the Church’s 

magisterium, the rhythms of its Latin liturgy furnishing the daily sustenance of intellect 

and affections. Adenauer began his career as an attorney, and from 1917 was Lord Mayor 

(Oberbürgermeister) of Cologne, the cathedral of which claims the relics of the Wise 

Men. His years as Lord Mayor were distinguished, his triumphs including the opening of 

                                                             
16 In Germany, the title doctor (Doktor) is used to distinguish politicians and civil 
servants of peculiar attainment, in addition to persons who have completed a research 
Ph.D.  
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Cologne University and the construction of the first German sports stadium; yet he was 

dismissed by the Nazis in 1933 on account of his prominent position within the Catholic 

Centre Party. Twice arrested by the Gestapo—a persecution sufficient to cause the 

premature death of his wife—the American authorities restored him as Lord Mayor in 

1945; and he immediately set about creating and assuming the chairmanship of the so-

called Christian Democratic Union. He also served, during the same interval, as President 

of the Parliamentary Council tasked with the composition of the German Basic Law 

(Grundgesetz) that was examined in the third chapter, and that entered into force in 1949. 

Elected Chancellor by the Bundestag the same year, Adenauer also served as his own 

Foreign Minister from 1951. In short, his influence upon post-Hitler German politics is 

greater than that of any other person; and a sustained examination of the open and 

explicit degree to which his kind of Christianity informed his enthusiasm for 

supranational European integration must be regarded as decisive. 

 Given that this research stands somewhat at the transmission of European political 

theology to an English-language audience, one might bring to the attention of both 

historians and theorists Journey to America, the official record of Dr. Adenauer’s public 

utterances during his two-week visit to the United States and Canada in April, 1953, 

compiled and published by the German embassy. As one might imagine, his conversation 

ranges over numerous subjects demanding urgent action simultaneously, including the 

enormous task of reconstruction and humanitarian provision, a potential resolution of the 
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status of the Saarland, and the horrendous demographic hemorrhage of East Germany, 

with thousands of refugees fleeing toward the West.17 These and other subjects to be 

identified below were to Adenauer not so much—indeed, not at all—opportunities for 

technical experts at the European or at any other level, but rather challenges the solutions 

of which depended primarily on a revival of Christian moral feeling. On the first full day 

(7 April) of his tour, the chancellor received an honorary doctorate in law from 

Georgetown University in Washington, and at that Roman Catholic institution stated the 

following: 

  Georgetown University consciously bases its research and teaching upon  

  Christian humanism. This seems to me of particular significance in the  

  sphere of international relations. The obligations inherent in the idea of  

  good faith, the recognition of an order based on law and binding upon  

  everyone, the rejection of State omnipotence and narrow State egotism,  

  the affirmation of solidarity of all men and nations and its concomitant  

  responsibilities…all these are ideas which have, to a considerable extent,  

  been formed and developed by Christian thought (24).18 

                                                             
17 Recognizing that this emigration would effectively end their regime, the Soviets put a 
stop to it by constructing the Berlin Wall in 1961.  
18 His language was very similar upon receiving another doctorate from the University of 
Ottawa on the eighteenth. “I am happy,” Adenauer states, “to have thus become a 
member of your university which distinguishes itself by its spirit of cooperation and 
tolerance as well as by its Christian principles. These Christian principles are indeed the 
only basis for the salvation of mankind in its present crisis. Previously, you have given 
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This prevailing Christian moral law—to which we as humans owe our lives and 

happiness and must repay through heartfelt allegiance each day—represented the point of 

departure for Dr. Adenauer’s Weltanschauung, his world-view or philosophy of existence 

that must inform the collective response to all great public questions. Foremost in his 

mind amid the American tour was the ominous threat of the Soviet Union and the far 

from implausible hypothesis that West Germany—despite existing American 

guarantees—might soon be swallowed up in the Iron Curtain. For Adenauer, 

Communism in Russia represented not merely another totalitarian ideology, but on 

account of its atheism and worship of industrial modernity a headlong defiance of the 

sovereignty of the heavenly father. In his address to the Council on Foreign Relations (16 

April), one of the more sustained expositions of policy amid his travels, Adenauer 

explained, “A mass spirit and loss of individuality is the first step toward communism 

and dictatorship. We must resist with all our strength this tendency and further the 

development of personality. The teachings of Christianity offer the most important help 

in this effort” (129). In most if not all such instances in which the German Chancellor 

discussed the existential threat from the East before American audiences, his analysis 

rested not on any comparison of competing economic systems, but rather on a bipolar 

theological divide between Christian democrats and godless Communists.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the degree of Honorary Doctor of Laws to my friends, President De Gasperi of Italy and 
former Foreign Minister Schuman of France” (174).  
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 With regard to his analyses of the European integration question specifically, the 

meticulous, post-Maastricht technocrat amid her minute calculations of the price of 

bananas or the proper distribution of agricultural subsides will be disappointed in the 

German Chancellor. Likewise, the social scientific theorist reliant upon careful 

distinctions between supranational and federal forms of integration will also be sent 

away empty. The secular commentator, as well, who might prefer to think that the history 

of integration had no theological basis or that it should not in the future will be seriously 

inconvenienced. All this is because Dr. Adenauer, without providing any real details, 

essentially argued that as many European countries as possible needed to integrate as 

deeply and as rapidly as possible upon as many fronts as possible in order to restore the 

Christian unity lost amid the various totalitarian interpositions. “In the first place, may I 

once more clarify the motives which underlie our endeavors towards European 

unification,” he opened to the American Committee on United Europe on 16 April at the 

Waldorf-Astoria in New York. “The most acute of these motives is obviously the 

constant and ever growing menace from the East” (141). After discussing ominous 

Russian armament and NATO’s various responses, and after identifying the need for a 

proper balance of power in Europe and how the supranational instruments tend toward 

that end, the chancellor clearly identifies the normative dimension. “Europe must not be 

destroyed. Europe is the heart of Western Christian culture. It has done infinite good for 

the development of mankind…Mankind would be considerably poorer if this old Europe 
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of ours were one day to be vanquished by the assault of Asian barbarism” (144). 

Integration studies since the 1990s—when this author was first taking up the subject—

have tended to describe economic, political, and military unification separately, a 

prevailing pattern reinforced by disciplinary over-specialization. The first generation of 

political actors, in particular, did not however in their public conversation generally 

respect such distinctions, but rather often ranged over customs union, European army, 

and political community in the same paragraph. Adenauer thus galloped triumphantly 

over such complex strategic questions in his address (17 April) at Harvard: 

  On the practical plane we have set up the Schuman Plan under way, we  

  are now about to ratify the European Army treaty, and a constitution for a  

  European political community is in the blueprint stage. It will not be very  

  long until we shall hold general elections to a European Parliament. Once  

  all this has been set going, the processes can never again be reversed and  

  the forces of gravity will automatically lead us ever closer to our ultimate  

  goal, the United States of Europe (163). 

What matters most is less that much of this vision would never in fact be realized, as that 

it was all explicitly formulated, as has been shown, on the basis of Christian moral law. 

 To summarize the postwar Weltanschauung of Chancellor Adenauer, its essentials 

resemble the diagram below. 
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Although he does not cite Pufendorf explicitly, Adenauer is clearly envisioning a partial 

return in thought and feeling to Holy Roman or Westphalian Germany, to the united 

Germany of various confessional and social orders and estates, each of which enriched 

the others through the bonds of Christian love. For him, this Christian unity both in 

Germany and across Europe was destroyed through nationalism (Nationalismus), the 

supreme enemy of Christian democracy which, whilst assuming Prussian, fascist, Nazi, 

and Communist forms, shared anti-Christian tendencies of state idolatry and exclusivism, 

the personality cults of supreme leaders, the glorification of political violence, and the 

mendacious construction of new, fraudulent moral systems. In order to avert the clear and 

present danger of renewed totalitarianism in Germany, Adenauer pursued rapprochement 
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with the French, energetic anti-Communism, the unification and democratization of his 

own country, and supranational European integration as means to achieving the overall 

purpose of restoring the nations of historic Christendom to their Westphalian peace, all 

simultaneously and apparently with comparable importance attached to each. His was 

thus a remarkably expansive world-view, pursued with great fortitude amid exceedingly 

challenging circumstances.  

 The main instrument by which to wage this holy war was the Christian 

Democratic Union (CDU), the political party that under Chancellor Adenauer (1949-63) 

and his successors Ludwig Erhard, Kurt Kiesinger, Helmut Kohl, and Angela Merkel has 

presided over democratic Germany for most of its history.19 Its intent, succinctly 

demonstrated through the party name, was to unite all German Christians in a democratic 

regime, an objective that Adenauer explains in his Memoirs (1966). The story may be 

said to begin with Adenauer being quietly let loose by the Gestapo late in the war, only to 

be heartbroken by the sight of Cologne, smashed to pieces by the advancing Americans. 

Dismissed once again as Lord Mayor by the callous British authorities—Adenauer had 

refused to fell Cologne’s ancient trees and burn them for fuel—he spent some months in 

deep theoretical reflection on how an ideology as perverse as National Socialism was 

able to triumph in Germany and to engulf the whole of Europe, and came by degrees to 

                                                             
19 And completely in Bavaria, where the derivative Christian Social Union (Christlich-
Soziale Union) has never been defeated.  
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conclude that the people had comprehensively supplanted the Christ with the State, 

thereby detaching themselves from the moral law. He reflects in the following manner: 

  For many decades the German people suffered from a wrong attitude to  

  the state, to power, to the relationship between the individual and the state. 

  They made an idol of the state and set it upon an altar…National   

  Socialism was simply the last logical development—pushed to criminal  

  lengths—of that worship of power and that scorn for the individual which  

  naturally arise from a materialist ideology. The preponderance, the   

  omnipotence of the state, the precedence attributed to it before the dignity  

  and liberty of the individual, violate Christian natural law (39-40). 

Assuming this is true, then the only plausible solution was for state and society to 

comprehensively return to the Christian Weltanschauung the abandonment of which by 

Prussian warlords, fascist blackshirts, Aryan supremacists, and anti-theist Bolsheviks had 

resulted and continued to result in such unimaginable human suffering. Despite his 

advanced age, Adenauer, as both theorist and practitioner, knew that no time could be 

lost in the re-Christianization of the German people. The American occupation authorities 

permitted the reappearance of political parties in Germany beginning in the late summer 

of 1945, and immediately the trade unions, rife with Communist sympathies, began 

organizing. Adenauer’s nemesis Kurt Schumacher, meanwhile, emerged as leader of a 

Social Democratic Party (Sozialdemokratische Partei). What were Adenauer and like-
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minded conservative but not reactionary German Christians to do? The vanquished 

Catholic Centre Party, writes the Chancellor, had been successfully constituted to resist 

Bismarck’s Kulturkampf, yet not only was historic Prussia occupied by the Soviets from 

1945 but, more importantly, German Catholics and Protestants desperately needed to join 

forces to prevent the catastrophic failure of people, government, and creed. “The new 

situation in Germany called for a big party that would include Protestants as well as 

Catholic Christians without discrimination…For many years I had believed that we 

needed a Christian party based on the foundations that both Catholics and Protestants had 

in common” (43). This inter-confessional basis for a new German democratic politics 

rapidly developed beneath Adenauer’s leadership: the term union was adopted at a party 

meeting at Bad Godesberg in December, and the first party program at another session at 

Neheim-Hüsten soon afterward. Its introductory passage shall supply a discrete and 

memorable conclusion to this analysis of the origins of German Christian Democracy. 

“The Christian foundation of the Democratic Union is the absolutely necessary and 

decisive factor. We want to replace the materialistic ideology of National Socialism with 

a Christian view of the world” (49).  

 Conceding, for the sake of argument, the overt Christianity of Konrad Adenauer 

and even that of the political party he created, how does this history inform the German 

approach to European integration in more recent times? Once again, the theological to 

political connections are explicitly present within existing literature, but have simply 
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been ignored. To demonstrate them, one might with great effect submit for sustained 

examination “Freedom and Security” (Freiheit und Sicherheit, 2008), the CDU party 

manifesto negotiated at its congress in Hanover in 2007, the year when pan-European 

celebrations commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of the Treaties of Rome. This 

document explicitly professes the both theological and ethical teachings of Christianity as 

the foundation of all foreign and domestic policy, and does so without the slightest 

qualification or embarrassment. 

 A secularist would be aghast at the overt Christian witness of the 2007 CDU 

manifesto, and even an American fundamentalist would be most impressed. Although the 

United States, to pursue the comparison, is universally considered more devout than the 

Federal Republic, the CDU document is dramatically more involved in describing its 

normative commitment to the Christian faith than the most recent either Republican 

(2012) or Democratic (2012) party platforms. In essence, the CDU unfolds a neo-Thomist 

theoretical exposition whereby all approaches to social questions develop from the 

precepts of Christian moral law. Long and involved on moral philosophy, but brief and 

vague on public policy, extended passages from the manifesto correspond very closely to 

the Catholic catechism, to the documents of Second Vatican Council, and to other pillars 

of ecclesiastical law. “In our view,” states the fifth article, “God created man in His own 

image and likeness. As a consequence of this Christian concept of mankind we believe in 
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the inviolable dignity of the human being.”20 As demonstrated in the third chapter, 

theological invocations often appear in the introduction and conclusion of public 

documents, but, as shall be demonstrated below, the CDU platform goes much further by 

generally opening each subject area with a reference to how Christian teaching frames its 

approach toward the set of issues in question. The normative foundation, therefore, is 

unmistakable, with article 279 perhaps the strongest in this respect. In translation, at least, 

its Christianity sounds not merely resolute, but even somewhat aggressive: 

  We acknowledge the preamble to the Basic Law and, thus, to our   

  responsibility toward God and man. The Basic Law is based on principles  

  that are rooted in Christian beliefs. They have had a fundamental impact  

  on our country and our society. It is not only the duty of the Church but  

  also the major responsibility of the state and the citizens to preserve it in  

  our consciousness and to maintain and enforce it. Christian symbols must  

  remain visible in public. They have to be protected in the same way as the  

  Christian Sundays and holidays.21 

                                                             
20 Für uns ist der Mensch von Gott nach seinem Bilde geschaffen. Aus dem christlichen 
Bild vom Menschen folgt, dass wir uns zu seiner unantastbaren Würde bekennen. 
21 Wir bekennen uns zur Präambel des Grundgesetzes und damit zu unserer 
Verantwortung vor Gott und den Menschen. Das Grundgesetz beruht auf Werten, die 
christlichen Ursprungs sind. Sie haben unser Land und unsere Gesellschaft grundlegend 
geprägt. Sie im Bewusstsein zu halten, zu bewahren und ihnen Geltung zu verschaffen, 
verstehen wir nicht nur als Aufgabe der christlichen Kirchen, sondern auch als eine 
vorrangige Aufgabe von Staat und Bürgern. Christliche Symbole müssen im öffentlichen 
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Whatever their personal states of belief or unbelief, therefore, it is manifest that the 

intervening decades have taken far less toll than is often thought upon the political or 

public theology of the German CDU leadership.  

 The contents may therefore be more closely considered. The manifesto opens with 

theoretical expositions of freedom (Freiheit), solidarity (Solidarität), justice 

(Gerechtigkeit), and other concepts extrapolated from Christian ecclesiology, which are 

then pursued throughout. With regard to the origins and aims of the party itself, the third 

article revisits the inter-confessional inspiration described above, wherein “Catholic and 

Protestant Christians and men and women belonging to all regions and social classes” 

(katholische und evangelische Christen, Frauen und Männer aus allen Regionen und 

sozialen Schichten zusammen) would unite together in one inclusive Christian party and 

movement. Its purpose is not merely to win elections, given that “the CDU assumes the 

responsibility of maintaining and strengthening the Christian-based values of our free 

democratic system” (10).22 Reference is also made (36) to the historic confessional 

disunity of Germany and consequent variety of its ecclesiastical estates, out of which 

must come the development of a Christian party on the broadest conceptual and social 

basis. Both the spirit and the letter of the law, therefore, formally adhere to Adenauer’s 

original vision.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Raum sichtbar bleiben. Sie sind ebenso zu schützen wie die christlich geprägten Sonn- 
und Feiertage. 
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 Salient subject areas include the social market economy, environmental 

stewardship, protecting the family, and providing education. For these and for other 

fields, the development of policy relies as much upon revelation as upon reason, with the 

party basing its respective approaches upon Christian obligation and imperative. A couple 

of examples shall suffice. “According to our Christian beliefs, nature was entrusted to us 

to cultivate and preserve. Today, what we observe is that nature is under threat” (39).23 

“The first and most important [social] unit is the family…In it, the human being matures 

into a personality and develops into a free and responsible being. It is here that values 

which are based on the Christian concept of mankind are lived out” (67-68).24 In short, 

the party manifesto professes the Christian sacralization of all dimensions of social life, 

be they economic, political, environmental, sexual, or intellectual. This is no less true 

regarding European policy. 

 The integration question receives its own section: “Germany’s Chance in Europe” 

(Deutschlands Chance Europa, VIII.1), which concludes and climaxes the entire 

manifesto. Article 312 recounts the history described above, recalling the imaginative 

leadership of Adenauer after the war and adding to it the contribution of Chancellor Kohl 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
22 Es ist die besondere Selbstverpflichtung der CDU, die christlich geprägten 
Wertgrundlagen unserer freiheitlichen Demokratie zu bewahren und zu stärken. 
23 Die Schöpfung wurde uns nach christlichem Verständnis zur Gestaltung und 
Bewahrung anvertraut. Heute müssen wir feststellen: Die Schöpfung ist bedroht. 
24 Die erste und wichtigste Gemeinschaft ist die Familie...In ihr reift der Mensch zur 
Persönlichkeit heran und entfaltet sich zur Freiheit in Verantwortung. Hier werden Werte 
gelebt, die sich aus dem christlichen Verständnis vom Menschen ergeben.   
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in reuniting Germany upon the collapse of Communism. Article 314 then describes the 

normative significance of those events: “The Christian concept of mankind as part of the 

common European heritage is pivotal to the European identity. Even in this age of 

globalization it is still the fundamental element for shaping Europe’s future.”25 “We 

profess our recourse to God,” the CDU continues. “We are dedicated to the long-term 

goal of establishing a constitution for the European Union” (320).26 The manifesto then 

identifies participation through the European People’s Party (323), the utility of the single 

currency (331), and the pursuit of a European army to compare with the forces of NATO 

(340); and the same Christian Democratic Chancellor who oversaw the composition of 

this document, Angela Merkel, remains in power today. In short, the testimony of 

Chancellor Adenauer, and the most recent manifesto of the dominant political party he 

created demonstrate how postwar Germany has conceived and pursued supranational 

European integration as a means to fulfilling Christian moral law.  

 In conclusion, the spread of Lutheran theology throughout much of the German 

lands during the sixteenth century resulted in their permanent confessional disunity, as 

well as in exceedingly destructive religious wars. The terms of the Westphalian 

settlement of 1648 which concluded them were concerned primarily with forging 

                                                             
25 Das christliche Bild vom Menschen ist als Teil des gemeinsamen europäischen Erbes 
wesentlich für die europäische Identität. Es bleibt auch im Zeitalter der Globalisierung 
die Grundlage für die Gestaltung der gemeinsamen Zukunft in Europa. 
26 Wir treten für einen Gottesbezug ein. An dem langfristigen Ziel, eine Verfassung für die 
Europäische Union zu schaffen, halten wir fest.  
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constitutional authority amid hopeless theological contention; and the subsequent 

Prussian, Weimar, and Nazi regimes generally respected and perpetuated this 

arrangement. With the final defeat of German authoritarianism in 1945, however, 

Chancellor Adenauer originated a Christian Democratic Union whereby both Catholics 

and Protestants would join hands in the salvation of Germany and, through the integration 

process, European Christendom as a whole. As reads Luther’s translation of the thirteenth 

chapter, thirty-fourth verse of the Gospel of John, Ein neu Gebot gebe ich euch, da! ihr 

euch untereinander liebet, wie ich euch geliebt habe, damit auch ihr einander lieb 

habet/A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one another; as I have loved 

you, that ye also love one another.  
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THE PROTESTANT SUPRANATIONALISM OF BRITAIN 

 

 The frontispiece to the Leviathan ([1651] 1991) of Thomas Hobbes is the most 

important drawing in the history of political thought, and depicts the structure of the 

British Constitution in its present form. A giant, whose scales are composed of the 

citizenry, and whose visage resembles the late King Charles I, rises supreme above the 

countryside. In his right hand, he holds the sword of civil authority, and beneath it on the 

page are depicted a fortress, a cannon, and other instruments of temporal power.  In his 

left, the leviathan wields a bishop’s crook, and beneath it the viewer finds a church, an 

episcopal hat, and other symbols of the ecclesiastical or religious authority that the 

supreme sovereign must also hold. The two instruments furthermore compose a triangle 

reaching toward the crown atop the monarch’s head; and the design of this chapter is to 

illustrate how the implicit but enduring British Constitution depicted in the Leviathan 

frontispiece in some respects militates against supranational European integration. The 

discussion shall, first, unfold five theologico-political theses of the English Reformation, 

all of which were essential to the development of national consciousness in that people 

and that country (I). Second, the analysis will continue with how each proposition 

became embodied in English constitutional law (II), before finally demonstrating how 

they have worked to counteract the politics of Community integration (III), with an 

emphasis on the E.E.C. referendum of 1975. 
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 I. Theologico-Political Theses of the English Reformation (1534-1660) 

 The English Reformation began with the Act of Supremacy of 1534 establishing 

King Henry VIII as head of a Church of England, and concluded with the restoration of 

Charles II in 1660 after the Civil War. This turbulent century produced theological and 

political conflict on a scale and of a ruthlessness never before witnessed in Britain, 

including Henry’s schism with the Catholic Church, Queen Mary’s sadistic suppression 

of Protestants, the defeat of the Spanish Armada, and the execution of King Charles I and 

subsequent rule by a Reformed junta under Oliver Cromwell. The Thirty Years War and 

accompanying disorders discussed in previous chapters therefore had a British 

counterpart during the same interval; and this section shall discuss five fundamental 

assertions of the English Reformation, each of which became recognized to some degree 

in the eventual constitutional settlement which, both in Britain and elsewhere, resolved 

and answered Europe’s seemingly hopeless theological quarrels.  

“Popery” is a totalitarian ideology. (John Foxe)  

 Popery, papal, and papist are terms that appear throughout English books, 

pamphlets, and speeches during the period, and invariably in a foreboding manner. The 

essential point is that the English, at the outset of their national self-awareness, regarded 

the Catholic Church as author of a totalitarian ideology that if unopposed would subject 

them to idolatrous religion, eradicate their intellectual freedom, and deprive them of 

political self-determination; and they therefore conceived, expressed, and sustained a 
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level of animosity toward the Roman See that can hardly be exaggerated, and which 

challenges social scientific notions of “rational” behavior. Shared alike by scholar and 

blacksmith, by peer and plebian, the indigenous English aversion of “popery” was not 

meant to imply that everything taught by the Roman or Catholic Church (adjectives very 

seldom employed) was falsified, heretical, or totalitarian; but rather that the pretenses of 

the Bishop of Rome to universal jurisdiction, the teaching of Purgatory and other extra-

Biblical doctrines, and the imposition of a transubstantiated Holy Eucharist identified the 

occupant of the Roman See with the Antichrist, the “man of sin” (2 Thes. 2:3) who must 

be theologically, constitutionally, and politically resisted. High Church Tory political 

theorist Mary Astell in her Impartial Enquiry into the Causes of Rebellion and Civil War 

in this Kingdom ([1704] 1996: 152) states the national argument succinctly: “Every 

Doctrine which is profess’d by the Church of Rome, is not Popish…for they receive the 

Holy Scriptures, and teach the Creeds. But that Superstructure of Hay and Stubble, those 

Doctrines of Men or Devils, which they have built upon this good Foundation, this is 

Popery; and it is upon account of rejecting those Corruptions, that we stile our selves 

Reform’d.”      

 The most emotionally intense, historically significant, and widely read 

manifestation of anti-popery during the English Reformation was John Foxe’s Actes and 

Monuments of matters most special and memorable, happenyimg in the Church, better 

known as the Book of Martyrs ([1583] 2009). Henry VIII had nationalized the Church, 
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and Edward VI oversaw the continuation of religious reform, yet the reign of Mary I 

(1553-58) was an absolute disaster for the Protestant cause, given that she married Philip 

of Spain and unleashed the Inquisition upon her subjects, burning Protestants at the stake 

for heresy. The Book of Martyrs dramatizes this persecution, and became perhaps the 

most familiar volume to the English people during the sixteenth century apart from the 

Bible, appearing in four editions (1563, 1570, 1576, 1583), the last of which runs to a 

staggering 3.8 million words, or four times the length of the Protestant Bible. 

Furthermore, and most famously, it was replete with woodcut illustrations depicting the 

Protestants in their final moments, including the clever invention of quotation balloons to 

furnish their dying words. As Foxe writes in his account of the martyrdom of John 

Rogers, “Queen Mary obtaining the crown, banished the gospel and true religion, and 

brought in the Antichrist of Rome, with his idolatry and superstition” (36).  

 Several accounts are of peculiar significance. William Tyndale, introduced in 

chapter four, first translated the New Testament into English in 1527, yet the Inquisition 

caught up with him in Flanders and burned him at the stake. Hugh Latimer and Nicholas 

Ridley were burned at Oxford in 1555, with the former famously enjoining his fellow 

martyr, “Be of good comfort Master Ridley, and play the man: we shall this day light 

such a candle by God’s grace in England as (I trust) shall never be put out” (154). The 

most historically important of all these theological murders, however, was that of Thomas 

Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury. He had annulled the marriage of Henry VIII to 
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Catherine of Aragon in 1533, overseen passage of the Act of Uniformity that 

disestablished the Catholic mass, and likewise introduced the first English Book of 

Common Prayer in 1549 that changed corporate worship from the Latin, only to be 

examined for heresy and burned in Oxford in 1556. These narratives mobilized the 

English people against the papal menace not merely on account of their comparative 

veracity, but also, it must be said, because of their occasionally graphic violence, of 

which one selection (from “The Guernsey Martyrs”) will suffice: “Perotine, who was 

then great with child, did fall on her side, where happened a rueful sight, not only to the 

eyes of all that there stood, but also to the ears of all true hearted Christians, that shall 

read this history: For as the belly of the woman burst asunder by vehemency of the flame, 

the infant being a fair man child, fell into the fire” (203).  

 Although each of these stories is unique, they as a whole communicate several 

important ideas. In the first instance, the numerous victims of the Book of Martyrs 

espouse a conception of Roman Catholicism that is superstitious, idolatrous, anti-

intellectual, constitutionally subversive, and incompatible with political freedom, 

contentions that Hobbes would a century later consummate in his description of the 

Roman faith as a vast, malignant, and sorcerous “Kingdome of Darknesse.” Prest’s wife 

condemns the “fond fantasies” (247) of transubstantiation, while Cranmer went to his 

execution stating, “as for the pope, I refuse him as Christ’s enemy and Antichrist, with all 

his false doctrine” (193). John Rogers, furthermore, articulates the tension identified 
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throughout this study between simultaneous commitment to a foreign priest and a 

national government;1 and as if to verify his view, Pius V excommunicated Queen 

Elizabeth in 1570, a procedure that in his eyes absolved her subjects of their allegiance. 

The intellectual and moral darkness of the papal church—the mass of which was indeed 

wrapped in shadow and incense—contrasts with the curiosity, mental vigor, and good 

humor of those who risked their lives and estates to introduce Holy Scripture and preach 

the Gospel in the English language to the English people. The eventual martyrs are 

frequently seen to begin their epic quests with a fanatical devotion to Biblical scholarship 

and the necessary language acquisition, demonstrating at the very least that religious zeal 

is not invariably opposed to intellectual attainment. Lawrence Saunders for example, 

“tarried not long in the traffic of merchandise, but shortly returned to Cambridge again to 

his study, where he began to couple to the knowledge of the Latin, the study of the Greek 

tongue…therewith also he joined the study of the Hebrew. Then gave he himself wholly 

to the study of the holy scripture” (43). In short, the English people passionately 

affirmed, at the opening of their theological, national, and linguistic consciousness, that 

“popery” represented a totalitarian ideology that could in short order irrevocably destroy 

their freedom and dignity; and therefore English liberalism was originally positioned 

against the perceived snares and menaces of the Roman See. King concludes the 

                                                             
1 He says, “If God look not mercifully upon England, the seeds of utter destruction are 
sown in it already, by these hypocritical tyrants, and Antichristian prelates, popish 
papists, and double traitors to their natural country” (38).  
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following with respect to Foxe’s book in his introduction to the Oxford edition: “Not only 

did it encourage the development in England of a sharply defined Protestant identity, it 

strongly influenced the nationalistic association between Roman Catholicism and foreign 

political domination” (xi).  

Britain should be a Divine Commonwealth. (Richard Baxter)    

 Ecclesiastical law (from the Greek ekklesia or “assembly”) is a regime almost 

completely unknown to Americans amid their extreme Jeffersonian separation of church 

and state, and yet ancient systems of canon or church law have exerted substantial effects 

upon the development of European authority, informing approaches to marriage, 

education, and end-of-life concerns as well serving as an important inspiration for the 

programs of numerous Christian Democratic parties. With its Reformation, the British 

inaugurated their own indigenous tradition of ecclesiastical law,2 wherein the pursuit of a 

commonwealth ordered by their own interpretations of the Decalogue, the Sermon on the 

Mount, Apostolic succession, the practices of the primitive Church, and other divinely 

inspired truths would serve as the consecrated laws for a New Jerusalem, a “kingdom of 

our Lord, and of his Christ.”  

 This largely forgotten Christian theocratic contribution to the development of the 

modern state produced numerous meritorious texts. There is Richard Hooker’s Laws of 

Ecclesiastical Polity ([1593] 1989) written against Presbyterian church government and 
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in defense of the episcopacy that would prevail under Elizabeth, while George Lawson’s 

Politica Sacra et Civilis ([1660] 1992), as the title implies, corresponds to the Restoration 

settlement of coordinate ministerial and magisterial powers. The most representative 

demonstration, however, may be Richard Baxter’s A Holy Commonwealth ([1659] 1994). 

A zealous reformer who had ministered at Kidderminster, Reverend Baxter had taken up 

arms against Charles during the Civil War, and yearned for a Christian polity in 1659 

under the brief protectorate of Richard Cromwell. 

 His overall thesis, however implausible to modern sensibilities, is that Christian 

theocratic government is most conducive to human happiness. Protestant Christians alone 

recognize that their fellow-creatures must be forcibly prohibited from certain self-

destructive acts, yet at the same time left mentally undisturbed on account of the inability 

of any regime to compel them to love God. “That Common-wealth is likely to be most 

Happy, which in the Constitution and Administration is fullyest suited to this Heavenly 

End; and therefore…the more Theocratical, or Truly Divine any Government is, the 

better it is” (127). For Baxter, Christ established “Magistracy and Ministry” (167) 

independently and simultaneously from himself, and therefore the respective civil and 

ecclesiastical powers within the Holy Commonwealth he and others envisioned would 

consist of much the same people but function separately, albeit in coordination. “God 

hath in wonderful Holy Wisdom,” he writes, “so nearly joined the Church and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2 Church legislation even today remains one of the main categories within the database of 
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Commonwealth, and the Magistracy and Ministry, that both are of necessity to the 

welfare of each Nation; and it hath occasioned many ignorant men to contend about their 

pre-eminence…when it is no controversie” (160). Baxter succinctly articulates a theist 

position that God is the supreme lawgiver, that man is immutably subject to his moral 

law, and that whether the regime assumes a monarchist, aristocratic, or democratic form, 

the distinction between a sovereign who imposes the law and a subject who obeys it is the 

indispensable foundation of any public order. “A Law is a signification of the Rulers will 

constituting the Subjects due” (174), he states, and the decision of the sovereign is final.   

 Several discriminatory instruments are to preserve Baxter’s program for a rule of 

the godly, which begin with an explicit recognition that while there will always be 

thieves, murderers, and other misfits, the true enemies of the Holy Commonwealth are 

theological. “Popery, Mahometanism, Infidelity, and Heathenism, are the way to 

Damnation” (26), Baxter declares, and he therefore both approves of blasphemy laws and 

singles out for condemnation the fictitious papal ability to dissolve a subject of her 

allegiance through the excommunication of her sovereign. The Holy Commonwealth 

must therefore institute religious tests for public office and good behavior qualifications 

for the franchise, ensuring that only those of an acknowledged “Covenant with God in 

Christ” (130) be allowed to make law, and only those who live “in Christian Order and 

communion” (149) be eligible to vote for them. Baxter’s anti-majoritarianism has a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the National Archives. [legislation.gov.uk] 
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disturbing if internally consistent theological basis: because most people are fallen and 

sinful, the preponderance of the people cannot be entrusted with the responsibilities of 

government. Because the ungodly are not virtuous, they are seldom very discerning 

either, and liable to give ear to some deliberate provocation. “It is so easy for masked 

Papists, and Infidels,” Baxter laments, “to get into our Parliaments and there make 

disturbance” (87). Thus for Richard Baxter, as for many like-minded Puritans of the mid-

seventeenth century, Britain had the historic opportunity to establish a Divine 

Commonwealth wherein the laws of Christ would become the laws of the land; yet the 

manifold benefits such a constitution would secure could only be maintained by 

restricting the entry and the rights of those who do not outwardly adhere to Christian 

ethics and theology. 

The monarch is inviolable. (Thomas Hobbes) 

 The royalists in support of Charles I amid his violent theological, constitutional 

and political struggle with Parliament comprised the traditionalist faction during the 

convulsions of the period. Men such as Lucius Cary, 2cd Viscount Falkland, Thomas 

Wriothesley, 4th Earl of Southampton, or Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, who 

composed the standard history ([1702-04] 2009) of the Civil War may at times have felt 

personally exasperated with their king or disappointed with his policies; but they were 

persuaded that open rebellion against him, much less the eventual regicide and 

accompanying abolition of the House of Lords in 1649 usurped the ancient structure of 
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the English constitution, compromised the imperatives of natural law, and obliterated the 

understanding that monarchs rule by divine right. Among the numerous pamphlets of the 

period defending royal prerogative, the most famous is Sir Robert Filmer’s Patriarcha: 

The Naturall Power of Kinges Defended against the Unnatural Liberty of the People 

([1680] 1991), which both John Locke ([1690] 1960) and Algernon Sidney ([1698] 1990) 

considered necessary to refute. Filmer’s defense of jure divino rests on the supposition 

that because Adam was originally king of creation, and the patriarchs originally 

sovereigns of the ancient Hebrews, contemporary kings may claim an inviolable right to 

rule as a sacred bequest from God. “Creation made man prince of his posterity. And 

indeed not only Adam but the succeeding patriarchs had, by right of fatherhood, royal 

authority over their children” (6). He continues, “God did always govern his people by 

monarch only. The patriarchs, dukes, Judges, and kings were all monarchs. There is not 

in all Scripture mention and approbation of any other form of government” (23).  

 Such words carried a dulcet tune to the ears of royal partisans, but the political 

theorist who has to a far greater degree furnished the law and ideology of monarcho-

conservatism is Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), the sophistication of whose philosophy, 

most perfectly expressed in Leviathan, ranks with that of Plato or Aristotle. Longtime 

tutor and personal secretary to Sir William Cavendish, Earl of Devonshire, Hobbes 

enriched his learning through three successive sojourns to the European Continent, on the 

last of which he met Galileo. An outspoken royalist, he awaited (1640-51) in France the 
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resolution of the war between Crown and Parliament, and at the outset of his exile 

published The Elements Of Law Natural and Politic ([1640] 2008). His first work of 

political theory, it provides the most succinct expression of the monarchist social contract 

further developed in De Cive ([1642] 1997) and dramatically expanded through fusion 

with Christian theology in Leviathan; and it therefore provides a useful summation of his 

lifelong insistence upon an inviolable monarch.  

 Hobbes begins his argument with a purely mechanical conception of the universe, 

and of the human condition within it. Perceptions such as sight or sound, emotions such 

as fear or anger, and all physical states of either sickness or health derive entirely from 

the interaction of corporal bodies, to the exclusion of all unnatural or supernatural causes. 

“The imagination of men,” Hobbes contends, “proceedeth from the action of external 

objects upon the brain, or some internal substance of the head” (60). Because all 

phenomena are mechanistic, all terms and concepts used to describe them are subjective, 

with the meaning of ideas such as truth, goodness, liberty, or justice unique and specific 

to each person, and hence endlessly debated amongst persons. This perpetual inability to 

ever arrive at objective truth applies in particular to the most contentious subject of 

Hobbesian Europe: theology. “Forasmuch as God Almighty is incomprehensible,” he 

argues, “it followeth that we can have no conception or image of the Deity…excepting 

only this; that there is a God” (64). Hobbes contends, in complete defiance of the 

Gospels, that humankind can discover nothing of the Deity apart from its existence; and 
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because theological knowledge is impossible, the politicization of theology—the Thirty 

Years War was still raging at the time of publication—should in all respects be avoided, 

but rather the entire subject submitted to the uncontested arbitration of the sovereign 

power. 

 With the contentious Scriptures and holy mysteries of religion constitutionally 

circumscribed, Hobbes is then at liberty to unfold the process by which the inviolable 

sovereign comes into being. It begins with the recognition that life in the natural state of 

war is intolerable. In the either pre-political or extra-political existence (the point has 

always been contentious), there is “a right of every man to every thing, whereby one man 

invadeth with right, and another with right resisteth; and…the estate of men in this 

natural liberty is the estate of war” (80). In order to escape this mutual annihilation, each 

man3 agrees to voluntarily forego his rights to self-appropriation and self-defense and to 

invest them in a common arbiter whose judgment shall be final and whose power to 

enforce it absolute. Although Hobbes at a personal level always preferred monarchy to 

aristocracy, formally the sovereign power may be one person or some kind of collective. 

In either case, however, there can be no civil or ecclesiastical appeal above or beyond the 

sovereign, for the essence of sovereignty is to be in possession of the final decision. 

“LAWS POLITIC, or civil,” Hobbes concludes, “must of right belong to him that have 

                                                             
3 The masculine gender Hobbes invariably employs presents conceptual difficulties. It is 
not always clear if he means to indicate that males alone generate the body politic or if 
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the power of the sword, by which men are compelled to observe them; for otherwise they 

should be in vain” (113). Through the conception of inviolable monarchy introduced in 

The Elements of Law and developed in his later works, Hobbes takes his place as the 

supreme theorist of political submission, with his teachings directly informing John 

Austin’s ([1832] 1998) distinguished philosophy of law, and more generally articulating 

the deference, precedence, and privilege characteristic of English politics and English 

culture. 

Parliament is sovereign. (The English Levellers)                  

 The various parliamentary factions, naturally, had an altogether different 

conception of the origins of sovereign authority from the royalists, or else there would 

have been no violent confrontations. Among such groups—whose principles, much less 

allegiances shifted somewhat during the period—the English Levellers (1998), as the 

name suggests, emerged as the most egalitarian, libertarian, and democratic; and they 

prophetically argued that sovereignty derives from the people who in turn invest it in a 

legislature to represent their interests, to the general or complete exclusion of royal 

authority, aristocratic prerogative, and ecclesiastical law. The Levellers coalesced as a 

movement in London beginning in 1645, and tended to involve theological independents 

or sectarians amongst the officer corps and local opinion leaders, with their Moderate 

newspaper beginning publication in January, 1648. Men such as the religious radical and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
“men” simply means “humans.” The men of Hobbes, furthermore, can appear almost 
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perennial prisoner John Lilburne, the Bapist and veteran pamphleteer Richard Overton, or 

the evangelist of salvation by free grace William Walwyn who ended up in the Tower of 

London for his non-comformity insisted, first, that consent formed the basis of political 

legitimacy and that as a consequence, second, the House of Commons alone had any right 

to rule.  

 The supposition that political legitimacy derives from the free consent of rational 

adults is expressed in “A remonstrance of many thousand citizens and other freeborn 

people to their own House of Commons” (1646), one of numerous Leveller addresses to 

the lower chamber.4 The document interprets English history and the English government 

as characterized by the endless pretenses of monarchs, who have for six centuries 

oppressed, intimidated, or coopted popular rule. “The history of our forefathers since they 

were conquered by the Normans,” write Overton and Walwyn, “does manifest that this 

nation has been held in bondage all along ever since by the policies and force of the 

officers of trust in the commonwealth, amongst whom we always esteemed kings the 

chiefest” (34). Among the deficiencies of this monarchist constitution, in their eyes, is 

that legislation must await the approval of a reactionary House of Lords and Crown, and 

that religion through its constitutional connections to the regime has been wrongfully 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
androgynous, in that they are seldom if ever presented as husbands or fathers.   
4 See also “An agreement of the people for a firm and present peace” (1647), which 
states, “Parliaments are to receive the extent of their power and trust from those that 
betrust them; and therefore the people are to declare what their power and trust is” (97).  
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transformed into a public concern, when Christianity was always meant to belong to 

private conscience alone.5  

 The political application of these normative suppositions is to ascribe all authority 

to the House of Commons, to the exclusion of Lords, Church, and Monarch. The House 

of Lords had ordered Overton’s imprisonment, and from his cell in Newgate he penned 

“An arrow against all tyrants and tyranny” (1646), which unsurprisingly condemns the 

arbitrary power wielded by that unelected body of wealthy landlords. More importantly, 

he encourages the Commons to assert their rights as the true sovereign of England, 

castigating their cowardice and indecision on questions of constitutional right. He 

declares, “The parliament and the whole kingdom whom it represents, is truly and 

properly the highest supreme power above all others—yea above the king himself”  (62). 

He continues, “The king at most can be but chief officer or supreme executioner of the 

laws, under whom all other legal executioners…are subordinate” (63). A similar message 

is expressed—most likely by Lilburne and Walwyn—in “To the right honourable, the 

Commons of England in parliament assembled” (1648), which perhaps achieved as many 

as 40,000 signatures. The petition declares the House of Commons to be the sovereign 

power of England because it was freely chosen by the people, but at the same time 

expresses deep disappointment that the assembly has not “made both kings, queens, 

                                                             
5 Overton and Walwyn’s exact words on this subject are, “Neither you [the House of 
Commons] nor none else can have any power at all to conclude the people in matters that 
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princes, dukes, earls, lords, and all persons alike liable to every law” (136). As passages 

such as those recorded above indicate, the English Levellers were, very broadly speaking, 

one, two, or even three centuries ahead of their time as pioneers of majoritarian secular 

democracy, and are inherently interesting for this reason; but for the purposes of this 

research, the essential doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty was to be codified in English 

constitutional law a few decades thereafter.  

The people have liberties. (John Milton) 

 The related proposition that the people have liberties is a salient feature of the 

political writings of John Milton (1999), which plead the cause of the Puritan revolution. 

The eventual author of Paradise Lost postponed his ambitions for an English epic poem 

for more than two decades, during which his inferior but still considerable skill in prose 

was utilized in a series of pamphlets that argued for the liberties of the people both to 

think and to act against the claims of kings, nobles, or clerics to subdue or silence them. 

Although Milton’s opposition to the restoration of the monarchy in 1660 would find him 

physically blind and politically endangered, his democratic republicanism would prove 

prophetic in light of nineteenth and twentieth century developments. 

 “Areopagitica: A Speech of Mr. John Milton on the Liberty of Unlicenc’d 

Printing, to the Parliament of England” (1644) was written in response to a royal 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
concern the worship of God. For therein every one of us ought to be fully assured in our 
own minds and to be sure to worship Him according to our consciences” (43).  
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proclamation of censorship,6 and forcefully argues in defense of freedom of conscience. 

For Milton, who at length disabled himself with long reading, complete freedom of 

inquiry is necessary both for moral development and for the attainment of reason, the 

unfettered intellectual quest tantamount to meaningful existence. “To be still searching 

what we know not, by what we know,” he writes, “still closing up truth to truth as we 

find it…is the golden rule in Theology…and makes up the best harmony in the Church” 

(39). It is especially crucial for the magistrate to impose no limitations on the public 

expression of theological opinion because the individual would, in a very Hobbesian 

manner, be relinquishing her right to her own mind to a civil authority collectively 

deciding normative debates on matters of eternal salvation. “To him [the censor] he [the 

subject] adheres, resigns the whole warehouse of his religion, with all the locks and keys 

into his custody; and indeed makes the very person of that man his religion” (35). For 

Milton, normative contestation should always proceed unhindered, rather than silenced 

by decree of an inviolable sovereign. Effective censorship, furthermore, is highly 

improbable given the superlative knowledge and discretion that the authorities must 

possess, as well as unnecessary in a commonwealth devoted to freedom and a church 

built upon sound doctrine. Milton also argues—with some truth, as has been shown— 

that the Trentine Catholic Church through its Inquisition first introduced comprehensive 

book banning “to extinguish, if it were possible, the light of Reformation” (37); and he 

                                                             
6 The decree came through the Star Chamber in July 1637, and placed censorship in the 
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therefore urges the English Parliament to not perpetuate a disposition first conceived by 

its papist enemies. “Give me the liberty to know, to utter, and to argue freely according to 

conscience, above all liberties” (44), he concludes.  

 In addition, the liberty of the people to act to alter their own government, by force 

if necessary, is expressed in Defence of the People of England (Defensio pro Populo 

Anglicano, 1651) a response to a royalist polemic by French scholar Claude Salmasius.7 

“I shall relate,” opens Milton, “how a most puissant king, when he had trampled upon the 

laws, and stricken down religion, and was ruling at his own lust and wantonness, was at 

last subdued in the field by his own people, who had served a long term of slavery” (99). 

His overall thesis is that the regicide of 1649, while deeply unfortunate, was nevertheless 

justified in light of natural, divine, and English law. 

 For Milton, law is supreme, “the highest power on earth” (163-64); and the 

execution of Charles did not transgress, first, the natural moral law. This is because the 

people are always and everywhere at liberty to create, to hold accountable, and if 

necessary to depose kings. In complete opposition to the royal factions, he writes, “Kings 

not named to their office by God are indebted and obliged for their authority to the people 

only, and consequently are accountable to them for it…And whenever any people, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
hands of the Chancellors of Oxford and Cambridge and the Bishop of London.  
7 His work was Defensio Regia pro Carlo Primo (1649), and was one of the most 
important critiques to emerge in Europe of the execution of Charles I. Milton, as 
Secretary of Foreign Tongues to the Parliament, composed it on behalf of that body. See 
also however Milton’s “Tenure of Kings and Magistrates” (1648).  
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without some designation of God Himself, have appointed a king, they can by the same 

right put him down” (142-43). But as a fervent Christian writing to other believers, 

Milton is also determined, second, to present the regicide as in conformity with or even a 

fulfillment of divine law, in that it is an inalienable religious liberty to depose a tyrant. 

“God Himself tells us,” writes Milton, “that he abhors all fellowship with wicked princes 

for the very reason that under pretence of royal right they create misery and vexation for 

their subjects” (135). Christians are not obliged to obey wicked rulers like Charles, 

explains Milton, not merely because their iniquity dissolves any reasonable claim to 

authority, but also because it was the papacy which first introduced such unnatural 

notions of rule by divine right, notions which—in spite of all the royalist arguments to 

the contrary—cannot adduce the Hebrew monarchy as an example of the ideal form of 

government for all times. But finally, it lies within the ancient liberties of the English 

people, specifically, through their legislative assembly to judge and even to execute their 

kings, who were never intended to become more than mere executive officers of the 

national will. “A king of England can of himself make no law, for he was appointed not 

to make laws, but to keep the laws which the people have made” (259). Charles I, 

however, had become a tyrant, trampling the constitution through his autocratic rule and 

ignoring all protests to the contrary, wherefore the people, provoked beyond endurance, 

ultimately asserted their liberty to destroy him.  
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  These five main contentions of the English Reformation—that “popery” is a 

totalitarian ideology, that Britain should be a divine commonwealth, that the monarch is 

inviolable, that Parliament is sovereign, and that the people have liberties—defined the 

normative contestation of the convulsions of the period, the most decisive interval in the 

development of the modern state. In spite of their inherent tension, each proposition 

became embodied in English constitutional law, especially upon the Restoration of the 

monarchy under Charles II in 1660 and the Glorious Revolution of 1688, after which the 

English Constitution remained largely unchanged until as recently as the 1990s. This 

analysis shall next proceed to explain the establishment of these Reformed theological 

ideas within English and British constitutional law during the seventeenth century, before 

turning to how they have militated against the politics of supranational European 

integration during the twentieth. 

 II. The Establishment of Reformed Ideas in the British Constitution (1627-1706)  

 This next section will describe how the five English Reformation propositions 

surveyed above are embodied within English and British constitutional law. This inquiry 

immediately confronts, however, the enduring challenge that Great Britain, alone among 

all Western nation-states and original source of modern liberalism, has no written 

constitution;8 and for this reason various authors have attempted to explain the unique 

                                                             
8 Canada and New Zealand, former British colonies, are governed respectively by the 
consolidation of the Constitution Acts 1867 and 1982 and the Constitution Act 1986. 
Israel does not have a written constitution either.  
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British constitutional organism to their generations (Bagehot 1894; De Lolme 1817; 

Dicey 1897; Jennings 1962; Miller [1787] 2006), sometimes with a peculiar emphasis on 

its forest of jurisprudence and legislation (Bentham [1781] 1988; Blackstone [1765-69] 

2014; Coke 2003). This analysis may begin with Table 7.1 below, which provides the 

most important statutes in British law in the opinion of the Oxford Constitutions of the 

World database, as close to an official or authoritative list as there is ever likely to be.  

 

 

 

The longitudinal distribution of these constitutional laws is interesting: dramatic 

developments during the latter half of the seventeenth century gave way to two centuries 

of perpetuation coinciding with industrialization and empire, with another series of 
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revolutions under Tony Blair’s Labour Government (1997-2007). Once again, this 

research returns to the post-Westphalian seventeenth century as the formative period of 

the comparative constitutional orders of Europe, and shall proceed to describe how each 

of the five theological propositions of the English Reformation described above are 

established within important laws of the unwritten Constitution.  

“Popery” is a totalitarian ideology. 

 In the tradition of Foxe, “popery” and “papists” are denounced in numerous laws 

of the Restoration and Williamite eras, but the most representative instance may be the 

Act of Settlement 1700 limiting the English throne to Protestants. James II (r. 1685-88) 

contrived to restore England to Catholicism, but when a son and heir was born in 1688, 

constitutional crisis resulted, with Parliament deciding to invite William of Orange and 

his wife Mary (daughter of James) to assume the throne. The accompanying Act of 

Settlement therefore prohibits Roman Catholics from serving as head of state, reading, 

“All and every Person and Persons that then were or afterwards should be reconciled to 

or shall hold Communion with the See or Church of Rome or should professe the Popish 

Religion or marry a Papist should be excluded…to inherit possess or enjoy the Crown 

and Government of this Realm.” Likewise, the Act requires that any man or woman on 

whom the succession might be conferred must first “joyn in Communion with the Church 
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of England as by Law established” prior to the assumption of royal duties.9 The stern 

anti-Catholic language of the Act of Settlement, it bears emphasizing, must be understood 

as belonging to an era in which the allegedly superstitious teachings and illiberal 

practices of the Roman faith were regarded as a totalitarian ideology highly corrupting to 

the individual and mortally dangerous to the commonwealth; and, in the same light as 

Islam is unfortunately sometimes regarded today, English Protestants considered human 

freedom and Roman Catholicism as essentially and irreconcilably opposed.  

Britain should be a Divine Commonwealth. 

 In accordance with Richard Baxter’s conception of a holy commonwealth 

consisting of independent but coordinating civil and ecclesiastical centers, each laboring 

on behalf of the people for their own temporal good and eternal salvation, the theocratic 

aspects of the English constitution consist of both types. Turning to the civil dimension 

first, the Coronation Oath Act 1688 has regulated the investiture ceremony for the kings 

and queens of England ever since. Overtly religious, it opens with the Archbishop of 

Canterbury asking the following to the impending ruler: “Will You to the utmost of Your 

power Maintaine the Laws of God the true Profession of the Gospell and the Protestant 

Reformed Religion Established by Law? And will You Preserve unto the Bishops and 

Clergy of this Realme and to the Churches committed to their Charge all such Rights and 

Privileges as by Law doe or shall appertaine unto them or any of them?” He or she then 

                                                             
9 Prince Philip for example was received into the Anglican faith in 1947 in order to be 
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lays hands on the Gospels,10 says “The things which I have here before promised I will 

performe and Keepe Soe help me God,” and then kisses the Gospels. Although religious 

disestablishment has yet to be seriously considered by any British Government, it seems 

clear enough from these words that the King or Queen of England is personally sworn 

and constitutionally obliged to oppose any alteration in the existing settlement of the 

English Church, one of numerous checks on purely majoritarian government found in the 

British Constitution. 

 The Union with Scotland Act 1706 is however even more important in this 

context, in that this statute formally created Great Britain and established its 

constitutional organisms that have endured till this day. Enacted under Queen Anne (r. 

1702-14), it merges England with Scotland as of 1 May 1707 and reiterates that “all 

Papists and persons marrying Papists” are rendered ineligible for the throne of the new 

kingdom. The Act preserves an episcopal form of Protestantism for England and 

establishes ecclesiastical government by presbytery in Scotland, stating, “Presbyterian 

Government shall be the only Government of the Church within the Kingdom of 

Scotland…and further Her Majesty with Advice aforesaid expressly declares and statutes 

that none of the Subjects of this Kingdom shall be liable to…any Oath Test or 

Subscription…contrary to or inconsistent with the foresaid Protestant Religion and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
betrothed to Elizabeth.  
10 Anglican churches have ornamental volumes of the Gospels—Matthew, Mark, Luke, 
and John—that are carried in procession and read in front of the congregation.  
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Presbyterian Church Government.” Two points are crucial regarding the terms by which 

the Union with Scotland Act constitutionally establishes Anglicanism and 

Presbyterianism. First, the new civil and ecclesiastical powers are presented as coeval, 

being parallel but independent creations of the Act and neither answerable to or alterable 

by the other. In other words, Parliament is denied the right to act directly against these 

churches. “All Laws and Statutes in either Kingdom so far as they are contrary to or 

inconsistent with the Terms of these Articles,” the document reads, “or any of them shall 

from and after the Union cease and become void.” Another way of stating much the same 

point is to observe that the Union with Scotland Act presumes to bind the future, in that it 

establishes respective spheres for the civil and ecclesiastical powers which, if 

transgressed by either party, would dissolve Great Britain as a constitutional unit. The 

following passage is representative of the assertion of immutability within the legislation: 

  It is reasonable and necessary that the true Protestant Religion Professed  

  and established by Law in the Church of England and the Doctrine   

  Worship Discipline and Government thereof should be effectually and  

  unalterably secured…The Sovereign next succeeding to Her Majesty in  

  the Royal Government of the Kingdom of Great Britain and so for ever  

  hereafter…at His or Her Coronation…then and there present take and  

  subscribe on Oath to maintain and preserve inviolably the said Settlement  

  of the Church of England [emphases added].  
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The framers and the parents of the framers of this Act had withstood several decades of 

almost ceaseless theologico-political conflict in Britain, and foreseeing that papist, 

Calvinist, and other enemies of the Protestant Hanoverian regime might at some future 

time seize power through a coup or persuade the population to follow them, they 

established through this Act a constitutional structure intended to irrevocably conclude 

the normative theological debates of the period; and therefore, in my opinion, the House 

of Commons lacks the authority to disestablish the Churches of England or Scotland, just 

as it cannot abolish the monarchy or the House of Lords.11 

 There is also, however, the ecclesiastical half of the “divine commonwealth.” 

Respective Arminian,12 Puritan, and Independent theological revolutions during the 

seventeenth century in Britain concluded with the Act of Uniformity 1662, which 

establishes the Book of Common Prayer of the same year as the law and polity for 

Christian worship in England. “No person whatsoever shall thenceforth be capable to bee 

admitted to any…Ecclesiastical Promotion or Dignity whatsoever before such time as he 

shall be ordained Priest according to the forme and manner in and by the said Booke.” It 

is therefore necessary to provide some discussion of the 1662 Book of Common Prayer. 

The most involved and sophisticated exposition of Christian worship in English, it 

                                                             
11 Therefore the Blair Government’s House of Lords Act 1999—by which most of the 
hereditary peers were expelled—involved the most direct assault on the British 
Constitution since Oliver Cromwell.    
12 Supported by Charles I, this faction believed that Christ died for all men, not merely 
for the elect.  
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prescribes ceremonies applicable throughout the day (Morning, Evening Prayer), prayers 

applicable throughout the year (Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Easter, Ascension Day, 

and numerous others) and rites applicable throughout the life cycle of the individual 

(Baptism, Confirmation, Matrimony, Burial of the Dead, Thanksgiving of Women after 

Child-birth), with Holy Communion offered every Sunday; and it must be emphasized 

that until as recently as the 1960s, respectable Englishmen of the landed or professional 

classes would have passed their entire lives beneath and within the almost daily 

regimentation of this seventeenth century volume.  

 Furthermore, the prayer book, whatever the truth or falsehood of its theological 

contents, represents a masterpiece of throne-and-altar conservatism, in that its august 

discourses skillfully interweave Christian allegiance to God with patriotic allegiance to 

the King or Queen. Three features are especially salient. First, it prescribes an accession 

service to be celebrated each year on the calendar day in which the reigning monarch 

assumed the throne, and the prayers therein are especially representative of the 

theological nationalism embodied in the British Constitution as a whole. The following 

shall suffice: 

  “O GOD, who providest for thy people by thy power, and rulest over them 

  in love: Vouchsafe so to bless thy Servant our Queen, that under her this  

  nation may be wisely governed, and thy Church may serve thee in all  

  godly quietness; and grant that she being devoted to thee with her whole  
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  heart, and persevering in good works unto the end, may, by thy guidance,  

  come to thy everlasting kingdom; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who  

  liveth and reigneth with thee and the Holy Ghost, ever one God, world  

  without end. Amen (597).  

Baxter and other Puritans based their political theology—to reappear in Carl Schmitt—on 

what they regarded as the natural correspondence between a supreme heavenly and 

earthly monarch, a persuasion much reflected in passages such as the above. The prayer 

book also includes “Forms of Prayer to be used at Sea” (538-52), an appropriate 

complement to Britain’s rising status as a naval power, which became hegemonic 

following the Napoleonic Wars. Most constitutionally explicit, however, is the thirty-

seventh of the Thirty-nine Articles of Anglicanism, the supreme iteration of what the 

Church of England teaches found at the very end of the volume. Entitled, “Of the Civil 

Magistrates,” it states, “The King’s Majesty hath the chief power in this Realm of 

England, and other his Dominions, unto whom the Government of all Estates of this 

Realm, whether they be Ecclesiastical or Civil, in all causes doth appertain, and is not, 

nor ought to be subject to any foreign Jurisdiction…[and] the Bishop of Rome hath no 

jurisdiction in this Realm of England” (627-28). One may therefore identify, in one of the 

highest instruments of English law, the principle of resistance to foreign, but especially to 

Roman Catholic domination. 

The monarch is inviolable. 
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 The general evolution of the English Constitution is for Parliament and public to 

gradually envision, assert, and consolidate more powers, leaving it always something of a 

mystery how much remains for the king or queen.  British monarchs preceded the British 

nation, and for this reason the full extent of their constitutional authority is nowhere 

specified. Royal prerogative is implied in much Williamite legislation, including the 

Bank of England Act 1694 and the Great Seal Act 1688; but the best demonstration 

probably belongs to the Crown Recognition Act (Ireland) 1692, passed in the aftermath 

of a Jacobite rising in Ireland supported by France as well as the outbreak of the War of 

the Spanish Succession. In “an Act of Recognition, of their Majesties undoubted Right to 

the Crown of Ireland,” the document communicates a constitutional formula by which the 

English monarch would henceforth enjoy inviolable sovereignty provided he or she 

maintains the general goodwill of the Lords and Commons. It states the following: 

  Whereas our sovereign liege lord and lady, King William and Queen  

  Mary…have delivered this their kingdom from the miseries and calamities 

  of an intestine war and most horrid rebellion, raised up amongst us by the  

  Irish papists…and supported by the power of the French King…We the  

  lords spiritual and temporal and commons in this present Parliament  

  assembled, in the name of all the people of this kingdom…do recognize  

  and acknowledge, that Ireland, and all titles, stiles, royalties, jurisdictions,  

  rights, privileges, prerogatives, and preheminences-royal thereunto  
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  belonging, are most rightfully and lawfully vested in their Majesties King  

  William and Queen Mary. 

Terms such as sovereign, lord, or rightfully have very Hobbesian associations, and 

notions of patriarchal authority, aristocratic privilege, royal supremacy, and public 

courtesy pervade the entirety of English law. With regard to the Act discussed above, it is 

also worth mentioning that Parliament appears to require a royal assent to its actions—

however monarchist they may be—before the legislation can become law. “And we do 

beseech their most excellent Majesties,” Parliament concludes, “to accept of this our 

humble recognition and submission, as the first fruits in this present Parliament of our 

faith and duty to their Majesties.” It can be no small consideration in examining the 

British Constitution that legislation to this day is never passed in the name of the 

Parliament or even of the people, but rather always in that of the Queen.  

Parliament is sovereign. 

 Conversely, the sovereignty of Parliament of such importance to the English 

Levellers is expressed in the Bill of Rights of 1688, through which Parliament, on its own 

authority, achieves enduring constitutional revolution in England. An obvious inspiration 

to the American version a century later, the document advances three main points. The 

first and most conceptually simple is to identify and denounce the abuses of the late 

James II, who “did endeavour to subvert and extirpate the Protestant religion.” The 

accusations against him include suspending laws as well as enforcing them by his own 
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authority, illegally raising money for his own purposes, retaining a standing army, arming 

and equipping Roman Catholics, stealing elections, corrupting juries, and engaging in 

other practices “directly contrary to the knowne Lawes and Statutes and Freedome of this 

Realme,” and which were all perpetrated, the document emphasizes, without the consent 

of Parliament. For this reason, second, the Parliamentary authors assert thirteen 

inalienable rights of all English subjects, or more precisely thirteen rules by which the 

various organs of the constitution must interact. They are that the king or queen cannot 

suspend or dispense with laws in the absence of Parliamentary approval, priests cannot be 

investigated in ad hoc royal courts, Parliament alone can tax the nation, the monarch must 

at all times be willing to receive petitions, only Parliament can retain a standing army in 

peacetime, Protestant subjects are entitled to bear arms, Parliament shall have free 

elections,13 Members of Parliament are entitled to absolute freedom of speech in their 

deliberations, there can be no excessive bail or cruel or unusual punishment, juries must 

never be tampered with, no one can have his or her property confiscated without due 

process, and finally, to help secure these rights, “Parlyaments ought to be held 

frequently.”  

 Having articulated these reservations, “the said Lords Spirituall and Temporall 

and Commons assembled at Westminster” jointly confer the throne on William and 

Mary, and prescribe both a civil and ecclesiastical oath of allegiance, depending on 

                                                             
13 The subsequent Meeting of Parliament Act 1694 would require it to be convened at 
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whether the subject be magistrate or priest. The ecclesiastical oath seems especially 

significant with regard to the developing constitutional preservation of Britain from any 

foreign domination. It reads, “I doe declare that noe Foreigne Prince Person Prelate, State 

or Potentate hath or ought to have any Jurisdiction Power Superiority Preeminence or 

Authoritie Ecclesiasticall or Spirituall within this Realme.” Parliament then declares, 

once again, that no Roman Catholic or spouse of a Roman Catholic may occupy or inherit 

the English throne. The Bill of Rights Act 1688 therefore expresses the sovereignty of 

Parliament in that Parliament is seen to have disqualified James II, to have established 

fundamental constitutional procedures, to have conferred the throne on William and 

Mary, and to have done all this completely in its own capacity. 

The people have liberties. 

 The Miltonic assertion that the people have liberties regardless of a particular 

monarch or even of monarchy itself is boldly expressed through the Petition of Right of 

1627. Composed early in the reign of Charles I (1625-1649), the document requests relief 

from three of the most irksome manifestations of Caroline absolutism. First, it states that 

the king should have no right to tax the English people without the consent of their 

Parliament. Charles was routinely extorting loans from his subjects, and enforcing his 

rule more generally through Lord Lieutenants, justices of the peace, and other appointed 

officials to the exclusion of Parliament. Second, the document condemns the deployment 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
least once every three years.  
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throughout the realm of both soldiers and sailors to enforce royal absolutism, including 

the imposition of quartering of soldiers in civilian homes that would later aggrieve the 

American patriots. Finally, Charles through various royal commissioners had imposed 

martial law in England and executed subjects who protested, all without the consent of 

Parliament. “No man,” argues the Petition of Right, “ought to be adjudged to death but by 

the Lawes established in this your Realme, either by the customes of the same Realme or 

by Acts of Parliament.” The English Reformation was author therefore of concepts of 

individual rights confirmed through the Enlightenment and expanded through modern 

democracy. 

 The British Constitution therefore attained its current form in 1706, and with the 

exception of the Great Reform Act 1832 there was little fundamental alteration until as 

recently as New Labour under Tony Blair. This modified Hobbesian settlement, whereby 

both the civil and ecclesiastical authorities are united under one ruler amid his or her 

Parliament of Lords and Commons saw Great Britain through the loss of her American 

colonies, the full development of the Industrial Revolution, immense overseas expansion 

to Africa, the Middle East, and Asia, two devastating wars with Germany, the loss of all 

her imperial possessions, the extreme bipolar tensions of the Cold War, and most recently 

the advent of consumerism, multiculturalism, and secularization; and while the full 

implications of a seventeenth century constitution applied to a twenty-first century world 

are beyond the reach of this analysis, it shall next consider how the constitutional 
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establishment of the five Reformation theses described above have in various ways 

politically militated against supranational European integration.  

 III. Euro-skeptic Politics as Preservation of the British Constitution (before and 

after 1975)  

 In May 1975, Mr. Harold Wilson found himself in two seemingly insoluble 

dilemmas, both unique in British political history. His country had joined the Single 

Market under his Tory nemesis Ted Heath two years previously, but Community 

membership was so controversial that a popular referendum was scheduled for 5 June,14 

the first unique event in a nation ruled by a sovereign Parliament. But second, 

membership was so contentious within his own Labour Party that Wilson decided that 

neither he nor his Cabinet would assume any overall position, but rather allow individual 

MPs to vote, as well as to campaign as they wished, an equally unique event. 

Membership in the supranational European communities may for both these reasons 

therefore plausibly claim to be the most constitutionally vexatious question the British 

system of government has ever confronted, and the referendum campaign of 1975—a 

media circus of tirades and personal attacks from all quarters—may serve to anchor the 

analysis of how British Reformed theology embodied in constitutional law has 

                                                             
14 Specifically, the Labour manifesto of 1974 stated its opposition to the terms of 
accession and a resolution to renegotiate them, along with a promise to submit Common 
Market participation to the people directly and to respect their verdict. Existing research 
on the 1975 Common Market referendum includes that of Butler and Kitzinger (1976), 
Haig (1975), Seammon (1975), and more recently Miller (2015).       
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contributed to anti-European politics. Each of the five theologico-political contentions 

with which this chapter is concerned are identifiable with the theory and practice of a 

particular Euro-skeptic politician before, during, and after Britain’s rancorous public 

debate over the Common Market that spring. These “evangelists” of the anti-market 

position were the Rev. Dr. Ian Paisley, Tony Benn, Enoch Powell, and Michael Foot, two 

of whom belonged to Wilson’s government, but all of whom were among the most 

important political figures of the only British generation to actually vote on European 

participation.   

“Popery” is a totalitarian ideology. (Rev. Dr. Ian Paisley) 

 Northern Ireland—population about 1.7 million—is one of the United Kingdom’s 

four countries, but more importantly it served as host, until the very close of the twentieth 

century, for the last surviving European War of Religion. Overwhelmingly Roman 

Catholic Ireland revolted against British rule during World War I, and from 1922 the 

Irish Free State (Saorstát Éireann) united a jubilant post-colonial population, with a 

democratic-republican constitution following in 1937. Yet British authority was 

preserved in the northeast of the island, wherein a vociferous Protestant majority insisted 

that its rule be preserved at any cost. Theologically episcopal or presbyterian, and 

politically “unionist” or “loyalist,” the Protestant majority of Ulster was locked in mortal 

combat against the continued Irish Catholic insurgency, represented militarily by the Irish 

Republican Army (IRA) and politically by Sinn Fein. Both sides maintained paramilitary 
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organizations sent on missions of terror and murder into each other’s neighborhoods, 

with civilian deaths, frequently in pubs and restaurants, via gunfire and explosives an 

everyday possibility. On the Protestant side, for example, Johnny “Mad Dog” Adair was 

responsible for numerous murders of Catholics from his hideouts along the dreaded 

Shankill Road in Belfast, while the IRA for its part blew up Lord Mountbatten—cousin 

of the Queen and last British ruler of India—at his vacation home in the Republic of 

Ireland in 1979. Of great importance, furthermore, were the dramatic Orange marches, 

during which the unionists in splendid livery would proceed in formation through 

Catholic neighborhoods, in addition to convening massive rallies marked by passionate 

oratory.  

 

 

 

Therefore in a wider Europe transformed by secular values, Marxian theories, and 

multicultural politics, Northern Ireland, whose inhabitants have for so long lived in fear 
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of violent death, presents the fascinating exception of an overwhelmingly masculine, 

militarist, tribal, but above all theological miniature civilization, wherein the Reformation 

and Counter-Reformation worldviews of the seventeenth century are preserved almost 

undiluted. A world of strong men but of even stronger ideas, very few people have ever 

inhabited Ulster except indigenous Catholics and Protestants, and tidings of the Peace of 

Westphalia were therefore unheard or unacknowledged by its warring partisans until the 

Good Friday Agreement of 1998. Amid this dark, Hobbesian cosmos of theological 

annihilation, much of the Protestant population considered European integration through 

the Common Market just another Vatican conspiracy to corrupt, enslave, or destroy them.  

 The most important unionist was the Rev. Dr. Ian Paisley (1926-2014). 

Theologically, he was Minister of Martyrs’ Memorial in east Belfast and Moderator of 

the Free Presbyterian Church; and politically he was Member of Parliament for Antrim 

North, Member of the European Parliament for Northern Ireland, and leader of the 

Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), all simultaneously during the second half of the 

twentieth century and without a single defeat at the ballot box. A Protestant Evangelical 

who collaborated with Bob Jones, Paisley (1976) preached to the World Congress of 

Fundamentalists in Edinburgh in 1976, “We need to get back to the thunder of the 

prophetic element in God’s Word and to His judgment against evil people” (7), a 

resolution that would unite decades of magistracy and ministry. For Paisley, in 

accordance with the beliefs of Foxe and other Reformers, the most evil people of all were 
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the cardinals and pontiffs of the Roman Catholic Church, who had converted the worship 

of Christ into that of Antichrist and who continually sought to eliminate Protestant 

freedom by corrupting Protestant governments. His Protestant Telegraph newspaper, for 

instance, stated in 1968 (28 December), “Ulster is the last bastion of Evangelical 

Protestantism in Western Europe; we must not let drop the torch of Truth at this stage of 

the eternal conflict between Truth and Evil;” while in 1974 (9 February) it continued 

against “Political domination of Rome…to annex us piece by piece to an ‘All Ireland’ 

Roman Catholic State as reactionary as ‘Most Catholic’ Spain.” Paisley’s anti-papal 

theology and its application to contemporary politics is succinctly expressed in a book 

chapter (1968) on John Knox, the Reformed evangelist of Scotland who “as far as our 

religious heritage is concerned, was the most important of them all” (32). After 

describing how Knox came to perceive the evils of popery, thwart French influence, 

establish the Kirk, and defy Mary, Queen of Scots, Paisley, as if to remove any doubt of 

his authorial intent, concludes, “Remember that the tactics of Rome are unchanged. To-

day she seeks to reconquer our nation by papalising our Royal House of Windsor. Prince 

Philip, a notable Sabbath desecrator, is but a hair’s breadth from being a papist, while 

Archbishop Ramsey is busily engaged in the unholy work of selling the Church of 

England to Rome” (46). As holds more broadly throughout this analysis, the truth or 

falsehood of such teaching is of less importance than the extent to which it influenced 

political outcome; and the uncompromising pastor of Ravenhill accumulated a long 
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record of civil disobedience against both civil and ecclesiastical authorities which in his 

belief conceded too much to the totalitarian papal menace. A particularly notable 

example was Paisley’s arrest in July, 1966 as a result, as he put it, of “a conspiracy 

hatched by the World Council of Churches’ leaders” (1968: 4) to discredit him, 

whereupon, in Pauline style, he sent encouraging and exhortative epistles to his 

congregation during his incarceration.  

 Amid the intense media discussion pertaining to the approaching referendum in 

1975, Paisley and the Democratic Unionists left no doubt where they stood. The leader 

committed himself to the position “the Virgin Mary is the Madonna of the Common 

Market,” while the DUP sounded the alarm of continued involvement in a “Roman 

Catholic super-state.”15 Neil Oliver, a prominent loyalist and the Ulster chairman of Get 

Britain Out specified that the Single Market presents “a collection of polyglot nations, 

people who speak strange languages, have foreign cultures and in so many cases a 

different national religion” (Butler and Kitzinger 1976: 156). It is difficult to evaluate 

how influential such Protestant polemics were upon this decisive occasion, but it may be 

significant that Northern Ireland returned at 52.1% the lowest percentage in favor of 

continued participation in the Common Market among the United Kingdom’s four 

                                                             
15 The Common Market at the time had nine members: Belgium, Denmark, France, Great 
Britain, Holland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, and West Germany. Among those nations, 
only Denmark and Great Britain were unambiguously Protestant, lending some 
plausibility to the assertion.   
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countries, compared to Scotland at 58.4%, Wales at 66.5%, and England at 68.7% (ibid. 

266).  

 It certainly is significant, however, that the people of Ulster continued for decades 

to elect and empower the man who openly spoke of the European Community as the 

whore of Babylon and the Roman pontiff at the back of it as the Antichrist. Four years 

later, to begin with, they elected him to the European Parliament during its first round of 

popular voting in 1979 on account of his bold promises to confront “the Beast” on its 

native soil. He remained for twenty-five years, constantly denouncing the institution in 

prophetic King James language, the high point of which was his disturbance on the floor 

of the chamber when John Paul II came to speak in October, 1988. Assaulted by the 

devout Catholic Otto von Hapsburg—heir to the vanished Austrian throne—and then 

expelled from the chamber by Lord Plumb, Paisley quipped to a reporter after the fact, 

“They would have burnt me at the stake today if they could.”16 This European was in 

addition to his simultaneous British parliamentary service, until as recently as 2010. 

Paisley was also involved in the formation of paramilitary movements such as the Third 

Force (1981) and Ulster Resistance (1986), and along with David Trimble claimed a 

triumph in the Drumcree Orange march of June, 1995, when unionists challenged an 

unusually large number of British police ordered to arrest their progress. Paisley 

meanwhile opened a European Institute of Protestant Studies at his Martyr’s Memorial 
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Church in 1997, the purpose of which “is to expound the Bible and expose the Papacy 

and to promote, defend and maintain Bible Protestantism in Europe and further afield.”17 

In short, the both theological and political significance of Ian Paisley in Northern Ireland 

is representative of the extent to which Community integration, on account of the 

unparalleled intensity of Protestant belief in that country, has been a deeply unpalatable 

proposition, both before and after 1975.  

Britain should be a Divine Commonwealth. (Tony Benn)   

 Although the Coronation Oath and Union with Scotland Act declared the 

constitutional victory of the English and Scottish churches, the alternative visions of a 

Protestant divine commonwealth set forth by Richard Baxter and other theorists during 

the Civil War continued to exert great influence; and therefore in the British context, the 

terms non-conformist or dissenter refer to non-Anglican Protestants, especially if they 

consider themselves opposed to the constitutional establishment of that faith and to its 

connections with unelected monarchs and haughty aristocrats. The south of England—the 

location of Oxford and Cambridge—is the heartland of the established Church, “the Tory 

party at prayer;” but the outlying manufacturing cities such as Leeds or Birmingham as 

well as the Celtic countries of Wales and Scotland have historically served as host to 

Methodism, Congregationalism, and other free church movements involving the lower 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
16 The Times, 12 October 1988. He and his followers also picketed every stage of the 
papal visit of 1982.   
17 http://www.ianpaisley.org/main.asp 
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classes and theologically critiquing the established order, which they consider an unjust 

imposition left over from the seventeenth century. These “dissenting” Protestant 

theologies helped inform the revisionist agendas of the Liberal and then Labour Parties 

that emerged within the same areas and among the same people. 

  

 

 

Liberal Prime Minister David Lloyd George, for example, was a non-conformist from 

Wales, while Ramsay MacDonald, head of the first Labour Government, belonged to the 

Free Church of Scotland. During the Common Market referendum of 1975, the most 

outstanding example of this tradition within the House of Commons was Anthony 

Wedgwood “Tony” Benn (1925-2014), whose lifelong opposition to European 

integration derived from his commitment to Christian socialism. 

 Born to hereditary privilege of which he became deeply ashamed, Benn was a 

confirmed Anglican but his parents were deeply radical and dissenting. His father became 
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Viscount Stansgate and was recognized as one of the most progressive Lords, whilst his 

mother shared such principles, advocating female ordination. After Westminster School, 

Oxford, military service, and a decade as Labour MP for Bristol South East, Benn 

provoked a serious constitutional crisis in 1960 by refusing to vacate his seat in the 

Commons when his late father’s peerage devolved on him, a battle for pure democracy 

that he eventually won. For Benn, Britain should pursue unilateral disarmament and non-

alignment, absolute democracy was the sole manifestation of lawful authority, only 

socialist transformation could save the workers of Britain from oppression, and all forms 

of arbitrary authority and hereditary privilege—including the position of the Queen 

herself—were incompatible with modern society and totally illegitimate. The last of these 

contentions was considered the most radical, and while very few other politicians would 

second him, Benn never repented of his commitment to Christian republicanism, telling 

the New Left Review in 1982, “Republicanism has long existed in Britain. We had a 

republic under Cromwell, and he abolished the House of Lords, so there is a historical 

precedent for republicanism which simply has to be accepted as a fact of our history” 

(1982: 45). Benn therefore appeals to an ultimately defeated faction of the Civil War as 

an inspiration for his developing vision of a Christian leftist Britain.  

 But of what ideas does this program make use, at a deeper level? In 1984, “Tony” 

Benn, as the former peer was more humbly styling himself by that point, authored the 

introduction to Writings on the Wall: A Radical and Socialist Anthology, 1215-1984, 
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which collects excerpts from workers, feminists, socialists, and other marginalized 

groups within an unfolding narrative of historical liberation. Benn’s parliamentary, 

ministerial, and anti-war activist career spanned half a century,18 but the essay he 

provides in that volume is so representative of his worldview, and so demonstrative of the 

theological to constitutional to political process charted within these chapters, that it is 

worth quoting at length: 

  At the very beginning it was religious belief that provided the basis of  

  opposition to the oppressors, and there are many references to the   

  revolutionary message of the Bible…The most basic feeling of all…was  

  the idea of inherent rights, which recurs throughout this book. It derives  

  originally from the belief that God, as the creator of all humanity, had  

  implanted those rights in each man and woman as His gift, and that no  

  person, however rich or powerful, had any moral or legal right to take  

  them away…As the years passed, religious belief was supplemented, or  

  replaced, by a more secular view of history. These inherent rights were  

  restated in terms of reason, a humanist view that in the transition lost none 

  of its ethical force, although it had been stripped of its theological   

  significance. The concept has come to be expressed in terms of the rights  

  of a freeborn Englishman, or the rights of the Scots, Irish or Welsh, of  

                                                             
18 He was the inaugural president (2001-) of the Stop of the War Coalition, responsible 
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  Women and of Blacks, to enjoy equality of treatment under the law. Yet  

  the political battles that have been fought over the centuries were for the  

  most part fought under the banners of religion and religious freedom. So it 

  is important that we should remember that many of the ideas of solidarity,  

  democracy, tolerance, equality and socialism owe their origin to the Old  

  Testament and the teachings of the carpenter of Nazareth (15). 

Therefore for Benn, theological preceded constitutional and political reform, and the 

policies he and other British Christians on the Left pursued during the postwar decades—

nationalization of healthcare, nuclear disarmament, anti-war opposition, 

decriminalization of homosexuality, and industrial planning, among others—have their 

origins in dissenting Reformed traditions. This included Benn’s outspoken opposition to 

continued Common Market participation in 1975. 

 A lifelong diarist, Benn dictated the affairs of the day into cassette tapes the 

contents of which were later assembled in book form; and the volume (1989) covering 

1975 therefore serves as an insightful guide to a chaotic political campaign. Republican 

that he was, it was Benn himself who first pressed the idea within the Labour Party and 

Wilson Government for a popular referendum to confirm so momentous a decision as 

Community membership. He also publicly challenged Margaret Thatcher on 20 April to 

state whether or not her Conservative Party would respect a negative result (1989: 366). 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
for some of the largest public demonstrations in British history.   
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For these pains, the Secretary of State for Industry received nothing but abuse, ridicule, 

and intimidation. Edward Heath, the former Tory Prime Minister who took Britain into 

Europe, accused him of Nazi sympathies in the Sunday Express (27 April), while the 

ever-despicable Daily Mail ran fictitious stories about his children being hospitalized. 

“The press are having a nervous breakdown over the Common Market,” he dictated on 28 

April, and Special Branch was called in mid-May in order to evaluate Benn’s reception of 

an unprecedented number of death threats. Even though the final tally on 5 June was only 

one-third in favor of European exit, Benn confided to his diary the following day that he 

was not ashamed of the result, “considering that we had absolutely no real organisation, 

no newspapers, nothing.”19 

 The various arguments of the Euro-skeptic coalition tended to be drowned out by 

the constant media antics and personal attacks—disproportionately against Benn—and 

the leftist MP therefore systematically set forth his objections to European integration 

four years later in Arguments for Socialism (1979). They were of three kinds. The first 

and most comprehensive involved the necessary loss of national sovereignty and self-

determination. Within Benn’s political theology of proletarian liberation, the people as a 

whole must exercise complete democratic control, both because it is morally right, and 

because it is necessary for true socialist transformation, which unlike the Stalinist variety 

                                                             
19 Only the Communist Morning Star and the right-wing Spectator supported withdrawal. 
The rest of Britain’s newspapers disparaged the anti-market coalition.  
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cannot be imposed by force or fear.20 The institutions of the Common Market, however, 

invest unelected councilors and commissioners in Brussels with unparalleled control over 

the lives and fortunes of ordinary people, who can scarcely ascertain the identity, much 

less hold accountable or remove the bureaucrats whose self-appointed mandate 

comprehends everything from the sources of electrical power to the quality of sausages to 

the tint of hair dye. Benn’s theological forbears during the seventeenth century 

campaigned against the arbitrary, over-arching power of pontiffs, kings, and lords; and 

therefore to willingly resubmit to such illegitimate constitutional and political authority 

during the twentieth is to seriously enhance the control of multinational corporations, the 

established classes, media barons, and other organizations prone to conservative reaction. 

“What body of men in the Western world,” he asks indignantly, “enjoys so much political 

power as the European Commission enjoys over the lives of so many people and without 

a shred of direct accountability to those people for the use they may make of their 

power?” (98).  

 His other two objections are derivative of the first. Benn imputed to the Common 

Market a serious loss of control over British industry. During the 1970s, Britain, as was 

true of the West generally, was desperately attempting to cope with the economic fallout 

from the mid-east war of 1973, when Saudi Arabia deliberately skyrocketed the price of 

oil in order to ground the Israeli counter-attack. Rolls Royce went bankrupt, armed 

                                                             
20 Thus for example Benn in principle opposed the nationalization of a given industry 
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confrontations between police and workers frequently occurred, and amid the extreme 

dysfunction there were whispers in high places of potential military intervention. Amid 

such desperate times, it was essential, thought Benn, for Parliament to retain complete 

control over British steel, shipbuilding, aircraft, energy, and other commanding heights of 

the economy, not to pursue any imperio-mercantilist agenda, but rather to conserve jobs, 

preserve communities, maintain labor standards, and uphold corporatist and consultative 

principles. Benn likewise objected to the capitalist approach to employment he detected 

in Brussels, which in his words, “is based on a very simple and well-understood concept: 

survival of the fittest. They believe that industrial enterprises are engaged in a 

competition for the right to survive, a competition which eliminates the weak and ensures 

that only healthy and vigorous enterprises continue” (102). In contrast, he insisted for 

moral reasons upon a socialist policy of preserving full employment.  

 Benn never repented of his Christian socialism or of its consequent hostility to 

European integration, but rather like the Levellers and other non-conformists he admired 

continued to campaign for all power to be returned to the people. While heir to Protestant 

traditions of divine commonwealth, Benn believed that monarchist dimensions of the 

British Constitution had outlived their usefulness, and routinely spoke of the “unfinished 

business” of 1688, by which he meant primarily that democratization on a Christian basis 

needed to continue. “The [Anglican] Church,” he wrote in 2003, “is used to prop up the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
without the consent of its workers.   
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existing order and keep the working class in their place as loyal subjects of the Queen and 

obedient serfs in modern feudal society, where the multinationals have taken over from 

the old landlords and exploit us for their own profit” (218-19). While it might seem 

implausible, on the face of it, that a national church so poorly attended could at the same 

time be exerting so decisive an effect, the remark encapsulates the great extent to which, 

in Benn’s mind, the structures of theological oppression of the seventeenth century have 

assumed political forms by the conclusion of the twentieth. Regarding the Common 

Market in particular, Benn remained unambiguous that as its true purposes were political, 

so were his corresponding reservations. “The integration of Europe is a political and not 

an economic question. It must be seen as such, since each step taken in that direction 

shifts power from the elected to the unelected…and those who believe that a federal 

Europe would protect us from the power of the multinational corporations are completely 

wrong, for the European Commission is little more than a regional agent of globalization” 

(2003: 119-21). For the purposes of this chapter, it is of secondary importance that 

newspapers mocked, thugs intimidated, and public opinion largely ignored the warnings 

of the pipe-smoking people’s hero in 1975, as well as that Britain, however reluctantly at 

times, has maintained its European membership since then. What matters is that one of 

the most decisive British politicians of his generation steadfastly opposed European 

integration because it conflicted with his Christian socialist agenda of leftist 

emancipation, a worldview which, by his own account, derives from divine 
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commonwealth notions of English Reformation theology. Benn passed away in 2014, a 

hero to workers and oppressed throughout the world.  

The monarch is inviolable, and Parliament is sovereign. (Enoch Powell)  

 Despite laboring in the same cause that spring, Benn refused to publicly appear on 

stage however with J. Enoch Powell (1912-1998), the high priest of high Toryism. The 

infamous “Rivers of Blood” speech delivered in Birmingham on 20 April 1968 has 

forever associated Powell with a white supremacist or at least xenophobic agenda; but 

without either accusing or defending him, this study submits that a single incident, 

however unfortunate, must not be allowed to swallow up the otherwise pivotal 

contributions of a decisive member of Parliament and genuine political theorist. Born to 

schoolteachers, and then graduating with highest honors from Trinity College, 

Cambridge, Powell became from an early age one of the greatest classical scholars of his 

generation, publishing works (1938, 1939a, 1939b) on Herodotus whilst still in his 

twenties, wherein he demonstrates a mastery of ancient Greek that would later reappear 

in his Thucydides (1955) and Gospels (1994). He also authored The House of Lords in 

the Middle Ages (1968) and a biography of Joseph Chamberlain (1977). When to these 

attainments is added his distinguished record in the British Army—he rose from Private 

to Brigadier over the course of World War II—every foundation for political distinction 

was achieved; and Powell was elected in 1950 as the Conservative from Wolverhampton 

South West.  
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 Powell was a leading Tory, or monarchist conservative. Theologically and 

politically descended from the royalists during the Civil War, Tories in the tradition of 

Thomas Hobbes, Sir Robert Filmer, Mary Astell, the Duke of Wellington, and William 

Blackstone instinctively defend the traditional structures of the English Constitution.  

 

 

 

Less a rightist than a “highest” political tradition, the fundamental article of the Tory 

creed is the omnipotence of “the Queen in Parliament,” the traditional, legal, and 

charismatic exaltation of the supreme ruler amid her surrounding captains that for the 

English people serves as the source of authority, the font of honor, and even the point of 

contact with the Supreme Being, who of old granted to the ancestors of the reigning 

sovereign their divine right to rule. Tories are also loyal to the established Church of 
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England, which they regard as genuinely Apostolic, patriotically useful, and aesthetically 

meritorious. These theoretical propositions, furthermore, are socially embedded within 

the subtle opulence of fox hunting (which Powell took up as an adult), bespoke clothing, 

formal balls and dinners, and the recreational calendar of the “London season” that 

includes the Royal Ascot. Such monarcho-aristocratic rituals are by no means, however, a 

mere source of idle amusement, but are instead integral to much professional 

development in Britain: the Inns of Court catechize barristers with their state dinners, 

certain regiments proudly don particular patterns on their neckties and suspenders, and 

the daily routine of Westminster has been punctuated for centuries by some or other 

arcane observance requiring a peculiar robe or hat. It is amid this unequal but free 

constitutional formulation of “the Queen in Parliament” that one might appreciate the 

arguments of Wrestling with the Angel (1974), a collection of speeches, articles, and other 

theological interventions by Powell from the 1970s, thus locating his religious thought at 

the time of the Common Market referendum.  

 At St. Lawrence Jewry in London in January, 1977, Powell, now an Ulster 

Unionist,21 stated the following: “All the major causes in politics to which I have devoted 

myself in the last twenty years and more have grown for me out of two convictions: that 

the nation is the one social unit which, on the secular plane at least, provides a satisfying 

                                                             
21 Party leader Edward Heath fired him from the Shadow Cabinet for “Rivers of Blood” 
and Powell subsequently fell out with the Conservatives entirely, only to recreate himself 
as an Ulster Unionist from South Down beginning in 1974.      
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frame of reference for men’s individual hopes and ambitions; and that the only nation I 

can recognize as my own is that defined by allegiance to the Crown in Parliament” (4). 

For Powell therefore, as for modern Tory loyalists generally, the sovereignty of 

Parliament and the inviolability of the monarch are not irreconcilable propositions; rather 

they are fused through the simultaneous extension of royal sovereignty through the Lords 

and Commons and through the highest complement of their corresponding submission. 

Separately, therefore, Crown and Parliament can do nothing, but together, they can 

accomplish all. As a high Anglican with genuine antiquarian credentials, Powell was 

intimately familiar with the Protestant constitutional terms of the Restoration, the 

Glorious Revolution, and the Union with Scotland identified above, and he discussed the 

significance of Britain’s Protestant monarchy once again at St. Lawrence Jewry22 in 

November, 1974. “‘God Save the Queen’,” he begins, “is not only a prayer for the head 

of state…It is also a prayer for the ‘supreme governor’ on earth of their Church. Through 

the exercise of the royal supremacy the belief of the Church of England is defined and its 

liturgy and forms of worship are fixed and regulated” (74-75). Powell continues, with 

great theoretical significance, “In a monarchy the state’s two faces, as both temporal and 

spiritual, present no insuperable paradox. The sovereign who receives authority from God 

exercises it under God. He is himself no abstraction or automation, but a human being 

who shares with the humblest of his subjects the same faith, expects the same judgment 

                                                             
22 It is the official church of the Lord Mayor of London.  
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and hopes for the same redemption” (77). It is precisely such subtle but enduring 

formulations of belief and practice that are so often overlooked amid the quantitative 

surveys of religious belief utilized by the sociologists. In the British context, in particular, 

“religion” is not and has never been purely or perhaps even primarily based on the public 

profession of individuals, for as Powell explains the personage of the monarch, unlike a 

secular president, is deliberately intended to communicate the theological totality of 

(wo)man, rather than having him stripped of his full humanity in the reduced guise of 

magistrate, citizen, or worker. “For us alone,” concludes Powell, “the identity of nation 

and Church survives in the symbolism of historical forms, and the link between spiritual 

and secular sovereignty is still, despite everything, a living reality” (79). Protestant 

theology, therefore, is communicated through the more monarchist dimensions of the 

British Constitution in order to appear in the politics of Tories like Enoch Powell.  

 Powell delivered several anti-market interventions during the referendum 

campaign, including his appearance in an ITV debate on 2 June, but he had already 

systematically set forth his opposition in The Common Market: The Case Against (1971), 

which registers his Tory theologico-political conception of the Queen in Parliament as its 

overall basis. For Powell, the so-called European Economic Community is at heart a 

political organization tending toward European federation, to which Britain as a 

sovereign nation—in both a civil and ecclesiastical respect—cannot and must not belong. 

With some admitted truth, he writes, “A single currency means a single government, and 
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that single government would be the government whose policies determined every aspect 

of economic life. In the Common Market that government would not be a British 

government; it would be a continental government” (40). This proposition is intolerable 

not because the Community countries are predominantly Roman Catholic—the 

confessional variation is never once mentioned—but because the British people 

spiritually identify with Elizabeth as their head and temporally with members of 

Parliament as their officers of state; and they therefore cannot by right surrender their 

national sovereignty to foreign entities of which they no little and to which they owe 

nothing, whatever the purported reductions in the price of bread or milk. With regard to 

Parliament specifically, although Powell’s cavalier forbears of the Caroline epoch might 

have belittled its prerogatives, in the context of immanent incorporation into a foreign 

power, Powell is adamant that the Commons and Lords together form the irreducible 

heart of the nation, that the British people of the present period recognize and accept their 

sovereignty as they have for centuries, and that only acts of Parliament can or should 

have any binding authority within the United Kingdom. “It is a fact that the British 

Parliament and its paramount authority occupies a position in relation to the British 

nation which no other elective assembly in Europe possesses,” he forcefully argues. 

“Take parliament out of the history of England and that history becomes 

meaningless…The British nation could not imagine itself except and through its 

parliament” (67). Tony Benn, as has been shown, felt the same way regarding the lower 
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house specifically, but the crucial difference is that for Powell, the monarch rightfully sits 

enthroned amid her Parliament and nation as a whole, a civil and ecclesiastical 

supremacy ordained of God and hallowed by men that the creative fiction of European 

Community could only usurp. The last paragraph of his political analysis therefore 

concludes where his theological convictions began: “The superior people laugh at those 

who talk about losing our Queen and Monarchy…[but] The question which the people of 

this country will have proposed to them is: will you or will you not, continue to be 

governed by the Queen in Parliament? It is no less than that, and they have understood it” 

(119). The Wilson Government, for its part, revealed sufficient concern for such pro-

monarchist sympathies in the European context that it addressed the preservation of the 

status of Elizabeth specifically in “Why You Should Vote Yes,” one of three pamphlets23 

produced at public expense and mailed out to the electorate toward the end of May. “The 

position of the Queen is not affected,” it states. “She will remain Sovereign of the United 

Kingdom and Head of the Commonwealth” (Butler and Kitzinger 1976: 292). Powell 

represented South Down until 1987, and although the popular tally of 1975 in favor of 

remaining within the E.E.C. was obviously to his acute displeasure, his articulate Tory 

opposition—as was also true of that of Paisley and of Benn in their own ways—

demonstrates the significance of the heritage of the English Reformation.  

The people have liberties. (Michael Foot)   

                                                             
23 The other two were “Britain’s New Deal in Europe” and “Why You Should Vote No.”  
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 Finally, we turn to Michael Foot, whose ghoulish appearance did not prevent him 

from serving as Labour MP for Plymouth Devonport (1945-55) and Ebbw Vale (1960-

82), Secretary of State for Employment (1974-76), and eventually Leader of the 

Opposition (1980-83) to Margaret Thatcher. Along with Cabinet colleagues Tony Benn, 

Peter Shore, and Barbara Castle, Foot opposed continued British participation in the 

E.E.C., arguing that Brussels nullified the ancient liberties of the English people to arrive 

at their own collective decisions. As was also the case for Benn, Foot’s conception of 

British liberties threatened by the Common Market had its origins in the democratic-

egalitarian political theology of non-conformism developed by John Milton, the English 

Levellers, and other Reformed theorists who shared their concerns. 

 Foot’s political theology derived from his father Isaac, Liberal MP for Bodmin 

(1922-24, 1929-35) and Mining Secretary under Ramsay MacDonald. A self-educated 

solicitor and devout Methodist, the elder Foot amassed tens of thousands of books at the 

family cottage in Cornwall, and Michael and his brothers were raised in a highly 

reformist as well as exceedingly intellectual environment.24 Michael’s apparent first love 

was not political, but rather literary studies; and he took up journalism, spending the war 

years at the Evening Standard under Lord Beaverbrook, ogre of Fleet Street and Aircraft 

Production Minister under Churchill. During that period, Foot as “Cato” co-authored 

                                                             
24 See Isaac Foot: A Westcountry Boy-Apostle of England (2006).  
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Guilty Men (1940), the first major polemic against the appeasement policy, and continued 

as “Cassius” with its sequel The Trial of Mussolini (1943).  

 

 

 

These publications are in addition to Foot’s most extensive undertaking, the two-volume 

biography of socialist hero Aneurin Bevan (1962, 1973). Thus his oeuvre, whilst 

impressive by any standard, does not present the explicit theoretical formulations 

observable in the writings of Paisley, Benn, and Powell; and therefore somewhat greater 

care and greater inference is necessary to construct Foot’s beliefs.   

 In this sense, Debts of Honour (1980), wherein Foot pays tribute to a collection of 

literary and personal influences, provides possibly the most accessible survey of a leftism 

steeped in classic English authors.25 “Men of power have no time to read,” he observes, 

“yet the men who do not read are unfit for power” (22). Literary forbears—each of whom 
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receive their own chapter—include Thomas Paine, Daniel Defoe, Jonathan Swift, 

Benjamin Disraeli (the only Prime Minister who also authored novels), and in particular 

William Hazlitt, a kind of early critical theorist who “gave to the English Left a 

perspective and philosophy as widely ranging as Burke had given to the English Right” 

(27).26 These and similar entries do not communicate a theoretically rigorous exposition 

and defense of contemporary socialist ideas such as corporatism, nuclear disarmament, or 

feminist liberation, but a broad historical narrative emerges within Foot of emancipation 

for marginalized groups beginning with the conceptual opponents of Toryism during the 

English Civil War. Writing of his initial arrival in London after reading politics at 

Oxford, Foot states, “There spread out before us were enemies enough for a lifetime: 

historical figures and their modern counterparts melted into one: brewers, Protectionists, 

Papists…Spanish tyrants and Stuart kings; Simonites and appeasers” (13-14). Foot’s self-

proclaimed enemies were shared, it should be emphasized, by John Milton and the other 

English theologico-political dissidents of the mid-seventeenth century, as has been 

described. Although English democrats of Foot’s generation may not have professed 

Protestant theology as individuals—he spoke of his own Methodism as “lapsed” (92)—

the educated ones fully understood that through the British Constitution, such teachings 

had imparted to the public many of their most important political values. In a favorable 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
25 Some of its chapters had previously appeared in the Tribune, Evening Standard, and 
Observer.  
26 His Essay on the Principles of Human Action (1805) is in part a response to Burke.  
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assessment of the English Levellers, for example, Foot argues that those theological and 

political non-comformists “were the first organisers of a democratic party and a citizen 

army, the first advocates of a secular democratic Republic, the first consistent champions 

of a genuine tolerance for everyone” (149). The first quickening rays of democratic 

socialism, by this reading, were shot out from the watch-fires of the Leveller/non-

conformist camp, lit in defiance of the patriarchal night of jure divino.  

 Foot entered Parliament after World War II and argued against E.E.C. 

membership for Britain during both its heated debates of 1972 and the referendum 

campaign of 1975. Although he did not author a systematic essay or pamphlet explaining 

his Euro-skeptic position, one of his main objections on the basis of frequent op-eds and 

public speeches was that the Common Market would subject the British people to the 

arbitrary imposition of foreign and, more importantly, undemocratic institutions, 

divesting them at a stroke of the liberty to decide their own course as a nation, a liberty 

acquired at such cost during the Reformation and Civil War. Hugh Gaitskell, MP for 

Leeds South and Leader of the Opposition, had famously argued at the Labour Party 

Conference of 1962 that the implications of Community membership were so enormous 

that they required a general election in their own right, a constitutional formulation that 

Foot endorsed in more than one letter to the Times (30 July 1971, 5 August 1971). In the 

former, he appropriates Gaitskell, who at the time spoke of the Conservative Macmillan 

Government as having “wanted to get this thing agreed, to sign the Treaty of Rome, to 
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force the legislation through Parliament, to get the whole thing finished and complete 

before the British people could have an opportunity to comment upon it…We are now 

being told that the British people are not capable of judging this issue…This is the classic 

argument of every tyranny in history.” One can indeed imagine John Milton during the 

seventeenth century composing a similar address against an abuse of arbitrary authority. 

Foot also frequently spoke for himself, however. He repeatedly voiced his dissatisfaction, 

for instance, with the constitutional theory of what would become the European 

Parliament, wondering to whom its members answered and how they could be held 

accountable.27 He wrote once more to the Times in early (4 January) 1973 that he and 

fellow like-minded MPs deeply regretted being unable to stop British accession. “Many 

of us held that it was not only unwise but wanton for British MPs to surrender a part of 

our democracy to institutions which were so grotesquely undemocratic. At the very least, 

we would surely have been wise to retain our traditional parliamentary safeguards while 

the Brussels bureaucracy was overhauled or until our capacity to reform it was 

established.” Despite the defeat of June, 1975, Foot as subsequent party leader persisted 

in his opposition, calling for British exit in the gargantuan Labour manifesto of 1983; and 

although Labour lost the elections that year to Thatcher and the Conservatives, he did 

help recruit into politics a youthful Anthony Blair. 

* * * 

                                                             
27 The Times, 16 November 1972.  
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 Prime Minister David Cameron has promised the British people a repeat of the 

referendum procedure on the EU by the end of 2017, and the newspapers have therefore 

demonstrated a renewed interest in the results from 1975. But this analysis should 

conclude with several remarks. Five important theological contentions of the English 

Reformation were introduced in this chapter: “Popery” is a totalitarian ideology, Britain 

should be a Divine Commonwealth, the monarch is inviolable, Parliament is sovereign, 

and the people have liberties; and these ideas were communicated respectively through 

the writings of John Foxe, Richard Baxter, Thomas Hobbes, the English Levellers, and 

John Milton. The eventual constitutional establishment of each of these five formulations 

was then observed, before finally turning to how they informed the politics of Euro-

skepticism of Ian Paisley, Tony Benn, Enoch Powell, and Michael Foot, four of the most 

important Members of Parliament who opposed British entry into a supranational Europe. 

This demonstration, however, does not claim to problematize a precise connection 

between a particular theologian and politician: John Milton does not lead exactly to 

Michael Foot, for instance. Nor could a particular theologian be assigned to only one 

category, given that “popery” was for example just as totalitarian to Thomas Hobbes as it 

was to John Foxe. The political theologies of resistance, furthermore, were defeated at the 

ballot box by two to one in 1975; but it was never claimed that this inheritance was 

victorious in postwar Britain, only that it has been present. Nor, finally, does this chapter 

by any means claim to exhaust the enduring mystery of British unease concerning 
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European integration, a phenomenon visible for decades and to which volumes of 

scholarship have been devoted. But in accordance with the theological to constitutional to 

political process traced throughout this dissertation, it has been satisfactorily shown that 

the politics of British Euro-skepticism were nevertheless among several of its key 

proponents informed by various theological teachings of the English Reformation.       
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THE LUTHERAN INTERGOVERNMENTALISM OF NORWAY 

 

 In Ghosts (1881), dramatist Henrik Ibsen, the generally recognized “state satirist” 

of Norway and its greatest author of literature, has a youngish Norwegian artist named 

Oswald return from an extended sojourn in Europe to his mother’s fjord-side home to 

confront his past. The libertine opinions that he imbibed abroad and that he breathes 

amongst the curious and ultra-conservative household must however square off against 

those of the sententious Manders, the local Lutheran priest who enforces strict propriety 

over the thoughts, words, and deeds of his parishioners, and who at one point declares, in 

an extended dialogue with Oswald’s widowed mother, that he had “read quite enough of 

these [European] books to disapprove of them.” This remark is representative of the 

Norwegian tendency to know just enough about Europe to disapprove of it; and this 

chapter shall suggest that Norway’s EEA EFTA status—for which its integration is here 

styled “intergovernmental”—derives to some degree from an absolutist, centralist, and 

obscurantist reformation the legacy of which, transmitted through the constitutional 

order, predisposes the country against the politics of supranational European integration. 

Corresponding, once again, to the respective theological, constitutional, and political 

development of the overall thesis, this chapter shall consider the Danish Reformation in 

Norway (I), the Norwegian Constitution of 1814 (II), and finally the Norwegian 

preference for intergovernmental integration (III). 
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 I. The Danish Reformation in Norway (c. 1550-1665) 

 The history of medieval Norway presents a fatiguing spectacle of violent 

monarchs contending for the spoils of war, a disposition that reached its climax in Queen 

Margaret, author of the Kalmar Union that united the Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian 

thrones beginning in 1397. But Norway as a place developed as a colony of Denmark, 

and came to the attention of the English-speaking world through two Enlightenment 

studies: Lord Robert Molesworth’s An Account of Denmark ([1694] 2011) and Mary 

Wollstonecraft’s Letters from Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (1796).  Molesworth had 

served as Irish Ambassador to Denmark, while Wollstonecraft was visiting on private 

business; and together their two accounts provide much of what is known concerning the 

origination of the Lutheran regime in Denmark’s Norway.1 Combining their testimonies, 

three characteristics distinguish the Danish Reformation in its Norwegian colony.  It was 

absolutist, it was centralist, and it was obscurantist.  

 First, the Danish Reformation was highly absolutist. As shall be discussed in the 

next chapter, the English Reformation, in contrast, assumed vigorous parliamentary and 

popular dimensions, culminating in the execution of King Charles I in 1649 and the 

assumption of power by a Calvinist military junta under Oliver Cromwell. Nothing of the 

sort took place in Denmark; rather royal power was to increase during the seventeenth 

century. Molesworth’s comparative study of Denmark takes as its point of departure the 

                                                             
1 Although see also Grell (1995).  
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enactment of the absolutist Danish Royal Law of 1665 to which the reader has already 

been introduced, and by which “at one instant the whole Face of Affairs was changed: So 

that the Kings have ever since been, and at present are, Absolute and Arbitrary” (51). In 

essence, the Danish kings had formerly been consultative monarchs with the assistance of 

the landed nobility and the bourgeois, often merchant classes; but the members of the 

third estate had grown so affronted with those of the second that they approached King 

Frederick III with an offer of absolute power, which he was more than happy to accept. 

Molesworth, a Whig politician for whom a strong nobility and observed constitution were 

crucial, notes several important aspects of Danish absolutism. In the first place, the 

nobility had their estates confiscated, to the general misfortune of the Danish economy. 

“Upon the King’s becoming possessor of any Man’s Estate, immediately the great pains 

and care ceases which was formerly taken to improve it…and it becomes almost 

desolate” (87). The impoverished nobility were likewise stripped of their offices and 

appointments, so that the five total members of the king’s privy council “determines all 

Affairs; deliberates of Peace or War, of Alliances, and other Treaties; of Taxes, 

Fortifications, Trade, etc.” (111). This purely endogenous state of affairs would have 

been sufficiently detrimental to constitutional liberty, but Molesworth furthermore 

observes that the Danish kings tended to take their regal inspiration from France, 

notwithstanding its Catholicism. “The King of Denmark [Christian V] loves the Alliance 

of France,” he concludes, “and keeps a stricter Correspondence with that Crown than 
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with any other; though it be most certain that the Maxims which he has learnt from 

thence…have been the principal Occasion of that Kingdom’s present ill condition” (139). 

This unmitigated assumption of royal control during the seventeenth century was 

sufficient for Wollstonecraft, writing at the end of the eighteenth, to dub the occupant of 

the Danish throne “the most absolute monarch in Europe” (148).  

 Closely connected to the absolutism of the Danish Reformation was its 

centralism, the derivation of sovereign authority from its one monarchist source. For 

Molesworth, the Danish nobility “are sunk to a very low Condition, and diminish daily 

both in Number and Credit” (66), whilst “yeomanry, which is the strength of England, is 

a state not known or heard of in Denmark” (70). This state of affairs clearly persisted 

until Wollstonecraft’s visit. She writes, “There are only two noblemen who have estates 

of any magnitude in Norway. One of these…is now the Danish ambassador in London” 

(108). Instead of the sovereign reliance upon resident aristocracy by which Britain is 

distinguished, the Norwegians for Wollstonecraft “make a kind of mistress” (80) of their 

Prince Royal, who evidently enjoyed appearing unexpectedly among the people and 

granting idiosyncratic concessions. Public administration—such as it was—appeared 

furthermore to largely operate along these centralist lines. Wollstonecraft concludes, “the 

[boat] pilots being paid by the king, and scantily, they will not run into any danger, or 

even quit their hovels, if they can possibly avoid it” (2).  
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 The Danish Reformation in Norway, finally, was obscurantist, which is primarily 

why theological ideas have yet to make any appearance in this analysis. Concerning the 

Danes, Molesworth is unequivocal: “I do not see that they are good at imitating the 

Inventions of other Countries; and for inventing themselves…Few or no Books are 

written, but what some of the Clergy compose of Religion. Not so much as a Song, or a 

Tune, was made, during the three Years that I stayed there” (75). This general intellectual 

lassitude apparently also led to complete intolerance of theological pluralism.  

Molesworth explains that the more broad-minded Queen Charlotta Amelia managed to 

protect the sole Calvinist congregation in Copenhagen (105), and writes that the Danish 

Lutheran clergy are characterized by “no common Charity for any that differ from them 

in Opinion… [and] the Calvinist is hated by them as much as the Papist; and the reason 

they give is, because he is against absolute Monarchy, and has a resisting Principle” 

(152).2 Wollstonecraft later identifies the same tendencies among Norwegians 

specifically, who strike her as “a sensible, shrewd people, with little scientific knowledge, 

and still less taste for literature” (78). In the same letter, she sternly specifies, “On the 

subject of religion…they have no university; and nothing that deserves the name of 

science is taught; nor do individuals, by pursuing any branch of knowledge, excite a 

degree of curiosity which is the forerunner of improvement” (84). No disrespect to the 

Norwegians is intended by reporting the assessments of Molesworth and Wollstonecraft, 

                                                             
2 Molesworth does explain on the same page however that the Danish clergy have a 
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and it cannot be absolutely true, as the latter affirms, that no Norwegian was pursing any 

field of inquiry during the late eighteenth century. But it is an incontestable fact that the 

Danish Reformation—much less its extension to pastoral Norway—has left virtually no 

theological literature to review, in the form of either sermons, speeches, pamphlets, or 

treatises. No body of work approximating the vigor, variety, and extent of the Swiss, 

much less of the English Reformation derives from Denmark/Norway, or else this chapter 

would consider it. “Norway,” writes Grell (2004: 133), “lacking its own university and 

with no printing press in the country, was at a clear disadvantage. Not surprisingly, no 

major, local reformer marterialised in the country, nor for that matter was any 

Reformation literature produced locally.” Boyesen (1886), in one of very few English-

language histories of Norway, likewise observes, “When Lutheran pastors were sent up 

from Denmark [to Norway] they were usually…ex-soldiers, ex-sailors, bankrupt traders, 

and all sorts of vagabonds, who were…thought to be good enough to preach the word of 

God in Norway” (489-490). An attentive reader of the Gospels might respond by pointing 

out the comparative inferiority and insignificance of the very Apostles Christ selected, 

but such polemical engagements are not pertinent to this inquiry; and the original 

assessment of an absolutist, centralist, and obscurantist Danish Reformation in Norway 

must be said to have prevailed there until independence from Denmark3 in 1814. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
unique respect for the Church of England, primarily on account of its inherent royalism.  
3 Norwegians achieved their own constitution in 1814, but the separate thrones of both 
Norway and Sweden were to be occupied by the same person, Charles XIV John 
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 II. The Constitution of 1814  

 Ratified at Eidsvoll north of Oslo on 17 May 1814, the Norwegian Constitution is 

the oldest in Europe. This remarkable document—the bicentennial of which the 

Norwegian people celebrated with great pomp in 2014—codifies in law the absolutist, 

centralist, and obscurantist characteristics of the Danish Reformation in Norway 

discussed above, and at the same time to a certain extent sets the stage for the enduring 

Norwegian rejection of supranational politics. Discussion of this decisive intervening 

variable shall begin with its absolutist dimension. 

 In the first instance, the Norwegian constitution perpetuates the Danish 

absolutism so remarkable to Molesworth because it establishes the most powerful 

monarchy in Europe. The powers delegated to the Norwegian King4 by the Norwegian 

Constitution are truly awesome, almost not to be fathomed in a nation so widely 

associated with secular-progressive values. To begin, the King, along with the rest of the 

royal family (37), “is sacred; he cannot be censured or accused” (er hellig; han kan ikke 

lastes eller anklages, 5). The Norwegian King personally selects and dismisses all 

household staff and court functionaries (24), and no royal prince or princess may marry 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
(Bernadotte), who maintained a Swedish viceroy in Oslo. Subsequently, however, “the 
remnants of subordination in Norway’s relationship to Sweden were one by one removed 
during the reign of Charles John’s son, Oscar I (1844-1859). He gave to Norway a flag of 
her own…and practically abolished the viceroyalty” (Boyesen 1886: 527-528). Norway 
would therefore appear to have enjoyed de facto independence throughout the nineteenth 
century.     
4 He is Harald V (1991-).  
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without his permission (36). These are however but the mere beginning of his powers. 

Invoking the language of the American Constitution of 1787, the King has “supreme 

command” (høyeste befaling, 25) over the Norwegian armed forces, in addition to “the 

right to call up troops, to engage in war in defense of the realm and to make peace, to 

conclude and denounce treaties, to send and to receive diplomatic envoys” (26).5 He 

collects taxes (18), may amid his Council pardon criminals (20), and, in seemingly very 

open-ended language, “may issue and repeal ordinances relating to commerce, customs, 

all livelihoods and the public administration and regulation” (17).6  

 The imposing provisions above apply to the Norwegian King without 

qualification, yet still another series of constitutional articles set forth his powers through 

and over his inner or privy council. To assist him in governing, the King selects a Council 

of State (statsrådet) consisting of a Prime Minister (statsminister) and at least seven other 

eligible voters (12), whose sole duty it is “to express their opinion, to which the King is 

bound to listen. But it rests with the King to make a decision according to his own 

judgment” (30).7 This absolutist supremacy of the Norwegian King over his Council is 

reinforced through the twenty-first and twenty-second articles of the document, which, 

                                                             
5 Kongen har rett til å innkalle tropper, begynne krig til forsvar av landet og slutte fred, 
inngå og oppheve forbund, sende og motta sendemenn.  
6 Kongen kan gi og oppheve anordninger som angår handel, toll, næringsveier og 
offentlig forvaltning og regulering.  
7 Enhver som har sete i statsrådet, er pliktig til med frimodighet å si sin mening, som 
kongen er forpliktet til å høre. Men det er denne forbeholdt å fatte beslutning etter sitt 
eget omdømme.   
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respectively, appear to grant him the authority to by turns select and dismiss virtually 

every important public official in the nation, clauses which taken together cannot but 

challenge prevailing views with regard to Norway’s universally acknowledged status as a 

democratic regime. They read as follows:  

  The King shall choose and appoint, after consultation with his Council of  

  State, all senior civil and military officials…The Prime Minister and the  

  other Members of the Council of State, together with the state secretaries,  

  may be dismissed by the King without any prior judgment, after he has  

  heard the opinion of the Council of State on the subject. The same applies  

  to senior officials employed in government ministries or in the diplomatic  

  or consular service, the highest-ranking civil officials, commanders of  

  regiments and other military formations, commandants of fortresses and  

  officers commanding troops.8  

The peaceful, prosperous, progressive, and tolerant Norwegians, whose political values 

are so often commended by the learned intelligentsia and whose regimes of social 

                                                             
8Kongen velger og beskikker, etter å ha hørt sitt statsråd, alle sivile og militære 
embetsmenn…Statsministeren og statsrådets øvrige medlemmer samt statssekretærene 
kan uten foregående dom avskjediges av kongen etter at han har hørt statsrådets 
betenkning derom. Det same gjelder for de embetsmenn some r ansatt ved statsrådets 
kontorer eller ved diplomatiet eller konsulatvesenet, sivile overøvrighetspersoner, sjefer 
for regimenter og andre militære korps, kommandanter på festninger og høystbefalende 
på krigsskip.   
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welfare are the envy of the world, have therefore, upon closer inspection, constitutionally 

established for themselves the most absolutist government in the Western world.9 

 The Norwegian Constitution is also highly centralist as well. The next chapter 

shall in part discuss the British noble and Parliamentary opposition to the Crown during 

the seventeenth century, an opposition which demanded that sovereignty be shared with it 

and revolted in protest when it was not; but the Norwegians appear determined to ensure 

that no such alliance can ever develop within their kingdom. The Constitution, first, 

specifies in two articles (23, 118) that no new titles of nobility and the landed estates to 

go along with them may henceforth be created, thus precluding all possibility of 

aristocratic opposition. It also establishes, comparatively speaking, a very weak 

parliament (Storting, 75). The Storting is assigned twelve delegated powers, none of 

which, to begin with, pertain to national security or foreign policy. Aside from the power 

of naturalization (75.m), the legislature can take no kind of executive action, but is rather 

constituted exclusively to supervise the state treasury and accounts and to perform related 

secretarial and administrative duties. If the King, once again, should veto a bill the 

                                                             
9 It would be interesting to investigate—as is habitually done regarding the American 
case—the intentions of the framers of the Norwegian Constitution, as explained through 
letters, private journals, or pamphlets; but no such data is readily available. It is also 
possible, of course, that the astonishing absolutist clauses discussed above are no longer 
respected; but once again, pursuing potential discrepancies between constitutional law 
and political practice is not and cannot become the concern of this research. One might 
reasonably observe in passing, however, that no free people would for two centuries 
leave intact constitutional articles that the current majority found deeply inconvenient or 
highly offensive.     
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Storting submits to him, then it dies (78), and can only become law if taken up unaltered 

by a new parliament following a general election (79). The Storting is therefore 

constituted as an exceedingly weak and circumscribed legislative assembly.   

 Finally, the Norwegian Constitution, proceeding from its Reformation, is 

obscurantist, with provisions to obstruct foreign influence. The first of these formally 

establish the Lutheran faith, which the King must profess (4), and which “will remain the 

established Church of Norway and as such be supported by the state” (16).10 More 

remarkable however is Article 114, the four clauses of which essentially exclude foreign 

nationals from occupying “the offices of state” (til embeter i staten). Only native-born 

Norwegians who know the language may seek official preferment, unless naturalized by 

the Storting and resident for at least a decade, provisions which together possibly 

comprise the most nativist instrument in all of Western law. Finally, Article 115 requires 

a three-fourths majority in the Storting to approve any delegation of national sovereignty 

to an international organization, and then only “within specified fields” (på et saklig 

begrenset område). In short, the Norwegian Constitution of 1814 perpetuates the 

absolutism, centralism, and obscurantism of the Danish Reformation in Norway, 

establishing those national characteristics within the highest law; and the next section will 

demonstrate how this constitutional order has militated against European integration in 

those same three respects.  
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 III. Intergovernmental Integration (1992-) 

 Norwegians are the only European people to have twice rejected EC or EU 

membership, via consultative referendums respectively in 1972 and 1994 which the 

government in each case decided to honor;11 and therefore Norway has been forced to 

adopt a European policy by other means. This final section shall explore the absolutist 

power, centralist administration, and obscurantist preferences derivative of Norwegian 

constitutional law that are serving to hinder its Community integration; but should begin 

by elucidating in satisfactory detail the tortuous relationship between Oslo and Norway, 

given that the resistance has unfolded in rather delicate legal and institutional contexts.  

 The most important instrument by which Norway relates to Europe as a whole is 

the European Economic Area (EEA) Agreement of 1992, incorporating Iceland, 

Liechtenstein, and Norway in the EU single market. Operationally, respective ministers 

and members of parliament from the EFTA countries and the EU convene in a shared 

EEA Council and in Joint, Parliamentary, and Consultative Committees, with oversight 

and enforcement on the EFTA side supplied by its own Court and Surveillance Authority. 

These arrangements may or may not amount to a marriage of equals. “Despite the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
10 Den norske kirke, en evangelisk-luthersk kirke, forblir Norges folkekirke og 
understøttes som sådan av staten.  
11 In 1972, “no” was 53.5% of a 79.2% turnout, and in 1994 it was 55.2% out of a record 
89% turnout (Sciarinia and Listhaug 1997). Additionally, Denmark’s Faroe Islands have 
never belonged to the Community, while Greenland exited in 1985 (Bjørklund 1996: 35). 
Are Denmark’s former European colonies—Norway, Greenland, the Faroes—thus 
uniquely prone to Euro-skepticism?  
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equality of the EU and EEA EFTA in the formal institutional framework of the EEA 

Agreement,” writes Professor Bergmann in the name of his native Iceland, “it has always 

been clear that the EU is the leading partner” (EFTA 2012: 13). In essence, legislation in 

Brussels deemed EEA relevant is first passed to the EEA Joint Committee, whose task it 

is to incorporate it into the Agreement prior to Icelandic, Liechtensteiner, and Norwegian 

ratification; and through this largely unaltered process the EEA Agreement has grown to 

include more than four thousand acts currently in force from an original eighteen-hundred 

in 1992 (ibid. 42-43). Although the EEA EFTA states have never employed the so called 

“nuclear option,” (102.4-6), by which they may kill Community legislation through 

inaction in the Joint Committee, they nevertheless complain about the year or so that 

often elapses between the same legislation entering into force in the EU and their 

countries, as well as their lack of representation in Brussels generally. Over eighty 

percent of Norwegian exports in 2014 were destined for the EU (Norwegian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs 2015: 5), and therefore the EEA appears indispensable to the national 

economy. Norway is also subject to the Schengen acquis on the same associated terms as 

Switzerland, and participates in the European Migration Network and the European 

Asylum Support Office, all of which, taken as a whole, is sufficient for Hillion (2011: 15) 

to dub Norway “the most integrated outsider” with respect to the European Union.  

Absolutist Power 
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 Norway remains an outsider in part on account of the absolutist, centralist, and 

obscurantist characteristics of its Reformation embodied in constitutional law, which 

each in turn inform its political choices concerning European integration. Turning to the 

absolutist dimension first, law professors such as Anton Martin Schweigaard and Fredrik 

Stang during the nineteenth century pioneered the idea of a Rechtsstaat that would extend 

the monarchist foundation of the constitution, concentrating power in the hands of an 

unelected but highly trained civil service to the detriment of judicial powers. It is 

primarily for this reason that Norway—as is true of the Nordic countries generally—has 

comparatively few lawyers: seven thousand claimed by the Norwegian Bar Association 

in 2010, or roughly one for every 700 citizens.12 This Norwegian lack of a developed 

legal culture is responsible for an important national impediment to European integration: 

an aversion of supranational judicial review. 

 Norway does not belong to the EU and is therefore not directly subject to its 

Court of Justice, but the other Nordic countries which are—Denmark, Sweden, and 

Finland—have demonstrated considerable reluctance, comparatively speaking, to 

voluntarily bring cases before the European judiciary in Luxembourg. This disposition 

begins with their endogenous lack of judicial review, an instrument seldom to never 

applied within all five former Reformation monarchies. Judicial review was forbidden in 

                                                             
12 In contrast, the United States has one lawyer for every four hundred citizens. The 
Nordic countries as a whole have the fewest lawyers in Western civilization (Hirschl 
2011: 468).  
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Finland until 2000 (Ojanen 2009), and its Swedish parent has also very seldom allowed it 

(Nergelius 2009). This juridical preference militates against further legal integration 

among the Nordic countries because national courts among EU member states are 

supposed to send cases to the ECJ upon suspicion of any discrepancy between national 

and Community law, in order words, to willfully participate in a regime of supranational 

judicial review that they have never accepted even within their own small, homogenous, 

wealthy countries. And while no colony and motherland are ever exactly alike, Wind’s 

(2010) documentation of the enduring anti-ECJ stance of Denmark is highly illustrative. 

She finds that Denmark’s inferior courts—Labour, Industrial Arbitration, Board for 

Public Procurement, Maritime and Commercial, Western and Eastern High Courts, and 

those of Copenhagen and other cities—are extremely reluctant to invoke their own right 

of appeal to the ECJ; rather they generally defer to the wishes of the Danish state 

prosecutor (Kammeradvokaten) to leave all Community matters to the Danish Supreme 

Court, which in turn usually attempts to implement European law without sending the 

case to Luxembourg. Wind’s evidence is equally strong for Sweden. Shortly after the 

Commission complained about how little the Swedes were using the ECJ, one senior 

Swedish judge was quoted as saying, “Swedish courts look at all matters from a strictly 

Swedish perspective. You always do what you can to find a Swedish solution to a 

problem” (1053). Therefore the absolutist reformation of Denmark’s Norway confirmed 

through the Constitution of 1814 forestalled the development of advanced legal culture, 
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one aspect of which is a strong reluctance to apply judicial review, in turn a major 

obstacle to active participation in Community law. With regard to the Nordic countries as 

a whole, Wind (2010: 1057) concludes, “We are dealing with a much deeper cultural 

reluctance towards ‘constitutional democracy’ and towards (supranational) legal systems 

which—through judicial review—intervene in national policy-making by striking down 

legislation and interpreting treaties in a dynamic and creative manner” (emphasis 

added).13   

Centralist Administration 

 The monopolization of constitutional power in the hands of the Norwegian King 

described above also militates against European integration in several respects. In 

numerous federally integrated European countries, subordinate constitutional units often 

speak enthusiastically in their constitutions of pursuing their own independent and 

empowering relations with Brussels. “Determined to form this democratic state as a 

living member of the Federal Republic of Germany in a united Europe, whose structure 

complies with federal principles and the principle of subsidiarity, and to participate 

actively in the creation of a Europe of the regions…the people of Baden-

                                                             
13 One might also note that the Norwegian ([1814] 2014: 5, 37), Danish (1953:03.13), and 
Swedish (Instrument of Government: 5.8) constitutions exalt their respective monarchs 
above all human law, provisions incommensurate with the notions of universal 
jurisdiction preferred among many European legal, diplomatic, and political elites.  
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Württemberg…have given themselves…this constitution” ([1953] 2000: preamble).14 

“The Parliament of Aragon shall participate in the procedures for controlling the 

principles of ‘subsidiarity’ and ‘proportionality’ established by the European Union in 

relation to European legislative proposals that affect the powers of the Autonomous 

Community” (5/2007: 93.3).15 “Bavaria adheres to a united Europe, which is committed 

to democratic, constitutional, social, and federal principles as well as the principles of 

subsidiarity, which safeguards the independence of the regions and secures their 

involvement in European decisions” ([1946] 2003: 3a).16 As these passages demonstrate, 

distinct sub-national communities often support supranational integration as an important 

source of opportunity and recognition; but no such movements have or ever can develop 

in Norway, given that the Constitution of 1814, as has been shown, precluded baronial 

                                                             
14 Entschlossen, dieses demokratische Land als lebendiges Glied der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland in einem vereinten Europa, dessen Aufbau föderativen Prinzipien und dem 
Grundsatz der Subsidiarität entspricht, zu gestalten und an der Schaffung eines Europas 
der Regionen sowie der Förderung der grenzüberschreitenden Zusammenarbeit aktiv 
mitzuwirken, hat sich das Volk von Baden-Württemberg in feierlichem Bekenntnis zu den 
unverletzlichen und unveräu!erlichen Menschenrechten und den Grundrechten der 
Deutschen kraft seiner verfassunggebenden Gewalt durch die Verfassunggebende 
Landesversammlung diese Verfassung gegeben.  
15 Las Corted de Aragón participarán en los procedimientos de control de los principios 
de subsidiaridad y proporcionalidad que establezca la Unión Europea en relación con 
las propuestas legislativas europeas cuando afecten a competencias de la Comunidad 
Autónoma.  
16 Bayern bekennt sich zu einem geeinten Europa, das demokratischen, rechtsstaatlichen, 
sozialen und förderativen Grundsätzen sowie dem Grundsatz der Subsidiarität 
verpflichten ist, die Eigenständigkeit der Regionen wahrt und deren Mitwirkung an 
europäischen Entscheidnungen sichert.  
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opposition, deeply circumscribed the parliament, and centralized all power in royal 

hands.  

 This centralist administration of Norway is of peculiar importance when one 

considers its immensely lucrative and effectively managed petroleum industry, the 

operations of which have already been compromised by EEA, but could be seriously 

threated by EU membership. As of March, 2015, the Norwegian Government Pension 

Fund (statens pensjonsfund) was valued at !790 billion, making it the largest sovereign 

wealth fund in the world. This enormous asset is based on the extraction of Norwegian oil 

and gas, now the largest industry in the kingdom and as a net exporter behind only Russia 

and Saudi Arabia (Puka, Austvik, and Gawlikowski-Fyk 2015: 3). When the Norwegians 

first began to organize their petroleum industry in the early 1970s, the guiding principle 

was complete integration of exploration, production, and distribution in the hands of the 

national Statoil company chartered for the purpose. “The policy,” writes Austvik (2012: 

327), “in a relatively short time led to the emergence of a competitive Norwegian 

petroleum cluster, and gradually to enormous profits for the Norwegian state.” Yet once 

Norway entered the EEA in 1992, it became subject to EU regulations pushing for greater 

liberalization. Partially for this reason Statoil was privatized in 2001 (though Oslo still 

owns the majority of shares) and has since developed an extensive international portfolio, 

while the centralized gas sale monopoly (Gassforhandlingsutvalget) fell the same year to 

the EU’s anti-cartel policies. The EU Licensing Directive, meanwhile, prohibits 
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preferential treatment of Norwegian companies, and in 2011 the Storting, at the request 

of the European Surveillance Authority, agreed to ease the requirement that oil 

companies manage their operations from a base on Norwegian soil. The EU Emissions 

Trading System has furthermore comprehended the Norwegian continental shelf since 

2008, and further EU climate action could prove a serious inconvenience to a state-

controlled oil monopoly that is, in the words of crusading green activist Naomi Klein 

(2014: 130), a “centralized monster” equally “voracious in pursuing high-risk pools of 

carbon as their private sector counterparts.” Further European integration would therefore 

dilute if not undo the manifold national benefits of Statoil, the most lucrative neo-

mercantilist extraction regime in the democratic world.  

 Creeping supranationalism through the EEA has also appeared in other profitable 

Norwegian sectors long thought the sole prerogative of the central government of an 

absolutist state. Turning to alcohol policy, for instance, Vinmonopolet’s complete 

jurisdiction over imports was smashed once the agreement came into effect, and in 2009 

the EFTA Court furthermore ruled that individual Norwegians had the right to order 

alcohol from abroad (Alternatives 2012: 3.2.3). (Norway also struggles with keeping 

television free from alcohol advertising, partially on account of EU liberalizing pressure.) 

With regard to Norwegian fish, the EEA Agreement had originally excepted from the 

common market that crucial industry (annex viii, section 10; annex xii, letter b), yet the 

government has subsequently eased the citizenship and residency requirements for 
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fishermen in national waters, thus liberalizing them to some degree. The EU—in pursuit 

of complete uniformity—has also pressured Norway to reduce its uniquely high bank 

deposit guarantee (2 million NOK), regardless of its probable reassurance of Norwegian 

banks during the Great Recession (Rikheim 2012: 65-66). And in 2011, crucially, 

Norway for the first and only time seriously threated to exercise its EEA EFTA right of 

reservation concerning the implementation of the EU’s third postal directive 

(2008/6/EC), which appeared once again to threaten the monopoly of the state-owned 

Posten service as well as its highly subsidized deliveries to remote villages. For Bersagel 

(2012: 18-19), this unprecedented step represented “something more ominous for EEA 

Agreement cooperation than simply opposition to liberalizing postal services…[rather] 

the reservation can be thought of as something of a trial balloon designed to test the 

boundaries of possible resistance to the EU.” In short, independent Norway developed 

centrally administered state-owned and state-operated enterprises that have been very 

enriching and skillfully managed, but which the European Economic Area has since 1992 

disrupted with at once neoliberal, anti-monopolistic, environmental, and other kinds of 

onerous regulations conceived in Brussels.            

Obscurantist Preferences    

 “I would argue,” writes Neumann (2001: 92) in his take on Norwegian Euro-

skepticism, “that one of the key reasons why the Norwegian nation returned a ‘no’ vote in 

1972, and again in 1994, was that the peasant and the farmer were able to present 
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themselves as the embodiment of the nation.” This final section will demonstrate the 

appreciable extent to which obscurantist public opinion derivative of the Danish 

Reformation in Norway and subsequently embodied in its constitutional order continues 

to interpose against the prospect of EU accession. Stein Rokkan, himself Norwegian, 

originally argued (1966) that the famers and fishermen of the Norwegian frontier are very 

politically formidable, and that poor and infrequent communication between the urban 

and rural regions has resulted in a fragmented society; while Anne Sabo (2004), also 

Norwegian, explains in detail that Norwegian Europeanism has always been concentrated 

among a tiny cosmopolitan minority frequenting cafes in Oslo and Copenhagen before 

traveling to Paris, Rome, or Dresden. “People in the city,” she writes, “would typically 

consider themselves more modern, progressive and enlightened, as opposed to country 

people, who were considered to be old-fashioned, backward-looking and reactionary” 

(254).17 Accession referenda on the supranational, cosmopolitan, and pan-European if not 

globalist EC in 1972 and EU in 1994 therefore unfolded amid a social divide largely 

indisposed to further integration, and the careful analysis of Bjørklund (1996) reveals that 

in 1994, “Yes” was confined almost exclusively to urban areas, such as Oslo (66.6%), 

Bergen (51.1%), and Trondheim (53.7%), with the rural marches in the north and west of 

                                                             
17 Ibsen himself was a prototypical Norwegian European, who relocated to Italy in 1864 
when his genius had gone unrecognized at home. His plays communicate the stifling 
intellectual and moral atmosphere of independent, bourgeois Norway.  
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the country voting concurrently against EU membership.18 As to what accounts for this 

result, the author states, “The most important argument against membership was defence 

of national sovereignty linked with concern for democracy; and the people’s right to 

decide on their own without any impact from a supranational unit” (33).    

 Possibly the most effective means, however, by which to present the significance 

of such obscurantist or nativist preferences among ordinary Norwegians is to selectively 

consider the discourses of Nei til EU (No to the EU), the Norwegian anti-European 

organization. Founded in 1991, and claiming thirty-thousand members, Nei til EU was 

instrumental in the 1994 EU referendum defeat and has been coordinating the resistance 

ever since. Also opposing the EEA Agreement, the Oslo-based organization publishes 

online an impressive array of brochures, leaflets, and academic and policy studies, of 

which the most important is its quarterly Standpunkt newsletter, emailed to all members. 

Of particular importance was its 2014 campaign coinciding with the national celebrations 

commemorating the bicentennial of the constitution, wherein the years of the adoption of 

the Norwegian constitution (1814), the rejection of the EU via referendum (1994), and 

the constitutional bicentennial (2014) were connected in a platform of Vi feirer folkestyret 

(we celebrate democracy). Nei til EU, in addition to hosting rallies and symposia, 

released or re-released a collection of pamphlets and documents (2010a, 2010b, 2011, 

2013a, 2013b, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d; Harper and Mathisen 2014) as part of the 

                                                             
18 With regard to the results for 1972, there is little to no existing qualitative or 
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festivities which shed light on how many Norwegians believe that their constitution 

should continue to protect them from European encroachment, and that sovereignty is 

surrendered to the EEA in contempt of it. 

 The most substantive and systematic is the monograph Cracks in the 

Constitution? EU, EEA, and the Constitution’s Limits (Knaker det i konstitusjonen?: EU, 

EØS og grunnlovens grenser), edited by Morten Harper and Eva Marie Mathisen. 

Consisting largely of interviews with Norwegian authorities on constitutional law, the 

overall thesis is that European integration on supranational and evolving terms is and 

should remain unconstitutional. “No to the EU is working for Norway to remain a 

country founded on democracy, national sovereignty, and international solidarity. We 

will defend the constitution on these terms, reject Norwegian EU membership, and urge 

the Storting to break the EEA Agreement” (5).19 Several interconnected arguments 

appear throughout. First, the authors lament the extent to which the highly evolved EEA 

has in twenty years far exceeded its brief, encroaching pitilessly into Norwegian alcohol, 

natural resources, regional development, and even progressive gender policies despite the 

1992 agreement to create an “intergovernmental” (mellomstatlig, 9) organization. One 

key dimension of EEA spill-over is the silent legal revolution by which, in the opinion of 

Peter Ørebech of the University of Tromsø (24-29), European Court rulings have become 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
quantitative research.   
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de facto the highest law for many sectors in Norway even though the EEA Agreement 

was only supposed to recognize EU legal precedence prior to 1992. He mentions in 

particular that a potential European Patent Court which Brussels via the ECJ and in turn 

the EEA might be able to impose upon Norway demonstrates the remarkable extent to 

which the country is already subject to the jurisprudence of a foreign entity to which it 

has never belonged, and which its people have twice rejected at the ballot box.   

 Of greatest concern to the various contributors, however, is the extent to which 

supranational European integration has overturned the intent of (what is now) Article 

115, one of the anti-foreign provisions of the 1814 constitution mentioned above. The 

language requires a three-fourths majority in the Storting to give legal effect to alterations 

in policy and administration with respect to an international organization to which 

Norway already belongs and to the exclusion of constitutional amendment; and these 

restrictive terms were satisfied when Norway joined the EEA in 1992. Since that time, 

however, an irresolute parliament has, according to the study, habitually made use of the 

obscure second paragraph20 of Article 26—apparently intended, in its context, to furnish 

some parliamentary check on the royal prerogative to conclude treaties—in order to 

implement even the most sweeping EEA legislation by mere majority vote, thus 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
19 Nei til EU arbeider for at Norge fortsatt skal være et land tufta på folkestyre, nasjonal 
suverenitet og internasjonal solidaritet. Vi vil forsvare Grunnloven på dette grunnlaget, 
vi vil avvise norsk EU-medlemskap og vi vil at Stortinget skal si opp EØS-avtalen.  
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establishing supranational rule by constitutional fiat. “The clear principle of the 

constitution,” it is argued, “is that judicial, executive, and legislative competence with 

direct effect on Norwegian people and organizations shall not be surrendered to foreign 

organizations.”21 It is possible, as the text discusses, to amend the constitution (Article 

121), but even in that case impediments to supranational integration might remain. “Such 

an amendment,” the constitution reads, “must never, however, contradict the principles 

embodied in this Constitution, but solely relate to modifications of particular provisions 

which do not alter the spirit of the Constitution.”22 With regard to the cause of the folk 

nationalists of No to the EU, submission to the supranational authority of the twenty-

eight member European Union in Brussels most certainly does alter the absolutist, 

centralist, and obscurantist “spirit” of the Constitution of 1814.   

 In conclusion, the Danish Reformation in Norway during the seventeenth century 

assumed absolutist, centralist, and obscurantist characteristics, which became embodied 

in the Norwegian constitution of 1814 upon independence from Denmark. These three 

constitutional traits in turn militate against supranational European integration, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
20 “Treaties on matters of special importance, and, in all cases, treaties whose 
implementation, according to the Constitution, necessitates a new law or a decision by 
the Storting, are not binding until the Storting has given its consent thereto.”  
21 Det klare utgangspunktet i grunnloven er at dømmende, utøvende og lovgivende 
kompetanse med direkte virkning for bedrifter eller peronser i Norge ikke skal overføres 
til utenlandske organisasjoner.  
22 Dog må en slik forandring aldri motsi denne Grunnlovs prinsipper, men bare angå 
slike modifikasjoner I enkelte bestemmelser som ikke forandrer denne konstitusjons ånd, 
og to tredjedeler av Stortinget bør være enige i en slik forandring.  
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demonstrating once again the historical descent of theological to constitutional to 

political process. Henrik Ibsen, however, might speak of such things as Ghosts.                    
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THE CHRISTIAN CONFEDERALISM OF SWITZERLAND 

 

 In the late nineteenth century, Otto Maier of Ravensburg—a quiet German town 

in what is now Baden-Württemberg, near the Swiss border—chartered a firm that would 

eventually become Ravensburger, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of jigsaw 

puzzles. Distinguished by their bright colors and high resolution, the puzzles that 

Ravensburger creates abound in scenes suggestive of their Swabian and Alpine 

provenance, such as the skylines of Basel or Zürich or the emerald shores of the Rhine. 

Yet while a Ravensburger puzzle may be enjoyed with friends and family on its own 

terms, it also provides a useful analogy for the law and governance of the Swiss 

Confederation, in which the twenty-six separate Cantons—in highly irregular shapes, no 

less—come together to form an interlocking, non-hierarchical whole that discourages 

foreign interference.  

 The theoretical suggestiveness of the Ravensburger puzzle implies the central 

thesis of this final case chapter: the theology of the Swiss Reformation during the 

sixteenth century contributed to the development of a confederal constitutional theory 

during the seventeenth that has helped predispose Swiss politics against the supranational 

integration essential to European Union. The Swiss have avoided Brussels in part because 

their distinctive series of Cantonal reformations during the sixteenth century emphasized 

local magisterial control, an emphasis that became established in constitutional law and 
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that remains politically salient today. Corresponding to the causal narrative articulated in 

the preceding chapters, the argument shall first consider the Reformed theology of 

Huldreich Zwingli and his colleagues (I), examine the confederal constitutional theory it 

helped generate (II), and finally examine the confederal preferences regarding Swiss 

foreign relations shared by both its Roman Catholic and Reformed confessions (III), 

through which supranational entanglements have been politically avoided.    

 I. The Sword of the True Word: Reformed Theology in the Old Swiss 

Confederation (1523-1603) 

 The origins of the Swiss Confederation lie in a late-medieval defensive entente 

against the encroaching Hapsburg dynasty that gradually strengthened and intensified 

through a series of constitutional instruments. The first iterations came in 1291, when the 

Germanic forest communities of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden that bordered the Lake of 

Lucerne “promised in good faith to assist each other” (fide bona promiserunt invicem sibi 

assistere auxilio) in an alliance that would “endure forever, God willing” (concedente 

domino in perpetuum duraturis), and in 1315, when they renewed their covenant after 

smashing Leopold von Hapsburg in the battle of Morgarten.1 Through a series of 

multilateral treaties the urban polities of Lucerne (1332), Berne (1353), and Zürich 

(1351) affiliated with what had been a purely rural alliance, and in the so-called “Priests’ 

                                                             
1 The recommended volume of Lasserre (1941) collects the constitutional documents of 
the Swiss confederation.   
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Charter” (Pfaffenbrief) of 1370 the parties spoke for the first time of “our confederation” 

(unser Eydgnosschaft).  

 Upon this constitutional foundation, the confederated Swiss would become a 

formidable European power during the fifteenth century. They became organized into 

Orte or “cantons” which sent Boten or “messengers” to a consultative Diet, convened 

each year first at Baden and subsequently at Frauenfeld. Mercenary service became 

central to the political economy, with the Vatican numbering among numerous foreign 

customers; and the Swiss developed a European reputation as ferocious fighters, their 

pikemen obliterating the chivalrous armies of Charles of Burgundy in a series of 

encounters (1476-77) that brought the Confederation immense wealth and distinction. 

Yet notwithstanding their constitutional independence and military prowess, the Swiss 

shared the same Roman Catholic religion as their royal enemies, an ecclesiastical 

connection that served to unite the Swiss with neighboring Italians, French, and 

especially southern Germans of the Holy Roman Empire. This international theological 

unity would be permanently disrupted, however, when the stipendiary priest of the 

Grossmünster, Huldreich Zwingli, set about the religious reform of Zürich during the 

1520s. 

 “Zwingli’s ultimate success in Zürich,” concludes Gordon in The Swiss 

Reformation (2002), the only such study in any language, “made the Reformation in the 

rest of the Swiss Confederation possible. Although it would be unsustainable to argue 
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that Zwingli was personally responsible for events in St. Gall, Berne, and Basle, we can 

assert without injury to local circumstances and figures that none of these cities would 

have turned to the Reformation without the bastion of Zürich behind them” (344). 

Huldreich Zwingli (1484-1531) was the author of the Swiss Reformation, by which 

numerous Cantons beginning with his adopted Zürich would break communion with the 

Roman Church during the third decade of the sixteenth century, and as a result introduce 

new political theologies approved by local people and overseen by local magistrates. By 

the time Zwingli perished in the Second Kappel War he had incited against his Catholic 

confederates, St. Gall, Schaffhausen, Berne, and Basel had all embraced theological 

reform, which in spite of some internal differences all perpetuated Zwingli’s model of 

theological sovereignty invested in the people and established through the Canton.  

 First, Zwingli argued that the hierarchic Roman Church was entitled to no say in 

the theological affairs of Zürich and of similar cities, whose clergy and magistrates were 

more than capable of providing the necessary ecclesiastical discipline and doctrine, an 

argument apparent in the First Disputation of January, 1523. At the time, much of the 

Confederation fell under the enormous diocese of Constance, yet even the aloof Church 

authorities had grown alarmed by Zwingli’s sermons emphasizing Biblical authority, the 

universal priesthood, and the symbolic nature of Holy Communion; and six hundred 

gathered in the Zürich Rathaus on the twenty-third to hear Zwingli square off against 

John Faber, Vicar General of the diocese. Zwingli opens by saying, “You have granted 
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me permission to hold a discussion in German before the assembled Council, for which 

privilege I thank you especially as my Lords” (1901: 49). By debating in German as 

opposed to in Latin, ordinary people could hear and entertain the various arguments; and 

Zwingli’s remark reinforces the discussion of the previous chapter concerning the 

Protestant exploration of sacred thought in the vernacular languages, and the undeniable 

contribution that consistent preference made to intellectual freedom. Likewise, Zwingli 

articulates his localism near the outset of the debate, in language that makes very clear his 

popular theological vision: “Since now here in this assembly there are so many honest, 

pious, Christian men…and also many learned, Godfearing bishops and clergymen, who 

sit here without doubt to further the truth of God and to hear and to know the divine truth, 

there is then, in spite of what the Vicar says, no reason why they should not discuss these 

matters, speak, and decide the truth” (55). Zwingli’s discourse on this occasion naturally 

ranges over numerous theological debates, including the primacy of Scripture, fasting 

ordinances, and clerical celibacy; but the essential point is that in the eyes of the Catholic 

episcopate the theological deliberations of Zwingli’s “learned colleagues…here in this 

room” (57) were totally illegitimate, and would likely end in mutiny against the universal 

Christian communion entrusted to the Church of Rome. 

 This stern belief is apparent in one of Father Faber’s replies. “Truly, dear sirs, it 

would be well to consider beforehand,” he argues, “what dangers and dissensions might 

arise for Christianity if one were not in harmony and agreement with the whole 
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community in these matters” (66). For a Roman Catholic like Faber, long instructed to 

consider the welfare of the entire Church, it is perilous “to speak and fight against such 

customs common to all the world” (66) as Zwingli does because such dissension 

threatens Christian unity, which is to be valued above all else. To the reformer of German 

Switzerland, however, such cosmopolitan concerns carry little to no weight, not because 

ecclesiastical concord has no value, but rather because its imposition is contrary to the 

Word of God and to the practice of the Apostles. “What is meant by ‘Church?’,” he asks 

the sizeable audience in the Rathaus. “Does one mean the pope at Rome, with his 

tyrannical power and the pomp of cardinals and bishops greater than that of all emperors 

and princes?” (85). To Zwingli, therefore, religious reform in Zürich clearly demanded 

confrontation with the overarching pretenses of the hierarchical apostolate, and the 

assumption of its spiritual authority by the engaged local community. 

 Yet second, Zwingli by the same token concludes that spiritual power must not be 

unlawfully assumed by any person or group operating outside the constitutional 

prerogative of the Cantonal magistrate, for the probable results include heresy, schism, 

and seditious violence. His intransigent persuasion that theological reform should 

proceed through the established forms of political authority is manifest in his “Refutation 

of the Tricks of the Baptists” ([1527] 1901), in which the Zürich evangelist—who 

maintained very diplomatic relations with the city magistrates—identifies and denounces 

a “class of men [that] so abounds and works in tricks that I have never seen anything 
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equally oily or changeable” (131). Men such as Konrad Grebel and Simon Stumpf had 

initially supported Zwingli’s reforms in Zürich as well as his defiance of the authority of 

Rome, but they and others became disillusioned with the extent to which he relied upon 

an approving civil authority, and felt that Zwingli stopped short of his principle of sola 

scriptura on the imperative question of infant baptism, retaining the ancient rite without 

any obvious Biblical support. The primary doctrinal statement of these anarchic 

“Anabaptists” was the Schleitheim Confession of 1527,2 in which the rite of infant 

baptism—universal in the West until that time—was denounced as a papal abomination 

(I), and Christians were forbidden from both serving in public office (VI) and even from 

taking oaths in court (VII). Zwingli was determined from the first to destroy this sectarian 

alternative, regardless of the extent to which the Baptists were openly perpetuating many 

of his own ideas. His main purpose as ever was of course theological, in this case 

defending the practice of infant baptism largely on the basis of the inference that the 

Apostles, in baptizing entire households, must have done the same;3 but among the 

political implications of Zwingli’s polemic is that Baptist theology violently usurps the 

civil order, and must therefore be categorically rejected. “The power of every magistracy 

                                                             
2 The work of Father Michael Sattler of Stauffen, he was executed for his beliefs the 
same year. In the Swiss context, the terms Anabaptist, Catabaptist, and simply Baptist 
refer to the same people and may be used interchangeably. Many of them fled to 
Moravia, and then by degrees to the New World.   
3 “Hear therefore what I mean, and how I would say: It is more likely than otherwise that 
the apostles baptized infants. For in the sacred Scriptures we have whole families 
baptized by them, in which it is more than likely that there were children” (154).  
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is particularly hateful to them” (192), Zwingli writes, and this is in part because the 

Baptists “would have the sword removed, so that they might more freely associate with 

harlots, defile matrons, seduce with their blandiloquence the women, confuse all settled 

conditions, nay, overthrow cities and men’s dwelling places” (198). The Baptists had 

initiated their re-baptisms of Zürich adults in 1525, and the authorities had immediately 

responded with counter-revolutionary violence based on drowning (known as the “third 

baptism”) the poor sectaries, who would be finally expelled two years later. But in the 

meantime, Zwingli is extremely solicitous that the Baptist rejection of secular authority 

should fall on deaf ears, both because, according to him, Christians require the 

intervening role of the civil power and should be encouraged to commit their time and 

talents to it. “I strive will all my powers against the proposition that Christians need no 

magistracy” (197), he writes, for the Lord Jesus Christ “never forbade a Christian and one 

worthy of empire to become a king even” (202). This theological endorsement of the civil 

order applies in particular to the swearing of oaths in court, which Zwingli sought to 

preserve against the polemics of the Baptists. “Give up the oath in any state then 

according to the Catabaptists’ desire, and at once the magistracy is removed and all 

things follow as they would have them. Good gods! What a confusion and upturning of 

everything!” (208-09, emphasis in original). In rejecting all existing civil and 

ecclesiastical power—the first as heathen, and the second as corrupt—the Zürich Baptists 

of the sixteenth century removed themselves from established social order, and Zwingli 
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through his response intensified his adherence to the principle of religious reform through 

the instruments of secular government. Corresponding authorities in Berne, Basle, and 

other Swiss dominions unsurprisingly appreciated Zwingli’s teaching, and negotiated an 

Anabaptist Concordat in August, 1527 proscribing their rites and assemblies. Gordon 

(2002: 228) concludes, “The Swiss Reformed churches were born in compromise; in 

order to take root they had had to embrace established political, social, and economic 

structures.” 

 The Anabaptists had refused to do so, however, and therefore Zwingli and like-

minded civic reformers drove out those theological anarchists, some of whom fled to 

Moravia. At the same time, Zwingli had concluded that the remaining Roman Catholic 

Inner Cantons4 would never convert, and that war had become the only available option. 

Upon his death in battle—at which both Swiss Catholics and Zürich Protestants 

rejoiced—the Swiss Reformation would produce numerous leaders, but they tended to 

perpetuate Zwingli’s simultaneous rejection of supranational papal power and anarchist 

theological disorganization, thus continuing to locate spiritual sovereignty at the Cantonal 

level.5 The most important of his successors was Heinrich Bullinger, who immediately 

succeeded Zwingli in Zürich and presided de facto over the Swiss Reformation until his 

                                                             
4 Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Zug, and Lucerne.  
5 This political theology is at least implied in the First Basle Confession (1534), the 
general statement of faith of the Swiss Reformed churches which reaffirms civil authority 
(VII) and once more condemns Anabaptist teaching (XII).  
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death in 1575. Most of his writings unfortunately remain inaccessible,6 but his Second 

Helvetic Confession (1566) emerges as the most mature, systematic, important, and final 

publication of the Swiss Reformation, which was immediately disseminated throughout 

Europe. After condemning in their turns the papal (XVII) and Anabaptist (XX) 

deviations, Bullinger in his final article (XXX) effusively praises civil sovereignty, and 

condemns “all who are contemptuous of the magistrate: rebels, enemies of the state, 

seditious villains, finally, all who openly or craftily refuse to perform whatever duties 

they owe.”7 In short, the Swiss Reformation of the mid-sixteenth century established the 

principle by which the peoples of the individual Cantons would autonomously decide 

their theological allegiance, locating the contemplation and manifestation of the sacred at 

that level of authority. Gordon (2002: 135) concludes, “The Second Peace of Kappel 

introduced the principle of each state abiding by its own faith…This division along 

religious grounds anticipated the cuius regio, eius religio of the Peace of Augsburg in 

1555.” 

 II. Johannes Althusius (1557-1638) and the Making of the Swiss Constitution 

                                                             
6 Although one important exception is the Consensus Tigurinus (1549), in which 
Bullinger and Calvin come to an agreement respecting the Lord’s Supper. Calvin’s 
Geneva did not belong to the Swiss Confederation and did not to any extensive degree 
contribute to the reforms of its German-language cities; but international Calvinism did 
considerably influence the English Reformation and Civil War, an influence to be 
examined in the seventh chapter.   
7 Damnamus itaque omnes magistratus contempores, rebelles, republicæ hostes, et 
seditiosos nebulones, denique omnes, quotquot official debita præstare, vel palam, vel 
arte renuunt.  
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 This confederal theology subsequently appeared in constitutional form in the 

work of Johannes Althusius, the political theorist whose ideas lie at the heart of the 

modern Swiss confederation. After receiving his doctorate in civil and ecclesiastical law 

in 1586 from the University of Basel—Switzerland’s only institution of higher learning 

and location of its Reformed printing presses—Althusius was made Rector at the 

Academy of Heidelberg in 1597, before concluding his career (1604-38) as Syndic of 

Emden in East Friesland, a city that had quickly embraced Protestantism and that became 

godparent of the Dutch Reformed Church. His masterpiece is Politica ([Politica 

methodice digesta, 1603] 1995), which in the first place perpetuates the local 

administration of Reformed theology of grave concern to Zwingli and his brethren, but at 

the same time sets forth a sophisticated theory of confederation essential to the Swiss 

constitutional order, and at variance with imperial or supranational forms of sovereign 

authority. 

 Althusius’ great theoretical opponent was Jean Bodin, who in Les Six Livres de la 

Républic ([1576] 2013) had articulated a theory of unitary sovereignty derivative of 

French monarcho-conservatism; but Althusius would respond by championing the cause 

of German Länder, Dutch provinces, and Swiss Cantons which had to varying degrees 

long resisted overarching forms of throne-and-altar domination, and which had lately 

converted to the Protestant cause. What the reader encounters in Politica is a confederal 

conception of sovereign authority at once covenantal, eclectic, and concentric. 
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 First, Althusian sovereignty is covenantal, from the Latin fœdus. As the ancient 

Hebrew confederacy of twelve tribes had entered into a covenant with Yahweh their God, 

reasons Althusius, so the well-ordered common-wealth shall likewise be a confederacy of 

Christians who consecrate their association to the Lord. “No polity from the beginning of 

the world,” he declares in preface to the 1614 edition, “has been more wisely and 

perfectly constructed than the polity of the Jews” (13). Any future common-wealth, 

however, should like the Hebrews consider the Decalogue or Ten Commandments (Ex. 

20: 3-17; Deut. 5: 7-21) the foundation of its laws, given that they inculcate “the pious 

and just life; piety toward God and justice toward symbiotes…Therefore, the subject 

matter of the Decalogue is indeed natural, essential, and proper to politics” (147). 

Adherence to the fundamental laws of God, however, appears rather a prerequisite than a 

final attainment for political life; and Althusius in practice recommends the principle of 

cuius regio as necessary for social stability amid a dangerous and ungodly world. “The 

administrator ought to establish and permit,” he declares, “only one religion in his realm, 

and that the true one. He shall expel all atheists, and all impious and profane men who are 

obstinate and incurable” (170). Althusius also repeatedly encourages the magistrate to 

provide sustained attention to Christian education (21, 76), as it shall be in the schools 

and universities that the new generation shall most strongly imbibe their civic and 

ecclesiastical duties.  
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 Second, sovereignty for Althusius is eclectic, derived from numerous, often cross-

cutting sources in a kind of organic fusion. “The members of a realm, or of this universal 

symbiotic association,” he writes, “are many cities, provinces, and regions agreeing 

among themselves on a single body constituted by mutual union and communication” 

(67). Prerogatives may overlap, and may arrive from different directions, but rights 

belong to the totality of the people, a point forcefully and repeatedly stressed (7, 13). 

Althusius in this respect emphasizes the importance of two social institutions: the family 

and the collegium. The family must be upheld and strengthened not merely because God 

established it, but because it is the original covenantal relationship, and “the seedbed of 

all private and public associational life” (31). Thus monasticism represents a moral and 

political perversion (22-23), since such individuals voluntarily remove themselves from 

the common-wealth and refuse its civil obligations. The collegium, meanwhile, 

theoretically extends the practice of the medieval guild in its emphasis on a group of 

citizens of the same profession who form a formal organization with its own legal 

personality and collective sovereignty; and Althusius envisions a whole spectrum of such 

communities at once demanding their own rights and discharging their own duties. 

“Today there are collegia of bakers, tailors, builders, merchants, coiners of money, as 

well as philosophers, theologians, government officials, and others that every city needs 

for the proper functioning of its social life” (38). Students of comparative political 
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economy may identify in these words the rudiments of the Swiss corporatism that modern 

social scientists have often observed and commended.  

 But finally, sovereignty for Althusius is concentric. His work as a whole does not 

so much describe the hierarchic ascent as the lateral expansion of civil and ecclesiastical 

authority, in which covenant associations enlarge the reach of their relationships on a 

two-dimensional plane. Having considered the family and the collegium, he next 

proceeds to the city, “a large number of hamlets and villages associated by a special legal 

order (jus) for the advancement of its citizens” (42) that is both completely autonomous 

from a legal perspective as well as sovereign over surrounding rural areas. The provincial 

districts, furthermore, are committed to the care of a by now familiar institution. “The 

presbytery,” writes the future leader of Reformed Emden, “represents the district, and 

presides over it in the communion of spiritual and temporal things necessary for building 

up and conserving the church” (56). Yet whereas Zwingli’s theology had generally failed 

to theorize beyond the city walls, Althusius’ political theory reaches further, forging 

confederation out of numerous otherwise independent cities. The Althusian confederation 

is generated through a series of “covenants (pacta) by which many cities and provinces 

come together and agree to establish and defend one and the same commonwealth by 

common work, counsel, and aid” (128), an association that has the right to convene a 

general assembly “of each and all members and estates of the realm” (183) in order to 

deliberate shared concerns and challenges. The former clause describes, as has been 
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shown, the process of repeated constitutional iteration by which the Swiss Confederation 

emerged, while the latter reminds one of its annual Diet. In keeping with Reformed 

theology, furthermore, the sovereignty of the presbytery in the ecclesiastical becomes the 

sovereignty of the citizenry in the civil realm, with Althusius repeatedly insisting that 

sovereignty derives from the people, and that kings merely hold their prerogatives in 

trust, revoked upon their death, incapacity, or incompetence. “God has formed in all 

peoples by the natural law,” he writes, “the free power of constituting princes, kings, and 

magistrates for themselves” (96). The people may therefore depose a ruler who turns 

tyrannical, or if necessary forswear allegiance to him or her “and can justly have recourse 

to another prince” (198).  

 Considering together the covenantal, eclectic, and concentric characteristics of 

Althusian sovereignty, his theory of confederation resembles Figure 5.1 below. 
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Both civil and ecclesiastical law unite the polyvalent units of the social symbiosis. The 

family serves as the foundation for all private associations, whilst the collegium joins 

men and women of similar professions, callings, and walks of life. These organisms 

constitute the essential sources of authority within the city, a theologically and politically 

sovereign entity that may nevertheless choose to form compacts with other cities to 

address mutual threats and concerns; and such a league, if formed, becomes a 

confederation (confederatio) of otherwise independent units. Forsyth (1981: 78) remarks, 
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“The provincial and urban governmental tiers were accorded by him [Althusius] an 

importance which they lacked in Bodin’s doctrine, and which reflected Althusius’ greater 

familiarity with the loose-structured German, Dutch, and Swiss political organizations.”  

 Althusian constitutional theory therefore perpetuates the urban sovereignty in 

theological matters derivative of the Reformations of Zürich, Berne, Basle, and other 

Swiss cities, while at the same time foreshadowing the Cantonal foundations of the 

modern Swiss constitutional order. One final observation, especially pertinent to 

questions of Community integration, should however be made. Althusian sovereignty, 

consisting in a version of the social contract, is non-transferable, being valid only 

between the original contracting parties. He writes, “Indeed, as the rights of sovereignty 

(jura majestatis) arise from the associated body so they adhere to it indivisibly and 

inseparably, nor can they be transferred to another” (95). He continues, “There is no 

doubt that this covenant, or contractual mandate (contractrum mandati) entered into with 

the supreme magistrate, obligates both of the contracting parties, so much so that it is 

permitted to neither magistrate nor subjects to revoke or dishonor it” (121).  Thus a 

contemporary extension of Althusian teaching might include a refusal to surrender Swiss 

confederal sovereignty to supranational Eurocrats, and the final section of this chapter 

will indeed report the consistent and forceful preference of the Swiss to only enter into 

bilateral agreements with the EU, explicit agreements between contracting parties that 

seem more in keeping with Althusius’ teaching.  
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 But the next task is to examine the influence of these ideas within the 

constitutional laws of Switzerland. In 1847, the predominantly conservative, agrarian 

Catholic Cantons fought a brief war against the liberal, bourgeois Protestant ones, and the 

main institutional result was the Constitution of 1848, designed in large measure to 

preclude such interconfessional hostilities. To accomplish this, it drew heavily on the 

American Constitution of 1789 and its distinction between powers delegated to the 

federal center and those reserved to the constituent units of the association, including 

church and state relationships. The right of referendum was added in the comprehensive 

revisions of 1874, and the current constitution entered into force in 2000. As stated in 

chapter three, it reserves theological authority to the Cantons (72.1), a provision that 

demonstrates the influence of Althusius and Zwingli.  

 Regarding this Cantonal political theology, the contents of Table 5.1 

communicate one of the richest tapestries of civil and ecclesiastical relationships to be 

found in international politics, but concerning which there is almost no existing literature.  
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By consulting the constitutions of the twenty-six Cantons, one encounters a prevailing 

pattern of interconfessional recognition and establishment, though there are at the same 

time sufficient internal variations to stimulate informed comparison.  

 To begin, (A) invocato Dei, Latin for “invoking God,” is an initial appeal to the 

Divinity found in many important Christian documents, and it reappears throughout the 

long history of Swiss constitutional law. The Foedus Pactum of 1291 begins the tradition 

of employing it,8 and the current constitution uses the same language in its preamble. 

Eleven Cantons open their constitutions with the invocato Dei, by which they profess the 

monotheism of their regimes. “Trusting in God, we, the men and women of Appenzell 

Ausserrhoden…give to ourselves the following constitution” ([1995] 2010).9 “In the 

name of Almighty God!” opens the constitution ([1907] 2006) of the French-speaking 

Valais.10 Although merely an epistemic, as opposed to an institutional feature of Swiss 

constitutional law, it could be mistaken to dismiss the invocation out of hand as insincere 

or unimportant.  

 (B) Roman Catholic recognition, (C) Reformed recognition, (D) Christian 

Catholic recognition, and (E) Jewish recognition refer respectively to the presence or 

absence of the establishment of those theologies in the Cantonal constitutions; and the 

documents as a whole recognize no others. Roman Catholicism is the oldest religion of 

                                                             
8 In nomine Domini Amen.  
9 Im Vertrauen auf Gott wollen wir, Frauen und Männer von Appenzell 
Ausserrhoden…geben wir uns folgende Verfassung.  
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the Swiss Confederation, and as has been shown survived the Protestant advance in some 

regions. The term Reformed, meanwhile, refers in this context to the Swiss Christian 

movements derivative of Zwingli which broke communion with Rome and significantly 

altered its teachings and practices, while the Christian Catholic Church is a national 

Catholic Church unique to Switzerland. Five Cantons, finally, recognize the Jews. The 

respective constitutions state very clearly which theological traditions are established, 

and one can see that all but three of them recognize both the Roman Catholic and 

Reformed faiths.  

 The final three unit characteristics of (F) constitutional power, (G) taxation 

power, and (H) right of written withdrawal capture the primary attributes of Cantonal 

theological regimes, which apply equally to all the recognized religions in each Canton.11 

By “constitutional power,” I refer to the process by which the recognized religious 

communities draw up a governing internal statute subject to the approval of the local 

authorities, a privilege often accompanied by the ability to levy tithes (taxation power) 

upon their members. Individuals may however leave a church, presbytery, or 

synagogue—and thus the power to be taxed by it—through letter.  

 When all eight unit traits are assembled in qualitative comparison, the outcome 

for the majority (18/26) of Cantons is “interconfessional,” of or pertaining to Christian 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
10 Au nom de Dieu tout-puissant! 
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reconciliation. The intent appears to be to accommodate in comparative Cantonal law the 

intractable division between Catholics and Protestants that emerged in the confederation 

during the sixteenth century, and which has intermittently generated violent conflict. (I 

furthermore classify five Cantons as “Judeo-Christian” since they additionally recognize 

Jews.) Yet for the purposes of this research, the most important finding is that the twenty-

six Cantons of the Swiss Confederation—to the exclusion of the nationwide minaret ban 

discussed below—enjoy complete and undivided sovereignty over political theology, a 

prerogative that they achieved through the religious reforms initiated by Zwingli, that 

they had recognized in the constitutional theory of Althusius, and that, through the rights 

of referendum considered next, serves as an important obstacle to the supranational 

Community integration of the country. 

 III. Interconfessional Confederal Votes (1992-2014) 

 Since the Napoleonic Wars, Swiss foreign policy has been generally conceived as 

consisting in armed neutrality, wherein the confederation retains its right of self-defense 

even as it eschews any favoritism for or against surrounding belligerents; and the Swiss, 

with some truth, credit this approach with having spared them from the horrors of two 

world wars. Another way of expressing this strategic outlook is to speak of Swiss foreign 

relations as confederal, wherein Bern seldom if ever connects itself with other states in 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
11 These traits are coded present only if the Cantonal constitution explicitly acknowledges 
them, although I suspect, in conformity with the prevailing pattern, that they are often 
found in practice elsewhere.  
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associations that at all impose upon its freedom of action, and that it may not voluntary 

leave.12 The final section of this chapter contends that the Althusian constitutional theory 

of Cantonal and popular sovereignty discussed above has directly contributed to Swiss 

abstention from the European Union by reason of its principle constitutional expression: 

the Swiss referendum.    

 Articles 138-141 of the Swiss constitution explain procedures—unique in 

international politics—by which the citizenry and the Cantons may directly influence 

foreign relations, particularly European Community relations. First, they have the 

reserved power to act in that 100,000 eligible voters may request a constitutional 

amendment, a right employed, for example, to force a vote on precluding the mere 

prospect of EU accession in 1997, or to induce the eventual constitutional prohibition on 

minarets in 2009, both of which shall be discussed below. Eight Cantons or 50,000 

eligible voters, furthermore, may request a referendum on any treaty that involves 

accession to an international organization. There is also the provision (140.b) that 

“accession to organizations for collective security or to supranational communities” must 

be submitted to a both popular and Cantonal vote. It is therefore constitutionally 

impossible for the Swiss Confederation to enter the European Union without the 

concurrent majority of the Swiss people and Cantons in favor. 

                                                             
12 Switzerland did not join the United Nations until as recently as 2002, to provide a 
primary example. The confederation belongs to the European Free Trade Association but 
has rejected any stronger Community ties.  
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 Such consensus does not appear even remotely in sight given the extent to which 

the Swiss, beginning in 1992, have repeatedly asserted their constitutional rights to 

interpose and nullify Community integration. The previous section distinguished the 

covenantal, eclectic, and concentric characteristics of Althusian sovereignty, and one may 

recognize the Swiss people and Cantons voting in defense of those ideas throughout their 

troubled relationship with the EU. Turning first to the idea of covenant politics, the Swiss 

on 29 November 2009 voted unmistakably in defense of the Christian confederation 

diagrammed in Table 5.1 and described throughout this chapter, in that they chose to 

constitutionally prohibit the construction of minarets, the towers by which Muslims are 

called to prayer. At the time of the vote, there were in fact only four within the entire 

confederation,13 but the initiative committee, in very ominous language, argued, “The ban 

on minarets offers an unqualified refusal of the Islamization of Switzerland which with 

Islamic law enters into direct conflict with the fundamental rights and liberties guaranteed 

by the Swiss constitution.”14 Although the turnout for this anti-Islamic intervention 

                                                             
13 At respectively Geneva, Zürich, Winterthour, and Wangen bei Olten.  
14 Federal Chancellery, 26 August 2009. Votation populaire du 29 november 2009: 
Explications du Conseil fédéral. L’interdiction des minarets entend oppose un refus sans 
equivoque à cette islamisation de la Suisse qui, avec la charia, loi islamique, entre en 
conflit direct avec les libertés et les droits fondamentaux garantis par la Constitution 
suisse (27). When a referendum is scheduled, the Federal Chancellery publishes a 
pamphlet explaining its meaning and presenting views on both sides of the question, 
culminating in an official recommendation of how the people should vote. These and 
other official documents exist in any of the four national languages of the 
confederation—German, French, Italian, and Romansh—but given the traditional 
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was—at 53.7%—less than overwhelming, the referendum enjoyed the general approval 

of the public at 57.5% in favor, but the overwhelming approval of the Cantons with 

twenty-three in favor; and section 3 was subsequently added to article 72 of the 

constitution.15 A similar if less resounding and theologically explicit result took place in 

February, 2014, when the initiative “Against Mass Immigration/Contre l’immigration de 

masse” passed by the tiny margin of 50.3% of the public, with the Cantons also deeply 

divided. The framers of the initiative did not mention Islam explicitly, but rather asserted 

that uncontrolled immigration threatened the freedom, security, beauty, and prosperity of 

the confederation, while the Federal Council countered that the measure—subjecting the 

foreign population to quotas and annual reviews, without being more specific—would 

invalidate the free movement of persons regime with the EU, one effect of which is to 

enable the Swiss to seek employment there (Federal Chancellery, 6 November 2013). In 

each instance, respectively, the Swiss voted to punish Islamic (theological) and foreign 

(political) persons perceived as outside their covenant communities. 

 Meanwhile, the eclectic dimension of Swiss constitutional theory—by which 

sovereign authority derives from different kinds of sources—may be identified to some 

degree in the comprehensive policy by which the confederation has structured its 

Community relations exclusively through bilateral treaties dedicated to particular issues, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
supremacy of French within the diplomatic world, I have consulted and shall quote from 
them in that language.       
15 All results come from the Federal Chancellery website.  
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which may furthermore be terminated at any time and which are static, bereft of clauses 

pertaining to their automatic update and alteration. The Free Trade Agreement with the 

EEC inaugurated this policy in 1972, an insurance agreement followed in 1989, and in 

2000 the voters via referendum strongly approved a package of agreements (Bilaterals I) 

with the EU, the most far-reaching of which concerned free movement of persons to be 

introduced by degrees between 2001 and 2013. Today, there are twenty primary and one 

hundred secondary treaties between Bern and Brussels, a web of political relationships 

evocative of Althusius that in the words of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 

(2014: 22) “guarantees Switzerland’s continued institutional independence.”  

 This logic, according to the government, even holds for Swiss participation in the 

multilateral border security regime that would otherwise most closely approximate 

supranational integration: the Schengen/Dublin system (2004-). Schengen countries 

disarm their borders with each other whilst in theory strengthening those with the outside 

world, while the companion Dublin agreement requires that an asylum application be 

processed by the first nation a migrant reaches; and the Foreign Ministry (ibid. 35) 

describes Switzerland—as well as Norway and Iceland—as a Schengen associated state, 

by which Bern is entitled to air its views but cannot vote on collective policy. Yet in the 

2005 referendum that followed the enactment of the laws, the Federal Council, 

suggestively, framed the issue against its nativist accusers as one of improving national 

security and reducing the migrant population, rather than at all engaging in European 
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integration. With regard to the asylum agreement, the Council stated, “Thanks to Dublin, 

Switzerland should be able to transfer more asylum seekers to other countries than it will 

be forced to take in” (Federal Chancellery 2005: 8).16 Concerning Schengen, it was 

argued, “Criminals, smugglers, and traffickers ignore frontiers. Therefore their activities 

necessitate an intensification of international and judicial police cooperation” (ibid. 12).17 

The government emphasized, furthermore, that these multilateral if not collective law 

enforcement measures would threaten “neither the sovereignty of our country, nor the 

processes of democratic decision-making,”18 (ibid. 14) but would rather tend to increase 

the security of the Swiss.  

 Finally, the concentric nature of the constitutional theory of Althusius is manifest 

in the extent to which the Swiss have twice asserted their constitutional rights of 

referendum against the hierarchy of Community integration. The first such episode took 

place in 1992. Switzerland had been one of seven parties to the original European Free 

Trade Association (EFTA) formed under British leadership as a confederal counterweight 

to the supranational European Community,19 yet after thirty years of two rival single 

markets in Western Europe, a European Economic Area (EEA) was chartered at the 

                                                             
16 Grâce à Dublin, la Suisse devrait pouvoir transférer plus de requérants d’asile vers les 
autres pays qu’elle ne devrait en accueillir.  
17 Les criminels, les contrebandiers et les passeurs ignorant les frontières. Leurs activités 
nécessitent donc une intensification de la coopéeration policière et judiciaire 
internationale.  
18 Ni la souveraineté de notre pays, ni les processus de décision démocratiques. 
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instigation of the latter in order to unite in free movement the goods, persons, services, 

and capital of the entire assortment. In the obligatory popular and Cantonal referendum 

which followed (6 December 1992) the Federal Council argued vigorously on its behalf, 

stressing the need to participate in Europe, to recognize that the EEA was not the same as 

the EC, and to not respond hysterically to an organization that could not threaten Swiss 

democracy. Such assurances were insufficient, however, for a parliamentary minority 

who feared that “the federal system, which is based on the autonomy of the Cantons and 

Communes, shall be compromised in regimes dominated by Brussels” (Federal 

Chancellery 1992: 13).20 From a large turnout of 78.7%, a razor-thin majority (50.3%) 

voted against Swiss participation in the EEA, although the Cantonal verdict was 

noticeably stronger, at 14 4/2 against to 6 2/2 in favor.21 This European defeat decided 

the government upon subsequently pursuing the purely bilateral and static approach to 

integration through issue-specific treaties discussed above, and Switzerland remains the 

only EFTA state that does not also belong to the EEA. 

 A decade later, the people and the Cantons also smashed an initiative to open EU 

accession talks. More than three-fourths of the voters and every Canton negated “Yes to 

Europe!” (Oui à l’Europe!, 4 March 2001), a measure calling for the removal of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
19 The original members were Austria, Denmark, Great Britain, Norway, Portugal, 
Sweden, and Switzerland.   
20 Le système fédéraliste, qui se fonde sur l’autonomie des cantons et des communes, sera 
court-circuité dans les domaines régis par Bruxelles.  
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European policy from the Federal Council and the immediate initiation of Community 

membership negotiations. This “no” or perhaps even “never” remains by all accounts the 

best description of where Swiss popular and Cantonal opinion comes down on the 

subject. The Swiss Foreign Ministry (2014: 22) itself concludes, “Over time, the request 

to start negotiations on EU membership faded more and more into the background and is 

now considered irrelevant by both sides.”  

 The Swiss have therefore repeatedly asserted their constitutional rights of 

referendum, of confederal interposition, of direct democracy, or of whatever term one 

prefers to describe the processes explained above against the obligations and effects of 

supranational European integration, and Table 5.2 demonstrates the interconfessional 

distribution of the confederal preferences expressed above.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
21 The Cantons of Appenzell Ausserrhoden, Appenzell Innerrhoden, Basel-City, Basel-
Country, Obwalden, and Nidwalden receive half a vote.  
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The Christian Civic Union was Zwingli’s ill-fated Protestant military alliance, while the 

Christian Alliance comprised the five Catholic Cantons who marched in self-defense 

against him. The respective geographies of these Cantons have obviously changed 

somewhat over an interval of almost five centuries,22 but the fact remains that there is no 

discernable difference in how the original Reformed and core Catholic areas of 

Switzerland have voted in the most decisive nationwide referenda on European policy. 

They respectively rejected the EEA in 1992 but approved of the bilateral accords in 2000 

                                                             
22 In particular, ancient Basel is now divided into urban and rural components, while the 
Unterwalden of the sixteenth century is today divided into Nidwalden and Obwalden. 
Concerning the latter, both of them voted the same on each occasion, and therefore this 
modern distinction is not respected in the table.      
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in nearly equal measure. Subsequently, both factions appear to have had ambivalent 

feelings about the Schengen/Dublin agreements in 2005. They all unanimously banned 

minarets in 2009 and concurrently halted immigration in 2014. The confederal posture of 

Swiss European policy should therefore be considered “interconfessional” because it is 

shared by both Roman Catholic and Reformed alike. The 2015-2019 platform of the 

Swiss People’s Party (Groupe de l’Union démocratique du centre), currently the largest 

in the National Council at fifty-seven seats, and habitually at the back of nationalist 

popular initiatives declares, in its opening paragraph, “The SVP advocates the 

preservation of an independent and neutral Switzerland. The sale of Swiss sovereignty 

and self-determination by our political elite must be stopped. Therefore, our country must 

no longer be insidiously integrated into international structures such as the EU” (4).23   

 In conclusion, the Swiss Reformation of the early 1500s pioneered traditions of 

popular and Cantonal government. Johannes Althusius then systematized these ideas at 

the outset of the seventeenth century through his decisive political theory on the subject 

of confederation, which much influenced the development of the Swiss constitutional 

                                                             
23 The platform’s extensive theological passages are also worth noting, in that the SVP 
considers the Christian heritage of Switzerland the ultimate foundation of its freedom, 
justice, and peace. “The SVP is committed to upholding Switzerland’s Western Christian 
culture. It forms the basis of our identity and our coexistence. It is not a coincidence that 
our country’s national emblem contains a cross and that our national anthem is a prayer. 
We derive reasonable thought, creativity, and innovation from Western Christian 
principles…But Muslim immigrants often come from countries in which there is no 
democratic rule of law. They bring with them ideas of law and order that are 
incompatible with our legal system and our democratic rules” (90-91).   
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order. The primary legal manifestation of Althusian sovereignty, in turn, is the right of 

popular and Cantonal interposition, which has been utilized repeatedly to forestall various 

aspects of European integration. Like the interlocking pieces of the renowned 

Ravensburger puzzles, therefore, the Cantons of Switzerland closely unite to form their 

own scenic landscape, but remain largely impervious to the outside world.   
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER APPLICATIONS 

 

 To conclude the entire work, the research design charted within this dissertation 

has been concerned with two research hypotheses. First, it was theorized that Roman 

Catholic countries, if any, in Western Europe would be more integrated with Brussels, 

and second, that Protestant countries, if any, would be less so. The purpose of both 

hypotheses was to possibly attribute patterns of European integration in part to prevailing 

political theologies, the authoritative application of sacred ideas to public policies. 

Boolean techniques of qualitative comparison were employed twice. First, the prevailing 

political theology of the seventeen national observations was established through the 

coding of cuius regio, eius religio—the establishment of a particular theology since the 

peace of Westphalia—super-majority population—at least three-fourths of the citizenry 

professing a particular theology in the year 2000—official recognition—the 

establishment of a particular theology in law—and constitutional recognition, the 

establishment of a particular theology in the highest national law. These results were 

compiled and appear in Appendix 1. Second, the degree of European integration was 

established by appeal to respective national memberships in the EMU, the EU, the EEA 

EFTA, and EFTA; and those results appear in Appendix 3. When political theology and 

integrative status are compared, both hypotheses emerge as verified. The Roman Catholic 

states of Italy, Portugal, and Spain are integrated in the strongest—federal—respect on 
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account of their participation in the European Monetary Union, but the Protestant 

countries of Denmark, Great Britain, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden are not. 

 The mere establishment of these relationships provides an important contribution 

to existing knowledge of EU studies. The demonstration, in particular, that the 

constitutionally Protestant states are as a bloc less integrated with Europe as a whole is 

unique to this study, and provocative. However, the preceding chapters have attempted to 

go beyond the establishment of correlation, and to furthermore explain why Roman 

Catholicism has apparently resulted in greater European integration, and why 

Protestantism has apparently resulted in less of it.   

 The unifying causal narrative offered proceeds from theological to constitutional 

to political forms of authority as a sequence during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 

twentieth centuries, respectively. With regard to the Catholic countries—as well as to 

Catholics within other countries—the overall argument is that Thomist theological 

teachings of the Middle Ages became embodied in constitutional law through the 

decisive Trentine deliberations, a history energetically invoked in the Christian 

Democratic politics of postwar Europe. For the Protestants, the spread of Reformed 

theology created alternative forms of authority the existence of which was eventually 

guaranteed in the constitutional instruments of the peace of Westphalia, and partially for 

these reasons they demonstrated a comparatively nationalist politics during the twentieth 

century. Amid this overall causal argument, four case chapters received sustained 
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attention. In Germany, the rapid development of Lutheran theology proved so divisive 

and destabilizing that the eventual outcome was no less than a constitutional revolution 

through the settlement of Westphalia that could peacefully and lawfully unite all the 

German people, a vision further pursued at the European level through the politics of 

postwar Christian Democracy. In Great Britain, a variety of theological positions from 

the English Reformation became embodied in constitutional law during the seventeenth 

century, and passed down in this manner have turned some influential politicians against 

the Community. In Norway, the Reformation imposed by its Danish overlord resulted in 

a highly absolutist constitution that is disposed toward intergovernmental integration. In 

Switzerland, finally, the spread of Reformed theology confirmed and strengthened a 

confederal constitutional theory ill-suited to supranational European politics. The study 

has therefore demonstrated some of the primary ways by which political theologies have 

encouraged or obstructed the integration process.  

 Some qualifications, as always, are nevertheless useful. The theoretical findings 

of this analysis, as explained at the end of chapter four, are in the first instance non-final. 

Political theology is a concept too subjective, and the literatures exploring it too 

imprecise to establish a direct connection between Roman Catholic theology and 

supranational or federal European politics, and between Protestant theology and 

confederal or intergovernmental politics. The results refute secularization theories, richly 

contextualize decision-making, and open the door to much further research, but do not 
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establish direct and precise connections between the independent and dependent 

variables, admittedly a very rare attainment in qualitative analysis of the social world. 

The theoretical arguments of this study are, furthermore, non-reductionist. European 

integration is by no means a purely theological question, nor do theological 

considerations necessarily prevail in any given instance. The argument is merely that they 

belong to a story usually presented as purely economic and administrative. The study is 

furthermore non-exclusivist, in that the concentration upon Catholicism and Protestantism 

should not be construed as intentionally or unintentionally ignoring the Jewish, Hindu, 

Sikh, indigenous, or other theological traditions present within the countries surveyed, 

traditions which have much enriched cultures both local and national with their music, 

mythology, and wisdom. The satisfaction of scientific method, rather, required the 

articulation of research hypotheses at the outset and their sustained exploration 

throughout: the preceding is by no means offered as a comprehensive survey of all 

theological forces in Europe, nor as the last word on the Catholics and Protestants. 

Theological imperatives are deeply subjective, rely upon generations of social 

construction, and seldom if ever manifest themselves in the exact same way everywhere; 

and therefore the findings of this research are also non-transitive. The integration 

outcomes, for instance, emerged as one-degree different for Norway (intergovernmental) 

and Great Britain (supranational) even though both are Protestant countries: therefore 

some other variable must be at work apart from theology. Why did his Anglicanism not 
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stop Ted Heath from taking Britain into the E.E.C. in 1973? Why was theologically 

neutral Luxembourg involved in the Schuman Plan of 1951? This study stands by its 

empirical results and analytical narratives, and opens itself to diverse critiques, but at the 

same time no comprehensive social theory should be abused through excessive 

questioning based on the results of particular moments of historical time. In the intense 

diplomatic negotiations that result in further European integration or enlargement, in 

particular, countless factors aside from political theology generate pressures and 

constraints as well as create incentives and opportunities; and therefore the theological 

imperatives must not be expected to prevail in all cases, especially since this author never 

claimed that they would. But finally, this research is value-neutral. It is agnostic and 

indifferent to the content of the religions described, and has no interest in either their 

victory or defeat. No agenda—apart from a scholarly one—is in any respect advanced. 

The sole authorial intent was to introduce into the academic discussion of European 

integration theological factors which have usually been overlooked, but which have 

repeatedly proven influential, enhancing empirical and conceptual knowledge.  

 Looking back not merely to the results described above, but also ahead to the 

serious European challenges on the horizon, three concluding remarks present 

themselves. First, the secularization thesis of sociology is dead. It is a useless and 

erroneous prophecy that should no longer be read or cited; and the findings of this 

dissertation have helped bring to light possibly its greatest flaw: a consistent refusal not 
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merely to explain, but in fact even to see the mountain of contrary evidence. The 

secularization thesis ignores the massive influence of ecclesiastical law, through which 

most Europeans experience education and marriage. It ignores Europe’s comparative 

constitutional orders, the majority of which (Appendix 1) favor a certain religion. None 

of the secularization theorists, continuing in this respect, seem to have been even aware 

of the theological kaleidoscope of the subordinate regions of Germany and Switzerland. 

Secularization theory furthermore ignores the discourses of the Christian Democratic 

parties and politicians, including the neo-Thomist riot of religiosity sounded from the 

German CDU; and it is largely indifferent to the immense social consequence of Catholic 

institutions in such nations as Ireland or Poland. Although the conversation of course 

depends on precisely what is meant by “secularization” and the application of the theory 

in question to a particular context, the hallowed hypothesis encountered throughout the 

social sciences that modern humankind is smoothly and seamlessly moving toward an 

atheist future is found unworthy of serious consideration, much less of blind faith. 

 The converse is therefore true, in that political theology remains very much alive 

in contemporary Europe. Currently, the comity of the Schengen system has disintegrated 

amid the rapid profusion of fences and border-checks across Europe as a response to the 

so-called migration crisis, wherein mostly Muslims from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, and 

other failed states are arriving in unprecedented numbers, a problem accentuated by the 

acute theological enmity between Greece and Turkey, the two nations through which the 
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majority of the refugees and migrants pass. Given that there were very few European 

Muslims during the postwar years, Islam as a political theology did not enter into the 

narratives of the preceding chapters; and yet the salience of contemporary events almost 

requires that this study should speak to it. Do the findings of this study inform the 

increasing, and increasingly violent European encounter with Islam, and if so, how? 

 Among the seventeen national observations, France, on account of her long 

Algerian entanglement, has the highest Islamic minority at 8.5% of the population 

(ARDA 2010), yet all the countries surveyed are growing increasingly anxious about the 

importation of this religion through both legal and illegal immigration. The terrifying 

totalitarianism of the Islamic State, responsible for the exportation of terrorism to Paris 

and elsewhere, and the nightmarish images of the Syrian and other migrants have only 

intensified these sensible and rational fears. Amid these unfolding political and moral 

disturbances, this author shall preface his remarks by denouncing all forms of bigotry and 

racial prejudice. All human creatures are equally subject to the Anthropocene, and all 

should share the same rights in democratic politics. That said, the descent of theological 

to constitutional to political authority on which this study is based leads him, speaking 

purely as a scholar, to feel rather pessimistic about the ability of European states to 

absorb and to integrate the Islamic political theology.  

 Since 9/11, Western publics have been inundated with discussions concerning the 

compatibility of Islamic theology with democratic governance. This brief treatment shall 
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identify a single concern on which the resolution of many of these debates may ultimately 

depend: the status of women. Without stating or implying any agenda, the empirical truth 

is that women are equal to men in the New Testament, but in the Quran, they are not. In 

the New Testament, Christ is adamant that a man may only have one wife and cannot 

divorce her except if she commits adultery (Matt. 5:32), while the scattered remarks of 

the Apostle Paul (I Cor. 11:5; 14:34-35; I. Tim. 2:12) on male prerogative pertained 

specifically to the maintenance of public order within the primitive Christian assemblies. 

This moral code, whatever the truth or falsehood of the theology, rather easily 

harmonizes with the governance of the democratic state: one Christian man can marry 

one Christian woman for life without inconveniencing anyone else. In the Quran, 

however, women are conceptualized as male property. A Muslim man may take up to 

four wives simultaneously (4:3), and may imprison a wife till her death if he can persuade 

four other men that she is guilty of adultery (4:15). Women are declared unclean during 

their menstrual periods (2:222; 65:1), and, most seriously perhaps, are described as 

commodities to be bought, sold, and trafficked in a marriage market (2:229-30). Bringing 

this material to the attention of the reader is not intended as an attack upon Islam, but 

rather as indicating the dilemma of how a male-supremacist theology can ever become 

fully reconciled with constitutional laws and party politics in which women are equal to 

men. The outrageous assaults upon unaccompanied women near the railway station in 

Cologne on New Year’s Eve 2015—wherein groups of Muslim migrant men sexually 
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molested scores of them with impunity—is representative of the depth of this tension. To 

state the case as succinctly as possible, the chauvinist theology from the Middle East is 

colliding with the constitutional and political equality in Europe; and in the opinion of 

this author one or the other must, it would seem, eventually give way.   

 The final, concluding observation is that the European Union appears in denial of 

both conclusions above, that the secularization thesis is dead and that political theology 

remains alive. The Community of 1957, the year of the signing of the Treaties of Rome, 

was self-consciously undertaking a partially spiritual struggle against the legacy of 

fascism, the prospect of Communism, and the daily reality of poverty, hunger, and 

misery. In order to address these and other constitutional and political challenges, the 

authors and framers of European integration invoked what they regarded as the 

humanizing tendencies of inter-confessional Christianity. But by the time of the 

Maastricht Treaty of 1994, many had forgotten or misunderstood this normative 

foundation, and integration was conceived as a purely functional process, a collective 

amnesia of the theological origins of democratic regimes on display in so many civics, 

comparative, and international textbooks. Both the British and the German constitutions, 

as this dissertation has shown, were crafted during the seventeenth century in order to 

resolve acute theological conflicts. Scandinavian politics, as was also demonstrated, 

descends from its royalist Lutheran Reformations, and Switzerland from inter-

confessional confederation. Israel was a Jewish before it became a democratic state, and 
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the origins of post-colonial freedom in South Asia are found in Hindu, Muslim, and Sikh 

consciousness. Religion, involving the belief in the government of some higher power, is 

the source of the most deeply held of human values, and consequently one must 

anticipate its salient role in the origination of both Western and non-Western 

commonwealths. “Over the past several decades,” concludes eminent political theorist 

William E. Connolly in Why I am not a Secularist (1999), “I have increasingly found 

secular conceptions of language, ethics, discourse, and politics…to be insufficiently alert 

to the layered density of political thinking and judgment” (4). “The need today,” he 

continues, “is to cultivate a public ethos of engagement in which a wider variety of 

perspectives than heretofore acknowledged inform and restrain one another” (5). Per 

Connolly’s call, the fundamental objective and, I believe, attainment of this study has 

been to widen the scholarly debate to include such marginalized theological perspectives, 

enriching collective knowledge of the origins of democratic order. Yet the great question 

for the European future, to return once more to the original subject, is whether the politics 

of supranational unity can be sustained in the absence of their original Christian 

theological basis. Although this dissertation must remain agnostic, it shall conclude with 

a portentous remark from a highly revisionist, left-wing, anti-imperial Palestinian social 

activist: Because they had no root, they withered away (Matt. 13:6). 

FINIS 
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